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' qffiliates to the party", the Trial Chamber having found that CDR militants and'. 

r:'Itcbitni$tBitmbi acted in conformity with the dictates or instructions of the party.'s5 The
Prosecutor further argues that the Appellant misrepresents the criteria for superior
responsibility, since proof of an official position is not required.r% The Prosecutor finally
submits that the Trial Chamber did not have to examine the powers deriving ftom the
position ofCDR President, since it had concluded that the Appellant had in practice exercised
effective control over CDR members and Impuzamugambi, noting in particular that they were
directed and supervised by the Appellant and that he had given them weapons.'*t

881. Paragraph 976 ofthe Judgement reads as follow:

The Chamber notes that, in Musema, the Tribunal found that superior responsibility
extended to non-military settings, in that case to the owner of a tea factory. The Chamber
has considered the extent to which Barayagwiza, as leadet of the CDR" a political Party,
can be held responsible pursuant to Article 6(3) of its Statute for acts committed by CDR
party members and Impuzamuganbi. The Chamber recognizes that a?olitical party and its
leadership cannot be held accountable for all acts committed by party members or oth€rs
afriliated to the party. A political party is unlike a govemment, military or coryorate
structure in that its members are not bound through prof€ssional afliliation or in an
employment capacity to be govemed by the decision-making body of the party.
Nevertheless, the Chamber considers that to the extent that membeis ofa political party act
in accordance with the dictates of that party, or otherwise under its instuction, those
issuing such dictates or instruction can and should be held accountable for their
implementation. In this case, CDR party members and lmpzzamugambi were following the
lead of the party, and of Barayagwiza himself, who was at meetings, at demonstrations,
and at roadblocks, \,vhere CDR members and Impuzamugambi were marshalled into action
by party officials, including Barayagwiza or under his authority as leader of the party. In
tlese circumstances, the Chambor holds that Barayagwiza was responsible for the activities
ofCDR members and Impuzamugamri, to the ext€nt that such activities w-eJe initiat€d by
or undertaken in accordance with his direction as leader ofth€ CDR party.rsE

882. The Appeals Chamber is of the view that these factual findings were capable of
supporting a conviction of the Appellant pursuant to Article 6(1) of the Statute for having
ordered or instigated certain acts of CDR militants and Impuzamugambi. The Appeals
Chamber has indeed already upheld the conviction of this Appellant on this count'rD The
question here is whether the Appellant could incur liability as a superior for all of the acts
committed by CDR militants and Impuzamugambi. The Appeals Chamber is not convinced
that the evidence cited by the Trial Chamber suffrces to establish the effective control of the
Appellant over all CDR militants and ImpuzamugamDi in all circumstances. In particular, as
noted by the Trial Chamber, the leaders of a political party "cannot be held accountable for
all acts committed by party members or others affrliated to the party".'?m Although the
Appellant doubtless exerted substantial influence over CDR militants and Impuzamugambi,
that is insufficient - absent other evidence of conhol - to conclude that he had the material

le5 Respondent's Brief, para. 552, referring to the Judgement, para, 976
tw lbid.,para.553.
'- 1bid,.,9ua.554, refening to Judgem€nt, paras. 261, 314, 336, 340-341, 954 and 9?7.
l* Judgemenq para. 976 (refening to Mrseza Trial Judgement, paras. 148 and 905).
re See srpra Xll. D. 2. (b) (viii) .
2m Judgement, para. 976.
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capacity to prevent or punish the commission of crimes by all CDR militants and .
Impuzamugambi.2@t 

tOS-fOhS/t

883. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber sets aside the Appellant's conviction pursuant to
Article 6(3) of the Statute for direct and public incitement to commit genocide on accowrt of
acts by CDR militarfis md Impuzamugambi.

3. Resoonsibiliw of Apoellant Neeze

(a) Kangura articles

884. Appellant Ngeze appeals against his conviction by the Trial Chamber for various
crimes in his capacity as founder, owner and editor of Kangura, alleging that none of the
articles in the paper support the thesis that he directly and personally participated in the
perpetration of these crimes.t*'

885. The Trial Chamber concluded that Appellant Ngeze "was the owner, founder and
editor of Kangura. He controlled the publication and was responsible for its contents".2@3
This finding was based on the following evidence:

That Hassan Ngeze was the founder and editor of Kangura is not contested. The Chamber
notes that Ngeze accepted responsibility for and defended the publication in his testimony.
Others such as Witness AHA, who worked for Kangura, confrmed that Ngeze was "the
boss" and had the last word in editorial meetings.z@

The Trial Chamber then found the Appellant guilty of direct and public incitement to commit
genocide on the basis of Kangura articles.2ns

886. The Appeals Chamber has already concluded that certain articles and editorials
published in Kangura in 1994 directly and publicly incited the commission of the
genocide.2* The Appellant has failed to demonsfate that he could not have been held
personally responsible for matters published in Kangura. The Appeals Chamber considers
that, on the basis of the evidence before it, the Trial Chamber could reasonably attribute the
totality of articles and editorials published in Kangura to Appellant Ngeze. Moreover, the
Appellant had himself written two of the three articles published in 1994 found to have
constituted direct and public incitement to commit genocide (the other article being signed
Kangura).M' Furthermore, there can be no doubt that, by his acts, the Appellant Ngeze had
the intent to instigate others to commit genocide. The Appeals Chamber accordingly upholds
the conviction of the Appellant for having directly and publicly incited the commission of
genocide through matters published in Kangara in 1994.

2@r See in this connectiol Celebiti Appeal Judgement, para. 266 (stating that substantial influence is insufficient
to establish effective control). See also /(ordiC and Cerkzz Trial Judgement, paras. 838-841, finding that, even
though Kordid had substantial influence as political leader, this was insufficient to conclude that he had effective
control (this finding was not challenged on appeal by the ICTY Prosecutor).
2m2 Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras. 354-355.
2@3 Judgement, para. 135. See also paras. 9774 and 1038.
w lbid.,perta.134.
M5 lbid. . Da.:a, lo38 .
2ffi See slrpra XIll. C. 3. (c).
2m? See szpra Xll. C. 3. (b).
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(b) Acts of the Aopellant in Gisenyi

887. Appellant Ngeze argues that the Trial Chamber erred in considering that the fact that
he mobilized the population to attend CDR meetings and spread the message that the Inyenzi
would be exterminated were acts which called for the extermination of the Tutsi
population.'?m He submits that to invite the population to attend a political meeting is not a
crime and contends that, even if he had mobilized the population by driving around with a
megaphone in his vehicle, it was the entire population that he was mobilizing, not just the
Hutu.2m He further claims that the Trial Chamber ened in finding it established beyond
reasonable doubt that he announced through a megaphone that the Inyenzi would be
exterminated.20ro

888. The Trial Chamber found Appellant Ngeze guilty of direct and public incitement to
commit genocide under Articles 2(3)(c) and 6(1) of the Statute for his acts which called for
the extermination of the Tutsi population: "Hassan Ngeze often drove around with a
megaphone in his vehicle, mobilizing the Hutu population to come to CDR meetings and
spreading the message that the Inyenzi would be exterminated, Inyenzi meaning, and being
understood to mean, the Tutsi ethnic minority."2orr

889. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber did not rely solely on the
invitation to attend CDR meetings in convicting Appellant Ngeze of the crime of direct and
public incitement to commit genocide, but rather on this fact coupled with his announcements
thatthe Inyenzi (i.e., the Tutsi) would be exterminated.

890. The Appeals Chamber notes Appellant Ngeze's argument that, even if he had in fact
mobilized people to come to CDR meetings, it was the entire population that he was
mobilizing, and not just the Hutu. However, whether or not Appellant Ngeze sought to
mobilize the Hutu population or the entire population is ofno relevance; what is important is
that direct and public incitement to commit genocide did occur'

891. Appellant Ngeze further argues that paragraph 834 of the Judgement demonstrates
that it was not proved beyond reasonable doubt that he announced through a megaphone that
the Inyenzi would be exterminated. However, this paragraph shows that, even though some
Defence witnesses testified that Appellant Ngeze did not have a megaphone in his vehicle,
the Trial Chamber was satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that the Appellant was seen with a
megaphone. Appellant Ngeze has failed to demonstrate any error on the part of the Trial
Chamber.

892. Nonetheless, the Trial Chamber did not specify when the acts in question took place.
The factual finding in paragraph 837 of the Judgement is based on the testimonies of
Witnesses Serushago, ABE, AAM and AEU. to'' The Appeals Chamber notes that Witness
Serushago refers to events which allegedly took place in February 1994,20t1 Witness ABE to

2m Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras.269-272.
2w lbid.,para,27o.
uo lbid..oan.27l.
20ft Judgement, para. 1039, refening to para' 837.
2ot2 lbid., oaru.834.
2013 T. | 5 irlovember 2001, pp. I l8-l 19; Judgement, paras. 784 and 834.
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' *'"' evdhts in 1993,20'o and Witness AAM to events prior to 1994.'?0r5 As for Witness AEU, it is not

clear when the events which the witness describes occurred.20'6 Since only Witness
Serushago clearly refers to events which allegedly took place in February 1994 and this
testimony cannot be relied on if it is not conoborated by other reliable evidence,2or? it has not
been demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt that in 1994 Appellant Ngeze "often drove
around with a megaphone in his vehicle, mobilizing the Hutu population to come to CDR
meetings and spreading the message that the Inyenzi wotld be exterminated, Inyenzi
meaning, and being understood to mean, the Tutsi etbnic minority". For this reason, this part
of Appellant Ngeze's conviction for the crime of direct and public incitement to commit
genocide must be quashed.

XIV. CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT GENOCIDE

893. The Appellants contend that, in convicting them ofthe crime of conspiracy to commit
genocide, the Trial Chamber committed several errors oflaw and fact.2orE

A. Elements of the crime of consniracv to conmit senocide

894. Conspiracy to commit genocide under Article 2(3)(b) ofthe Statute has been defined
as "an agreement between two or more persons to commit the crime of genocide".2o't The
existence of such an agreement between individuals to commit genocide (or "concerted
agreement to act"m2o) is its material element (actas rens); furthermore, the individuals
involved in the agreement must have the intent to destroy in whole or in part a national,
ethnical, racial or religious group as such (mens rea).2021

B. Alle@-errerc

895. Appellants Nahimana and Ngeze argue that the Trial Chamber could not infer the
existence of an agreement to commit genocide based on the concerted or coordinated action
ofa group of individuals, because "[t]he fact that individuals react simultaneously and in the
same way to a common situation (war, political uisis, murder of political leaders, ethnic
conflicts, etc.) does not in any way prove the existence ofa prior agreement and a concerted

2ota T .26 February 2001, p. 95.
2015 T. l2 February 2001, pp. 104, I l0-l I l, l3l -132; Judgement, para.797.
2016 The Trial Chamber (Judgement, para. 798, footnote 824) refened to the following portions of Witness
AEU'S testimony: T.26 June 2001, pp. 5-9,32-36 and T.27 lune 2001, pp. l19-121. Although Witness AEU
stated that she had seen Appellant Ngeze at the front of the convoys going to the CDR meetings and bragging
about having killed Inkotanyi (T.26 June 2001, pp. 34-35), the time when this occuned is not specified.
'"" Judsement. para. 824.
'0" Naiimana Notice of Appeal, pp. ll-15; Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 50, 55-57, 76-78, 585-639;
Nahimana Brief in Reply, pans. 28-37; Barayagwiza Notice of Appeal, p. 3; Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief,
pans. 241-256; Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, paras. 56-68; Ngeze Notice of Appeal, paras. 94-l 19; Ngeze
Appeflanfs Brief, pans.24-27,32,45a7,286-332; Ngeze Brief in Reply, pans.24,26,75-79.
'otn Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 92. See also Kajelijeli Trial Judgement, pxa.787; Ntyitegeka
Trial Judgement, para. 423i Ntakirutimana Trial Judgement, pxa.798; Musema Trial Judgement, para. l9l,
2020 The.lurisprudence ofthe Tribunal refers to an "agreement" and to a "conc€rted agreement to act", in which a
number of individuals )oin (Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 92:, Kajelieli Trial Judgement,
p^aras. 787-788; Niitegel@ Trial ludgement, para. 423; Musema Trial ludgenent, para. l9l ).
"" NiitegekaTrial Judgement, para. 423; MusemaTrial ludgement, para. 192.
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plal".zozz They contend that the Rutaganda Appeal Judgement rejected any form of
responsibility "in application of 'guilt by association', including guilt from 'similarity of
conduct"'.2m1 They argue that the jurisprudence of the Nuremberg Intemational Military
Tribunal and of this Tribunal requires, in order for a defendant to be convicted of conspiracy,
his or her direct and personal participation in meetings to plan crimes.2o2a Appellant
Barayagwiza maintains that a tacit agreement cannot establish conspiracy to commit
genocide, adding that "[t]he Prosecution could not prove any individual criminal act
atrributable to the Appellant Barayagwiza".2o2t

896. The Appeals Chamber recalls that tJne actus reas of the crime of conspiracy to commit
genocide is a concerted agreement to act for the purpose of committing genocide. While such
actus reus can be proved by evidence of meetings to plan genocide, it can also be infened
from other evidence.'o'u In particular, a concerted agreement to commit genocide may be
infened from the conduct of the conspirators.2o2? However, as in any case where the
Prosecutor seeks, on the basis of circumstantial evidence, to prove a particular fact upon
which the guilt of the accused depends,2o2E the existence of a conspiracy to commit genocide
must be the only reasonable inference based on the totality ofthe evidence.

897. The Appeals Chamber takes the view that the concerted or coordinated action of a
group of individuals can constitute evidence of an agreement. The qualifiers "concerted or
coordinated" are important: as the Trial Chamber recognized, these words are "the central
element that distinguishes conspiracy from 'conscious parallelism', the concept put forward

'o'Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras.586-588 (the exhact cited above is at para. 588). See also Ngeze
Appellant's Brief, para. 289(ii). Appellant Nahimana adds that 'the fact of sharing the same conviations or the

same .objective' does not presuppose any prior interaction, and does not ofnecessity lead to the conception ofa
concerted plan aimed at achieving these": Nahimana Appellant's Briei para. 594 (emphasis in the original). In
reply, Appellant Nahimana concedes that the conspirators' conduct could constitute circumstantial evidence ofa

criminal' ionspiracy, but he adds that such conduct must be reasonably explicable only by the existence of a

conspiratorial agreement, which is not the present case: Nahimana Brief in Reply, paras. 28-30.
,oI Ngeze appillant's Briel para. 289(ii) (emphasis in the original). See also Nahimana Appellant's Briel
oara.590.
2o'o Nahi.anu Appellant's Brief, paras. 591-592; Nahimana Brief in Reply, paras' 3l-32; Ngeze Appellant's
Briei para.289(iii) and (v).
2025 Barayagwiza Brief in Reply. para. 57. Appellant Barayagwiza adds at para. 59 :

The Prosecution has failed to Prove that the conversations between Nahimana and
Barayagwiza were part of an agreement to kill off Tutsi, nor were there any individual
criminal acts from which such a conspiracy could be infened. Th€ theory of the Appellant
being a lynchpin ($$ 1050 of the judgement) was not based on any evidence, nor was it
ever alleged by the Prosecution, in the indictm€nt or the later amendment'

206 See, in this respect, Kajelreli Trial Judgement, para. 787 ("[t]he agreement in a conspiracy is one that may
be established by the prosecutor in no particular manner, but the evidence must show that an agr€ement had
indeed been reached"). ln the Ntakirutimana, Nvitegeka and Kajelijeli cases, the Trial judges noted that the
accused had attended meetings although they did not require meetings as elements ofthe crime ofconspiracy to
commit genocide: see Kojelijeli Trial Judgement, pans.434-453, 787'788,794; Niitegeka Trial Judgement,
puas. 423429; Ntakirutinona Trial ludgement, paras. 799-800.
202? In this respect, the Appeals Chamber notes that a number of legal systems explicitly recognize that the
agreement can be infened from the conduct ofthe parties to the conspiracy: United States: Glasser v. United
States, 315 U.S. 60, 80 (1942); United Kingdom: R. v. Anderson, [1986] A.C. 27,38; Canada: R v. Cagnon,

[956] S.C.R. 635, para. 12.
'tt Ntoge*ro et al. Appeal Judgement, paras. 306, 399, Stakit Appeal Judgement, para,2l9; Krstit Appeal
Judgement, para. 4l ; Yasiljevit Appeal ludgement, paras. 120,128,l3l; Celertdi Appeal Judgem€nt, para.458.
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by the Defence to explain the evidence in this case".202e The Appeals Chamber thus considers
that the Appellants were not found guilty by association or by reason of the similarity of their
conduct: rather, the Trial Chamber found that there had been a concerted or coordinated
action and, on the basis inter alia of this factual frnding, it infened the existence of a
conspiracy. The Appeals Chamber will consider below whether such findings and inference
were the only reasonable ones that could be drawn from the evidence.

898. Tuming to Appellant Barayagwiza's argument, the Appeals Chamber considers that
the agreement need not be a fonnal one.203o It stresses in this respect that the United States
Supreme Court has also recognized that the agreement required for conspiracy "need not be
shown to have been explicit".2o3r The Appellant is thus mistaken in his submission that a tacit
agreement is not sufficient as evidence of conspiracy to commit genocide. The Appeals
Chamber recalls, however, that the evidence must establish beyond reasonable doubt a
concerted agreement to act, and not mere similar conduct.

899. The Appeals Chamber will now consider whether, in the instant case, tle Trial
Chamber could find that the existence ofa concerted agreement to act between the Appellants
had been established beyond reasonable doubt.

900. The Trial Chamber concluded that the Appellants had "consciously interacted with
each other, using the institutions they controlled to promote a joint agenda, which was the
targeting of the Tutsi population for destruction".2o32 It subsequently declared the Appellants
guilty of conspiracy to commit genocide "through personal collaboration as well as
interaction among institutions within their control, namely RTLM, Kangura and, CDR".2033

901. In the absence of direct evidence of the Appellants' agreement to commit genocide,
the Trial Chamber infened the existence of the conspiracy on the basis of circumstantial
evidence. The Appeals Chamber will now consider whether this was the only possible
reasonable inference.

1. The Parties' submissions

902. The Appellants contend that the evidence of their personal collaboration does not
establish an agreement to commit genocide.2o3o In this respect, Appellants Nahimana and
Ngeze submit that the Trial Chamber's findings in regard to the content of t}te meetings
between the Appellants are not supported by any evidence.2o"

903. The Appellants deny that there was any "interaction among institutions", and submit
that, even if there had been, that would not establish beyond reasonable doubt that those who

2o2t Judgement, para. 1048. See also paras. 1045, 1047.
to'o As held by common law courts with rcspectto conspiracy: see for example, R. v. Anderson, [1986] A.C. 2?,
37 (United Kinsdom).
2ott'Iannelli v.-United States,420 U.S. ??0, 7??, footnote l0 (1975), reafiirming Direct Sales Co. v. Ilnited
States, 3 I 9 U.S. 703, 7 | | -7 t3 (1943).
2or2 Judgement, para. 1054.
'"" Ibid.. oara. 1055.
?o3o Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 601{05,628-630; Nahimana Brief in Reply, paras. 34-37; Banyagwna
Appellant's Brief, p*as.244,247,249; Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, paras. 59, 66-67; Ngeze Appellant's Briei
pe[as. 3 10-3 l 4, 326-327.
20rt Nahimana Appellant's Brief. paras.6l8-620; Ngeze App€llant's Brief, paras. 305-306.
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concems by defending the programming of RTLM and by undertaking to conect the I

joumalists' mistakes;t*'

(3) Appellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza attended clandestine meetings between the
MRND and the CDR at the Ministry of Transport.2* The content of these meetings is
not knownl

(4) Appellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza together met Witness Dahinden in Geneva to
talk about RTLM.2045 The Appellants told him that "RTLM was about to be
transferred to Gisenyi" and the Trial Chamber found that, in so doing, they had
indicated "that they were in contact with RTLM and familiar with its future plans";2q6

(5) Appellants Barayagwiza and Ngeze were together at CDR meetings and
demonstrations:2s?

(6) Appellants Nahimana and Ngeze met with Barayagwiza at his office at the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs;uE Appellants Barayagwiza and Ngeze also met without Appellant
Nahimana.z*t During their meetings, Appellants Barayagwiza and Ngeze "discussed
RTLM, CDR and Kangura as all playing a role in the struggle of the Hutu against the
Tutsl'.20r0

(7) All three Appellants participated in a MRND rally in Nyamirambo Stadium, where
both Appellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza spoke about "Hutu empowerment" and
the "fight against the Inyenzi";'z61

2d3 Judsement. paras. 6l7-619.
'* Thii is stad in paragraph 887 of the Judgement, on the basis of Witness MK's testimony (see Judgement,
paras.884,886) .
1*3 This is stated in paragraph 564 of the Judgement, on the basis of Witness Dahinden's testimony (see
Judeement. oara. 542).
'*Judeement. para. 561.
t*t ThJ App"alr Chamber observes, however, that the Trial Chamber did not expressly state this finding. It
simply noted, at paragraph 339 of the Judgement, that the CDR policy was "explicitly communicated to
members and the public by Barayagwiza and Ngeze", but it did not speciry whether the two Appellants
communicated it together or separately. However, apart from this reference, three sections of the Judgement
discussing evidence mention meetings between Appelants Barayagwiza and Ngeze, at the CDR Constituent
Assembly (Judgement, para. 274), at the MRND me€ting at Nyamirambo Stadium (Judgement, para. 907) and at
Martin Bucyana's funeral in February 1994 (Judgement, para. 333).
2eE This factual finding appears in paragraph E87 of the Judgement. It relies on the testimonies of Witnesses
AHA (see Judgement, paras. 879,887) and AGK (see Judgement, paras.883,887). Wihess AGK does not
make it clear whether Appellants Nahimana and Ngeze's visits took place at the same time: see Judgement,
para. 883. and T. 2l June 2001, o.70-73,86.
2qe This factual finding appears at paragraph 887 of the Judgement and relies on Witness AHA's testimony
(summarized in para. 879 ofthe Judgement).
io5o Judgement, para. 1050. The Tria-l Chamber acknowledged that ther€ was no information as to the content of
the AppellanB' meetings, except for th€ meetings between Appellants Barayagwiza and Ngeze, which Witness
AHA anended (see Judgement, para. 879, 8E7).
2ot' ln its factual findings in paragraph 907 ofthe Judgement, the Trial Chamber found that Appellant Nahimana
had "said [that] RTLM should be used to disseminate th€ir ideas relating to Hutu empowerment, and he
requested that people support RTLM with financial contributions", while Appellant Barayagwiza "spoke about
collaboration with the CDR and working together to ftght the Inyenzi, He also spoke of using RTLM to fight
against the Inyenzi.He said the Inyemi were not far, and were even there among them".
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controlled those institutions had come to an agreement to commit genocide.2036 The
Appellants also dispute the existence of a "common media fronf'between Kangura, RTLM
and the CDR,T3? contending that the fact that news media and a political party shared a
common objective in a specific situation is not suflicient to establish the existence of a
criminal conspiracy.2o3t

904. The Prosecutor challenges the Appellants' "piecemeal approach", arguing that the
totality of the evidence shows the existence of a conspiracy to commit genocide among the
Appellants, both on a personal and institutional level, and that the Appellants have not shown
that the Trial Chamber's findings were unreasonable.2o'e At the Appeals hearings, the
Prosecutor added that the institutional coordination, which went beyond mere business
promotion or publicity, was undoubtedly aimed at calling for Hutu solidarity and
extermination of the Tutsi.2eo

2. Could criminal consoiracv be infened from the personal collaboration between the
Aopellants?

905. In order to conclude that the Appellants had personally collaborated, the Trial
Chamber relied, in paragraphs 1049 and 1050 of the Judgement, on the following factual
findings:

(1) Appellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza were the two most active members of the
RTLM Steering Committee and they had the power to sign cheques on behalf of the
company;t*'

(2) Appellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza both attended meetings at the Ministry of
Information, where they represented RTLM.2*2 The Trial Chamber noted in this
respect that the Minister of Information expressed concem at RTLM's promotion of
ethnic hatred, and that Appellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza had responded to these

2ott Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 606-617; Nahimana Brief in Reply, para. 33; Barayagwiza Appellant's
Brief, paras. 244,248-249: Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, paras. 62-63,67; Ngeze APPellant's Brief, Paras. 30E-
309,315-327. See also Appellant Nahimana's submissions during the appeal hearings (T(A) l7 January 2007,

PI:5-6)'"" See Judgement, para. 943.
zo'E Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras.587-589, 594-595; Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras.244,248;
Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras. 289(ii), 298-299,301-303. During th€ aPpeal hearings, Appellant Nahimana,
citing the Kombanda case, stessed that RTLM had been founded by MRND supporters, that President
Habyarimana was its main shareholdet and that Kangura had constantly attacked the MRND and RTLM: T(A)
17 lanvty 2007,p.1.
20re Respondent's Brief, paras. 284-290.
'* T1A; l8 January 2007 , p. 35.
t*' The finding that Appellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza were the two most active members of the RTLM
Steering Committee appears at para. 554 of the Judgement; it relies on various items of evidence (see
Judgement, paras. 552-560). Paragraphs 552, 555 and 567 ofthe Judgement deal with the Appellants' authority
to sign cheques on behalfofthe company and th€ir control of its financial opemtions.
2qz The Trial Chamber appears to have relied here on the findings conceming the meetings of 26 November
1993 and l0 February 1994 (see Judgement, paras. 617-619t see also paras. 573-599, 606-60?, where the
testimonies of Witnesses GO and Nsanzuwera are summarized. as well as the exhibits on which the Trial
Chamber relied).
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(8) All three Appellants were depicted "on the cover of Kangwa in connection with the

creation of RTLM in a cartoon which showed the three Accused as representing the
new radio initiative within the framework of advancing a common Hutu agenda".2052

906. The Appeals chamber finds that, even ifthis evidence is capable of demonstrating the

existence of i conspiracy to commit genocide among the Appellants, on its own it is not

suffrcient to establiJh the existence of such a conspiracy beyond reasonable doubt. It would

also have been reasonable to find, on the basis of this evidence, that the Appellants had

collaborated and entered into an agreement with a view to promoting the ideology of "Hutu
power" in the context of the political struggle between Hutu and Tutsi, or even to disseminate

ithtti. hutr.d against the Tutsi, without, however, going as far as their destruction in whole or

in part. Consequently, a reasonable trier of facts could not conclude that the only reasonable

inference was that the Appellants had conspired together to commit genocide.

3. Could a criminal conspiracv be infened from the interaction between the institutions?

g07. The Appeals Chamber is of the opinion that in certain cases the existence of a

conspiracy to iommit genocide between individuals controlling institutions could be infened

frorn the'interaction between these institutions. As explained above' the existence of the

conspiracy would, however, have to be the only reasonable inference to be drawn from the

evidence.

908. In order to conclude that RTLM, CDR and Kangura interacted together, the Trial

Chamber relied on various factual findings, which are summarized in paragraphs l05l to

1053 ofthe Judgement :

(1) Kangura was a shareholder of RTLM;'?ot3

Kangura welcomed the creation of RTLM as an initiative in which Kcngura had a

role to play;'zosa

(3) RTLM promoted issues of Kargnra to its listeners;'?0

(4) Kangura and RTLM undertook the joint initiative of a competition to make

readers and listeners familiar with tle contents of past issues of Kangura and to

2052 Judgement, para. 1050. See also paras. 932, 940,943. Paragraph 932 describes this evidence in the

following terms (Exhibit P6, rKangzra No. 46, cover Page) :

In the cartoon, Ngeze says that RTLM should be the way to protect the people in its fight
with those who did not accept the Republic. Barayagwiza sxys that RTLM should be the
banner of collaboration between the Hutu. Nahimana says that RTLM should be a forum
for Hutu intellectuals who are working for the masses.

20Jr This finding appears at paragraph 940 of the Judgement on the basis of the testimonies of Witnesses

Nsanzuwera and Musonda and of two exhibits mentioned in paragraph 508.
205a The Trial Chamber so found in paragraph 940 of the Judgement, on the basis of an article from Kangura

No. 46, as indicated in paragxaph 931 ofthe Judgement.
2055 Th'is finding appears in piragraph 941 of the Judgement. The Trial Chamber relies on the testimonies of

Wifiesses AFB. GO and Kaband4 as well as on the transcript of extracts from RTLM broadcasts (see

Judgement, paras. 933 -934, 93E) -
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survey readers and listeners on their views regarding RTLM broadcasts, reserving
one of the prizes for CDR members only;2056

(5) Kangura welcomed the creation ofthe CDR with a special issue devoted to it and
it urged its readers to join CDR;'z057

(6) Kangura associated Appellant Ngeze with the CDR'2orE

(7) A Kangura article published in May 1992 called on readers to join the CDR in a
"mental revolution";2o5e

(8) RTLM was primarily made up of MRND and CDR shareholders, some of whom
were key officials in both RTLM and CDR, such as Stanislas Simbizi and
Appellant Baray agriza;2w

(9) Stanislas Simbizi was a member of the CDR Executive Committee, of the RTLM
Steering Committee and of the editorial b oard of Kangura;2nt

(10) An article published in Kangura in January 1994 links all three entities;262

(11) Appellants Nahimana, Barayagwiza and Ngeze were depicted in a cartoon on the
cover of Kangura in connection with the creation of RTLM, which was
represented as a step forward in the promotion of a common Hutu agenda;t*'

(12) Kangura wotked together with RTLM;'?e

(13) Kangura wotked together with the CDR.'z065

909. On the basis ofthese factual findings, the Trial Chamber drew two further conclusions
on which the inference ofcoordination amons the three institutions relies:

2o$ This finding is made by the Chamber in paragraph 25? ofthe Judgement - it is r€peated in paragraphs 939,
943 - on the basis of various exhibits and of Expert Witness Kabanda's testimony (see Judgement,
patas. 247 -256\ .
2ott This finding, in paragraphs 925 and 930 ofthe Judgement, relies on Expert Witness Kabanda's testimony on
the- speciaf Kangura issue (see Judgement, paras. 914-915).
"'" This finding appears in paragraph 930 of the Judgement, on the basis of the evidence discussed in
oarasaohs 914-927 .
)ote ihii article is mentioned in paragraph 9l6 ofthe Judgement.
2m This finding relies on the evidence examined by the Trial Chamber in paragraph 560 ofthe Judgement; it is
set out in paragraph 566 ofthe Judgement.
'-' The Trial Chamber found that Stanislas Simbizi was a member ofthe CDR Executive Committee and ofthe
RTLM Steering Committee in paragraph 566 ofthe Judgement, on the basis ofvarious exhibits (see Judgement,
paras. 494, 507). The Trial Chamber appears to have concluded that Stanislas Simbizi was a member of the
e^9itorial board of r(argzra on the basis ofExpert Witness Kabanda's testimony (Judg€ment, para. 919).
'*'An extract from Kangzra No. 54 and the Expert Wihess Kabanda's testimony (see Judgement, para. 937)
sulport this finding, which appears in paragraphs 942 and 943 ofthe Judgement.
'-'The Trial Chamber relied on the evidence mentioned in paragraph 932 ofthe Judgement in order to make
te finding in paragraph 940.
'* This finding is set out in paragraph 943 of the Judgement, although in slightly different terms (Kangura
and RTLM functioned as partners in a Hutu coalition"), on the basis of the evidence referred to in paragraphs
9^3-l -939 and discussed in paragraphs 940-942 ofthe Judgement.
'^'This finding appears to have been infened from a number ofthe previous findings set oui above.
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Kangura interacted extensively with both RTLM and CDR;

CDR provided an ideological framework for genocide, and the two media institutions
formed part of a coalition that disseminated the message of CDR.'?K

910. At this stage, the question for the Appeals Chamber is to determine whether,
assuming that such institutional coordination has been proved, a reasonable trier of fact could
find that the only possible reasonable inference was that the coordination was the result of a
conspiracy to commit genocide. There is no doubt, in the Appeals Chamber's view, that the
aforementioned factual findings are compatible with the existence of"ajoint agenda" aiming
at committing genocide. However, it is not the only reasonable inference. A reasonable trier
of fact could also find that these institutions had interacted to promote the ideology of "Hutu
power" in the context ofa political struggle between Hutu and Tutsi, or to disseminate ethnic
hatred against the Tutsi without going as far as the destruction, in whole or in part, of that
group.

911. Accordingly, it is not necessary to consider whether the Trial Chamber's findings on
interinstitutional coordination were reasonable, or whether the Trial Chamber was entitled to
infer that the Appellants controlled and used RTLM, the CDR and Kangtra.

4. Conclusion

912. The Appeals Chamber finds that a reasonable trier of fact could not conclude beyond
reasonable doubt. on the basis of the elements recalled above, that the only reasonable
possible inference was that the Appellants had personally collaborated and organized
institutional coordination beween RTLM, the CDR and Kangura with the specific purpose of
committing genocide. The Chamber allows this ground of appeal of the Appellants and sets
aside the convictions of Appellants Nahimana, Barayagwiza and Ngeze for the crime of
conspiracy to commit genocide (first Count of the Appellants' Indictments). The effect of this
decision will be addressed later in this Judgement, in the section on sentencing. The Appeals
Chamber further dismisses, as moot, the other submissions of the Appellants.

XV. CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY

913. The Appellants contend that the Trial Chamber erred in law and in fact in finding
them guilty of crimes against humanity.'?G?

A. Header to Article 3 of the Statute

914. The Appellants submit first that the Trial Chamber ened in holding that there was a
widespread and/or systematic attack before 7 April 1994, or that certain of their acts formed
oart of such attack.2*t

2ffi Judgement, para. | 053.
267 Nahimana Notice ofAppeal, pp. l3- 17; Nahimana Appellant's Brief, Paras. 537-561,578-584; Barayagwiza
Notice of Appeal, p. 3; Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras.271'312; Ngeze Notice of Appeal, Paras. l4?-
l?9; Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras. 388-448.
2* Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 74-75,548-556; Nahimana Brief in Reply, paras. 38-51; Barayagwiza
Appellant's Brief, paras. 271-274, 279-285i Buayagwizz Brief in Reply, para. 73; Ngeze Appellant's Brief,
paras.389-392.
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1. Meaning of "as part of a widespread or svstematic attack aeainst a civilian pooulationl: .,'f

.al
6?
t '
t

The attack is the event of which the enumerated ctimes must form part. Indeed, within a
single attack, there may exist a combination of the enumerated crimes, for example
muider, rape and deportation.2o??

918. In agreement with these authorities, the Appeals Chamber concludes that, for
purposes of Article 3 of the Statute, an attack against a civilian population means the
perpetration against a civilian population of a series of acts of violence, or of the kind of
misheatment referred to in sub-paragraphs (a) to (i) of the Article.'?o'E The Appeals Chamber

26e Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 553.
"' ' Ngeze Appellant's Brief. para.390.
"" Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, pua. 72.
-'' Kunarac et al. Trial Judgement, para. 415. See also Krnojelac Trial Jtdgement, para. 54.
-''- Kunarac et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 89.
'"' ' Ibid.,para.86.

ll1-5, Kordii and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 666.
'"'" Linaj et al. Trial Judgement, paras. 182, 194; Blagojevit and Jokit Trial Judgement, para. 543l' Brilanin
Trial Judgement, para. 13l; Galit Trial Judgement, para. l4l; Stakit Trial Judgement, paru.623; Naletilit and
Martinovit Trial Judgement, para. 233; Vasiljevit Trial Judgement, para. 29.
'-'- Kryishena and Ruzindana Trial \tdgement, para. 122.
"'" Likewise, the Elements of Crimes under the Statute of the Intemational Criminal Court 0CC-ASP/I/3,
Article ? Crimes Against l{umanity, Insoduction, para. 3) provide:

"Attack directed against a civilian population" is undentood in this context to mean a
course of conduct involving the multiple commission of acts refened to in article ?,
paragraph l, of the Statute against any civilian population. [...] The acts need not
constitute a military attack.

407-0137 (E)
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(a) Attack

915. Appellant Nahimana contends that the Trial Chamber ened in finding that there was
an attack (within the meaning of Article 3 of the Statute) against the Tutsi population before
7 Apil 1994, since "the notion of 'attack' 

[...] requires a demonstration of inhumane acts
which themselves fall within the actus reas of the crime against humanity".26e Appellant
Ngeze argues to tle same effect,2070 while Appellant Barayagwiza submits in his Brief in
Reply that, while the attack is not necessarily limited to the use of armed force, there must be
violence or severe mistreatment directed at the civilian population targeted.2o7r

916. According to the Kunarac et al. Tial Judgement, an attack "can be described as a
course of conduct involving the commission of acts of violence".'zo1'? This characterization was
endorsed by the Appeals Chamber of ICTY,20?3 which added the following:

The concepts of "attack" and "armed conflicf' are not identical. Under customary
intemational law, the attack could precede, outlast, or continue during the armed conflict,
but it need not b€ a part of it. Also, the attack in the context ofa crime against humanity is
not limited to the use of armed force; it encompasses any mistreatment of the civilian
population.zo?a

917. This position is reiterated in the Kordit and Cerkez Appeal Judgement2o?5 and was
adopted in a number of ICTY Trial judgements.20?6 According to the Kayishema and
Ruz indana T rial Judgement:
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will examine infra if, in this instance, the Trial Chamber erred in finding that there was an
attack directed against the Tutsi population before 6 April 1994.

(b) Widespread and/or systematic

919. Appellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza submit that a conviction for a crime against
humanityrequires proof that the acts charged were part ofan attack that was both generalized

azd systemaiic.2o?e They point out that, whereas the English version of Article 3 ofthe Statute
uses the conjunction "or", the Frenoh version uses the conjunction "er" ["and"]; they contend
that the French version should be followed, as it is the least damaging to the accused's
interests.2mo They add that, since the Trial chamber did not conclude that there was a
widespread 4nd systematic attack before 7 Apt'.l 1994, they cannot be convicted of crimes

against humanity for acts committed prior to this date.'zoEl

g2O. The Appeals Chamber rejects this argument. It is well established that the attack must

be widespread or systematic.2os2 In particular, the Appeals Chamber has held that the

conjunction "et" in the French version of Article 3 of the Statute is a translation error.2oE3 The

Appeals Chamber further recalls that:

"widespread" refers to the large-scale nature of the attack and the number of victims,

whereas "systematic" refers to 'the organised nature of the acts of violence and the

improbabili'ty of their random occurrence." Pattems of crimes - that is the non-accidental
reoetition ofsimilar criminal conduct on a regular basis - are a common expression ofSuch

syltematic occunence.2oe

2. Existence of a plan or a policv and use of substantial resources

g2l. Appellant Nahimana submits that crimes against humanity must be carried-out "on the

basis of a common policy and involving substantial public or private resources"'2oE r ikewise,

Appellant Barayagwiza iubmits that "the widespread and systematic attack must result from a

discriminatory policy led by a group or organization't0t6 anal that it must be proven that the

act charged "is lart of widespread or systematic atlack done following a plan, a preconceived

policy".tost Appellant Ngeze makes a similar argument.20EE

g22. The Appeals Chamber rejects the Appelants' arguments on this point. It is. well

established that, while it may be helpful to prove the existence of a policy or plan, that is not

2oe Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 548; Barayagwiza Appellanfs Brief, para. 272; Baruyagwiza Brief in

Reply, para. 71.
'"* Idem.
208' Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 550; Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief' paras.279-285.
2os2 Ntakirutimani Appeal Judgement, footnote 883 Kordit and Cerkzz Appeal Judgement, para.93; Blaikit

Appeal Judgement, pan.98 Kunarac er al Appeal Judgement, para.97 '
2oE3 Nta*irutimana Appeal Judgement, foomote 883.
zov Kordit and Certez Appeai ludgement, para. 94. See also 8/a.ihi Appeal Judgement, para. l0l; Kunarac el

a/. ADDeal Judsement, para. 94.
'tt ].iahir*u-eppellant's Brief, para. 555. See also Nahimana Brief in Reply, paras. 4143.
20e Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 273.
2o"r lbid.,'pia,274.-See also para. 212, defining a systematic attack as one "perpetrat€d on the basis of a policy

or a pre-conceived plan".
26E Ngeze Appellant's Brief, para. 390.
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a legal element of crimes against humanity.'ott The same applies to "substantial resources".
Contrary to what certain early Tribunal judgements might be taken to imply,'- "substantial
resources" do not constitute a legal element of crimes against humanity. It is the widespread
or systematic attack which must be proved.

3. Multiplicity of victims

923, Appellant Nahimana argues that "[t]he inhumane acts that constitute the actus reus of
the crime against humanity must be carried out against a 'multiplicity of victims"' and that
"[s]ingle or isolated acts are excluded".2@l

924. The Appeals Chamber considers tlat, except for extermination,'t' a crime need not be
carried out against a multiplicity of victims in order to constitute a crime against humanity.
Thus an act directed against a limited number of victims, or even against a single victim, can
constitute a crime against humanity, provided it forms part of a widespread or systematic
attack against a civilian population.'?@3

4. Was there a svstematic attack before 6 April 1994. and did the Appellants' acts form
part thereof ?

925. The Appellants further submit that the Trial Chamber ened in holding that there was a
widespread attack on the Tutsi population before 6 or 7 April 1994. In this respect, Appellant
Nahimana submits that the Trial Chamber relied only on events prior to I January 1994,
which shows a contrario that there was no systematic attack on the Tutsi population between
1 January and 7 April 1994.2@4 Likewise, Appellant Ngeze contends that the Trial Chamber
cites no act ofviolence directed agalnst the Tutsi population during this period.2dt Moreover,
since no Kangura issues were published after March 1994, he could not be found guilty of
crimes against humanity.2ffi For his part, Appellant Barayagwiza contends that, if there were
widespread and systematic attacks before 6 April 1994, these were carried out by the RPF
and were largely directed against Hutu civilians.26?

926. The Appellants further submit that the Trial Chamber ened in finding that the
Kangura issues, the RTLM broadcasts before 6 or 7 April 1994 and the activities ofthe CDR

26e Gacumbitsi Appeal Judgement, para - 84: Senanza Appeal Judgement, para. 269; BIaSkie Appeal Judgement,
par^a.l20i Krstit Appeal Judgement, paru.225; Kunarac eral Appeal Judgement, paras. 98, 104.
'* For example. paragraph 580 of the Aksyesu Tria.l Judgement suggests that a systematic attack implies "a
common policy ... involving substantial public or private resources".
'-' Nahimana Appellant's Brief para. 555. See also Ngeze Appellant's Brief, para. 390.
2@2 Extermination requires a great number of victims: Staki' Appeal Judgement, para. 259; Ntakirutimana
Appeal Judgement. paras. 521-522.
2@1 Deroniit Appeal Judgement, para. 109; Kordit and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 94; BlaSkiC Appeal
Judgement, para. l0l; Kunarac et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 96.
t* Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paru.74-75,556. In paragraphs 7l and75, Appellant Nahimana submits that
the Trial Chamber exceeded its jurisdiction in relying on acts that took place before I January 1994 in order to
establish the actts reus and mens rea of the charges brought against him. As stated szpra at Vlll. B. 3. , a
Trial Chamber can rely on evidence of pre-1994 crimes to establish by inference the constituent elements of
criminal conduct occunins in 1994.
2s5 Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras. 389,391.
" Ibid.. oara.392.
261 Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 284.
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formed part of an atlack on the Tutsi population.2@E ln this regard, Appellant Nahimana
contends that the RTLM broadcasts before 7 April 1994 could not form part ofan attack on
the Tutsi population, "because mere speeches do not, by themselves, constitute the actus reus
of a crime against humanity'2B and that these broadcasts "can on no account be considered
as forming part of a widespread and systematic attack that began after that date",2rm because
"the responsibility of the Accused must be established for a period tlat matches the attack,
and one ofthe conditions for his responsibility is knowledge of the said attack".2ror Appellant
Barayagwiza argues that the Trial Chamber failed to indicate the evidence on which it relied
in order to conclude that Kangura issues, tle RTLM broadcasts and the activities of CDR
formed part of widespread or systematic attacks on the Tutsi population.2ro2 Finally, Appellant
Ngeze submits tlnt the Kangura articles published before 7 Apnl 1994 cannot form an
iniegral part of an attack, since an article cannot be a material element of a crime against
humanity.2r03

927. The Prosecutor responds that the Appellants have not shown that the Trial Chamber

ened in holding that there was a systematic attack against a civilian population before

6 April 1994. According to the Prosecutor:

the evidence adduced at trial clearly showed that prior to 6/7 April 1994' there were
systematic attacks against a civilian population, mainly Tutsis. Those attarks were-
oiganized, genera-lly regular and not merely random or accidental, thus meeting the tests of
being systematic.' '*

g28. The Prosecutor submits that "it was clear that the attacks launched by the Appellants
were part of the systematic attacks directed against a civilian population".2rot He further

contends that the attacks launched by the Appellants before 6 April 1994 were also part ofthe

widespread and systematic attacks which started on 6 and 7 April 1994.2t6 Moreoler, RTLM

broadiasts prior to and after 6 April 1994 should be considered together, as forming part ofa

continuous systematic criminal atlack.2to'

g2g. The Trial Chamber found that tlere were a number of attacks on Tutsi civilians,

beginning in 1990:

In her evidence Des Forges named seventeen such attacks between 1990 and 1993' mostly
in the nonhw€stern part of Rwanda. The Chamber considers that these attacks formed part

of a larger initiative, beginning in 1990, vhich systematically targeted the Tutsi population

2@E Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 554-556; Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 279'285; Ngeze
Appellant's Brief, paras. 389-392.
d'Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 554.
2t@ Ibid.,para. 551 (emphasis in original).
2tot lbid.,pua,552.
2r@ Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 282.
2103 Ngeze Appellant's Brief, para.390.
2le Respondent's Brief, para.400, refening to Judgement, paras. l10-120,136-389. See also R$pondent's
Brief, para. 404.
2r0r Respondent's Brief, para. 405.
2t6 lbid., pans. 378, 406408, 468470.
2to1 lbid.,para.4o7.
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as suspect accomplices of the RPF. The Chamber notes that attacks by the RPF against
civilians during this time have also been documented.210t

930. On the basis of these factual findings, the Trial Chamber considered that systematic
attacks against the Tutsi population also took place prior to 6 April 1994 and that:

the broadcasting of RTLM and the publication of Kangura prior to the attack that
commenced on 6 April 1994 formed an integral part of this widespread and systematic
attack, as well as the preceding systematic attacks against the Tutsi population. Similarly,
the activities ofthe CDR that took place prior to 6 April 1994 formed an integal part of
the widespread and systematic attack that commenced on 6 April, as well as the preceding
systematii attacks against the Tutsi population.2r@

931. The Appeals Chamber observes that, in finding that systematic attacks against the
Tutsi took place before 6 April 1994, the Trial Chamber relied only on pre-l994 events.2rr0 In
particular, the Trial Chamber accepted that at least l7 attacks on Tutsi civilians took place
between 1990 or 1991 and 1993.2"' The Appeals Chamber notes first that the only reference
provided in the Judgement on this matter does not support such a finding.2rr2 At most, the
extract from Expert Witness Des Forges' report supports the finding that, while repelling the
first RPF incursion in 1990, Rwandan forces killed between 500 and 1000 civilians, mostly
Bahima, people usually identified with the Tutsi, who were accused of having aided the
RPF.2rr3 However. even if there were indeed 17 attacks on Tutsi civilians between 1990 or
1991 and 1993, this does not support the conclusion that there was an ongoing systematic
attack against Tutsi civilians between 1 January and 6 April 1994.

932. Moreover, while the Trial Chamber considered that there was "a larger initiative,
beginning in 1990, which systematically targeted the Tutsi population as suspect accomplices
of the RPF",2rra it did not clearly explain what the initiative involved (other than stating that
17 attacks took place between 1990 or 1991 and 1993). Thus the Trial Chamber identilied no
evidence showing that there was a systematic attack (within the meaning explained above)
against the Tutsi population between I January and 6 April 1994.21ts The Appeals Chamber
accordingly concludes that it was not possible in the instant case to find that there was such
an attack.

2'08 Judgement, para. I 18. See also para. 120.
"* Ibid.. oan.1058. See also oara. 1070.'zrro /r,r'., baras. I lo-120.
'^'.'.'- lbid.. pans. I l0 (attacks between l99l and 1993) and ll8 (attacks between 1990 and 1993).
'"' See Judgement, foomote 20, refening to Exhibit Pl58 (Expert Witness Des Forges' Report), p. 24.
'"' Exhibit Pl58B. o. l6:

Wittrin siveral weeks, Rwandan troops had driven the RPF back towards the Ugandan
border. As the government soldiers advanced through the northeastem region of Mutara,
they killed between 500 and 1,000 civilians. The victims were largely Bahima, a people
usually identified with Tutsi, and they were accused of having aided the RPF (footnote
omitted).

2rra Judeement. para. I18.
2"5 ln p-aragraph 314 ofthe ludgement, the Trial Chamber noted in Expert Wihess Des Forges' testimony that,
after CDR President Bucyana was killed, the Interahamwe and the CDR attacked Tutsi and members of
opposition political parties; killing about 70 people. However, the Trial Chamber did not mention those events
in support of its finding that there was a systematic atlack on the Tutsi population before 6 April 1994. In any
event, the Appeals Chamber is of the opinion that those events alone are not sufncient to conclude that there
was a systematic attack on the Tutsi population between I January and 6 April 1994.
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933. Nor is the Appeals chamber satisfied that the Kangura issues, the RTLM broadcasts
and the activities of the CDR prior to 6 April 1994 could be regarded as forming part of the
widespread and systematic attacks which occuned after that date; rather, they preceded them.

934. Nonetheless, those publications, broadcasts and activities could have substantially
contributed to the commission of crimes against humanity after 6 April 1994, for which a
defendant could be held liable under other modes of responsibility pleaded, such as planning,

instigation or aiding and abetting. Whereas the crime per se must be commi$ed as part of a
widespread and systematic attack, preparatory acts, instigation or aiding and abetting can be

accomplished before the commission of the crime and the occunence of the widespread and

systematic at!ack.2rr5 The Appeals Chamber will consider below whether it has been
established that the Kangura issues, RTLM broadcasts and activities of the CDR between
I January and 6 April 1994 substantially contributed to the commission of crimes against
humanity after 6 April 1994.

B. Extermination

l. Convictions on account of RTLM broadcasts

935. The Trial Chamber considered that the RTLM broadcasts formed an integral part of

the systematic attacks against the Tutsi population before 6 April 1994, as well as of the

wideipread and systematic attack that took place from this date.2rr7 It th€n stated that RTLM
broadcasts had instigated killings on a large scale,z"E and went on to find Appellants

Nahimana and Barayagwiza guilty of extermination "for RTLM broadcasts in 1994 that

caused the killing ofTutsi civilians".2rp

936. Appellant Nahimana submits that extermination presupposes the perpetration of mass

killings, but it is common knowledge that no mass killings took place betwen I January _1994
ana ieprit 1994; the RTLM broadcasts prior to 7 April 1994 could thus not establish the

crime of extermination.2'2o He firther contends that no causal link was established between
RTLM broadcasts and massacres of Tutsi civilians,2r2r that it was not established that he had

the requisite mens rea"t' and that he could not be convicted of extermination, since there was

no faciral evidence of his direct and personal participation in the extermination.2r23

2llt By is nature, planning occurs before the commission of the crime. The same applies to instigation under

Articl; 6( l) of the Statute, while aiding and abetting can take place before, during or after the commission ofthe

crime: see szpra XI. A.
2rr? Judgement, para. 1058.
,tt" Ibi., para. 1062. The French version ofparagraph 1062 states: "r'llant KangtJra que Ia RTLM ont enc-ouragi
ta perpdiiation de neurtres d grande ichetle". The original English version ofthis paragraph reads as follows:
,,Both Kangura and RTLM instigated killings on a large-scale". Hence the French translation should have used

the term " incitA" (Article 6( I ) of the Statute) mther than "en courag€' .
2t'" I bid., ptas. l063-l 064.
2r20 Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 579-581.
,,,, Ibid.,pwa.582, refening back to the submissions relating to the convictions for genocide and persecution.
ztn lbid..,'para.583, refening back to the submissions relating to the conviction for direct and public incitement

to commit senocide.
2t2t lbid., iu.584, refening back to the submissions relating to the convictions for genocide and direct 8nd
public incitem€nt to commit genocide.
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937 . For his part, Appellant Banyagwiza submits that the Trial Chamber ened in finding
that RTLM encouraged killings on a large scale, because it did not state the evidence it relied
on to support this finding.'zrx He further submits that he did not have superior responsibility
for RTLM and that no causal link had been established between his actions and RTLM.2'"

938. The Prosecutor responds that Appellant Nahimana fails to explain how the Trial
Chamber ened or what was the impact of such enor,2rr and that, in any event, the Trial
Chamber was right in convicting Appellant Nahimana of extermination.2r2? He submits that
the Trial Chamber was conect in considering that RTLM broadcasts both before and after
6 April 1994 contributed to the 1994 large-scale killings, and that they formed an integral part
of the widespread and systematic attacks that commenced on 6 April 1994;2t28 the Trial
Chamber committed no enor in considering that Nahimana had the requisite mens rea for
extermination.2r2e The Prosecutor does not specifically respond to the issues raised by
Appellant Barayagwiza.

(a) Did the RTLM broadcasts instiqate extermination?

939. The Appeals Chamber will first consider Appellant Nahimana's contention that the
RTLM broadcasts before 7 April 1994 could not establish the crime of extermination, since
no large-scale killings took place before that date. In the opinion of the Appeals Chamber,
this argument is misconceived, since the Trial Chamber found that the RTLM broadcasts
instigated extermination and that such instigation could obviously occur before the
commission of the crime of extermination (which took place after 6 April 1994).'130 Rather,
the real issue is whether the RTLM broadcasts before 6 April 1994 substantially contributed
to extermination after that date.

940. The Appeals Chamber has already found that, while the pre-6 April 1994 RTLM
broadcasts incited ethnic hatred, it has not been established that they substantially contributed
to the killing of Tutsi.2r3r Consequently, it cannot be concluded that these broadcasts
substantially contributed to the extermination of Tutsi civilians.

941. Regarding RTLM broadcasts after 6 April 1994, the Appeals Chamber has already
found that these broadcasts substantially contributed to the killing of large numbers of

ztza Barayagwizz Appellant's Brief, paras. 287 -289.
2t2s lbid.. oara.2go.
2r26 Respondent's Brief. para. 461.
"" Ibid., para.463, refening back to the submissions relating to genocide, persecution and direct and public
incitement to commit genocide.
ztzE lbid.. Da'as. 468470.
2t2e lbid., para.47Z, refening back to the submissions relating to Appellant Nahimana's intent under the heading
Direct and Public lncitement to Commit Genocide.
2130 In this regard, it is important to point out that it cannot be reasonably be disputed that the Tutsi population
was the target of widespread and systematic- attacks between 6 April and l7 July 1994, resulting in the death of
large numbers of Tutsi; The Prosecutor v. Edouard Karemera et al., Case No. ICTR-98-44-AR73(C), Decision
on Prosecutor's Interlocutory Appeal of Decision of Judicial Notice, 16 June 2006, paras. 28-31 (see also
paras.33-38, judicial notice of the genocide of the Tutsi in Rwanda between 6 April and 17 July 1994);
Semanza Appeal ludgemenl para. 192.
2r3r See sapra XII. B. 3. (b) (i) a.
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Tutsi.2r32 It accordingly follows that they substantially contributed to the extermination of
Tutsi.

(b) Resoonsibility of Appellants Nahimana and Barayaewiza

g42. Appellant Nahimana was charged and convicted of extermination only on the basis of
his responsibility under Article 6(l) of the Statute.2r3r The Appeals Chamber has already
found that the Appellant could not be found liable under Article 6(l) ofthe Statute for RTLM
broadcasts.2r3a The Appeals chamber accordingly sets aside the conviction of Appellant
Nahimana on the count of extermination as a crime against humanity.

943. Appellant Barayagwiza was convicted of extermination as a superior of RTLM
staff.2t35 However, the Appeals Chamber has already found that the Appellant could not be
held responsible as a superior for the crimes committed by RTLM staff after 6 April 1994.'?'36
Since it cannot be concluded that RTLM broadcasts prior to 6 April 1994 substantially
contributed to extermination, Appeltant Barayagwiza could not be convicted of extermination
on account of RTLM broadcasts. This part of his conviction is therefore set aside.

2. Responsibilitv of Appellant Barayaswiza for the activities of the CDR

944. The Trial Chamber found that the CDR and the Impwamugambi caused killing on a

large-scale, often following meetings and demonstrations.2r3T It then found Appellant

Barayagwiza guilty of ordering or instigating the extermination of Tutsi civilians by CDR

members and Impuzamugambi;zt3E it also convicted him of the same crimes under

Articles 3(b) ana oir) of the Statute as a superior of cDR members and Impuzamugambi.2""
Lastly, it found the Appellant guilty of planning extermination by organizing the distribution
of weapons in Gisenyi one week after 6 April 1994 and supervising roadblocks manned by
Impuzamugambi.2tlo

(a) Responsibilitv for having ordered or instigated extermination

g45. Appellant Buayagwiza contends that the Trial Chamber ened in finding that the

activities of the CDR and the Impuzamugambi provoked killings on a large scale.t't' He
argues that the Prosecutor did not adduce any evidence in that regard and that the Trial

Chamber did not state the evidence on which it retied in reaching this finding.'?'4'? The
Prosecutor does not appear to respond specifically to this contention.

2t12 See supra Xll. B. 3. (b) (i) b.
2r3r Judgement, para. 1063.
2r3a See srpra XlI. D. l. (b) (ii) e.
2135 ludgement, para. 1064.
2r36 See szpra XII. D. 2. (a) (ii) b.
213? Judgement, para. 1062.
zt3Elbid, para.lbOS. nris paragaph does not clearly indicate whioh mode of liability the Trial Chamber relied

on in thijregard; it speaks ofAppellant Barayagwiza giving orders ("at the direction of in the original English

version). However, paragraph 975 (to which paragraph 1065 refers) talks of"instigating'.
2t3e lbid..ota'.1066.
2'a0 lbid., pzrr.l067, refening to paragraph 954, which in tum refers to paragraphs 719 and 730.
2rot Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 287,
zt12 lbid., pafas, 288-289 .
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946. With the exception of the killings at roadblocks manned by members of the CDR and
the Impuzamugambi, the Trial Chamber did not clearly indicate the large-scale killings
having occuned in 1994 which, in its view, were attributable to the CDR and the
Impuzamugambi.2rar On reading the Judgement, the Appeals Chamber is not persuaded that it
was established that the activities of the CDR and the Impuzamugambi substantially
contributed to the killing of Tutsi, with the exception of those carried out at roadblocks.
However, the Appeals Chamber notes with regard to these killings that the Trial Chamber
found that, under the leadership of Appellant Barayagwiza, members of the CDR and the
Impuzamugambi killed a large number of Tutsi civilians at roadblocks.'?'a This finding was
based on a detailed analysis of the evidence adduced.2rnt The Appeals Chamber is of the
opinion that Appellant Barayagwiza has not shown that these findings were unreasonable;
tierefore his conviction under Articles 3(b) and 6(1) ofthe Statute for instigating or ordering
extermination is upheld. However, the Appellant's conviction for the same crimes under
Article 6(3) of the Statute2ra6 must be set aside.2r4?

(b) Responsibility for having planned extermination

947 . As noted above,2r'E Appellant Barayagwiza submits that the Trial Chamber ened
(l) in relying on the uncorroborated testirnony of Witness AHB to find, in paragraph 730 of
the Judgement, that he had distributed weapons in Gisenyi;2'a' and (2) in finding, in
paragraph 954 of the Judgement, that his role in the distribution of weapons showed that "he
was involved in planning this killing [of Tutsi civilians in Gisenyi]".2re

(i) Distribution of weapons

948. Appellant Barayagwiza nises eight arguments to support his contention that the Trial
Chamber should not have accepted Witness AHB's testimony on the distribution of weapons
in Gisenyi:2r5r (1) Witness AHB gave several versions of events;2r52 (2) there were
uncertainties as to the origin of the weapons allegedly distributed by the Appellant;'zrt3 (3) the
Appellant did not own a red vehicle as the witness alleged;t'to (4) the witness acknowledged
that his testimony before the Chamber did not exactly reflect what he had said in his
statement to the Rwandan Public Prosecutor, which was used by the Prosecution
investigators;2rrr (5) the Trial Chamber did not cross-check the witness's statements as to
details of names and distances, although these were enoneous in several regards;'?r55 (6) the
details provided in cross-examination undermined the credibility of the witness;'?'51 (7) the

/os6Lh\/k

2rar See Judgement, para. 341. See also para. 336.
''t Judeement. Dara. 341.

l|o3.seisupra f]rr. D. 2. (b) (vii) . See also Judgement, paras.3l3-338.
''* Judqement. para. 1066.
t'ot see-srrra xl. c.
zraE See szpra xll. D.2. (b) (iv).
2 loe Barayagwiza Appellant's Bri€f, par as 208, 217 .
"'" l b id., paras. 218-219.
2t.5-t- lbid., palas. 2og-217.
""''.'" Ibid.,pan.2l}; T(A) l7 January 2007, p. ?8-79.
''" lbid.,parc.2ll.
2"0 Id"^.
2ts-t,Banyagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 212.
"'" Ibid..oan.2l3.
2157 lbid., para.2l4.
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Trial Chamber wrongly shifted the burden ofproofonto the Appellant by asking him to prove
the date on which an RTLM antenna was installed;2r5E (8) the fact, according to the witness,
that the Appellant allegedly took part in a cDR meeting in l99l is incorrect, since the cDR
was only formed in 1992, and there is no evidence that a preliminary meeting may have taken
place in l99l.2'5t

g4g. The Appeals Chamber recalls that the jurisprudence of the Tribunal does not require
the corroboration ofthe testimony ofa sole witness,t'* and that the trial Judges are in the best
position to assess the credibility ofa witness and the reliability of the evidence adduced.''u'

950. The Appeals Chamber considers at the outset that the Appellant's claim that Witness
AHB committed many errors in his testimony conceming names of persons and locations and
distances between locations2't' should be dismissed without further consideration, in the
complete absence ofany details in this regard in the Appellant's Brief. Similarly, the Appeals
Chamber will not examine the argument that the many inconsistencies in the witness'
testimony should have impelled the Trial Chamber to find that the explanations provided by
Witness AHB in cross-examination had the effect of undermining, not strengthening, his
credibility,2'63 since this argument is not substantiated. Furthermore, the Appeals chamber
considers that the argumenis as to the origin of the weapons distributed by the Appellant2rs
do not demonstrate that Witness AHB's testimony was unreliable, and cannot invalidate the
finding of the Trial Chamber. Lastly, the allegation that the Appellant did not own a red

vehicle2,65 does not show that Witness AHB's testimony was unreliable. These arguments are
therefore summarily dismissed.

951 . As to the allegation that Witness AHB gave several different versions of the events,
the Appeals Chamber notes that, according to Appellant Barayagwiza, m: *ig::t "initially
said that the Appellant contributed to the killings which started on 7' April 1994 because the

Appellant delivered arms to Gisenyi. The second version of his evidence was that there were

anns delivered by the army which were used on 7 April to kill Tutsi. In a third version the

witness stated that the arms delivered by the Appellant were used to kill people who were not

killed in the first phase."2rtr The Appeals Chamber observes that, contrary to what the

Appellant claims, the extracts from Witness AHB's testimony at the hearing show that the

witness had always asserted that the arms brought by Appellant Barayagwiza__were used to

kill Tutsi who weie not killed in the attacks which took place on 7 April 1994.1'"'

952. With regard to tle argument based on the inconsistencies between the witness' written
statement and his testimony at trial, the Appeals Chamber notes that' in cross-examination,
the witness explained that those who transcribed his statement confused some events and

"t" Ide..
2ltt Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 215'216
2ts See the case-law cited supra, footrrote 1312.
2t6t Rutaganda Appeal Judgement, para. 188; Akayesu Appetl Judgement, para. 132; FurundZiia Appeal

ludgement, para. 3?; lfetuovsti Appeal Judgement, para.63; TadiC Appeal Judgement, para.64.
2 | 62 Baray agw izz Appellant's Brief, para. 2 I 3.
2153 lbid.,pa':a.2l4.
2t.s- Ibid., p&a.2l t .

2t6 Barayagwiza Appellant's Briel para. 210, referring to T. 28 November 2001, pp. 4648, 54-55' I I l-l 17.
zrut T. 28 November 2001, pp.4748,52,54-55.
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omitted some details,2r6 and that the transcript of his statement was not read back to him.2r6e
Moreover, he provided the clarifications requested by the Defence and gave additional details
on the events in question.2r?o In the opinion of the Appeals Chamber, the Appellant has not
demonstrated that it was unreasonable to accept the testimony of this witness because of the
alleged inconsistencies between his written statement and testimony at trial.

953. The Appeals Chamber tums now to the argument that the Trial Chamber reversed the
burden of proof as to the date an RTLM antenna was installed, a matter raised during the
testimony of Witness AFlB.2!?r Paragraph 726 of the Judgement notes "that although the
witness was challenged on the date of this event and Barayagwiza's presence for it, no
evidence was adduced by the Defence that the antenna was not installed in 1993 or that
Barayagwiza was not present."2r12 The Appeals Chamber notes that this paragraph examines
the evidence adduced by the Defence to challenge the credibility of the witness, and that the
Trial Chamber confmes itself to observing that the Defence challenge was not supported by
any evidence. This does not amount to a reversal of the burden of proof in respect of a fact
that must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt; rather this is a finding that the Defence has
not succeeded in demonshating in cross-examination that the testimony lacked credibility in
relation to tle events in question.

954. Appellant Barayagwiza submits lastly that the Trial Chamber had no basis for its
inference that it was "possible that a preliminary meeting of the party for recruitment
purposes took place prior to [...] the offrcial launch" of the CDR.2r?3 The Appeals Chamber
notes tlat, in paragraph 726 of the Judgement, the Trial Chamber merely accepted the
explanation given by Witness AHB, namely that there was a local meeting of the CDR
separately from its oflicial launch, which happened much later, and, after a detailed
examination, found him credible. The Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber in
the instant case did not exceed the bounds of its discretionary power in assessing the
evidence. This ground of appeal is dismissed.

(ii) Padcipation in the planning of killines

955. In his twenty-fifth ground of appeal, Appellant Barayagwiza contends that the Trial
Chamber erred in finding in paragraph 954 of the Judgement that the Appellant "was
involved in planning the killing [in Gisenyi]". He argues that the Chamber reached this
conclusion on the basis of its finding in paragraph 730 of the Judgement that the Appellant
had delivered weapons to Gisenyi, and submits that, if this finding - which is in fact
challenged in the preceding ground - is set aside, then the finding in paragraph 954 must be
set aside also.''to He adds that, even if the Appeals Chamber were to frnd that he did deliver
weapons to Gisenyi, this would not be suflicient to prove that he was involved in planning
the killings, given that there is no evidence showing his participation in discussions at which
the killings were planned.2r75

2t5E lbid,, pp.4547.
2t@ I bid.. Do. 60-61, 63 -64.
2l?o Judgement, par as.724,726:T.28 November 2001 , pp. 45-47. 54.
"."^ Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 209. 21 4.
'"' Judeement. para. 726.
2't3 Buiyag'riza Appellant's Brief. para.20g. See also para.2l5.
zt'o I b id.. oira. zl 8'.'
2175 lbid., para.2l9.
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956. In paragraph 730 of the Judgement, the Trial Chamber notes the following facts:

The Chamber finds that Banyagwizz came to Gisenyi in April 1994, one week after the
shooting of the plane on 6 April, with a truckload of weapons for distribution to the local
population. The weapons were to be used to kill Tutsi civilians, and outreach to three
c€llutes was coordinated in advance, to recruit attackers from among the residents ofthese
cellules and bring them together to collect the weapons. That same day at least thirty Tutsi
civilians were killed, including children and older people, with the weapons brought by
Barayagwiza. Barayagwiza played a leadership role in the distribution ofthese weapons.

957. In its legal findings, the Trial Chamber holds that "Batayagwiza played a leadership
role in the distribution of these weapons, which formed part of a predefined and structured
plan to kill Tutsi civilians. From Barayagwiza's critical role in this plan, orchestrating the
delivery of the weapons to be used for destnrction, the Chamber finds that Barayagwiza was
involved in planning this killing."t't'

958. The Appeats Chamber has already foud that Appellant Barayagwiza has not shown
that the Trial Chamber ened in hnding that he was involved in the distribution of weapons in
Gisenyi. The Trial Chamber, relying on the factual findings resulting from an examination of
Witness AHB's testimony, which is summarized in paragraphs 720 to 722 of the Judgement,
could, notwithstanding the absence of direct evidence, reasonably infer that the killings of
Tutsi had been planned at the local level, and that the Appellant had participated in the
planning through his involvement in the distribution of weapons in Gisenyi one week after
the downing of the presidential plane. The trial Judges described the Appellant's role in the
matter as one of..leadership-,.'tt or as having "orchestrated" it.2r?8 The Appellant brought the
weapons in his vehicle to the house of Ntamaherezo, MRND President in the commune;2r?e he
was accompanied by two Impuzamugambi, who remained there and took part in the killing of
Tutsi;2rso his anival was announced and a message was disseminated by CDR and MRND
leaders indicating that people were to meet at Ntamaherezo's house to collect weapons;2r8r the
Appellant conveised with Ntamahetezo while the weapons were being o{floaded;2'E2 once the
delivery of the weapons was complete, the Appellant left in the same vehicle with part of tlle
weapons in the company of some Impuzamugambi;2"t some of the weapons were delivered to
Aminadab in Kabari and to Ruhura, Barayagwiza's younger brother, who was the CDR
Chairman in Kanzenze sector.2rEa

959. Although the Trial Chamber did not explicitly state that the weapons distribution
substantially contibuted to the extermination of Tutsi, the factual findings underlying the
legal finding in paragraph 954 of the Judgement clearly indicate that this was indeed its
opinion. Thus the Chamber found in paragraph 730 of the Judgement that '1he weapons
distributed to the local population ... were to be used to kill Tutsi civilians." This finding is

2176 Judgement, para. 954.
""  Ib id . ,p  a.730.
21.1-E Ibid.,pua.954.
"' ' Ibid., pua.720.
2'"0 lde^.
2t|t ldem and pan. 721.
2r82 Judgemeni, para. 720.
2t" ldem,
2re Judgement, para. ?22.
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supported by the testimony of Witness AHB referred to above. The Appellant has not
demonstrated that the Trial Chamber's findins \i/as uffeasonable.

(iii) Conclusion

960. Appellant Barayagwiza's conviction for having planned extermination2'Es is upheld.

3. Responsibiliw of Aopellant Neeze for acts in Gisenvi

961. The Trial Chamber found Appellant Ngeze guilty of extermination on account of his
acts in ordering and aiding and abetting the killing of Tutsi civilians.zrE6 The Appeals
Chamber has already found that the Appellant cannot be held liable for having ordered the
killing of Tutsi civilians in Gisenyi on 7 April 1994 or for having distributed weapons on
8 April 1994,'?rE? and it is therefore not necessary to examine the Appellant's challenge to
these findings.

(a) Submissions of the Parties

962. Appellant Ngeze submits that the Trial Chamber erred in finding him guilty of
extermination.2r8E He notes first that the Trial Chamber found him liable "for his acts in
ordering and aiding and abetting the killing of Tutsi civilians, as set forth in paragraph 954"
ofthe Judgement, but that paragraph does not deal with his acts;zrEe he argues that this enor,
whether or not typographical, totally invalidates the Judgement, because it prevents him from
knowing on precisely which facts his conviction for extermination is based.2rs

963. Appellant Ngeze submits further that he could not be found guilty of extermination on
the basis ofhis alleged activities in the Gisenyi region.'''' He argues in particular that none of
the witnesses directly testified to having received instructions from him at a roadblock, but
had only heard him giving instructions at the roadblocks to others.2re2 Appellant Ngeze further
submits that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that he had the necessary authority to give
orders or instructions to others,2re3 and that he had the requisite mens rea fot extermination.2rq

(b) Analvsis

964. The Appeals Chamber notes, as stated by Appellant Ngeze, that paragraph 1068 of the
Judgement refers erroneously to paragraph 954, which does not concem the acts of Appellant
Ngeze, but those of Appellant Barayagwiza. However, the Appeals Chamber considers that
the reference to paragraph 954 is clearly a typographical enor; the reference should have
been to paragraphs 955 and 956 ofthe Judgement, which deal with the activities of Appellant

2tt-s, Ibid., pal:a. 1067 .
".* Ibid., pwa. 106E, refening enoneously to para. 954 ofthe Judgement, instead of paras. 955 and 956.
"o' See supra X, D,
2rEE Ngeze Notice of Appeal, paras. l5l-16l; Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras .393-421.
2r8e Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras. 393-395, refening to Judgement, para. 1068.
".-. Ibid., para.395.
".''^ I bid., paru. 4094 12.
".'^' Ibid., para. 4ll(b), refening to Judgement, para. 833.
"'" I b id., oans. 42042l.
2t% Ibid.. oaras. 4l74lg.
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Ngeze. In the opinion of the Appeals Chamber, Appellant Ngeze did not suffer any prejudice
because of this typographical enor, and it does not wanant setting aside his conviction for
extermination.

965. The Appellant's conviction for extermination therefore rests on the acts described in
paragraphs 955 and 956 of the Judgement. Some of the factual findings in this regard have
already been set aside by the Appeats Chamber in the chapter on alibi.2rei However, the
finding that the Appellant "set up, manned and supervised roadblocks in Gisenyi in 1994 that
identified targeted Tutsi civilians who were subsequently taken to and killed at the Commune
Rouge" still stands.2r* The Appeals Chamber is not persuaded that the Appellant has
demonstrated that this furding was unreasonable. First, it is not clear how Appellant Ngeze's
submissions on this issue, even if they were to succeed, would invalidate this finding.2reT
Secondly, the Appeals Chamber finds no inconsistency in the evidence capable of
invalidating the Trial Chamber's finding. Witness AHI saw the Appellant giving instructions
to individuals manning roadblocks; this evidence conoborates that of Omar Serushago.2'"

966. As to Appellant Ngeze's contention that he did not have the authority to give
instructions at roadblocks, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it is not necessary' in order to
convict an accused ofhaving aided and abetted anotler person in the commission of a crime,
to prove that tle accused had authority over that other person.2rs

967. Finally, the Appeals Chamber is of the opinion that Appellant Ngeze has not shown
that the Trial Chamber was wrong in finding that he had the requisite intent to be convicted
for aiding and abetting extermination. The fact is that the acts retained against Appellant
Ngeze are sufficient to sustain the inference that he knew that his acts were contributing to
the perpetration of extermination by others. Further, the Appeals Chamber is oflhe opinion
that the Appellant himself had the intent to destroy the Tutsi in whole or in part.22m

968. For these reasons, tle Appeals Chamber upholds Appellant Ngeze's conviction for
aiding and abetting extermination.

4. Resoonsibilitv of Appellant Ngeze on account of Kargzra publications

969. Although the Trial chamber found in paragraph 1062 of the Judgement fr]6;t Kangura
instigated killings on a large scale, paragraph 1068 of the Judgement does not base Appellant
Ngeze's conviction for extermination on his responsibility for publishing Kangura, as is
noted by the Appellant himself.22or There is thus no need to examine the Appellant's
submission that he could not be convicted of extermination on account of matters published
\nKangura.w

2tes See supra x, D,
t'* Judsemenl oaft. 956.
t'" Ahiough no witness testified to receiving instructions from the Appellant at a roadblock, but only to hearing
such instructions given to others at roadblocks, this does not in any way prove that the Appellant played no role

in the setting up and supervision ofroadblocks in Gisenyi.
2reE See Judgement, para. 833.
2rs See srpra Xll. D. 3.
22w See sipra Xll. c. 4. (d) .
22or Ngeze Appellant's Briee para. 396.
22u See rbid , paras . 399406 .
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C. Persecution

970. The Trial Chamber found the Appellants guilty of persecution on the following
grounds:

- Appellant Nahimana: for RTLM broadcasts in 1994 advocating ethnic hatred or inciting
violence against the Tutsi population, guilty ofpersecution under Articles 3(h), 6(l) and
6(3) of the Statute;2203

- Appellant Barayagwiza: for RTLM broadcasts in 1994 advocating ethnic hatred or
inciting violence against the Tutsi population, guilty of persecution under Articles 3(h)
and 6(3) of the Statute'22'

- Appeflant Baruyagwiza: for his own acts and for the activities of CDR that advocated
ethnic hatred or incited violence against the Tutsi population, guilty of persecution
under Articles 3(h), 6(l) and 6(3) ofthe Statute;"o5

- Appellant Ngeze: for Kangura publications advocating ethnic hatred or inciting violence
against the Tutsi population, as well as for his own acts that advocated ethnic hatred or
incited violence against the Tutsi population, guilty of persecution under Articles 3(h)
and 6(l) of the Statute.'?z*

971. The Appellants allege that the Trial Chamber erred in law and in fact in finding them
guilty of persecution as a crime against humanity.zo

I . Can hate speech constitute the acru.r rers of persecution as a crime asainst humanitv?

(a) Submissions of the Parties

972. The Appellants submit that hate speech cannot constitute an act of persecution
pursuant to Article 3(h) of the Statute. In this connection, they argue that:

- hate speech is not regarded as a crime under customary intemational law (except
in the case of direct and public incitement to commit genocide), and to condemn
the Appellants for such acts under the count of persecution would violate the
principle of legality;"06

2203 Judgement, para. lo8l.
nu lbid.,para.1082.
22os lbid.,pan. lo83
226llid., para. 1084.
220? Nahimana Notice of Appeal, pp. 13, l5-17; Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 537-557; Nahimana Brief in
Reply, paras. 38-70; Barayagwiza Notice of Appeal, p, 3 (grounds of appeal 36-38); Brayagwizt Appellant's
Brief, paras. 292-312i Brayagwiza Brief in Reply, paras. 70-78; Ngeze Notice of Appeal, paras. 162-179;
Ngeze Appeffant's Brief, ptas. 422-44E; Ngeze Brief in Reply, paras. 94-96.
22G Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 539-541i Nahimana Brief in Reply. paras. 58-60; Barayagwiza
Appellant's Brief, paras. 302,308; Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras.428430. The Appellants refer to para.209
and footnote 2?2 of the Kordit and Cerkcz Trial Judgement. At para. 308 of his Appeal Brief, Appellant
Barayagwiza argues that the Trial Chamber ened in holding that there is a rule of intemational law prohibiting
discrimination and in failing to make it clear "whether such a norm, which allegedly exists in intemational law
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- hate speech does not fall within the definition of the crime against humanity of

persecution, because it does not lead to discrimination in fact and is not as serious
is other crimes against humanity, as recognized by the Kordit and Cerkez Tial
Judgement;"@

- the Trial Chamber erred in relying on the Rlggirt Trial Judgement to conclude that
hate speech targeting a population by reason of its ethnicity is sufficiently serious
to constitute a crime against humanity, because that judgement was not the result
of a real trial; the Trial Chamber "only confirmed the guilty plea of that accused
and the content of the agreement he had signed with the Prosecutor", without any
adversarial debate:2ro

- intemational criminal law cannot adopt the extensive meaning given to the
concept of " persecution" in intemational refugee law, because (l) that would
violate the principle of legality22rr and (2) in intemational refugee law, the concept
of persecution is used for the protection of refugees, whereas in intemational
criminal law the concept relates to criminal prosecution'22r2 In any case, even in
intemational refugee law, "the mere fact of belonging to a group targeted by
speeches calling for hatred and violence is not sufficient for admission to the
status of refugee.""'"

973. The Prosecutor responds that hate speech and incitement to etlrnic violence can
constitute persecution as a crime against humanity.22ra He maintains that the Trial Chamber
did not confuse ordinary racial discrimination with persecution as a crime against
humanity.22r5 He further argues that the reference to the Kordit and Cerkez and Kuprefkit et
al. Trial Judgements does not support the Appellants' position because: (l) these Judgements
do not bind th. IcTR;rlu (2) the position adopted in the Kordi| and cerkcz Trial Judgement
..only excludes from the ambit of persecution criminal speeches falling short of criminal
incitement to violence"; however, in the instant case, '1he criminal speech in question

reached the form of direct and public incitement to commit genocide and is thus persecutory

to protect human rights, also exists in international criminal laf'. In this connection, he argues that: (l) even if

Striicher was convicted for anti-semitic propaganda, this is insufticient to create a norm of customary

intemational criminal law; (2) the decisions of the ECHR cited by the Trial Chamber do not relate to crimes
against humaniry and cannot contribute to the establishment ofa norm ofcustomary intemational criminal law.

"b Nahimana ippeltant's Brief, para. 542; Nahimsna Brief in Reply, pras.52-57i Barayagwiza Appellant's
Brief, paras. 300:j06; NgezB Appallanfs Brief, paras.430433. The Appellants all refer to Kordit snd Cerkez
Trial Judgement, para. 209 and footnote 272.
2210 Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 305; Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. ?5. The Appellant adds that
none ofthe Appellants in the current case had the opportunity to challenge the assertions made by Ruggiu in the
agreement wiih the Prosecutor, but that, at their trial, they succeeded in convincing the Chamber that George
{uggiu's testimony was not r€liabl€ nor credible (Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 305, referring to the

Judgement, para. 549).
,2" Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 543i Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para.303. ln this respect, the
Appelfants refer to Kaprelkit et al. Trial Judgement, para. 589.
2212 Nahimana Appellant's Brief, parc. 544'
22tt ldem.
22ra Respondent's Brief, paras. 378, 380-393, 409-418.
22r5 /rrd, paras. 380-381.
22t 6 I b id., paras. 382-383 -
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'within the meaning of Kordit itself';"r? and (3) the para$aphs of 'Jlre Kupre{kit et al. Trial
Judgement cited by the Appellants were not specifically concemed with hate speech or
incitement to violence as persecution, and the Appellants have not demonstrated that the Trial
Chamber in the instant case applied the definition ofpersecution as contained in international
refugee law or human rights law in violation of paragraph 589 of the Kupreikit et al. Trial
Judgement zrt

974. The Prosecutor firther submits that the Trial Chamber adopted a definition of
persecution in accordance with the applicable jurisprudence and, on the basis of the evidence
before it, concluded that the tests enunciated in that definition were satisfied.22'e He recalls
that the list of persecutory acts is inexhaustive and that persecutory acts need not be
considered as crimes in intemational 1aw.2220

975. The Prosecutor takes the view that the Trial Chamber conectly found that hate speech
and incitement to violence targeting a population on the basis of ethnicity are capable of
reaching the level of gravity ofthe crimes in Article 3 of the Statute, and can thus constitute
persecution.222r He notes tiat, in the instant case,'\he actus reus was systematic incitement to
hahed and violence, having been consistently executed over a considerable period of time,
and contributed to acts of violence directed against a civilian population, mainly Tutsi."2222
Thus, according to the Prosecutor, the Trial Chamber correctly found that the broadcasts of
RTLM, in singling out and attacking the Tutsi ethnic minority, constituted a serious
deprivation of the fundamental rights to life, liberty and basic humanity.222! In the instant
case, the cumulative effect of the speeches was sufficiently serious to constitute
persecution.222o

976. In response to Appellant Barayagwiza's claim that the Trial Chamber erred in relying
on the Ruggiu Trial Judgement to find that a hate speech may be characterized as persecution,
tle Prosecutor submits that the Trial Chamber relied on this Judgement for a point of law and
that the fact that the Judgement is pursuant to a plea of guilt is irrelevant.""

977. The Prosecutor contends that the Trial Chamber committed no eror in fnding that
there need not be a link between persecution and violence.2226 He maintains that in any case
such nexus was established by the evidence before the Trial Chamber.'?22?

978. Finally, regarding Appellant Barayagwiza's argument that customary intemational
law does not prohibit discrimination, the Prosecutor responds that the materials and practices

2217 lbid., pan.382.
2218 lbid., para. 383 .
22te lbid., paras. 384-385.
2220 lbid., para.386.
22t lbid., pans. 386, 4og.
2222 lbid., pan.386. At para. 389, the Prosecutor maintains that the Trial Chamber properly concluded that the
gravity ofthe acts must be assessed in their context and taking into account their cumulative effect.
t223 R;spondenfs Brief. para. 386, refening to Judg"r"nt, pui". 1072. See also Respondent's Brief, para. 439.
""" Ibid., pans.390-393, 396.
2225 Ibid.,para.433.
2226 Ib id.. Daras. 43443 5.
u7 lbid.,par^.436.
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reviewed by the Trial Chamber poinl, on the contrary, to the existence of such a norm'222E
Moreover, even assuming such nonn did not exist, no elror of law was committed, since the
crime of persecution consists of an act or omission which discriminates in fact and which
denies or infringes upon a frndamental right laid down in intemational customary or treaty
law. In the instant case, it is indisputable that freedom from discrimination as well as the right
to life, liberty and human dignity (rights violated by hate speech and incitement to ethnic
violence) are part of intemational customary and treaty law.222'

(b) lzicus Curiae Brief and responses thereto

979. Amicus Curiae submits that the Trial Chamber erred in convicting tle Appellants for
persecution on accounl of hate speech not inciting to violence.zo First, he argues that the
interpretation of the Streicher case relied on by the Trial Chamber is wrong, because
Streicher was not found guilty of persecution "for anti-semitic writings that significantly
predated the extermination of Jews in the 1940s,"22t' but for prompting "to murder and
extermination at the time when Jews in the East were being killed under the most horrible
conditions";22tt thus the Sheicher case does not show that hate speech short of incitement to
violence can constitute persecution, but the contrary.22tt Amicus Curiae submits that this
interpretation of the Streicher case is confirmed by the fact that the IMT acquitted Hans
Fritzsche, on grounds that his hate speeches did not seek "to incite the Germans to commit
atrocities against the conquered people."223a Amicus Curiae further argues th91 the Ruggiu
Trial Judgement cannot provide support for the Trial Chamber's finding that hate speech
which contains no call for violence could constitute persecution because what that Judgement
shows is that it is only speech whose ultimate aim is to destroy life that constitutes
persecution.2235 Lastly, Amicus Curiae citicizes the Trial Chamber for having failed to follow
the Kordit and Cerkez Trial Judgement, which had found that mere hate speech could not
constitute persecution.22'"

980. In response to the Amicus Curiae Bief, the Prosecutor asserts that it is clear from

case-law of the Tribunal that hate speech can constitute persecution, since such discourse
violates the fundamental right to equality, and such violation may attain the same degree of
gravity as other crimes against humanity.223? The Prosecutor explains that persecution does
not necessarily have to occur through physical violence,223E and that the Appeals Chamber has
acknowledged that harassment, humiliation and psychological violence may constitute acts of
persecution.223e The Prosecutor further contends that the Sfteicher Judgement does not
preclude the criminalization of hate speech; in any case, intemational human rights law has

2228 lbid.,para.438.
* Ibid., para. 439. At the Appeal hearings, the Prosecutor also refened to the right to equality: T(A)
l8 January 2007, pp. 33-34.
2230 Amicus Curiae Brief, p.34,28-34.
223r Judgement, para. 1073.
2232 Amicus Curiae Brief, p. 29, citing the Nuremberg Judgement, p' l3l.

"tt lbid., p. 30.
ttto lbid., p.31, citing the Nuremberg Judgement, p. 163.

"tt tbid., pp.3l-32.

"'u lbid.,p.32, refeningto the Kordit and Cerlez Trial ludgement, para. 208.
2"t Prosecutor's Response to the Amrbus Curiae Brief, paras.32-37
22i8 Ib id., paras, 36, 384 l.
22re lbid., parc.39, refeningta the KvoCka et d/. Appeal Judgement, paras.323-325.
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developed since Nuremberg and the Tribunal should recognize that violation of the right to
equality can constitute persecution.22{ Lastly, the Prosecutor argues that, even if only hate
speech inciting to violence can constitute persecution, the speech in question here incited to
violence, whether considered on its own or in context.22al

981 . Appellant Nahimana repeats the arguments of Amicus Curiae that a simple hate
speech cannot constitute persecution.22a2 He also notes that Amicus Curiae seems to suggest
that a speech calling for violence could constitute the actus rels of crime against humanity
(persecution), but he asserts in this regard that intemational criminal law prosecutes only
direct calls for extermination.'nt The Appellant further submits that no call for violence has
been identified in any RTLM broadcasts prior to 6 April 1994.'z24

982. Appellants Barayagwiza and Ngeze agree :uv. rth Amicus Curiae that hate speech cannot
constitute an act of persecution.us ln this regard, they reiterate several of the arguments in
their Appeal Briefs and in the Amicus Curiae Brief.2%

(c) Analvsis

983. The Trial Chamber defined the crime of persecution as "'a gross or blatant denial ofa
fundamental right reaching the same level of gravity' as the other acts enumerated as crimes
against humanity under the Statute."za? The Chamber then stated:

It is €vident that hate sp€ech targeiing a population on the basis of ethnicity, or other
discriminatory grounds, reaches this level of gravity and constitutes persecution under
Article 3(h) of its Statute. In Rrggtu, the Tribunal so held, finding that the radio broadcasts
of RTLM, in singling out and atacking the Tutsi ethnic minority, constituted a deprivation
of "the fundamental rights to life, liberty and basic humanity enjoyed by members of the
wider society." Hate speech is a discriminatory form ofaggression that destroys the dignity
ofthose in the group under attack. It creates a lesser status not only in the eyes ofthe group
members themselves but also in the eyes of others who perceive and heat them as less than
human. The denigration of persons on the basis of their ethnic identity or other group
membershio in and of itself. as well as in its other consequences, can be an ineversible
harm.22ot

984. The Trial Chamber explained that the speech itself constituted the persecution and
that there was therefore no need for the speech to contain a call to action,22ae or for there to be
a link between persecution and acts of violence."'o It recalled that customary intemational
law prohibits discrimination and that hate speech expressing ethnic and other forms of

22& Ibid..ozra.42.
221t I b id., paras. 43 -44.
22a2 Nahimana's ResDonse to the lzr'.rus Curiae Bief. o. 5.
2243 lbid., pp. 5-6.
224 tbid.,pp.6-7.
uo5 Barayagwiza's Response to the Amicus Curiae Brief, para. 2l; Ngeze's Response to the Amicus Curiae
Brief. o. 7.
2% Banyagwiza's Response to the.{n icus Curiae Brief, paras. 36-43; Ngeze's Response to the Amicus Curiae
Brief. pp. 7-10.

"ot Judgement, para. 1072, refening to Raggin Trial Judgement, para. 21.

"n'!bii..oua.i2.22ae Judgehent, para. l0?3. In paragraph 1078, the Trial Chamber added that persecution is broader than direct
and public incitement to commit genocide, including advocacy of€thnic hatred in other forms.
2z5o Judgement, para. 1073.
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discrimination violates this prohibition.s' It found that the expressions of etlmic hatred in the
RTLM broadca sts, Kangura publications and the activities of the CDR constituted
persecution under Article 3(h) of the Statute.2252

985. The Appeals Chamber reiterates that "the crime of persecution consists of an act or
omission which discriminates in fact and which: denies or infringes upon a fundamental right
laid down in international customary or treaty law (the actus reus); and was carried out
deliberately with the intention to discriminate on one of the listed grounds, specifically race,
religion or politics (the mens rea)."2251 However, not ev€ry act of discrimination will
constitute the crime of persecution: the underlying acts of persecution, whether considered in
isolation or in conjunction with other acts, must be of a gravity equal to the crimes listed
under Article 3 of the Statute.'?25a Furthermore, it is not necessary that these underlying acts of
persecution amount to crimes in intemational law.t"5 Accordingly, there is no need to review
here the Appellants' arguments that mere hate speech does not eonstitute a crime in
intemational criminal law.

986. The Appeals Chamber considers that hate speech targeting a population on the basis
of ethnicity, oi any other discriminatory ground, violates the right to respect for the dignitf'?56
of the members of the targeted goup as human beings,'z2s1 and therefore constitutes "actual
discrimination". In addition, the Appeals Chamber is of the view that speech inciting to
violence against a population on the basis of etbnicity, or any other discriminatory ground,

violates the right to securitytt" of the members of the targeted group and therefore constitutes
,,actual discrimination". However, the Appeals chamber is not satisfied that hate speech
alone can amount to a violation of the rights to life, freedom and physical integrity of the

human being. Thus other persons need to intervene before such violations can occur; a speech
cannot, in itself, directly kill members of a group, imprison or physically injure them.

g87. The second question is whether the violation of fundamental rights (right to respect

for human dignity, right to security) is as serious as in the case of the other crimes against
humanity enumerated in Article 3 of the Statute. The Appeals Chamber is of the view that it

is not necessary to decide here whether, in themselves, mere hate speeches not inciting

2ut Ibid., pataf. 1074-1016.
2252 lbid.,parz. 1077.
2253 Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, para. 185 (citing with approval Krnoielac Trial Judgement, para. 431)'

reiterated in siniti Appeal Judgement, para. l77i Stakit Appeal Judgement, paru. 327-328; KvoCko et al.

Appeaf Judgement, piia. 32O; Kordit and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. l0l; BIaSkit Appeal Judgement,
para. 13l; l/asiljevit Appeal ludgement , para. I 13.
225n B"danin Ajpeaf Judgement, pam. 296; Srnttd Appeal Judgement, para. l77i Naletilit and Maflinovit Appeal

Judgemeng pan. 574; 
-KvoCka 'et 

a/. Appeal Judgiment, pa.3 32I; Kordit and Cerkez Appeal Judgement,
pwi. tlz; glatkit tppeal Judgement, para' 135; Krnoielac Appeal Judgement, paras. 199' 221.
2"t Brdanin Appeal Judgement, parc.296; Krocka et a/. Appeal Judgemeng pwa. 323, contary to what the
Appellants contind, this is not a breach of the tegality principle, since the crime of persecution as such is

sufliciently defined in intemational law.
2256 On th; content ofthis right, see for example the Universal Declaration on Human Rights, the Preamble of
which expressly refers to the recognition of dignity inherent to all human beings, while the Articles set out its

vanous asDecls.
2257 In thii regard, it should be not€d that, according to the KvoCka et al. Appeal Judgement (paras. 323-325),
violations of human dignity (such as harassment, humiliation and psychological abuses) can, if sufliciently
serious, constitute acts of persecution.
2258 On the right to security, see for example Article 3 of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights
("Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security ofperson").
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violence against the members of a group are of a level of gravity equivalent to that for other
crimes against humanity. As explained above, it is not necessary that every individual act
underlying the crime of persecution should be of a gravity conesponding to other crimes
against humanity: underlying acts of persecution can be considered together. It is the
cumulative effect of all the underlying acts of the crime of persecution which must reach a
level of gravity equivalent to that for other crimes against humanity. Furthermore, the context
in which these underlying acts take place is particularly important for the purpose of
assessing their gravity.

988. In the present case, the hate speeches made after 6 April 1994"5'were accompanied
by calls for genocide against the Tutsi group22e and all these speeches took place in the
context ofa massive campaign ofpersecution directed at the Tutsi population of Rwanda, this
campaign being also characterized by acts of violence ftillings, torture and ill-treatment,
rapes ...) and of destruction of property.26r In particular, the speeches broadcast by RTLM -
all of them by subordinates of Appellant Nahimanattut *, considered as a whole and in their
context, were, in the view of the Appeals Chamber, of a gavity equivalent to other crimes
against humanity.2263 The Appeals Chamber accordingly finds that the hate speeches and calls
for violence against the Tutsi made after 6 April 1994 (thus after the beginning of a
systematic and widespread attack against the Tutsi) themselves constituted underlying acts of
persecution.22s In addition, as explained below,22ui some speeches made after 6 April 1994 did
in practice substantially contribute to the commission of other acts of persecution against the
Tutsi; these speeches tlus also instigated the commission of acts of persecution against
the Tutsi.

225e As explained infra XY. C.2 (a) (iD a. and XV. C.2. (c), speeches made before 6 April 1994 cannot
constitute acts ofpersecution since it cannot be concluded that they took place in the context ofa systematic or
widesDread attack.
22@ See slpra XII. B. 3. (b) (i) b. and XIII. C. I (c), where the Appeals Chamber has concluded that post-6 April
1994 RTLM broadcasts directly called for the murder ofTutsi.
261 It should be recalled that it cannot reasonably be disputed that the Tutsi population was the victim of
generalized and systematic attacks between 6 April and 17 luly 1994, resulting in the murder ofa great number
ofTrxsi: The Prosecutor v. Edouard Karemera et al., CueNo. ICTR-9844-AR73(C), Decision on Prosecutor's
Interlocutory Appeal of Decision of Judicial Notice, 16 June 2006, paras. 28-31 (see also paras. 35-38, taking
judicial note of the genocide committed against the Tutsi in Rwanda between 6 April and 17 July 1994);
S9nanza Appeal ludgement, para. 192.
"- See supra Xlll. D. l. (b) (ii) a. iii.
"" Such speeches constituted a grave violation of the right to human dignity of the Tutsi, as well as very
seriously threatening their physical and mental security.
"* The Appeals Chamber notes that an ICTY Trial Chamber has found that speeches inciting hatred on political
or other grounds, as alleged in the present case, could not constitute acts of persecution (Kordit and Cerkzz
Triaf Judgement, pald..209). This legal finding was not appealed and the Kordit and Cerhez Appeal Judgement
accordingly did not address the issue. The reasoning underlying that finding is, however, inconsistent with the
€stablished case-law ofthe Appeals Chamber, which does not require that the underlying acts ofpersecution be
"enumerated as a crime elsewhere in the Intemational Tribunal Statute" (Kordit and Cerkzz Trial Judgement,
para.209) or regarded as crimes und€r customary intemational law. Moreover, it is not necessary that each
underlying act ofpersecution be of a gravity equal to the other crimes against humanity; the underlying acts can
be considered together. Finally, the finding that hate speech can constitute an act ofpersecution does not violate
the principle of legality, as the crime of persecution is itself sufficiently well defined in intemational law.
Moreover, the Appeals Chamber is not convinced by the argument tltat mere hate spe€ch cannot constitute an
underlying act ofpersecution because discourse ofthis kind is protectcd under intemational law.
2265 se; i;fra xy .' c. 2. (a) (ii) b.
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2. The Trial Chamber's conclusions in the present case

(a) Resoonsibilitv for RTLM broadcasts

989. The Trial Chamber found Appellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza guilty of
persecution "[flor RTLM broadcasts in 1994 advocating ethnic hatred or inciting violence
against the Tutsi population".26 Appellant Nahimana was convicted under Article 6(1) and
(3) of the Statute, and Appellant Barayagwiza under Article 6(3)."u'

(i) Arsuments of the Parties

990. Appellant Nahimana submits that RTLM broadcasts prior to 6 April 1994 did not
contain calls for hatred and violence against the Tutsi, and that none of those broadcasts
reached the level of gravity required to constitute a crime against humanity.226E Moreover, it
had not been proved that he possessed the requisite intent to be convicted of persecution.tt"

991. Appellant Barayagwiza submits that RTLM broadcasts before 6 April 1994 could not
amount to a crime against humanity because the Prosecutor had failed to show that Tutsi had
been deprived of any fundamental right as a result of these broadcasts'2tto The Appellant
further contends that the Trial Chamber confuses crimes against humanity and unlawfirl
ethnic discrimination, and that it failed to show "how the ethnic hate speech attributed to the
RTLM radio rises from ordinary racial discrimination level to the level of crime against
humanity."22?l

992. The Prosecutor responds that RTLM broadcasts both before and after 6 April 1994
instigated ethnic hatred and violence, and that they contributed to the commission of acts of
violence.t2?2 In particular, contrary to the Appellants' submissions, RTLM broadcasts before
6 April 1994 did contain direct calls for genocide against the Tutsi.2273 As a result of their
cumulative effect (as well as in conjunction with Kangura),n1a the RTLM broadcasts reached
a sufficient level of gravity to constitute persecution.z?s The Prosecutor further submits that

226 Judgement, paras. l08l -1082.
226'Idem,
226E Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 546 ; Nahimana Brief in Reply, paras. 6l-69.
226e Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 557, refening to the arguments on genocidal intent and explaining that
..the discriminatory intent requir€d for crime against humanity (persecution) is the same as for genocide, with
the one exception that it is not necessary to show intent to dsrtol the target€d group" (emphasis in the original,
footnote omitled).
2270 Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 300-301, 306; Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. 73.
227' Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 301. See also para. 309. In that Paragraph, the Appellant adds: "ln
paragraph 1078 of the Judgement, the Chamber maintains that RTLM broadcast the 'Ten Commandments'
published by Kangura in 1990, but the Prosecutor produced no evidence of this." However, the Trial Chamber
did not find that RTLM had broadcast th€ "Ten Commandments": see Judgement, para. 1078.
22?2 Respondent's Brief, paras. 378,394-398.

"" Ibid.,pNa,395. The Prosecutor refers to his arguments that the broadcasts prior io 6 April 1994 constituted
a form ofdirect and public incitement to commit genocide.
22'n lbid.,para.398.
n15 lbid.. Daras. 396-397 .
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the Trial Chamber did not err in concluding that Appellant Nahimana had the necessary
criminal intent to be convicted of persecution.2276

(ii) RTLM broadcasts in 1994

a. Broadcass prior to 6 Aoril 1994

993. The Appeals Chamber is of the view that the RTLM broadcasts from I January to
6 April 1994 cannot amount to underlying acts of persecution pursuant to Article 3 of the
Statute, since it cannot be concluded that they were part ofa widespread or systematic attack
against the Tutsi population. These broadcasts could, however, have instigated the
commission of persecution.

994. The Appeals Chamber has already determined that it has not been established that the
broadcasts prior to 6 April 1994 substantially contributed to the murder of Tutsi after
6 April 1994. Consequently, the Appeals Chamber cannot conclude that broadcasts prior to
6 April 1994 instigated the commission of acts ofpersecution.

b. Broadcasts after 6 Aoril 1994

995. The Appeals Chamber has already concluded that certain RTLM broadcasts after
6 April 1994 (i.e., after the start of the widespread and systematic attack against the Tutsi)
substantially contributed to the commission of genocide against Tutsi.22?? The acts
characterized as acts of genocide committed against the Tutsi also constituted acts of
persecution,zTr and hence these broadcasts also instigated the commission of acts of
persecution. Furthermore, the Appeals Chamber is of the view that hate speeches and direct
calls for genocide broadcast by RTLM after 6 April l994,ue while a massive campaign of
violence against the Tutsi population was being conducted, also constituted acts of
persecution.22Eo Judge Meron does not agree with these frndings.

(iii) Responsibilit), of the Appellants

a. Aooellant Nahimana

996. For the reasons set out above, the Appeals Chamber considers that Appellant
Nahimana could not be convicted of persecution pursuant to Article 6(l) of the Statute on
account of RTLM broadcasts after 6 April 1994.2E' However, the Appellant's conviction
under Article 6(3) is upheld, since he did not take necessary and reasonable measures to

22'6 lbid., para,4l9, refening to submissions on Appellant Nahimana's intent in the section on direct and public
incitement to commit genocide.
22tt See srpra Xll. B. 3. (b) (i) b.
22?E In particular, the murders of Tutsi committed after 6 April 1994 (see sapra para. 515) constitute not only
acts ofgenocide, but also acts ofpersecution against the Tutsi population.
227e The broadcasts are examined in paragraphs 390-433 and 468 et seq. ofthe Judgement.
22n see supra, para. 988.
22Et See supra Xll. D. l. (b) (ii) e.
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prevent or punish the acts of persecution and instigation to persecution committed by RTLM
staff after 6 April 1994. Judge Meron does not agree with these findings.

b. ApoellantBarayaewiza

gg7. Appellant Barayagwiza was convicted of persecution as a superior of RTLM staff.22E'
However, the Appeals Chamber has already found that the Appellant could not be held
responsible as a superior for the crimes committed by RTLM staff after 6 April 1994."6'
Since it could not be found that RTLM broadcasts before 6 April 1994 had substantially
contributed to persecution, Appellant Barayagwiza could not be convicted of persecution on
account of RTLM broadcasts. That part ofhis conviction is acordingly set aside.

(b) Appellant Barayaqwiza's responsibility for CDR activities

998. Appellant Barayagwiza submits that the Trial Chamber erred in convicting him of
persecution on account of CDR activities, because it does not explain how such activities
constituted persecution, but merely makes a general finding, based on no specific act'zu The
Appellant further argues that he could not be convicted under both Article 6(1) and
Article 6(3) of the Statute in respect ofthe same acts.22E5

999. The Prosecutor does not appear to respond to these arguments.

1000. The Trial Chamber found Appellant Barayagwiza guilty of persecution pursuant to

Articles 3(h) and 6(1) of the Statute "[flor his own acts and for the activities of CDR that
advocated ethnic hatred or incited violence against the Tutsi population", as discussed in
paragraph 975 of the Judgement.,.tu The Trial Chamber also convicted the Appellant under
Articte O(g) of the Statute for "his failure to take necessary and reasonable measures to
prevent the advocacy of ethnic hatred or incitement of violence against the Tutsi population
by CDR members md Impuzamugambi '"22E7

(i) Responsibiliw oursuant to Article 6(1) of the Statute

1001. The Trial Chamber first found Appellant Barayagwiza guilty "[flor his own acts-'228E
The Appeals Chamber understands this to be a reference by the Trial Chamber to Appellant
Barayigwiza's acts as described in paragraph 975 of the Judgement, namely: (1) the chanting
of a song instigating th€ extermination of the Tutsi; (2) supervisiug roadblocks manned by
Impuzamugambt; (3) the fact that he "was at the organizational helm"; (4) the fact that he
..was also on site at the meetings, demonstrations and roadblocks that created an
infrastructue for and caused the killing of Tutsi civilians". With respect to the first item, the
Appeals Chamber concluded above that it had not been established that the Appellant had
himself chanted the song in 1994;,,8'qthis cannot therefore support the Appellant's conviction.
With respect to the third and fourth items, the Appeals Chamber cannot see how these facts

2282 Judgement, para. 1082.
2283 See srpra XII. D. 2. (a) (ii) b.
22s Barayagwiza Appellanfs Brief, paras.3l0-31L See also Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. 70.
22Et Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief. para. 312.

]]ii luocement, para. 1083.
"- Idem.
,rt, ldem.
22Ee See supra Xll. D. 2. (b) (iiD.
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could constitute personal acts of the Appellant justiffing his conviction for persecution
purswmt to one of the modes of responsibility in Article 6(1) of the Statute.

1002. Tuming to the second item, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it has already concluded
that the Appellant's supervision of roadblocks manned by Impuzamugambi substantially
contributed to the murder of many Tutsi.22s The Appeals Chamber considers that murders of
Tutsi at the roadblocks after 6 April 1994 also constituted acts of persecution. In
consequence, it finds that the supervision of roadblocks by the Appellant substantially
contributed to the commission of acts of persecution, and it finds the Appellant guilty
pursuant to Article 6(l) ofthe Statute for having instigated2'zer persecution.

(ii) Responsibilitv pursuant to Article 6(3) ofthe Statute

1003. The Appeals Chamber concluded above that the Appellant Barayagwiza could not be
convicted as a superior for acts of CDR militants and Impuzamugambi.22n Tlrc Appeals
Chamber accordingly sets aside the Appellant's conviction for persecution pursuant to
Article 6(3) of the Statute on account of acts committed by CDR members and
Impuzamugambi.

(c) Apoellant Ngeze's Responsibilitv

1004. The Trial Chamber found Appellant Ngeze guilty of persecution pursuant to
Articles 3(h) and 6(l) of the Statute "[flor the contents of this publicati on IKangural that
advocated ethnic hatred or incited violence. as well as for his own acts that advocated ethnic
hatred or incited violence against the Tutsi population"."e3

1005. Appellant Ngeze submits that he was wrongly convicted of persecution.'z2q He notes
first that paragraph 1084 of the Judgement states that his responsibility for the content of
Kangura is based on findings set out in "paragraphs 977 and 978",2ns but that these
paragraphs do not deal with his responsibility, which in his view invalidates the verdict.22s
Appellant Ngeze firther contends that the articles published, in Kangura in 1994 before
7 April do not represent a call for hatred or violence22eT and that, although the Trial Chamber
concluded at paragraph 1078 of the Judgement that two articles constituted persecution ("A
Cockroach Cannot Give Birth to a Butterfly", and "The Ten Commandments"), these were
published before 1994 and were therefore outside the temporal jurisdiction of the Tribunal.ze8
He firrther argues that there is no evidence ofa causal link between the comments in Kangura

m See szpra Xll. D. 2. (b) (vii).
"'' Paragraph 1083 of the Judgement does not indicate on which mode of responsibility under Article 6(l) of
the Statute the Appellant's conviction relies. However, in para.975 ofthe Judgement, the Trial Chamber treats
supervision of roadblocks as an act instigating the commission of genocide (see supra XIL D. 2. (b) (vii)). The
Appeals Chamber considers that the same mode of responsibility should be relied on for the crime of
Dersecuuon.
)2e See szpra Xlll. D. 2. (b) (ii) b. iv.
"" Judeement. oata. 1084.

"t Ngjze Notici ofAppeal, paras. 162-l?9; Ng€ze Appellant's Brief, paras .422448.
"" Judgement, para. 1084.
zzs Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras.422-423.
"'' lbid.. oan.434.
zEE lbid.', para. 435.
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and the events that occuned after 6 April 1994 (in particular the maltreatrnent of Tutsi
women), and that this had indeed been acknowledged by the Trial Chamber.ze

1006. Appellant Ngeze further submits that the Trial Chamber ened in also finding him
guilty of persecution for having urged the Hutu population to attend CDR meetings and for
having announced that the Inyenzi would be exterminated.t3* In this respect, he asserts that
(l) "some witnesses place these facts at dates falling outside the Tribunal's jurisdiction";'z3o|
(2) it has not been established that he urged the Hutu population to attend CDR meetings after
7 Aplil 1994, when the widespread and systematic attack against the Tutsi population
started;23@ (3) even if he had urged the population to attend CDR meetings, this could not
constitute persecution as a crime against humanity;'?ror (4) it was not proved that he invited
only Hutu to attend such meetings;23s and (5) even if he had stated that the Inyenzi would be
exterminated, there was no evidence of a causal link between these words and the massacre
of Tutsi civilians.2sor

1007. Appellant Ngeze asserts that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that he possessed the
requisite mens rea to be convicted of persecution.zlG He refers in this respect to the
arguments developed by him in relation to genocidal intent.ro? Furthermore, he submits that
the Trial Chamber ened in that, rather that relying on the personal acts of tle Accused in
order to determine whether they had the required discriminatory intent, it based itself on the
fact that RTLM, Kangura and the CDR targeted Tutsi and Hutu opponents.23s

1008. Lastly, Appellant Ngeze submits that he could not be convicted of persecution
pursuant to Article 6(1) ofthe Statute,a@ in particular because it had not been shown that he
had "the authority required under Article 6(1) ofthe Statute".23ro

1009. The Prosecutor responds that the Kangura publications are capable of constituting the
crime of persecution,,3' I and that Appellant Ngeze has not demonstrated in what way the Trial
Chamber ened in this respect.23r2

1 010. The Appeals Chamber rejects from the outset the Appellant's arguments that his aezs
rea for the crime of persecution was not established. It recalls that it has already upheld the
Trial Chamber's conclusion that the Appellant possessed genocidal intent.2lr As the Trial

22e lbid.,paras.436 (refening to para. 242 ofthe Judgement) to 438'
23w lbid. , pans. 439443 .
23ot lbid.,para.44l, no reference given.
234 ldem.
2303 Ngeze Appellant's Brief , para.442.
2t* Ide..
2305 Ngeze Appellant's Brief, para.443.
2t6 lbid., oaras. 444445.
230' Ibid.,'pta. 444, wherc it is contended that 'the discriminatory intent required for persecution as a crime
against humanity is the same as that characterizing the crime of genocide, with the difference that, for a crime
against humanity, there is no need to establish the intent to d€stroy the group in whole or in part."
23oE lbid., pua. 445 ,
23@ Ibid., paras. 446448.
23to lbid.,pa'a.447.
23rt Respondent's Brief, para. 17, p. 184.
at2 lbid.,parc.582.
ar3 Seesrpra XII. C. 4. (d) .
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Chamber found,23ra a person who possesses genocidal intent necessarily possesses the intent
required for persecution.z3't The Appeals Chamber finds that the Appellant had the required
mens rea for persecution. It also finds that, on the basis of the acts committed by the
Appellant, he also possessed the intent to instigate others to commit persecution against
Tutsi. The Appeals Chamber will now consider whether the Appellant in fact committed acts
ofpersecution or of instigation to persecution.

(i) Responsibilitu for the content of .Kanerra

l0ll. ln convicting Appellant Ngeze of persecution, the Trial Chamber concluded that he
was responsible for the content of Kangura as found in "paragraphs 977 and 978".2316 The
reference to para$aphs 977 and 978 is obviously a typographical error.t''t It should instead
have been a reference to paragraph 977 A of the Judgement, where the Trial Chamber found
Ngeze guilty of genocide pursuant to Article 6(1) of the Statute "[a]s founder, owner and
editor of Kangura, a publication that instigated the killing of Tutsi civilians, and for his
individual acts in ordering and aiding and abetting the killing ofTutsi civilians". The Appeals
Chamber is of the view that the Appellant suffered no prejudice as a result ofthis error.

1012. The Appeals Chamber has already concluded that the Appellant could not be
convicted on the basis of Kangura publications prior to 1994. Thus, the Appeals Chamber
must determine whether Kangura issues published in 1994 could constitute persecution or
instigation to persecution.

1013. The Appeals Chamber notes first that Kangura was not published between 6 April
and 17 July 1994, when the widespread and systematic attack against the Tutsi population of
Rwanda took place. Thus it is diffrcult to see how Kangura articles published between
I January and 6 April 1994 can be regarded as forming part of that widespread and
systematic attack, even if they may have prepared the ground for it. Consequently, the
Appeals Chamber is unable to conclude that the Kangura articles published between
I January and 6 April 1994 amounted to acts ofpersecution as a crime against humanity'

1014. Furthermore, for the aforementioned reasons, the Appeals Chamber is ofthe view that
it could not be concluded that certain articles published in Kangura in the first months of
1994 substantially contributed to the massacres of Tutsi civilians after 6 April 1994.23rr For
the same reasons, it has not been established that these Kangura publications did in practice
substantially contribute to the commission of acts of persecution against Tutsi. The Appeals
Chamber accordingly considers that Appellant Ngeze cannot be convicted for having
instigated the crime ofpersecution through matters published in Kangura.

(ii) Resoonsibilitv for his acts in Gisenyi

23ra Judsement, Dara. 1077.

"'t Thris the inient to destroy in whole or in part a group protected by the Genocide Convention necessarily
includes the intent to discriminate, on prohibited grounds, the members ofthe group. See also izy'a XVI. D. 3.
2316 Judgement, para. 1084.
23t1 Pangtaph 977 of the Judgement deals with Barayagwiza's responsibility as a superior ofthe CDR members
and ImpuzamugamDi; paragraph 978 deals with the elements of the crime of direct and public incitement to
commit eenocide.
23rE See,s'upra XII- 8.3. .
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1015. The Trial Chamber considered that, by urging the Hutu population to attend CDR
meetings and announcing that the Inyenzi would be exterminated, the Appellant committed
persecution.23'' The relevant factual conclusion is found at paragraph 837 of the_Judgement
and is based on the testimonies of Witnesses Serushago, ABE, AAM and AEU.'z3'zo The

Appeals Chamber notes that it does not appear that these witnesses were referring to events

having occuned after the start of the widespread and systematic attack against Tutsi on

6 April 1994. On the contrary, Witness Serushago refers to events having taken place in

February 1994,232r Witness ABE to events in 19932322 and Witness AAM to events before
1g94.232t With respect to Witness AEU, it is unclear when tle events she describes

occurred.2r2a In these circumstances, it cannot therefore be concluded that the acts of the
Appellant formed part of the widespread and systematic attack against the Tutsi population

which started on 6 April 1994. Consequently, these acts cannot constitute persecution as a

crime against humanity.

1016. As to whether the acts of Appellant Ngeze instigated the commission of acts of

persecution, the Appeals Chamber first considers that the Appellant has not shown that it was

unreasonable to find that he had announced that the Inyenzi wonld be exterminated. However,

as noted above, only Witness Serushago clearly places these words in 1994, and his

testimony cannot be accepted unless ii is conoborated by other credible evidence.2325

Furthermore, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber did not find that the

Appellant's words substantially contributed to massacres ofTutsi civilians. The conviction of

the Appellant for persecution carmot therefore be founded on his acts in Gisenyi. His

conviCtion for persecution as a crime against humanity must accordingly be set aside.

XVI. CUMULATIVECONVICTIONS

1017. The Appellants contend that the Trial Chamber ened in entering cumulative

convictions under Articles 2 and 3 ofthe Statute.2326

A. Apolicable law in respect of cumulative convictions

1018. The three Appellants were found guilty of the crimes of genocide, conspiracy to

commit genocide, dirlct and public incitement to commit genocide and extermination and

persecution as crimes against humanity.'z3'?? Appellants Ngeze and Barayagwiza challenge the

iegal standard applied by the Trial Chamber and submit that the propriety of entering

23re Judgement, para. 1084, refening to para. 1039.
2320 lbid. , pala. 834 .
2!2r T. l5 November 2001, pp. I l8-l l9; Judgement, para. 834.
2322 T. 26 February 2001, p. 95.
2123 T.12February 2001, pp. 104, I l0-l I I, l3l-132; Judgement, para.797.
2324 See srpr4 footnote 2016.
2325 Judgement, para. 824.
2326 Naiimana Notice of Appeal, p. 15; Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 640-648; Barayagwiza Notice of

Appeal, p.3; Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 313-321; Ngeze Notice of Appeal' paras. 180-190; Ngeze

Afirellant's Brief, paras. 449-483; Ngeze Brief in Reply, paras..97-107. As O the submissions relating to

cumulative modes ofresponsibility under Articles 6(l) and 6(3) ofthe Statuie, the Appeals Chamber r€fers to its

analysis snpra at XL C.
232? Judgement, paras. l09l -1094.
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cumulative convictions must be examined on a case-by-case basis depending on "what facts
are relied on by the Prosecution for each count".2328

1019. The Appeals Chamber recalls that cumulative convictions entered under different
statutory provisions but based on the same conduct are permissible only if each statutory
provision involved has a materially distinct element not contained in the otler.tttt The test to
be applied with respect to cumulative convictions is to take account of all the legal elements
ofthe offences, including those contained in the provisions' introductory paragraph.233o

1020. Moreover, like the ICTY Appeals Chamber,'" the Appeals Chamber considers that
whether the same conduct violates two distinct statutory provisions is a question of law.
Accordingly, contrary to the Appellants' contentions, the legal elements of each olfence, not
the acts or omissions giving rise to the offence, are to be taken into account in determining
whether it is permissible to enter cumulative convictions.

1021. The Appeals Chamber will now examine the Appellants' contentions regarding the
cumulative convictions entered by the Trial Chamber.

B. Cumulative convictions under Article 2 of the Statute

l. Cumulative convictions for eenocide and direct and oublic incitement to commit
qenocide

1022. The Appellants contend that it is impermissible to enter cumulative convictions for
direct and public incitement to commit genocide and the crime of genocide on the basis of the
same facts.2332 However. since a number of their convictions have been set aside, none of the
Appellants is now in the situation ofbeing convicted for both genocide and direct and public
incitement to commit genocide on the basis of the same facts. This ground of appeal has thus
become moot.

2. Cumulative convictions for eenocide and consoiracy to commit senocide

I 023. Appellants Nahimana and Ngeze further submit that the Trial Chamber erred in
convicting them of genocide and conspiracy to commit genocide on the basis of the same
facts.2333 However, since the Appeals Chamber has set aside the Appellants' convictions for
the crime ofconspiracy to commit genocide, this ground of appeal has thus become moot.

212t Barayzgwiza Appellant's Briei para. 316. ln his Brief in Reply (para. 99), Appellant Ngeze submits
generally that the conduct for which he was convicted is the same for all the convictions. See also Nahimana
Notice of Appeal, p. 15, and Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 643-645 (where Appellant Nahimana raises
this argument with specific reference to cumulative convictions for the counts of genocide, direct and public
incitement to commit genocide and conspiracy to commit genocide).

"2n See Ntageruro et al. Appeal Judgement, para.425, where the Appeals Chamber further stated that an
element is materially distinct from another if it requires proofofa fact not required by the other.
Blo Musema Appeal Judgement, para. 363.
2-t3-t- StaLit Appeal ludgement, para. 356; Kordii and Certez Appeal Judgement, para. 1033.
"" Nahimana Appellant's Briei paras. 642-644i Baray^gwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 313,318-319, 321;
Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras. 456, 460-461; Ngeze Brief in Reply, para. 100. See also T(A) l8 January 2007,
pp. s2,5s-s6.
"" Nahimana Appeffant's Brief, paras. 641, 645t Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras. 454456, 462464, citing
Musema Jtdgement, para. 198. See also Ngeze Brief in Reply, para. l0l.
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C. Cumulative convictions under Article 3 of the Statute

1024. Appellants Nahimana and Ngeze submit that the Trial Chamber was wrong in
convicting them of both extermination and persecution as crimes against humanity. They
contend that persecution does not have any materially distinct element to be proved that is not
present as an element of the crime of extermination.233a They emphasize in this regard that the
Trial Chamber acknowledged that "persecution when it takes the form of killings is a lesser
included offence of extermination".233s In his Brief in Reply, Appellant Ngeze relies on the
Kupreikit et al. Tial Judgement in submitting that the count of persecution, as lex generalis,
ought to be subsumed by extermination, which he qualifies as lex specialis.23t6

1025. The Appeals Chamber recalls that it has set aside the conviction entered against
Appellant Nahimana for extermination as a crime against humanity,tt" as well as Appellant
Ngeze's conviction for persecution as a crime against humanity.t"t As a consequence, the
question of cumulative convictions for the crimes of persecution (Article 3(h) of the Statute)
and extermination (Article 3(b) of the Statute) as crimes against humanity is no longer
relevant for these Appellants, and their appeals on this point could therefore be declared to
have become moot. However, the Appeals Chamber has upheld Appellant Barayagwiza's
convictions for extermination and persecution as crimes against humanity on account of the
killings committed by CDR militants and ImpuzamugamDi at roadblocks supervised by
him.233e The Appeals Chamber therefore considers it necessary to consider the question of
these cumulative convictions, even though Appellant Barayagwiza did not raise it.

1026. The Appeals chamber observes in this respect that in the Kordit and cerkez Appeal
Judgement the ICTY Appeals Chamber found that cumulative convictions are permissible for
persecution and other inhumane acts, since each offence has a materially distinct element not
iontained in the other.23oo Relying on this jurisprudence, the ICTY Appeals Chamber found in

the Stakit Appeal Judgement that it was permissible to enter cumulative convictions for

extermination and persecution as crimes against humanity on the basis of the same facts. It

found that extermination requires proof that the accused caused the death of a large number
of people, while persecution requires proof that an act or omission was in fact discriminatory
*d thut the act or omission was committed with specific intent to discriminate.'z3ar The
Appeals Chamber endorses the analysis of the ICTY Appeals Chamber.

1027. According to the foregoing, the Appeals chamber finds that it is permissible to
convict Appellant Barayagwiza cumulatively of both persecution and extermination on the
basis ofthe same facts, Judge Giiney dissenting from this finding'

233n Nabimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 646-647; Ngeze Appellant's Brief, pxas. 465-467.
t"t Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras.646-647; Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras.465'466, citing paragraph
1080 ofthe Judgement.

"'u Ngeze Brief in Reply, paras. 102-103, refening to paragraphs 706 and 708 of the Kupreskit et al. Trial
Judsement.
23r?lee supra XV. B. l. (b).
2338 See snpra XV. C. 2. (c).
233e See srpra XV. B. 2. (a) and XV. C. 2. (b) (D.
2340 Kordit and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, paras. 1040-1043.
2tat Stakit Appeal ludgement, paras. 364, 367.
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Cumulative convictions under Articles 2 and 3 of the Statute I

1 . Cumulative convictions for eenocide and extermination as a crime aqainst humanitv

1028. Appellants Ngeze and Barayagwiza appeal against their cumulative convictions for
genocide and extermination as a crime against humanity for having ordered and aided and
abetted the killing of Tutsi civilians.23a2 Appellant Ngeze invokes in partictlar the Kayishema
and Ruzindana Trial Judgement in contending that the two offences protect the same social
interest.23a3 Appellant Barayagwiza concedes that the requisite elements for genocide and
extermination are not the same, but contends that "on the facts of this case, the conviction for
the offence of extermination added nothing to the conviction for genocide", since "[t]he
required 'widespread and systematic attack against a civilian Tutsi population' was subsumed
within the large-scale killings".'34

1029. lt is established caseJaw that cumulative convictions for genocide and crime against
humanity are permissible on the basis of the same acts, as each has a materially distinct
element from the other, namely, on the one hand, "the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a
national, ethnical, racial or religious group", and, on the other, "a widespread or systematic
attack against a civilian population".'?3a5

1030. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber was right to enter
cumulative convictions under Articles 2(3)(a) and 3(b) of the Statute on the basis of the same
acts. It therefore dismisses the Appellants' appeal on this point.

2. Cumulative convictions for eenocide and oersecution as a crime aeainst humanity

1031. Appellant Ngeze appeals against his convictions for both genocide and persecution as
a crime against humanity."* Since Appellant Ngeze's conviction for persecution has been set
aside,2"t this ground could be said to have become moot.

1032. However, since this issue could be raised in connection with Appellant Barayagwiza
(whose convictions for both instigating genocide and persecution have been upheld),2'ot the
Appeals Chamber would recall that the crime of genocide inter alia requires the intent to
destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group as such.
Persecution, like the other acts enumerated in Article 3 of the Statute, must have been
committed as part of a widespread and systematic attack on a civilian population. It was
therefore open to the Trial Chamber to enter cumulative convictions under Articles 2(3Xa)
and 3(h) of the Statute on the basis ofthe same acts. This ground is therefore dismissed.

2342 Banyagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 320; Ngeze Appellant's Bri€f, paras. 469476. See also Ngeze Brief in
ReDlv. Dara. 106.

"ot Ngeze Appelfant's Brief, paras. 473475, refeningto the Rutaganda Trial Judgement, para. t 13, and to the
Katishema and Ruzindana Trial hdgement, pa:a. 627 .
234 Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 320.

"nt Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement, pua.426; Semanza Appeal Judgement, para. 318. With specific
reference to cumulative convictions for genocide and extermination, see Nlakirutimana Appeal Judgement,
para.542; Musema Appeal Judgement, paras. 366-367, 370.
23n6 Ngeze Appellant's Brief. para.477.
2347 See supra XY . C.2. (c).
23aE See supra Xll. D.2. (b) (viii) and XV. C.2. (b) (i).
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3. Cumulative convictions for direct and oublic incitement to commit genocide and

persecution as a crime against humanitv

1033. Appellants Nahimana and Ngeze challenge their cumulative convictions for direct and
public incitement to commit genocide and persecution as a crime against humanity,
iontending that the Trial Chamber itself noted that the material and mental elements of both
crimes are the same.2'n'

1034. The Appeals Chamber recalls that the crime of incitement requires direct and public

incitement to commit genocide as a material element and the intent to incite others to commit
genocide (itself implying a genocidal intent) as a mental element, which is not required by
Article 3(h) of the Statute. As stated supra, perseafiion as a crime against humanity requires
the underlying act to have been committed as part of a widespread and systematic attack on a
civilian population, unlike the crime of direct and public incitement to commit genocide.

1035. The argument that the Trial Chamber noted that the material and mental elements of
both crimes are the same is manifestly unsubstantiated. The Appeals Chamber notes, first,
that in paragraph 1077 of the Judgement the Trial Chamber noted no such thing: it merely

stated that, as genocidal intent was established for the communications, "the lesser intent
requirement of persecution, the intent to discriminate" had also been met.2350 Secondly, the

Appeals Chamber emphasizes that, while the intent to discriminate required by persecution

can in practice be considered to be subsumed within genocide, the reverse is not true. The

fact remains that the crime of direct and public incitement to commit genocide, like the crime
of genocide, requires the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or

religious group, which is not required for persecution as a crime against humanity'

1036. The Appeals Chamber accordingly finds that the Trial Chamber did not err in entering

cumulative convictions under Articles 2(3)(c) and 3(h) of the Statute on the basis of the same

acts, and dismisses the Appellants' appeal on this point.

XVII. THESENTENCES

A. Introduction

1037. Article 24 of the Statute allows the Appeals Chamber to "affirm, reverse or revise" a

sentence imposed by a Trial Chamber. However, the Appeals Chamber recalls that Trial
Chambers have a wide power of discretion in determining the appropriate sentence. This
stems ftom their obligation to tailor the sentence according to the individual circumstances of
the accused and the gravity of the crime.23sr Generally, the Appeals Chamber will not

substitute its own sentence for that imposed by the Trial Chamber unless it has been shown

23ae Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 648 (Appellant Nahimana raises this ground of appeal in the alternative);
Ngeze Appellant's Brief, para.468. Both Appellants cite paragraph 1077 of the Judgement. See also Ngeze

Brief in Reply, paras. 104-105.
2150 Judgemint, para. 1077: "Having established that all communications constituting direct and public

incitemelnt to genocide wer€ made with genocidal intent, the Chamber notes that the lesser intent requirem€nt of

Dersecution, the intent to discriminate, has been met with regard to these communications"'
ztt' Ntog"rrro et at. Appeal Judgement, para.429; Naletilit and Martinovit Appeal Judgement' para. 593;

Kajelijeii Appeal Judg#ent, p3r;i. Zgt; Senanza Appezl Judgement, p3g.a.3l2; Celebiti Appeal Judgement,

Darz.7l7 .
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that the latter committed a manifest error in exercisins its discretion. or failed to follow the
applicable law.'z352

1038. The factors that a Trial Chamber is obliged to take into account in sentencing a
defendant are set out in Article 23 ofthe Statute and in Rule 101 of the Rules. They are:

(l) the general practice regarding prison sentences in the courts of Rwanda.
However, Trial Chambers are not obliged to conform to that practice but need only to
take account ofit:2353

(2) the gravity of the offences (i.e. the gravity of the crimes of which the accused has
been convicted, and the form or degree of responsibility for tiese crimes). It is well
established that this is the primary consideration in sentencing;'to

(3) the individual circumstances of the accused, including aggravating and mitigating
circumstances. Aggravating circumstances must be proved by the Prosecutor beyond
reasonable doubt;23sr the accused bears the burden of establishing mitigating factors
based on the most probable hypothesis (or according to the term ofad used in certain
jurisdictions, "on a balance of probabilities").x56 While the Trial Chamber is legally
required to take into account any mitigating circumstances, what constitutes a
mitigating circumstance and the weight to be accorded thereto is a matter for the Trial
Chamber to determine in the exercise of its discretion.23s? In particular, the existence
of mitigating circumstances does not automatically imply a reduction of sentence or
preclude the imposition of a sentence of life imprisonment;2319

(4) the extent to which any sentence imposed on the defendant by a court ofany State
for the same act has already been served.

The Appeals Chamber further recalls that credit shall be given for any period of detention of
the defendant prior to final judgement.235e

2t52 Ntagerura et al. App€al Judgement, para. 429; Natetilit and Ma inoviC Appeal Judgement, para . 593; Johii:
Appeal Judgement, pzra'. 8; Kajelijeli App€al Judgement, para.29l; Semanza Appeal Judgement, para.3l2;
Musema Appeal ludgement, para. 379:' Tadi6 ludgement on Sentencing Appeal, pata,22.
"" Johit Appeal Judgement, para. 38; D. Nikolit Appeal Judgement, par:a. 691 Kordii and Cerkez Appeal
J^u.dgernent, para. 1085; Celebiti Appeal Judgement, paras.8l3,816; Serushago Appeal Judgement, pora. 30.
"'" Muhimana Appeal Judgement, paras. 233, 234; Ndindabahbi Appeal Judgement, para. 138; Gacumbitsi
Appeal Judgement, para. 204; Kamuhanda Appeal Judgement, pala. 357i Musema Appeal Judgement,
para. 382; Koyishema and Ruzindana Appeal Judgement, pxa. 352; Celebiti Appeal Judgement, paras. 731,
847-849; Aleksovsli Appeal Judgement, para. 182.

"tt Kaiel|eli Appeal Judgement, pan.294; Blathit Appeal Judgement, paras. 686, 688; Celebiti Appeal
Judsement. oara. 763.
2156-Muhimina Appeal Judgement, pan.23l; Babit Appeal Judgement, para.43i Kajetijeli Appeal Judgement,
pa;as.294,299; Blastrt Appeal Judgem ent, para.697; Celer#t Appeal Judgement, para. 590.
'""' Zelenovit Appeal Judgement, para. 18; Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 430; Niyitegeka Appeal
Judgement, para. 266; Musena Appeal Judgement, paras. 395, 39Q Kupretkit et al. Appeal Judgement,
pan. 430; Celebiti Appeal Judgement, pta.775; Kanbanda Appeal Judgement, pra. 124,
"'o Muhimana Appeal Judgement, paru, 234; Kajelijeli Appeal Judgement, pala. 299; Niyitegeka Appeal
J-udgement, para.257: Musena Appeal ludgement, pata.396.
"" Rule l0l(D) ofthe Rules.
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1039. Having found the three Appellants guilty of conspiracy to commit genoeide,
genocide, direct and public incitement to commit genocide, persecution and extermination as
crimes against humanity, the Trial Chamber imposed on each Appellant a single sentence of
life imprisonment.z3e Howevet, the Trial Chamber reduced the sentence of Appellant
Barayagwiza to 35 years to take account of the violation of his rights, as instructed by the
Appeals Chamber in its Decision of 3l March 2000.236' The Appellants raise a number of
grounds ofappeal against the sentences imposed by the Trial Chamber."t'

B. S!r@!e!ce

1040. Appeltants Nahimana2353 and Ngeze23s argue that the Trial Chamber committed an
error of law in failing to impose a separate sentence in respect of each offence, as required
under Rule 87(C) ofthe Rules.

1041. Paragraph 1104 of the Judgement reads as follows:

The Chamber notes that in the case of an Accused convicted of multiple crimes, as in the
present case, the Chamber may, in its discretion, impose a single sentence or one sentence
for each of the crimes. The imposition of a single sentence will usually be appropriate in
cases in which the offences may be recognized as belonging to a single criminal
transaction.2365

1042. The Appeals Chamber notes that, under Rule 87(C) of the Rules, "if the Trial
Chamber finds the accused guilty on one or more of the counts contained in the indictment, it
shall also determine the penalty to be imposed in respect ofeach of the counts". However, the
Appeals Chamber has held that Trial Chambers may impose a single sentence in respect of
multiple convictions in the following circumstances:

Where the crimes ascribed to an accused, regardless oftheir characterisation, form part ofa
single set of crimes committed in a given geographic region during a specific time period,
it is appropriate forra single sentence to be imposed for all convictions' if the Trial
Chamber so decides.

I 043 . The Appeals Chamber has further held that, when the acts of the accused are linked to
the systematic and widespread attack which occuned in 1994 in Rwanda against the Tutsi,
this requirement is fulfilled and a single sentence for multiple convictions can be imposed.2367
The Appeals Chamber reaffrrms the position stated in the Kambanda Appeal Judgement. In
the present case, since the acts of the Appellants were all linked to the genocide of the Tutsi
in Rwanda in 1994, the Trial Chamber could impose a single sentence. The Appellants'
appeals on this point are therefore rejected.

23o Judgement, paras. I105-l106, I108.
""' Ibid.,paras. | 106, I107.
2362 Nahimana Notice of Appeal, p. l7; Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras 65l -652; Nahimana Brief in Reply,
paras. 164-174; Barayagwiza Notice of Appeal, p. 3; Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 339-379; Ngeze
Notice ofAppeal, para. l9l; Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras. 484494; Ngeze Brief in Reply, paras. 108-l l2
2363 Nahimana Brief in Reply, para. 164.
2rs Neeze ADDellant's Brief, para.485.

lltt luigemeni, para. I | 04, ciiing a/aJir:f Trial Judgement, para. 807, and Krstit Trial Judgement, pan.725
"* Kambanda Appeal Judgement, para. I t l.
2351 lbid., pan. ll2.
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C. Annellant Nahimana

1044. Appellant Nahimana contends that the Trial Chamber imposed a clearly excessive
sentence having regard to intemational jurisprudence and to the following facts: (l) the
Appellant never personally or directly committed, or ordered or approved the commission of
any of the crimes provided for in the Statute; (2) he was a mere civilian, he held no post of
authority and did not have any means by which he could effectively oppose the crimes
committed in Rwanda n 1994; and (3) he always made himself available to the judicial
authorities before his arrest, and fully participated in the trial out ofconcem for the truth to be
ascertained.a6E In his Brief in Reply, the Appellant further argues that (1) his criminal
responsibility was at most indirect and this type of responsibility has never been punished by
imprisonment for life;236e (2) the Trial Chamber should have taken into account the fact that
o'the slightest initiative to oppose the killings exposed the opponents to fatal reprisals";r7o and
(3) the Trial Chamber, notwithstanding what it said in paragraph 1099 of the Judgement,
never took into account the representations by Defence witnesses affrrming his refusal to
adhere to extremist ideologies.23?'

1045. The reasons given by the Trial Chamber to justifi the sentence of imprisonment for
life were as follows:

- the crimes of which the Appellant had been convicted were ofthe gravest kind;'?37'?

- the Appellant was involved in the planning of the criminal activities;23?3

- the Appellant abused his authority and betrayed the trust placed in him;ttto

- no reprcsentations on sentencing were made on his behalf at trial.23?5

I . Comparison with other cases

1046. In his Appellant's Brief, the Appellant contends that the sentence imposed by the
Trial Chamber was clearly excessive in light of the jurisprudence, but he does not
substantiate this affirmation.23?6 In his Brief in Reply, the Appellant refers to Blaikit and
Rutaganira,23,. but does not explain how these cases were so similar to his case that a similar
sentence should have been imposed. The Appeals Chamber recalls that Trial Chambers have
broad discretion to tailor the oenalties to fit the individual circumstances of the accused and

2368 Nahimana Aooellant's Brief. para. 651.

"" Nahimana tirief in Reply, paras. 166-168, refening to Blatkit Appeal Judgement and Rutaganira Trial

lgqgement (without giving any specific reference).
'"' ' Ibid.. oara. 17l.
237 | I b id.'. ;arus. l7 2-l 7 4.
']]] tuage;nent, paras. 1096, I103.
"'" Ibid.. D*a. | 102.

"'n lbid.', paras.l098, 1099.
2311 lbid.. Dara. l}gg.
2r?6 See Nahimana Appellant's Briei para. 651.
" " See Nahimana Brief in Reply, paras. | 67 (footnote l6l ) and 168.
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the gravity of the crime.tttt The comparison between,cases is thus generally of limited
assistance.23?e As the Appeals Chamber explained in the Celebiti Appeal Judgement:

while it [the Appeals Chamber] does not disagree with a contention that it is to be
expected that two accused convicted of similar crimes in similar circumstances should not
in practice receive very different sentences, often the differences are more significant than
thi similarities, and the mitigating and aggravating factors dictate different results "*

104?. The appeal on this point is dismissed.

2. lmpossibilitv of intervention

1048. The Appellant contends that he could not intervene with RTLM without exposing
himself to danger and that this should have been considered as a mitigating circumstance.
The Trial Chamber found that the Appellant could intervene without danger for himsel{ and
the Appeals Chamber has confirmed this finding."t' This argument of the Appellant is
dismissed.

3. Attitude of the Aopellant towards the Tribunal

1049. The Appeals Chamber likewise rejects the Appellant's argument that the fact that he

made himself available to the judicial autlorities and that he fully participated in the trial

should have been taken into consideration as a mitigating circumstance. The Appeals
Chamber repeats that the Appellant did not put this forward at trial as a mitigating
circumstance, and the Appellani cannot raise this issue for the first time at the appeal stage,2382
particularly since his appeal does not include any submission regarding the quality of his

representation at trial.

4. Representations bv Defence witnesses

1050. The Appeals Chamber is of the view that the Appellant has failed to show that the

Trial Chambei- declined to take account of statements by Defence witnesses that he had

refused to adhere to extremist ideologies or organisations. As noted in paragraph 1099 of the

Judgement, the Trial Chamber clearly took into account these statements but refused to give

them any weight, considering more meaningful the fact that the Appellant had betr_ayed the

trust placed in him. ttre Appellant has not shown that the Trial Chamber committed an error
in the exercise of its discretion.

"'" Semarua Appeal JudBement, paras. 312, 394', Krstit Appeal Judgement, Para.z4E; Kayishema and

Ruzindana Appeal Judgement, Para. 352; Celebiti Appeal ludgement, para. 731.
tt" Linai 

"iil. 
Appeal Judgement, para. 135; Blagoievit and Joki6 App€al Judgement, para. 333; M Nikolit

Appeal ludgement, 
-para. 

38; senanza appeal Judgement, para.394i D. Nikolit APpeal Judgement, para. 19;

Misena Aioeal ludgement, para. 387', Celebiti Appeal Judgement, para. 719.
aw Celebiti Appeal Judgemlnt, para.719, cited with approval in Musema Appeal Judgement, para.387. See

also Fun ndiid Appeal Judg€ment, para. 250:

A previous decision on sentence may indeed provide guidance if it relates to the same
ofrence and was committed in substantially similar circumstances; otherwise, a Trial
Chamber is limited only by the provisions ofthe Siatute and the Rules.

23EI Seeszpra Xlll. D. l. (b) (ii) c. ii.
tt"' Mrhi^ora Appeal Judgement, pa$. 23li Bralo Appeal Judgement, parc. 29i Kanuhanda Appeal

Judgement, para. 354; Deronjii Appeal Judgement, para. 150; Babii Appeal Judgement, para. 62
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5. Consequences of the findines ofthe Appeals Chamber

1051. The Appeals Chamber recalls that it has set aside the convictions of Appellant
Nahimana under Article 6(l) of the Statute for:

- conspiracy to commit genocide (Count I of Nahimana's Indictment);2383

- genocide (Count 2 of Nahimana's Indictment); '?3'o

- direct and public incitement to commit genocide (Count 3 of Nahimana's
Indictment);'z3E5

- extermination as a crime against humanity (Count 6 of Nahiman's Indictrnent);23'"

- persecution as a crime against humanity (Count 5 of Nahimana's Indictment).'z3t?

On the other hand, the Appeals Chamber has upheld the convictions of Appellant Nahimana
under Article 6(3) of the Statute for:

- direct and public incitement to commit genocide (Count 3 of Nahimana's
Indictrnent);'z3EE

- persecution as a crime against humanity (Count 5 of Nahimana's Indictment).'z3E'

1052. Having regard to the sentence imposed by the Trial Chamber and the setting aside of
certain convictions in the present Appeal Judgement, the Appeals Chamber finds that the
sentence of Appellant Nahimana should be reduced to one of30 years' imprisonment, Judge
Meron dissenting.

D. AooellantBarryaswiza

l. Gravitv ofthe offences and Apoellant's deeree of responsibilitv

(a) The Aooellant did not oersonallv commit acts of violence

1053. Appellant Barayagwiza argues that the sentence is excessive and disproportionate in
view of the fact that 'lhe major part of the uimes imputed to the responsibility of the
Barayagwiza are attributed to non identified third persons", that he 'had been found innocent
ofany crime related to murder"23s and that "there was no evidence he had personally engaged
in acts of violence".23el

23E3 See slpra XIV. B. 4.
as See snpra XIl. D. l. (b) (ii) e.
23Ei See snpra XIIL D. L (a).
23s See szpra XV. B. l. (b).
23E7 See szpra XV. C. 2. (a) (ii i) a.
2188 See szara Xlll. D. l. (c).
23te See szpro xv. c. z (a) iiiD a.
23s Barayagwiza Appetlant's Brief, para. 34?.
"'' Ibid., para. 339(i), where the Appellant argues that the fact that George Ruggiu had not personally
commifted any act ofviolence was "considered to be a mitigating factor"
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1054. In the view of the Appeals chamber, the Appellant has not shown that the sentence
imposed by the Trial Chamber was excessive and disproportionate. The Trial Chamber found
the appellant guilty of extremely serious crimes. In particular, the Trial Chamber found that

he planned, ordered or instigated the commission of crimes by others. In these ciroumstances,
tli rriat chamber was entitled to hold that the fact that the Appellant had not personally
committed acts of violence did not mitigate his guilt, as the Appellant had canied out
preliminaries to acts ofviolence, substantially contributing to the commission of such acts by

others,23e2

1055. That said, the Appeals chamber has set aside certain of the Appellant's convictions,
and will consider later whether the sentence imposed on the Appellant should accordingly be
revised.

(b) Purposes of the sentence

1056. Appellant Barayagwiza argues that, in determining his sentence, the Trial Chamber
placed too much emphasis on the objectives of retribution and deterrence, and not enough on
those of national reconciliation and rehabilitation.'z3e

1057. The Appeals Chamber is not convinced by this argument. First, the Appellant does

not explain how the sentence imposed by the Trial Chamber would damage national
reconciliation. secondly, the Appeals chamber is ofthe opinion that, in view of the gravity of

the crimes in respect of which the Tribunal has jurisdiction, the two main purposes of

sentencing are retribution and deterrence; the purpose of rehabilitation should not be given

undue weight.,tq In these circumstances, and having regard to the crimes of which the

Appellant has been convicted, the Appeals Chamber cannot find that the Trial Chamber
committed an enor by giving undue weight to the purposes of retribution and detenence.

(c) Cateeorization of offenders

1058. Appeltant Barayagwiza argues that the Trial Chamber committed an elror of law by

finding, on the basis of the Rwandan law, that the three Accused "fall into the category of the

most ;erious offenders".t,,, The Appellant contends that (l) the statute of the Tribunal, its

Rules or general intemational criminal law do not provide for such categorization; (2)

categorization was introduced into Rwandan law following the entry into force of a Law of

30 August 1996; and (3) categorization is not based "on judicial decisions, but on dtcisions
which Le clearly political" and it "rests on ethnic discrimination and presumption of guilt of
all Hutu associated with the former regime"'23s

1059. In paragraph 109? of the Judgement, the Trial Chamber stated the following:

The Chamber considers that life imprisonment, being the hiShest Penalty permissible at the
Tribunal, should be reserved for the most serious offenders, and the principle of gradation
in sentencing allows the Chamber to distinguish betw€en crimes, based on theh gravity.

z3e2 Cf., Stakil Appeal Judgement, para.380.
2re3 Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 340.
zt9q 

-t,ff-Ooo"or' 
iudser"nt, puri. qO2: Delonjit Appeal Judgement, paras. 136-137; Kordit and Cerkzz

Appeal Judg#ent, paral t 079: CetibiCi Appeal Jldgement, para. 806; Alehsovski Appeal Judgement, para. 185.

"" Judgement, para. I103.
zrs Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 343.
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The Chamber is mindful that it has an "oveniding obligation to individualize the penalty",
with the aim that the sentence be proportional to the gravity of the offence and the degree
of responsibility of the offender. The Chamber has also considered the provisions of the
Rwandan Penal Code and Rwandan^Organic Law relating to sentencing, and the sentencing
practices in both ad-hoc Tribunals.-''

The Trial Chamber then found that "[h]aving regard to the nature of the offences, and the role
and the degree of participation of the Accused, the Chamber considers that the three Accused
fall into the category ofthe most serious offenders."23e8

1060. The Appeals Chamber cannot discem any error in the findings of the Trial Chamber.
First, the Appellant does not explain what leads him to assert that the Trial Chamber based
itself on the categories introduced by the Rwandan Law of 1996. Furthermore, although there
is no pre-established hierarchy between crimes within the jurisdiction ofthe Tribunal,?3t and
intemational criminal law does not formally identifr categories of offences, it is obvious that,
in concrete terms, some criminal behaviours are more serious than others. As recalled above,
the effective gravity of the offences committed is the deciding factor in the determination of
the sentence:2am the principle of gradation or hierarchy in sentencing requires that the longest
sentences be reserved for the most serious offences.2aor The Trial Chamber merely applied
this principle to the case at hand. The Appellant's appeal on this point is dismissed.

(d) Practice ofcourts and tribunals

1061. Appellant Barayagwiza argues that the 35 year sentence imposed by the Trial
Chamber is not in conformity with the practice of the Rwandan courts or of the Tribunal.2@
He adds that Article 77(l) of the Statute of the Intemational Criminal Court provides for a
maximum fixed term of imprisonment of 30 years.ro

(i) Practice ofthe Rwandan courts

1062. Appellant Barayagwiza argues that the sentence of 35 years imprisonment imposed by
the Trial Chamber is clearly excessive by comparison with the practice of the Rwandan
courts. In this connection, he refers to Article 83 of the Rwandan Penal Code, which
"provides substantial reductions for the most serious offences'24o4 and to Article 35 of that
Code, where the maximum term of imprisonment is allegedly 20 years. Finally, the Appellant
relies on the principle that criminal penalties cannot be increased retrospectively in order to
argue that the Rwandan Organic Law of30 August 1996 did not apply.'*'

23e7 References omitted.
23tE Judgement, para. I 103.
23s Sratrii Appeal Judgement, pan.375.
2a@ See szara XVll. A.
2a0r As recognized by the Trial Chamber; see Judgement, para. 1097.
2@ Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para.344.
'*" Idem.
w Barayagwiza Appellant's Bri€f, para.348. Article 83 ofthe Rwandan Penal Code provides: "Where there
are mitigating circumstances, [...] the sentence of life imprisonment shall be replaced by a sentence of
imprisonment for a fixed period, which shall not be less than 2 years".
znot Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 348-349.
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1063. The Appeals Chamber recalls that, while the Trial Chamber must take account of the
general practice regaxding sentences in the Rwandan courts,2ff it is well established in the
jurisprudence that the Trial Chamber is not bound by that practice.'zao7 The Trial Chamber is
therefore "entitled to impose a greater or lesser sentence than that which would have been
imposed by the Rwandan courts".2aoE

1064. The Appeals Chamber notes that, in reaching its decision, the Trial Chamber made it
clear that it had had regard to Rwandan law.2no The Trial Chamber was not obliged to follow
Articles 35 and 83 of the Rwandan Penal Code. In any event, the Appeals Chamber notes
that, contrary to what the Appellant alleges, the maximum term of imprisonment in Rwanda
is not 20 years but life.'n'o Regarding the Rwandan Organic Law of 30 August 1996' the
Appellant has produced no evidence that it was applied by the Trial Chamber' The
Appellant's appeal on this point is dismissed.

(ii) Practice of intemational criminal tribunals

1065. Appellant Barayagwiza argues that tle sentence of 35 years imposed,at first instance
is not in conformity with the jurisprudence of the Tribunal or of the ICTY.'*" In support of
this claim, he cites the prison sentences imposed on Elizaphan and Gdrard Ntakirutimana,
Obed Ruzindana and Laurent Semanza, and notes that the length of the sentences pronounced
by the Tribunal varies between 10 and 25 years.tott The Appellant further points out that the
accused in the Ruggiu and serushago cases received sentences of 12 and 15 years

respectively, despite the fact that their drndamental rights had not been violated,2ar3

1066. As recalled above, Trial Chambers are under an obligation to tailor penalties to fit the
gravity of the crime and the individual circumstances of the case and of each accused; a
iomparison of cases is thus often of limited assistance.2ala In the present case, the Appellant
has done nothing to show how his case was so similar to those of Elizaphan and Gdrard
Ntakirutimana, Obed Ruzindana and Laurent Semanza as to require a similar sentence. As to
the Ruggiu and Serushago cases, the Appeals Chamber notes that the sentences imposed in
these Cases relied on mitigating circumstances capable of justifying a reduction of the
sentence, namely: a guilty plea, expressions of remorse and substantial cooperation with the
prosecution,2ar5 which is not the case here. The Appeals Chamber dismisses the appeal on
this point.

(iii) The Statute of the Intemational Criminal Court

'o* Article 23(l) ofthe Statute; Rule l0l(B)(iii) ofthe Rules.
'*' Semanza App€al Judgement, paras. 377,393; Akoyesu Appeal Judg€m€nt, para. 420i Serushago Appeal
Judgement, para. 30. See also Sratid Appeal Judgement, para. 398; D Nikolit APpeal Judgement, para. 69;
Celebi'i Appeal hdgement, Pam. 8 I 3 ;
26E Semanza Appeal Judgement, para. 393. See also Krut 'i Appeal Judgement, para.262.
tnt Judsement paras. 1095. 109?.
'n'o Rwindan Pinal Code, Article 34 ("lmprisonment may be either for life or for a fixed period"), Articte 35
moreover provides that imprisonment can exceed 20 years "in cas€s of repeated or other offences where the law
has fixed other limits".
2o|| Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 344,3'17 '379.
2at2 lbid.. oan.344.
ut3 lbid., pans. 377 -379.
2ara See szzra XVll. C. l.
xts SerusiagoTial Judgement, paras. 3l -35, 38, 40-41; Rlggir Trial Judgement, paras. 53-58, 69-72.

Translation certified bv LSS, ICTR
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1067. Appellant Barayagwiza argues that the Statute of the lntemational Criminal Court
provides for a maximum fixed term of imprisonment of 30 years.24r6

1068. This provision does not bind the Tribunal, and the Appellant has not shown that it
reflects the state of international customary law in force in 1994. The Appeals Chamber
recalls that Rule 101(A) of the Rules does not limit the length of the custodial sentence that
can be imposed by the Tribunal. The Appeals Chamber accordingly rejects the appeal on this
point.

2. Mitigatinecircumstances

1069. On appeal, Appellant Barayagwiza has raised a series of matters which he claims
should have been taken into account by the Trial Chamber as mitigating circumstances.
However, most of these were not presented as mitigating circumstances at the trial and, in the
view of the Appeals Chamber, the Appellant has not shown that the failure to present them
constituted negligence on the part of his Counsel; rather, it was due to the refusal of the
Appellant to cooperate with Counsel. ln any event, and for the following reasons, the Appeals
Chamber is not convinced that the matters now presented by the Appellant constitute
mitigating circumstances, or that they would have played a significant role in the
determination of the sentence:

- the Appellant argues that his actions were lawful, democratic and peacefirl.2a'? He
further appears to argue that the genocide was a reaction of the population to the
invasion by the RPF and the murder of the President, and that he was unable to
exercise any real control in this context.art However, he makes no reference to
anything in tle case record to support his argument. Further, the acts proved against
the Appellant confradict his claims: in particular, the Appellant played an active role
in planning, ordering and instigating the killing of Tutsi;'o''

- the Appellant argues that the Trial Chamber should have taken into account his
previous good reputation, his lack of a criminal record and the fact that he is a
father.a2o However, no reference to the record is made to sustain these claims.
Furthermore, the Appeals Chamber recalls that, according to the jurisprudence of the
Tribunal and of the ICTY, the previous good moral character of the accused carries
little weight in the determination of the sentence;2'2r similarly, the lack of a previous

'n'u Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 344, refening to Article 77(l)(a) and (b) of the Statut€ of the
lntemational Criminal Court, which provides:

(l) Subject to article ll0, the Court may impose one of the following penalties on a
person convicted ofa crime refened to in article 5 ofthis Statute:

(a) lmprisonment for a specified number of years, which may not exceed a
maximum of30 years; or

(b) A term of life imprisonment when justified by the extreme gravity ofthe
crime and the individual circumstances ofthe convicted Derson.

21t1 Ib id., parc.339 (ii) ta (vi).
24tE lbid.,para.339 (vii) to (ix).
2ale See szara Xll. D. 2. and xv. B. 2.
u2o Banyagwizz Appellant's Brief. paras. 342, 347.
'0" Babit Appeal Judgement, pan. 50; Kajelijeli Appeal Judgement, para. 30t; Semanza Appeal Judgement,
pzra. 398i Niyitegeka Appeal Judgement, puu.264-266.
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criminal record "is a common characteristic among many accused persons which is
accorded little if any weight in mitigation absent exceptional circumstances".2ntt As to
a defendant's family situation, the Tribunal and the ICTY do not treat it as an
important factor, save in exceptional circumstances, the main factor being the gravity
of the crimes.2t"

1070. The Appellant's appeal on these points is dismissed.

3. Lack ofreasonine

1071. The Appellant argues that the Trial Chamber did not give any reasons for its decision
to impose a custodial sentence of35 years.2a2a The Appeals Chamber observes that, in support
of thi sentence imposed, the Trial Chamber noted inter alia the gravity of the offences, the
individual circumstances of Appellant Banyagwiza and, in accordance with the Decision
of 3 I March 2000, the violations of his right to a' fair trial.'4" The Appeals Chamber
accordingly considers that the Trial Chamber did not fail to provide reasons for the sentence.
Nor does the Appellant specifically explain in what way the Trial Chamber's reasoning was

insufficient, confining himself to general observations on the importance of providing reasons
to explain a sentence. The appeal on this point is dismissed.

4. Excessive delav in renderine the Judsement

1072. Appellant Barayagwiza contends that his sentence should have been reduced because

of the un-diue delay in trying him.'1a'z6 He argues that the delay between his arrest and his

conviction (7 years, 8 months and 5 days) is abusive, inexcusable and solely attributable to

the Trial Chamber and to the Prosecutor.2a2T The Appellant adds to this the delays in the

appeal, claiming in particular that the Registrar refused for a year to allow him to exercise

"tris right to the assistance ofa competent counsel ofhis choice".2a2E

1073. The Appeals Chamber observes at the outset that, in pleading the excessive length of

the proceedings, the Appellant is in fact raising a subslantive issue going to the regularity of

the trial. However, inasmuch as the Appellant raises this issue in his appeal against sentence

2m Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 439.
2a23 Joiit Appeal ludgement, para. 62; Kunaruc et al. Appeal Judgement, para.4l3; Jelisit Trial Judgenent,
para.124: Furundiija Trial Judgement, para. 284.
zau Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 35 l'352.
2o2r Judgemlnt, patas. tOlO, 109E, I100, I102-l103, I106-1107. In particular, the Trial Chamber noted: (1) the

gravity 
-of 

tle ciimes of which the Appellant had been convicted; (2) that the Appellant occupied a position of

ieadeiship and public rrust but that hi acted contrary to the duties imposed by his position; (3) that despite his

declared ittachment to human rights, the Appellant violated the most fundamental human right (the right to life)

through the institutions he created, and through his own personal acts; (4) that it could find no mitigating

circuistances in his case. The Trial Chamber went on to state that the appropriat€ sentence was one of life

imprisonment, but that, because of the violations of his rights noted in the Decisions of 3 November 1999 and

3l March 2000, a reduced sentence should be imposed.
u26 Banyagwizz Appellant's Brief, paras.353'357 .
,n , Ibid.', p*u.354. In support of his claim that the delay between his anest and the Trial Chamber Judgement

represented an abuse of his rights, the Appellant cited Lubuto v. Tnnbia, Communication No. 390/1990,
caPNCl55lDt39Oll990, 17 November 1995, para. 7.3, in which the Human Rights committee found that a

delay ofeight years between arrest and conviction was excessive
uzt lbid.,para.355.
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with a view to having it reduced, and a reduction of sentence is one of the remedies2o2e
available to redress the alleged violation, the Appeals Chamber will examine these arguments
in this section. Nevertheless, the Appeals Chamber notes that the length of the proceedings is
not one of the factors that a Trial Chamber must consider, even as a mitigating circumstance,
in the determination of the sentence.2a3o

1074. The right to be tried without undue delay is provided in Article 20(4)(c) ofthe Statute.
This right only protects the accused agunst undae delays.'n'' Whether there was undue delay
is a question to be decided on a case by case basis.'nt' The following factors are relevant:

- the length ofthe delay;

- the complexity of the proceedings (the number of counts, the number of accused, the
number of witnesses, the quantity of evidence, the complexity of the facts and of the
law);

- the conduct ofthe parties;

- the conduct ofthe authorities involved: and

- the prejudice to the accused, ifany.""

1075. In the present case, the Appeals Chamber has already found that some initial delays,
attributable to the Prosecutor or to the Cameroonian authorities, violated the fundamental
rights of the Appellant, and the Trial Chamber reduced the Appellant's sentence in
accordance with the instructions given in the Decision of 3l March 2000.2430 It remains to be
decided if the Appellant has established that there was undue delay since the Decision of
31 March 2000.

1076. ln support of his argument on this point, the Appellant refers first to the period
elapsed since his anest, and cites a case where the Human Rights Committee found that a
delay of8 years between anest and conviction was excessive. However, as explained above,
what constitutes undue delay depends on the circumstances of each case, and a reference to
another case is helpful only if strong similarities are shown, which the Appellant has failed to
do. In this regard, the Appeals Chamber notes in particular that the case cited to support the
Appellant's argument relates to criminal proceedings before a domestic court and not before

2a2e As the Appeals Chamber notes infra, other remedies are possible, such as the termination of proceedings
against th€ accwed or the award ofcompensation (see ,rry'a, footnote 2451).
2do see rrDla Xvll.A.
2a1t The Prosecutor v. Seler Halilottit, Case No. IT-01{8-A, Decision on Defence Motion for Prompt
Scheduling ofAppeal Hearing, 27 October 2006 ("Halilovit Decision"), para. | 7.
7412 Halilovit Decision, para. l7i The Prosecutor v. Edouard Karemera el al., Case No. ICTR-9844-AR73,
Decision on Prosecutor's Interlocutory Appeal against Trial Chamber lll Decision of 8 October 2003 Denying
Leave to File an Amended lndictment, l9 December 2003, pan. 14; The Prosecutor v. Milan KovaCevii, Case
No. IT-97-24-AR73, Decision Stating Reasons for Appeals Chamber's Order of 29 May 1998, 2 July 1998,
para.28. See also The Prosecutor v. Andrd Rwamahtba, Case No. ICTR-98-44C-PT, Decision on Defence
Motion for Stay of Proceedings, 3 June 2005, paras. l9 er seq.
2ot3 The Prosecutor v. Prosper Mugiranem, Case No. ICTR-99-50-AR73, Decision on Prosper Mugiraneza's
Interlocutory Appeal from Trial Chamber II Decision of 2 October 2003 Denying the Motion to Dismiss the
Indictment, Demand Speedy Trial and for Appropriate Relief,21 February 2004.
2o3a Judgement, paras. I 106-l107.
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an intemational tribunal. However, because of the Tribunal's mandate and of the inherent
complexity of the cases before the Tribunal, it is not unreasonable to expect that the judicial

prociss will not always be as expeditious as before domestic courts. There is no doubt that
the present case is particularly complex, dlue inter alia to the multiplicity of counts, the
number of accused, witnesses and exhibits, and the complexity of the facts and the law, and
that tle proceedings could be expected to extend over an extended period.

1077. The Appellant further claims that the delays are attributable to the Prosecutor, to the
Trial Chamber and to the Registrar of the Tribunal, but he does not provide any detail in this
respect. In particular, the Appellant does not explain how the delay in the assignment of his

counsel on ippeal is attributable to the Registrar. He has thus failed to show that his right to

be tried without undue delay has been violated. The appeal on these points is dismissed.

5. Grounds of Aopeal relatins to the Decision of 3l March 2000

(a) Allesed enors in the Decision of 31 March 2000

1078. Appellant Barayagwiza submits that the Appeals Chamber committed a number of
enors in lis Decision of 31 March 2000, and that the violations of his fundamental rights
were more extensive than was found in that decision.'zasr He thus appea$ to argue that the
sentence imposed by the Trial Chamber should have been further reduced in order adequately
to reflect the extent ofthose violations.

1079. The Appeals Chamber understands that the Appellant contends first that the Decision

of 3l March 2000 wrongly found that he was informed at latest on 3 May 1996 of the general

nature of the charges against him (and that he had thus spent a maximum of 18 days in

detention without biing informed of the reasons for his detention),'tu whereas the Decision of

3 November 1999 had found that the Appellant had been informed of the general nature of

the charges against him only on l0 March 1997 (and that he had thus spent ll months in

detention without being informed why).'ott The Appeals Chamber notes that the Decision of

3l Mars 2000 found 3 May 1996 to be the relevant date because it appeared, in light of the

new facts presented by the Prosecutor, that the Appellant had been aware of the general

nature of the charges against him by that date, rather than l0 March 1997 .243E The Appellant

has failed to showin what way the date of 3 May 1996 was wrong. The appeal on this point

is accordingly dismissed.

1080. The Appellant next appea$ to argue that the Appeals Chamber wrongly found that the
Prosecutor had decided on 16 May 1996 not to prosecute him. The Appellant's argument in
this regard appears to rely on a footnote to the Decision of 3 November 1999, which would
rather iuggeit the date of 15 October 1996.2a3' However, the Appellant has not shown how the
date of 16 May 1996 was wrong, and his appeal on this point is therefore dismissed.

1081. The Appellant also appears to claim that the calculations of the Appeals Chamber
regarding the delays in the service of the indictment and in his initial appearance were wrong.

435 Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 358-360.
2ar6 See Decision of3l March 2000, paras. 54-55.
a3? Decision of3 November 1999, para. 85.
2arE Decision of3l March 2000, paras. 54-55.
2a!e Decision of3 November 1999, footnote 122.
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Once again, however, the Appellant fails to explain what enors were committed, confining
himself to citing various paragraphs in the Decisions of 3 November 1999 and
31 March 2000 without further explanation. The appeal on this point is dismissed.

1082. The Appellant maintains that the Appeals Chamber was wrong in attributing to the
Cameroonian authorities the delay in transferring the Appellant from Cameroon to the
Tribunal.ru Again, the Appellant fails to show what error was committed, confining hirnself
to references to the paragraphs in the Decision of 31 March 2000 which explained that the
new facts showed that the delay in transferring the Appellant was attributable to the
Cameroonian authorities.2*' The appeal on this point is therefore dismissed.

1083. The Appellant further argues that the Decision of 3l March 2000 failed to sanction
the Prosecutor for the delay in preparing the indictrnent against him.'?a'? The Appeals
Chamber cannot accept this argument: the Decision of 31 Maroh 2000 did not modiff the
finding in the Decision of 3 November 1999 that the delay in preparing the indictment against
the Appellant constituted a violation of his rights; on the contrary, it confirmed it.'43

1084. Finally, the Appellant appears to argue that the Decision of3l Mars 2000 was based
on documents containing erors or falsified by the Prosecutor; he adds that in refusing, on
14 September 2000,2444 to examine his motion for review and/or reconsideration of the
Decision of 3l March 2000, the Appeals Chamber committed a miscarriage of justice.2aJ
However, the Appellant does not even identifu the documents alleged to have contained
effors or falsifications; nor has he produced any evidence of errors or falsification in the
documents on which the Decision of 3l March 2000 was based. Moreover. he has failed to
show in what way the Decision of 14 September 2000 was wrong. The appeal on this point is
dismissed.

(b) The Aooeals Chamber should have specified in the Decision of 3 I March 2000 the
remedy to be provided

1085. In his forty-eighth ground of appeal, the Appellant argues:

ln the Decision of 3l st March 2000, the Appeal [srb] Chamber failed to direct the Trial
Chamber as to the appropriat€ remedy. Yet, in the Semanza case which is identical to the
Appellant's, the Appeals Chamber specified that the reduction must be done pusuant to
article 23 ofthe Statute ofthe Tribunal. The Judges of the Trial Chamber III, in Semanza
case considered therefore that this reduction had to be taken into account as mitigating
circumstances. The Trial Chamber failed to consider this factor in the light of the
mitigating circumstances applied by courts in Rwanda ante.26

1086. In its Decision of 3l March 2000, the Appeals Chamber stated that the remedy to be
granted by the Trial Chamber for the violation of the Appellant's rights was the following:

2@ Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 358.
2*r See Decision of3l March 2000. oaras. 56-58.
2a2 Barayagwizz Appellanfs Briel para. 359.
'*' s". D"iirion oi i I March 2000,-par as.74-75.
2a Decision of l4 Seotember 2000.
2as Banyagwiza Appillant's Brief. para. 360.
'* !bid.,para.361 (footnotes omitted). See also para.362 ("The Appeals Chamber ened in law in that it failed
to provide a clear and certain remedy [...]").
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3) DECIDES that for the violation of his rights the Appellant is entitled to a remedy,

to be fixed at the time ofth€ judgement at first instance, as follows:

tf the Appellant is found not guilty, he shall receive
fi nancial compensation;

b) lf the Appellant is found guilty. his..sentence shall be reduced to take
account ofthe violation ofhis rights."*'

The precise remedy to be granted was thus left to the discretion of the Trial Chamber, since

the Appeals Cham6er coula not anticipate at that time whether the Appellant would be found

guilty or, a fortiori, what sentence he would receive. H€nce the Appeals Chamber could not

live the Trial Chamber more detailed instructions. Nor can the Appeals Chamber.discem in

ivhat way the disposition of the Decision of 3 I May 2000 in the sez anza case, as cited by the

Appellant, was more precise than that of the Decision of 31 March 2000: the only difference

is'tire express reference to Article 23 of the Statute in the Semanza decision.2{t Finally, the

fact that the violation of the defendant's rights was not treated as a mitigating circumstance

did not constitute an eror. What was important was that the sentence should be reduced in

order to take account of the rights violation, and this was done.24e The Appeals chamber

agrees with the Trial Chamber that the violation of the Appellant's rights was not a mitigating

circumstance in the true sense of the term'

1087. For these reasons, the appeal on this point is dismissed. The Appeals Chamber will

examine below the Appellant's-argument that the reduction of sentence granted by the Trial

Chamber was insufficient.

(c) The remedy eranted in the Decision of 3l March 2000 was unlawful

1088. The Appellant argues that the remedy granted by the Appeals Chamber in the

Decision of 3iMarch 2000 was not provided for by the Statute or the Rules ofthe Tribunal'

and that the Appeals Chamber thui exceeded its powers.2aso In the view of the Appeals

Chamber. there ian be no doubt that the Chambers ofthe Tribunal have the power to reduce a

sentence to take into account the violation of the rights of an accused or to order any other

remedy they deem appropriate.tns' The appeal on this point is dismissed'

w

2{7 Decision of3l March 2000, para 75
2eE See Laurent Se^o*o u. Ti) Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-97-20-A, Decision, 3l May 2000, point 6 ofthe

Disposition:
DECIDES that for the violation of his rights, the Appellant is entitled to a remedy which

shall be given whenjudgement is rendered by the Trial Chamber, as follows:

(a) If he is found not guilty' the Appellant shall be entitled to financial

compensation;
(b) lfhe is found guilty, the Appellant's sentence shall be reduced to tak€ into

account the violation ofhis rights, pursuant to Article 23 ofthe Statute'
2de Judeemenl para. I lo7.
2o5o Bariyagwiza Appel lant's Brief, par as. 3 62-364.
,t' S"e 

".i. 
Andri'Rwanakuba v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-98-44C-A, Decision on -ApP€aJ aCainst

Decision o-n Appropriate Remedy, l3 September 2007, paras. 23-30 ("rtw amakuba Decision"); Kaieliieli Appeal

Judgement, pggu,ZSS; Semanza Appeal Judgement, para. 325, rcfening to Laurent Semanza v. The Prosecutor,

Case No. tifn-92-20-A, Decision, 3l May 2000, point 6 of th€ operative part. As stated in the Rvamakuba

Decision, para. 26 (footnotes omitted):
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Yfl'(d) The Decision of 31 March 2000 did not qrant any remedy for the unla\afirl detention
after 3 November 1999

1089. The Appellant argues that, since the Decision of 3 November 1999 had ordered his
release, his detention from that date until 3l March 2000 was unlawful, and he is entitled to a
remedy for this violation ofhis rights.2452

1090. As recalled above,2o53 the release of the Appellant could only take place after the
Registrar had made the necessary arrangements for his delivery to the Camerooruan
authorities.'to This did not occur because of the events following 3 November 1999,2455 so
that the continued detention of the Appellant until 31 March 2000 was thus not unlawful.

1091 . The Appellant further argues that the Decision of 31 March 2000 constituted an abuse
of process and was ultra vires, and that his detention following this decision was unlawful.'o'u
The Appeals Chamber understands that the Appellant refers back to his arguments under his
second ground of appeal conceming the question of abuse ofprocess. The Appeals Chamber
has already dismissed those arguments."tT Accordingly, the Appellant has not shown that his
detention after 3l March 2000 was unlawful. These submissions are dismissed.

(e) Excessive delay in erantins a remedv

1092. The Appellant argues that the remedy provided in the Decision of 31 March 2000 was
ordered too late, explaining that, in order for the remedy to produce "its optimal effect, it
must not be too distant from the moment when the prejudice occuned. This must be so in
order to satisfr the expectations of the prejudiced person and to stop the impunity and prevent
all desire ofrecidivism on behalfofthe author ofthe damaging act."2aiE

1093. The Appeals Chamber is of the view that the remedy ordered by the Decision of
3l March 2000 was adequate. The Appellant does not cite any authority to support his
argument and does not explain how the remedy ordered was unduly prejudicial to him. The
appeal on this point is dismissed.

6. The remedy granted in the Judgement

1094. The Appellant argues that the remedy granted in the Judgement was not proportional
to the serious violations of his fundamental rights, and that it did not represent an effective

The authority in the Statute to provide an effective remedy flows from Article l9(l) ofthe
Statute, which obliges the Trial Chambers to ensure a fair trial and full respect for the
accused's rights. The existence of fair hial guarantees in the Statute necessarily presumes
their proper enforcement. In this respect, the Appeals Chamber observes that the Statute
and Rules do not expressly provide for other forms of effective remedy, such as the
reduction ofsentences, yet such a remedy has been accorded on several occasions.

2452 Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief. paras. 365-366.
2a5r Seesapra Il. B. 2. (a) .
2n5a This cbndition had in fact been explicitly reafiirmed in the Order of25 November 1999.
2455 See sarra ll. B. l.
u56 Banyagwiza Appellant's Brief. paras. 365-366.
2451 see'u- a lll. 

' '

u5E Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 367-368 (citation taken fiom para. 367).
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remedy.2oin In particular, he contends that the Trial Chamber in fact gave him a life sentence,
since he would be more than 80 years old at the time ofhis release and, having regard to the
average life expectancy in Tanzania, it is unlikely that he will ever be released.zae

1095. The Appeals chamber is not convinced by the Appellant's arguments. The Appeals
chamber agrees with the Trial chamber that the remedy ordered in the Judgement did
constitute a significant reduction of the sentence, which adequately compensated the
Appellant for the violation of his fundamental rights. Frnthermore, despite his age, the
Appellant might still one day be released, which - if the possibility of a pardon or
commutation of sentence is excepted2a6r - would not be possible if the Appellant had been
sentenced to life imprisonment. The appeal on this point is dismissed.

7. Consequences ofthe findines of the Appeals Chamber

1096. The Appeals Chamber recalls that it has set aside Appellant Barayagwiza's conviction
for conspiracy io commit genocide (Count I of Barayagwiza's Indictment)J62 It has also set
aside ali of the Appellant's convictions relating to RTLM broadcas$.263 With regard to the

responsibility of the Appellant for the activities of cDR members and Impuzamugambi, the
Apleals Chamber has set aside Appellant Barayagwiza's conviction under Article 6(l) of the
Staiute for direct and public incitement to commit genocide (Count 4 of Barayagwiza's
Indictment).26 On the other hand, it has upheld the Appellant's convictions under

Article 6(l) of the Statute for:

- genocide (count 2 of Barayagwiza's lndictment), under the mode of responsibility of
instigation;Kj

- extermination as a crime against humanity (Count 5 of Barayagwiza's Indictment),
under the mode of responsibility of ordering or instigating and planning;'?6

- persecution as a crime against humanity (Count 7 of Barayagwiza's Indictment),
under the mode of responsibility of instigation.2a6?

The Appeals Chamber has also set aside the Appellant's
members and Imp uzamugambi.2o6s

as superior of CDR

use Ib id.. Dafts 37 o-37 6.
, Ibid..,'paraa. 370-375. The Appellant also cites the case of lt v.W (Sentencing: Age of the Defendant), arl

appeal court decision in which it was apparently held that a sentence should be reduced if it would result in the

reiease ofthe offender when he \,vas "well into his eighties"; but the only reference is a report from The Times of

26 October 2000. In any €vent, the Chambers of this Tribunal are not bound by the judicial practice of other

iurisdictions.
146rsee also Article 2'1. ofthe Statute, Rules 124-126 ofthe Rules, and Practice Direction on the Piocedure for
the Determination of Applications for Pardon, Commutation of Sentence and Early Release of Persons
Convicted bv the Inlemational Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, l0 May 2000.
:62 See szrc XIV. B. 4.
'*t See ,upro XIl. D. 2. (a) (ii) b. iii (genocide), XIII. D. 2. (a) (direct and public incitement to commit
genocide), XV. B. l. (b) (extermination), and XV. C.2. (a) (iii) b. (persecution).
26 See szpra XIII. D. 2. (b) (D.
265 See supra Xll. D. 2. (b) (viii).
20tr See szpra XV. 8.2. (a) and Xv. B. 2. (b) (ii i)
z6t See szpra XV. C. 2. (b) (i).

Translation certified bv LSS. ICTR
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1097. Taking into account the sentence imposed by the Trial Chamber, which reflects, inler
alia, the reduction of sentence granted to the Appellant for various violations of his rights,
and the setting aside of certain convictions in the present Appeal Judgement, the Appeals
Chamber considers that the sentence of Appellant Barayagwiza should be reduced to a term
of imprisonment of 32 years.

E. Aooellant Neeze

I . Gravitv of the crimes

1098. Appellant Ngeze argues that the sentence imposed on him by the Trial Chamber is too
harsh.2a6e He stresses in this respect that he was acquitted of the murder charge and that "there
was no evidence that he killed anyone".2470

1099. In the view of the Appeals Chamber, the Appellant has not demonstrated any error on
the part of the Trial Chamber. Even if Appellant Ngeze was acquitted of the murder charge,
the Trial Chamber found him guilty of having committed, ordered, instigated and aided and
abetted the commission of crimes such as conspiracy to commit genocide, genocide, direct
and public incitement to commit genocide, persecution and extermination. In these
circumstances, the Trial Chamber could, pursuant to its discretionary power, impose a
sentence of life imprisonment.

1100. However, the Appeals Chamber has set aside certain of the Appellant's convictions.
The impact of these findings on the Appellant's sentence will be examined later.

2. Mitieatinq factors

1 101. The Appellant puts forward the following mitigating factors:

- he was not part of the Govemment or of the military;'ot' he was not sufficiently
important in the country's hierarchy to have abused a position of trust, nor was he an
architect of the strategy ofgenocide;'?47'?

- he saved a number of Tutsi in 1994t2a11

- his young age and the fact that his family depends on him (an aged mother and young
children);'?oto

- his right to a Counsel of his own choosing was violated, and the Defence had limited
resoutces.'t'

2a6E See supra XIt. D. 2. (b) (ix) (genocide), XIIL D. 2. (b) (ii) b. iv (direct and public incitement to commit
genocide), XV. B. 2. (a) (extermination), and XV. C. 2. (b) (ii) (persecution).
'*' Nseze Aooellant's Brief. Dara.485.
zto lb-id. - ozri- 493.
2a1t lbid.. oara,486.
'ot' Ngezi Brief in Reply, para. I I l. The Appellant thus distinguishes his situation from that of former Prime
Minister Jean Kambanda, who was also sentenced io life imprisonment.
2a?3 Ngeze Appellant's Brief, para.487.
'"'" Ibid.,pata.489; Ngeze Brief in Reply, para. 109.
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(b) Assistance to a number of victims

I 106. In its discussion of the Appellant's individual circumstances, the Trial Chamber took
account of his submission that he had saved the lives of Tutsi in 1994. However, it did not
give significant weight to this, as it found that "[h]is power to save was more than matched
by his power to kill".2an The Appeals Chamber cannot find any error in the exercise of its
discretion by the Trial Chamber.

(c) Familv situation

1107. Appellant Ngeze submits that the Trial Chamber ened in disregarding his family
situation (an ,.aged mother" and children under the age of 16). In this respect, he cites the
Jelisit case, in which the Trial Chamber took into consideration the fact that the accused was
the father of a young son.tot'

I 108. The Appeals Chamber notes that, in general, the Tribunal and the ICTY do not accord
great weight to the family situation of the accused, given the gravity of the crimes
committed.4e Therefore, even if the Trial Chamber had erred, such error could not have had
any impact in this particular case, given the gravity of the crimes committed by the Appellant
and the absence of exceptional family circumstances. The Appeals chamber accordingly
dismisses the present ground of appeal.

(d) Fair trial violations

1109. The Appeals Chamber recalls that it has already examined and rejected'?aE5 Appellant
Ngeze's argument that the Trial Chamber ened in dismissing his motion for withdrawal of
his Counsel.2aE6

1 I 10. The Appeals Chamber further recalls that it has also considered and dismissed2at?
Appellant Ngeze's arguments conceming the appearance of Defence witnesses and failure to
tr anslate Kan gu r a issues.2aEE

3 . Deduction of the period of provisional detention

1111. Appellant Ngeze argues that the Trial Chamber failed to take into account the period
of his provisional detention in accordance with Rule 101 (D) of the Rules.'?a8'

1112. The Appeals Chamber notes that, pursuant to Rule 101(D) of the Rules, the Chambers
are obliged to give credit for any period during which a convicted person was held in

2oE2 lden., The Trial Chamber also rejected the Appellant's claim that he had saved hundreds or thousands of
Tutsi (Judgement, para. 850). The Appellant does not show that this was unreasonable, confining himself to a
reference to his testimony (Ngeze Appellant's Brief, para. 487).
2oE3 Ngeze Appellant's Brief, para. 489; Ngeze Brief in Reply, para. 109, rcfefting to Jelisit Trial Judgement,
oara. 124.
)4u Jokit Appeal Judgement, pan. 62; Kunarac et al. Appeal Judg€ment, para. 413; Jelisit Trial Judgement,
pan. 124; Furundiia Trial ludgement, para. 284.
2aE5 See szara Vll. B.
2nE6 Ngezc Appeflant's Brief, para. 491, reproducing the arguments developed in paras. 127-143.
2aE SJe szora'vll. A. andvil. E.
zaEE Nseze, Aooellant's Brief. Dara.492.
'otn lb-id., paii.49o; Ngeze Biief in Reply, para. I 10, refening to KaJ'elr7eli Appeal Judgement, paras. 289-290.
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1102. The Trial Chamber found: t

Hassan Ngeze, as owner and editor of a well-known newspaper in Rwanda, was in a
position to inform the public and shape public opinion towards achieving democracy and
peace for all Rwandans. Instead of using the media to promole human rights, he used it to
attack and deshoy human rights. He has had significant media networking skills and
attracled support earlier in his career fiom intemational human rights organizations who
perceived his commitment to freedom of expression. However, Ngeze did not respect the
responsibility that comes with that freedom. He abused the trust ofthe public by using his
newspaper to instigate genocide. No representations as to sentence were made on his
behalf by his Counsel. The Chamber notes that Ngeze saved Tutsi civilians from d€ath by
transporting them across the border out of Rwanda. His power to save was mor€ than
matched by his power to kill. He poisoned the minds o-f-his readers, and by words and
deeds caused the death ofthousands of innocent civilians."'"

1103. As recalled above, mitigating circumstances must be presented at trial.uz The
Appellant made no representation as to sentence during his trial. This in itself would suffrce
for the AFpeals Chamber to reject his arguments. However, the Chamber will now briefly
examine the Appellant's arguments before dismissing them.

(a) The Aooellant's position in Rwanda

I 104. The Appellant submits that he was neitler part of the Govemment nor of the
military.2a?E In his Reply, he stresses that he was given the same sentence as the former Prime
Minister Jean Kambanda, although he did not hold the same position in the country's
hierarchy, nor was he one of the main architects of the strategy of genocide.2a?e

I 105. In the opinion of the Appeals Chamber, the Appellant has failed to show that the Trial
Chamber ened. Even if Appellant Ngeze was not part of the Govemment or of the military,
this does not suffrce to show that the Trial Chamber abused its discretion in imposing a
sentence of life imprisonment. The Trial Chamber found that the Appellant had committed
very serious crimesaEo and that he had abused the public's trust while using his newspaper to
instigate genocide.zlEr Furthermore, as regards the comparison between the Appellant's
situation and that of Jean Kambanda, the Appeals Chamber recalls that the defendant's
authority or influence is not the sole element to be taken into consideration when determining
the sentence, since the latter must also be proportional to the seriousness of the crimes and
the degree of responsibility ofthe offender. ln any event, the Appeals Chamber finds that the
Kambanda precedent does not buttress the Appellant's case, since (l) Jean Kambanda was
sentenced to life imprisonment although he had pleaded guilty, which is not the Appellant's
case; (2) life imprisonment being the maximum sentence, the fact that Jean Kambanda might
have played a more significant role than the Appellant in the crimes committed in Rwanda in
1994 does not imply that the latter should automatically be given a lesser sentence, as the
conduct of the Appellant could be sufficiently grave in itself to justif the maximum
sentence. The appeal on this point is dismissed.

2a7r Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras. 491-492.
2476 Judgement, para. ll0l.
247? See szpro XVII. C. 3.
2a?E Ngeze Appellant's Briel para. 486.
'"'' Ngeze Brief in Reply, para. I I l.
2aEo Judgement, paras. 1096, I102-l103.
uEt lbid., para. ll0l.
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provisional detention. Even though the sentence imposed here was life imprisonment, tlle

iriul Chu-b.t should have made it clear that Appellant Ngeze would be credited with the

time spent in detention between his arrest and conviction, as this could have an elfect on the

application of any provisions for early release.

4. Consequences ofthe findinss of the Apoeals Chamber

1113. The Appeals chamber recalls that Appellant Ngeze',s conviction for conspiracy to

com.it genocide has been set aside (Count I of Ngeze's lndictment).2a$ With regard to the

Appellarit's responsibility for matters published in Kangura, the Appeals Chamber has set

aside his convictions under Article 6(l) of the Statute for:

- genocide (Count 2 of Ngeze's Indictment);'z0''

- persecution as a crime against humanity (Count 6 ofNgeze's Indictrnent)''zae'z

on the other hand, the Appeals chamber has upheld the Appellant's conviction under

Article 6(l) of tle Statute foi direct and public incitement to commit genocide (Count 4 of

N geze' s Indictment).u'3

1114. With regard to the Appellant's responsibility for certain acts committed in Gisenyi'

the Appeals Chlamber recallJ that it has set aside his convictions under Article 6(1) of the

Statute for:

- genocide (count 2 of Ngeze's Indictrnent), under the mode of responsibility of

ordering;zq

- direct and public incitement to commit genocide (count 4 of Ngeze's Indictment);'znes

- extermination as a crime against humanity (Count 7 of Ngeze's Indictment), under the

mode of responsibility of ordering;'ns

- persecution as a crime against humanity (Count 6 of Ngeze's Indictment)'2oet

on the other hand, the Appeals chamber has upheld the Appellant's convictions under

Article 6(1) ofthe Statute for:

- genocide (count 2 ofNgeze's Indictment), under the mode of responsibilitr of aiding

and abetting;'z.'E

z$ See szpra XIV. B. 4.
zer See slprc XIL B. 3. (b) (ii).
zaez See supra XY . C. 2. (c) (i)
ue3 See szpra XIII. D. 3. (a).
2a% See supraX,D.
2ae5 See slpra XIII. D. 3. (b).
2a% See srpra X. D.
2oe See supro XV. C. 2. (c) (ii).
2aet See szpra XIl. D. 3.

Translation certified by LSS, ICTR
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- extermination as a crime against humanity (Count 7 of Ngeze's Indictrnent), under the

mode of responsibility of aiding and abetting.u'

I115. Having regard to the sentence imposed by the Trial Chamber and the setting aside of
certain convictions in the present Appeal Judgement, the Appeals Chamber finds that
Appellant Ngeze's sentence should be reduced to a term of imprisonment of35 years.

zs See snpra XV. B. 3. (b).
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XVIII. DTSPOSITION

For the foregoing reasons, THE APPEALS CHAMBER,

PURSUAITTT to Article 24 of the Statute and to Rule I 18 of the Rules;

NOTING the written submissions of the parties and the hearings on 16, 17 and
18 January 2007;

SITTTNG in open session;

WITH RESPECT TO THE GROUNDS OF APPEAL OF FERDINAND NAHIMANA

ALLOWS IN PART the second ground of appeal of Appellant Nahimana (temporal
jurisdiction of the Tribunal), as well as the grounds (no number given) by which he
ihallenges his convictions for the crimes of genocide, direct and public incitement to commit
genocide, conspiracy to commit genocide, and extermination and persecution as crimes
against humanity;

DISMISSES all other grounds of appeal of Appellant Nahimana;

REVERSES the convictions of Appellant Nahimana based on Article 6(l) of the Statute for
the crimes of genocide, direct and public incitement to commit genocide, conspiracy to
commit genocide, and extermination and persecution as crimes against humanity;

AFFIRMS the oonvictions of Appellant Nahimana based on Article 6(3) of the Statute, but
only in respect of RTLM broadcasts after 6 April 1994, for the crimes of direct and public

incitement to commit genocide and, Judge Meron dissenting, persecution as a crime against
humanity; and

REPLACES the sentence of life imprisonment imposed by the Trial Chamber by a sentence
of 30 years, Judge Meron dissenting, subject to credit being given under Rule l0l(D) for the
period already spent in detention;

Judge Shahabuddeen partly dissents from these findings;

WITH RESPECT TO THE GROUNDS OF APPEAL OF JEAN-BOSCO
BARAYAGWIZA

ALLOWS IN PART grounds 4,14,21,23,29,30,32-36 and 38 of Appellant Batayagtiza;

DISMISSES all other grounds ofappeal of Appellant Barayagwiza;

REVERSES the convictions of Appellant Barayagwiza based on Article 6(1) of the Statute
for the crimes of direct and public incitement to commit genocide for his acts within the CDR
and conspiracy to commit genocide, as well as his convictions based on Article 6(3) of the
Statute in respect of his acts within RTLM and the CDR for the crimes of genocide, direct
and public incitement to commit genocide, and extermination and persecution as crimes
against humanity;
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' AFFIRMS the convictions of Appellant Banyagwiza pursuant to Article 6(l) of the Statute

for (1) having instigated the commission of genocide by CDR members and Impuzamugambi
in Kigali; (2) having ordered or instigated the commission of extermination as a crime against
humanity by CDR members and ImpuzamugainDi in Kigali, Judge Giiney dissenting, and
having planned this *ime in the prifecture of Gisenyi; and (3) having instigated the
commission of persecution as a crime against humanity by CDR members and
Impuzamugambi in Kigali; and

REPLACES the sentence of 35 years imprisonment imposed by the Trial Chamber by a
sentence of 32 years, subject to credit being given under Rule 101@) for the period already
spent in detention;

Judge Shahabuddeen partly dissents from tlese findings;

WITH RESPECT TO THE GROTJNDS OF APPEAL OF HASSAN NGEZE

ALLOWS IN PART grounds 1,3,4,5 and 6 of AppellantNgeze;

DISMISSES all other grounds ofappeal ofAppellant Ngeze;

REVERSES the convictions of Appellant Ngeze based on Article 6(1) of the Statute for (1)
the crimes of conspiracy to commit genocide and persecution as a crime against humanity;
(2) having instigated genocide through matters published in his newspaper Kangtra and
having ordered genocide on 7 April 1994 in Gisenyi; (3) having directly and publicly incited
the commission of genocide in the prifecture of Gisenyi; (4) having ordered extermination as
a crime against humanity on 7 April 1994 in Gisenyi;

AFFIRMS the convictions of Appellant Ngeze pursuant to Article 6(1) of the Statute for (l)
having aided and abetted the commission of genocide in the prifecture of Gisenyi; (2) having
directly and publicly incited the commission of genocide through matters published in his
newspaper Kangura in 1994; (3) having aided and abetted extermination as a crime against
humanity in the prdfecture of Gisenyi; and

REPLACES the sentence of life imprisonment imposed by the Trial Chamber by a sentence
of 35 years, subject to credit being given under Rule l0l@) for the period already spent in
detention;

Judge Shahabuddeen partly dissents from these findings;

and finally,

RULES that this Judgement shall be enforced immediately pursuant to Rule 119 of the
Rules;

ORDERS, in accordance with Rules 103@) and 107 of the Rules, that Ferdinand Nahimana,
Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza and Hassan Ngeze are to remain in the custody of the Tribunal
pending their transfer to the State in which each will serve his sentence.

Done in English and French, the French text being authoritative.
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ISigned]

Fausto Pocar
Presiding

Andr6sia Vaz
Judge

ISigned]

Mohamed Shahabuddeen
Judge

Theodor Meron
Judge

ISiglled]

Mehmet Giiney
Judge

Judge Pocar appends a partly dissenting opinion to this Judgement.

Judge Shahabuddeen appends a partly dissenting opinion to this Judgement'

Judge Giiney appends a partly dissenting opinion to this Judgement.

Judge Meron appends a partly dissenting opinion to this Judgement.

Signed 22 November 2007 at The Hague, The Netherlands,
and rendered 28 November 2007 at Arusha, Tanzania'

[Seal of the Tribunal]
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L I cannot concur with the majority with respect to one of the frndings in this Appeal
Judgement.

2. The Appeals Chamber held that under Article 7 of the Statute, which limits the Tribunal's
temporal jurisdiction to the period starting on I January 1994 and ending on 31 December 1994,
"even where such criminal conduct commenced before 1994 and continued during that year, a
conviction may be based only on that part of such conduct having occurred in 1994".' I wish to
state that I disagree with this finding, even if the issue of the application of Article 7 of the Statute
to crimes characterized by criminal conduct which commenced prior to 1994 and continued after
I January 1994 does not affect the verdict against the Appellants, in light of the quashing of the
conviction for conspiracy and the findings in the Appeal Judgement regarding the crime of direct
and public incitement to commit genocide.' I am not convinced that it is correct to hold that a
conviction can be based solely on that part of the criminal conduct which took place in 1994.
Insofar as offences are repeated over time and are linked by a common intent or purpose, they must
be considered as a continuing offence, that is a single crime.'There can thus be no question of
excluding a part of this single offence and relying only on acts committed after I January 1994. I
further note that the observations of certain delegates during the adoption of Security Council
Resolution 955 establishing the Tribunal do notjustifr the conclusion that the drafters ofthe Statute
intended to exclude from the Statute's temporal scope a crime of which certain material elements
were committed prior to I January 1994."

3. With respect to the Appeals Chamber's findings on persecution as a crime against humanity,
I would like to make the following clarifications. Paragraph 987 of the Appeal Judgement does not
appear to rule definitively on the question whether a hate speech can per se constitute an underlying
act of persecution. In my opinion, the circumstances of the instant case are, however, a perfect
example where a hate speech fulfils the conditions necessary for it to be considered as an
underlying act of persecution. Indeed, the hate speeches broadcast on RTLM by Appellant
Nahimana's subordinates were clearly aimed at discriminating against the Tutsi and led the

' Appeal Judgement, para. 317, see also para. 724, which reaches the same conclusion with specific reference to direct
and public incitement to commit genocide.
' Appeal Judgement, paas. 723-724. I wish !o add that in the instant case there was clearly no direct and public
incitement to commit genocide of a continuing nature on the part of RTLM or Kangura having commenced prior to
-l January 1994 and continued thereafter.
' For example, Article 8l ofthe Italian Criminal Code provides that a"reato continuato" is constituted by a plurality of
independent acts or omissions that form pan of a single criminal purpose ("disegno criminoso"), and is relevant in
determining sentence. ln the United Kingdom, Lord Diplock stated for the House of Lords that "[...] two or more acts
ofa similar nature committed by on€ or more defendants are connected with one another in the time and place oftheir
commission, or by their conmon purpose, [...] they can fairly be regarded as forming part ofthe same transaction or
criminal enterprise" DPP v. Merriman [1973] A.C. 584, 607. In French law, it is the concept of a "continuing offence",
defined as "the repetition of a series of instantaneous offences of a similar nature, linked by a single intention", that
would be most apt here; see Ceorges Levasseur, Albert Chavanne, Jean Montseuil, Bemard Bouloc, Droit pinal gdndral
et procddure pinale, 13^ ed., (Paris: Sirey, 1999) pp. 30-31. Moreover, in such case, French law provides that the
statute of limitation starts to run only from the time when th€ offence is completed, and that, in case of conflict in the
application of statututory law over time, the law to be applied is that which was in force at the time when the offence
ceased, even ifthat law is more severe, Ibid., p. 31. Lastly, I note by way of subsidiary point that a number of decisions
of national courts relating to the scope of their tenitorial jurisdiction for cross-border crimes iend, by analogy, to
suppon this view; see DPP v. Doot ll973l A.C.807, 817-818,826-827 (H.L.) (United Kingdom\; Libnan v. The Queen

9851 2 R.C.S. 178, paras. 25, 38-42 (Canada); Liangsiriprasert v. United States ll99ll A.C.225,251(Privy Council).
" See Appeal Judgement, para. 3l l.
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pdpulation to discriminate against them, thus violating their basic rights. Taken together and in their
context, these speeches amounted to a violation of equivalent gravity as other crimes against
humanity. Consequently, the hate speeches against the Tutsi that were broadcast after 6 April 1994
- that is, after the beginning of the systematic and widespread atlack against this ethnic group -

were per se underlying acts ofpersecution.

Done in English and French, the French text being authoritative'

ISigned]

Fausto Pocar
Judge

Signed 22 November 2007 at The Hague, The Netherlands,
and rendered 28 November 2007 at Arusha, Tanzania.

[Seal ofthe Tribunal]
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l. I concur in part with the judgement of the Appeals Chamber. Unfortunately, there are areas
in which I have been unable to do so. Also. on some asoects ofthe concunence. I have a different
point ofview. These are my reasons.

A. The nature of consoiracv

2. I agree witl the Appeals Chamber that conspiracy is proved by agreement. As the Appeals
Chamber said:'

L'enlente en vue de commenre le gdnocide, inuiminde par l'article 2(3)(b) du Statut, e$ deJinie
comme < une rdsolution d'agir sfi laquelle au moins deu personnes se sonl accorddes, en vue de
commelte un gdnocide r. Cel accord entre des indiyidus qtant pour but la commission du
ginocide (ou < risolution d'agir concertCe I en constitue I'Climent matdriel (actus reus) ; en
oune, les individus parties i I'accord doivent Ctre animCs de I'intention de dinuire en tout ou en
pa ie un groupe national, ethnique, racial ou religiem comme tel ('6l6ment intenlionnel ou mels
real.

I interpret this to mean that agreement is the only legal requirement for the creation ofa conspiracy.
There is, however, a view that it is additionally necessary for the indictment to aver 'overt acts'.
Because ofthe importance of tlat view and its possible relevance to this case, I shall state why I do
not share it.

3. The common law accepts the necessity for proof of overt acts, but it limir the necessity to
proof of the making of an agreement of conspiracy. The making of an agreement of conspiracy is
regarded as an overt act for the reason that, where parties combine or otherwise collaborate in
making such an agreement, the matter has moved from one of mere thought to one of positive
action to implement the thought. By so combining, they have committed 'an act in advancement of
the intention', to use the words of Lord Chelmsford in Mulcahy v. R.'z But, as that and other cases
show, there is no further necessity for proof of overt acts. In the words of Willes, J, giving the
opinion of the judges in Mulcahy, 'a conspiracy [meaning an agreement of conspiracy] is a
sufficient overt act'.3 Thus, the common lau/ does not regard'overt acts' (apart from the making of
the agreement of conspiracy) as an element of conspiracy.

4. The civil lauf does not accept the common law view, or accepts it but only to a limited
extent. The French Judge M. Donnedieu de Vabres exemplified this at Nuremberg: visions of
thought-crimes were strong. An intemational tribunal has to take account of other legal systems -
willingly. In 1924 M. Politis, counsel for Greece, had complained that '[]es gouvernements des
pays anglo-saxons ont eu depuis longlemps la tendance de hansporter ces habitudes judiciaires du
domaine de la iustice inteme dans celui de la iustice intemationale'.6 The Tribunal. as an

' Appeals Chamber Judgement, para. 894 (footnotes omitted). At the time of this writing, there is no official English
translation ofthe Appeals Chamber Judgement.
'z 

[r8681 L.R. 3 H.L. 306.
3 lbid., pua. 12.
4 By statutes, the United States position is, in parts, similar to the civil law system. See l8 U.S.C., para. 371. But see
section 5.03(5) of the U.S. model penal code, which stipulates that an overt act is necessary for criminal responsibility,
'other than [in the case ofl a felony ofthe first or second degree'. So, under the U.S. model penal code, the position is
saved in serious crimes: no overt acts have to be proved.
5 This is only a general view. q the German Penal Code, Section 129 ('Formation of Criminal Organizations'), and see
the French criminal code, articles 212-3.
6 Mavommatis Concessions, P.C.I.J., Series C, No. 5J, (1924)p.43.
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intemational body, must have regard to that ongoing complaint. But, here, it seems to me that the
common law point of view has come to be generally accepted in relation to genocide.

5. The civil law aversion to the common law position prevailed in intemational humanitarian
law, but not in respect of the most heinous of crimes.? Nehemiah Robinson says "'Conspiracy to
commit Genocide" means an agreement arnong a number of people to commit any of the acts
enumerated in Art. [ (of the Genocide Convention), even if these acts were never put into
operation'.E Thus, the accepted view of the convention was that the essence of the crime lay in the
agreement - even if, as Robinson says, the agreed acts were 'never put into operation'.

6. This was the view of an ICTR Trial Charrber in Musema.e There, after reviewing the
travaux preparatoires of the Genocide Convention on the particular question of the common law
and civii law understandings of conspiracy, the Trial Chamber held 'that conspiracy to commit
genocide is to be defined as an agteement between two or more persons to commit the crime of
genocide'. Authors are of different opinions. I respect but am not persuaded by the views of those
who support the need for proof of overt acts; there seems to be greater merit in the opposite view.
Having considered material on both sides, one scholar concludes: 'To establish conspiracy, the

-, prosecution must prove that two or more persons agreed upon a common plan to perpetrate
tl genocide.' 'o Two writers say that it 'is the process of conspiring itself that is punishable and not the

result'.rr In my view, these statements are conect: intemational humanitarian law heats the process

of making an agreement to commit genocide as an autonomous crime.''

B. The Trial Chrmber has not expanded the scope of persecution rs r crime asainst
humanitv

7. In a prosecution for persecution as a crime against humanity, the acts ofthe accused have to
be proved to be grave; the standard of gravity is generally taken to be that of the other acts
enumerated in article 3 of the Statute. " I understand the appellants to be arguing inter alia Ihat,
where statements are relied on as the underlying acts, this standard is met only where the statements
amount to incitement to commit genocide or extermination.'n Where there is a conviction although
the standard is not so met, the appellants contend that the Trial Chamber is unlawfully expanding
the scope of persecution as a crime against humanity.

8. Ifthe appellants' argument is sound, there can be no complaint, for the Trial Chamber said:

7 See generalfy Virginia Monis and Michael P. Scharf, The International Criminal Tribunalfor Rwarda, Vol. I (New
york. l99E). ;D. 2?0-271, and Anronio Czssese,lnternational Criminal Law, (Oxford, 2003), pp. 191 and 197.
8 ltehemiah Cobins on, The Genocide Conyention, A Commentary, (l-lew York, 1950), p. 66, fn. l. He seems to be ofthe
view that, in respect ofgenocide, the Convention reflected the common law concept ofconspiracy.
t lcTR-96-13-T, 27 January 2000, para. l9l.
f0 William A. Schabu, Genocide in International L6tt/, (Cambridge, 2000), p.265.
ll John R.W.D. Jones and Stephen Powles, International Crininal Pactice (Oxford, 2003), p. | 78, para. 4'2.152.
't I do not think that the United States case of Hamdon v. Rumsfeld, t26 S. Ct. 2?49 (2006), yields a different result. ln
addition to other matters, the view that is relevant was expressed in an individual opinion of fourjudges; it was not the
ooinion ofthe United States Supreme Coun.
tJ See Kupretkit, IT-95-16-i, 14 January 2000, paras 619-621. See also Kordit and Cerkcz, lT-95-1412-A,
lZ Decembir 2004, para. 102. Acts other than the listed ones can be included provided that they measure up to the
standard ofthe listed acts.
la See, for example, Mr Barayagwiza's Appeal Brief, para 304. Mr Nahimana's Appeal Brief, para' 450' and
Mr. Nahimana's Response to the dmicls cutiae brief, pp 5'6.
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ln Rwanda, the virulent writings of (arrgzra and the incendiary broadcasts ofRTLM functioned in
the same way, conditioning the Hutu population and creating a climate of harm, as evidenced in
part by the extermination and genocide that followed.r5

Interpretations of this statement may differ, but the view which I accept is that the Trial Chamber
was considering a particular kind of incitement - one directed, at least in part, to causing
'extermination and genocide'. That meets the appellants' case, and thus there cannot be any
complaint. On this view, it is not necessary to examine the appellants' argument. In case I am
wrong, however, I shall consider it.

9. To begin with, it has to be remembered that persecution as a crime against humanity is
wider than incitement to commit genocide.'6 To limit the former, effectively, to cases in which there
is incitement to commit genocide is at variance with that verity. If the limitation is sound, the
prosecution may as well charge for the crime of incitement to commit genocide; there will be a
prosecutorial advantage in doing so, for, in that case, there is no requirement to prove a widespread
and systematic attack on a civilian population, something that has to be proved if the other route is
taken, i.e., ifthe charge is for persecution as a crime against humanity.

10. The appellants rely on Fritzsche.'7 Fritzsche was acquitted of persecution as a crime against
humanity because in the view of the Intemational Military Tribunal he did not take part 'in

originating or formulating propaganda campaigns'.rE That was a sufficient reason for the acquittal.
It is true that the Tribunal noted that'e -

It appears that Fritzsche sometimes made strong statements of a propagandistic nature in his
broadcasts. But the Tribunal is not prepared to hold that they were intended to incite th€ Germao
people to commit atrocities on conquered peoples, and he cannot be held to have been a participant
in the crimes charged. His aim was rather to arouse popular sentiment in support of Hitler and the
German war effort.

1 l. Fritzsche had limited himself to making statements which, though 'strong', were only of a
'propagandistic' nature. This meant that, while he was arousing 'popular sentiment in support of
Hitler and the German war effort', he was presenting no particular proposal for action which
constituted a crime at intemational law. The additional observation conceming 'atrocities on
conquered peoples' does not bear the inference upon which the appellants rely. They argue that it
shows that the Intemational Military Tribunal regarded it as essential to the success ofa charge for
persecution (by making public statements) as a crime against humanity that it should be shown that
the statements advocated genocide or extermination. It appears to me that it simply happened that
'atrocities on conquered peoples' were the particular acts refened to in Fritzsche's case. The case
did not announce any general requirement to establish extermination or genocide in cases of
prosecution for persecution as a crime against humanity.

12. A more satisfactory test is that an allegation of persecution as a crime against humanity has
to show harm to 'life and liberty'. The expression was used in Flick, where it was said that these
allegations must 'include only such as affect the life and liberty of the oppressed peoples'.'zo

15 Trial Judgement, para. 1073.
'." See KupreSkit,lT-95-15-T, l4 January 2000, paras 605-606.
' ' Judgement of the Intemational Military Tribunal, Trial of Major War Criminals (1946), Vol. l.
'' Ibid., p.128. Friusche's co-accused Streicher was convicied. Streicher had been notoriously involved in weekly
p_ublications calling for the extermination ofthe Jews.
'e It is not suggested that the additional observation may be disregarded.
" Flick Case,Trials of War Criminals, (Nuemberg, 1949), Vol. VI, p, 1215.
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Similarly, in Einsatzgtuppen the United States Military Tribunal said that '[c]rimes against
humanity are acts committed in the course of wholesale and systematic violation of life and
liberty'.'?r What acts will be comprised in that description are debatable. Cases involving deprivation
of industrial property are excluded, 22 on the ground no doubt that they do not impact on individual
'life and liberty' - at least in a'wholesale' way. But economic and political discrimination by the
Nazis against the Jews has been included, on the presumable ground that such discrimination cozld
impact on the 'life and liberty' of victims in a 'wholesale' way.a It is not necessary to prove a
physical attack.

13. Inthe Ministries case,to the United States Military Tribunal found as follows:

The persecution of Jews went on steadily ftom step to step and finally to death in foul form. The
Jews of Germany were first deprived of the rights of citizenship. They were then deprived of the
right to teach, to practice professions, to obtain education, to engage in business enterprises; they
were forbidden to marry except among themselves and those of their ovm religion; they were
subject to arrest and confinement in concentration camps, to beatings, mutilation, and tortur€; their
property was confiscated; they were herded into ghettos; they were forced to emigrate and to buy
leave to do so; they were d€ported to the East, where they were worked to exhaustion and deathi
they became slave iaborers; and finally over six million were murdered.25

In that case, to be sure, there were crimes of violence, but it is clear that there were acts of
mistreafinent not involving violence and that such acts were admissible as evidence of persecution.
That happened in a trial held immediately after World War II. So, in the usual way, the case may be
accepted as reflective of customary intemational law.

14. Not surprisingly , in Kvo1ka the Trial Chamber noted that -

[J]urisprudence from World War ll trials found acts or omissions such as denying bank accounts,
educational or employment opportunities, or choice of spouse to Jews on the basis of thcir
religion, constitute persecution, Thus, acts that are not inherently criminal may nonetheless
become criminal and persecutorial if committed with discriminatory intent.^

On appeal, the Appeals Chamber recalled 'incidentally that acts underlying persecution under
Article 5(h) of the Statute need not be considered a crime in intemational law'.'?7 It went on to say:

The Appeals Chamber has no doubt that, in the context in which they were committed and taking
into account their cumulative effect, the acts of harassment, humiliation and psychological abuse
ascertained by the Trial Chamber are acts which by their gravity constitute material elements of
the crime of persecution.28

In my argument, the court may well regard the 'cumulative effect' of harassment, humiliation
and psychological abuse as impairing the quality of 'life', if not of 'liberty', within the
meaning of the test laid down in the Einsatzgruppen,

2t Einsatzgruppen Case, Trials of War Criminals, (Nuernberg, 1949), Vol. IV, p. 498.
22 F/,?,t, Trials of War Criminals, (Nuemberg, 1949), Vol. VI, p. 1215.
2r Judgement ofthe Int€mational Military Tribunal, Trial of Major War Criminals, (1946), Vol. l, pp. 259, 300, 305,
329.
21 Ernst von lleizsaker ('Ministries Case'),T:iial of War Criminals, (Nuemberg, 1949), Vol. XIV, p. 471.

" Ibid.
'u IT-98-30/l-T, 2 November 2001, footrrote omitted.
27 Kvoaka, lT-98-3011-A, pzra. 323.
2E lbid.,para.324.
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Ii6rdii and Cerkzz may be thought to support a narrower view.2e There the Trial Chamber

excluded an allegation in the indictrnent of'encouraging, instigating and promoting hatred, distrust
and strife on political, racial, etlmic or religious grounds, by propaganda, speeches or otherwise','o
holding that no crime at intemational law was alleged. I agree that such an allegation standing alone
cannot found a charge of persecution. But, in my view, it is different where the case is that there
was a campaign of persecution. Where that is the case, such an allegation, if it forms part of the
campaign, may be presented. This would seem to have been the case in the prosecution presented in
Kordit and Cerl<ez. Count I of the indictment read:3'

This campaign ofwidespread or systematic persecutions was perpetrat€d, executed and carried out
by or through the following means:
(a) attacking cities, towns and villages inhabited by Bosnian Muslim civilians;
(b) kilting and causing serious injury or harm to Bosnian Muslim civilians, including women,

children, the elderly and the infirm, both during and after such attacks;
(c) encouraging, instigating and promoting hatred, distrust and sfiife on political, racial ethnic

or religious grounds, by propaganda, speeches and otherwise;
(d) selecting, detaining and imprisoning Bosnian Muslims on political, racial, ethnic or

religious grounds;
(e) dismissing and removing Bosnian Muslims from goverhment, municipal and other

positions;
(0 coercing, intimidating, tenorising and forcibly transfening Bosnian Muslim civilians from

their homes and villages;
(g) physical and psychological abuse, inhumane acts, inhuman treatment, forced labor and

deprivation of basic human necessities, such as adequate food, water, shelter and clothing,
against Bosnian Muslims who were detained or imprisoned;

(h) using detained or imprisoned Bosnian Muslims to dig trenches;
(D using detained or imprisoned Bosnian Muslims as hostages and human shields;

0) wanton and extensive desfiuction and/or plundering ofBosnian Muslim civilian dwellings,
buildings, businesses, and civilian personal property and liv€stock, and

(k) the destruction and wilfuldamage ofinstitutions dedicated to Muslim religion or education.

16. In my opinion, the Trial Chamber's judgement in that case overlooked the fact that it is not
possible fully to present a campaign as persecutory if integral allegations of hate acts are excluded.
What is pertinent to such a case is the general persecutory campaign, and not the individual hate act
as if it stood alone. The subject of the indictment is the persecutory campaign, not the particulat
hate act. This was why non-crimes were included with crimes in the MinistieJ case.32 It may be
said tlat an act, which is ordinarily a non-crime, can no longer be treated as a non-crime if it can be
prosecuted when committed in a special context. But the possibility of the act being regarded as
criminal if committed in a certain context only reinforces the proposition that the Trial Chamber's
exclusion of itin Kordit and Aerked'is not consistent with the Ministries case, or with other cases
of the ICTY; the exclusion is contrary to customary intemational law and is incorrect.

l7 . The Appeals Chamber recognised34 that the Trial Chamber was aware of the distinction
between a mere hate speech and a hate speech which amounts to a direct and public incitement to
commit genocide.3s Without more, the Trial Chamber knew that a mere hate speech, standing alone,
does not amount to direct and public incitement to commit genocide in intemational law.36 I

n tr-gs-l4n-r,2a February 2001.
3-o lbid., parc,209 and p.349.
" Ibid.. o.349.
32 Ernst von llebsaker ('Ministries Case'),Trial ofWar Criminals, (Nuemberg, 1949), Vol. XIV, p.4?1.
t' tr -95 -t4n-T, 26 February 2ool.
ra Appeals Chamber Judgement, para. 696.
rr See Trial Judgment. paras 978-t 029.
16 lbid.,p*aa984 et seq.
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understand it to be saying that mere 'hate' publications could indeed progress into direct and public

incitement to commit genocide but that, unless there was such progression, the crime of direct and
public incitement to commit genocide was not committed." Thus, it held that a publication, which
was merely a hateful discussion of ethnic consciousness, did not rise to the level of counselling
violence against the Tutsis and therefore was not incitement to commit genocide.3t

18. The problem in this case hinges on the fact that the Trial Chamber made a comparison with

the position under certain human rights instruments, such as the Intemational Covenant on Civil and
political Rights and the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination,
which in pertinent parts require participating states, in their domestic arrangements, to proscribe
propaganda that incites racial hatred, discrimination or violence - violence not being
indispinsable.,t These instruments operate on the basis that a mere hate speech could be

criminalised in domestic law: freedom of expression is not absolute.4 But the Trial Chamber did
not mean that the fact that a prosecution could be brought domestically by virnre of legislation

enacted pursuant to these instruments necessarily showed that a similar prosecution could be

brought intemationally. Those instruments were illustrative, not foundational; they were used by the

TriafChamber to illustrate the nature ofthe rights breached at intemational law, not to found a right

to complain of a breach at intemational law

19. All that can be legitimately extracted fiom the post-World War II jurisprudence, including

Fritzsche, is that the underlying acts must be sufficiently grave to affect the 'life and liberty' of the

victims - though not necessarily by a physical act against them. It is for an intemational court to

exercise its powers of clarificationa' by explaining what concrete cases will satisry that criterion. It

may be recalled that the ICTY Appeals Chamber, in its discussion of customary intemational law,

unanimouslya, held that 'where a principle can be shown to have been so established, it is not an

objection to the application ofthe principle to a particular situation to say that the situation is new if

it reasonably falls within the application of the principle'. A new case, thus decided, is not an

extension of customary intemational law; it is a further illustration of the workings of that law' This

at the same time answers criticisms that the principle of legality was breached in this case. In

holding that proof of extermination or genocide is not required, a Trial Chamber is not making new

law with retrospective application, or at all.

20. To respond to what I believe to be the position of the appellants, I am of the view that,

where statements are relied upon, the gravity of persecution as a crime against humanity can be

established without need for proof that the accused advocated the perpetration of genocide or

extermination.

1' Ibid., paras 1020-1021.
tE lbid.
3e For example, article 20 of the lntemational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights provides that 'any advocacy of

hatr€d that c;nstitutes incitement to discrimination, hostiliry or violence' shall be prohibited by law.
a0 See Girlow v.people of New York,268 U.S.652,666 (1925), Mr Justice Sanford stating: 'It is a fundamental

principle, long estabiished, that the freedom of speech and ofthe press which is secured by the Constitution, does not

ionfei an absilute right to speak or publish, without responsibility, whatever one may choose, or an unreshicted 8nd

unbridled licence that gives immunity for every possible use of language and prevents the punishment of those who

abuse this freedom.' The problem is to fix the exact limitations ofthe fieedom'
at Aleksovski,lT-95-l4ll-A,24 March 2000, para. 127.
42proseeutor v. Hadlihasonovi(, IT-0147-AR72, Decision on lnterlocuaory Appeal Challenging Jarisdiction in

Relation to Command Responsibility, 16 July 2003, para. 12. On the particular point, the decision was unanimous,

although on some matters there were dissenting opinions.
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C. The crime of direct and oublic incitement to commit senocide is a continuous crime

21. I regret that I am not able to support the finding of the Appeals Chamber that the crime of
direct and public incitement of genocide is not a continuous crime; I agree with the contrary view of
the Trial Chamber. The matter arises this way:

22. As was recognised by the Trial Chamber, the Tribunal does not have jurisdiction over
offences occurring outside of the jurisdictional year of 1994. Article I of the Statute expressly
confines the jurisdiction of the Tribunal to 'violations committed ... between I January 1994 and
31 December 1994.' Based on this fact, the Appeals Chamber holds that 'la Chambre de premi|re
instance ne pouvait avoir compitence sur une incitation commise avant 1994 au motif que celle-ci
se serait continude dans le temps jusqu'd la survenance du ginocide en 1994. 'n3 It considers that
'l'infraction d'incitation directe et publique d commettre le gdnocide est consommie dis que les
propos en question ont iti tenus ou publiis, mAme si les efets d'une telle incitation peuvent se
prolonger dans le temps. '4 In other words, the crime is 'instantaneous' - though the word has not
been used in the judgement of the Appeals Chamber. So, if the statements were made before 1994,
any crime of incitement to commit genocide which they produced was instantaneous and not
continuous, and the Tribunal has no jurisdiction. By contrast, the Trial Chamber considers that the
crime of incitement to commit genocide 'continues to the time of the commission of the acts
incited',a5 and that a previous incitement could therefore be prosecuted provided that liability could
only be assigned as from 1 January 1994. Which view is right?

23. There is not much authority in the field. This no doubt is why the judgement of the Appeals
Chamber has cited no cases in support of its conclusion.a6 I grant that the absence of precedent is
not the same thing as the want of law. The law is to be exhacted from the principles of the law as
they stand. In considering the staxe of the law, all relevant sources must of course be taken into
account. However, the generality ofthe issues allows for the exploration of the matter through the
only system of which I have some knowledge. It is a principle of that system, and I take it of all
legal systems, that caution is to be observed in construing a criminal statute. But, in my respectful
opinion, that being done, the applicable law supports a conclusion opposite to that reached by the
Appeals Chamber.

24. The inquiry may begin by considering this theoretical situation: An accused perpetrates
direct and public incitement to commit genocide on 31 December 1993 - the last day of the
previous non-jurisdictional period. He knows that the genocide will not be accomplished .-.
immediately. However, it commences on the very next day - on the first day of the jurisdictional !
period. Is there something to prevent him from being held to have directly and publicly incited the
commission of genocide in the jurisdictional period?

25 . As the cases show, incitement operates by way of the exertion of influence' .47 Influence is a
function of the processes of time.tt The 1993 acts of the accused did not mysteriously cease to exert

ar Appeals Chamber Judgement. pan.723.
* rhid.
a5 Trial Judgement, para. 104.
a6 See Appeals Chamber Judgement, p aras722 - 723.
a? See Hofmes lA in Nkosiyana 1966 (4) SA 655 at 658, AD, defining an inciter as 'one who reaches and seeks to
influence the mind of another !o the commission ofa crime. The machinations of criminal ingenuity being legion, the
approach to the other's mind may take various forms, such as suggestion, proposal, request, exhortation, gesture,
argument, persuasion, inducement, goading, or the arousal of cupidity. The list is not exhaustive'. See also Lord
Denning MR in Race Relations Board v. Applin, [973] Q.B. 815 at 825, to the effect that incitement includes both
'persuasion' and'pressure'.
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influence at the moment when they were done. It is true that the crime is complete even though the
incited persons do not succumb to the inlluence. But that is only due to the fact that, as will be
argued, the development of the law placed the emphasis on punishing an inciter before the
'innocent' suffered from the commission of the incited crime; it was not meant to prevent punishing
an inciter on the basis that his incitement continued - as in fact it would - until it ceased or was
fulfilled by the commission of the incited crime.

26. The focus is not on the continuing effect ofa cause which is done once and for all,ae such as
a continuing ailment caused by a serious assault; there the effect continues but the cause is
instantaneous. Here the focus is on the continuing operation of the cause itself: the continuing
operation of the influence exerted by an incitement may cause fresh outbreaks of genocide from
time to time. One might consider the act of unlawfully detonating a nuclear device, which causes
harm even to children yet unbom. Is the causative act completed at the time of explosion? Or, is the

explosion merely the triggering ofa cause, which then continues to produce new effects?50

27. Consideration may be given to the basis on which conspiracy, another inchoate crime, is

regarded as continuous. A conspiracy is complete on the making of an agreement to commit an

unlawful act or a lawfrrl act by unlavrfirl means.sr Yet a'conspiracy does not end with the making of

the agreement: it will continue as long as there are two or more parties to it intending to carry out

the design'.s'zWhy?

28. First, there is a helpful general approach taken by the Supreme Court of Canada. What was

before the court was a case in which it was alleged that a fraudulent solicitation was made in

Canada of people in the United States. The question was where was the crime committed.

Delivering the judgement of the court, La Forest, J., observed that 'the English courts have

decisively begun to, move away from definitional obsessions and technical formulations aimed at

finding a single situs of a crime by locating where the gist of the crime occurred or where it was

comp[ted'.53-But here, as it has been said, 'the diffrculty lies not in the new ideas, but in escaping

fiom the old ones'.5a It is prudent to attend to that remark'

29. Second, where parties intend to carry out the design ofa conspiracy, they may be regarded -

both in English law an-d in American law - as renewing their agteement of conspiracy from day to

day.55 This is so for the reason given by Lord Salmon, namely, that the parties-dre 'still agreeing and

conspiring"u up to the performance of the agreement or its abandonment. Thus, though criminal

4E See, too, the above discussion relating to persecution as a crime against humanity'
* er i" 

"ti 
i"ai.,r"ni ioi pro*ting thi murder of a specific perso,-n. That happened in i. v. Gonzague, 4 C.C.C. (3'd)

505,508 (19E3), in which the Ontario Court of Appeal said that the offence of procuring 'is complete when the

solicitation or incitement occurs even tlough it is immediately rejected by the person solicited ...'.
5o This consideration may explain and distinguish R. v. lhmbledon Justices, ex Parte Derwent, ll953l Q.B. 380, in

which it was held that an act of letting a house at a rate in excess of the prescribed maximum was not a continuous

offence, i.e., apart from considerations based on the particular wording ofthe statute involved.
5t This definition will do for present purposes. However, the exact definition is a matter of conroversy. Lord Denman,

who originated th€ definition, seemed to have doubts about its accuracy. See Smith and Hogan, Crininal Law, ll- ed,
(oxford, 2005), p.359, footnote 78.
52 Archbold, Crininal Pleading, Evidence and Pracrice,2007 (l-otdon,2007)' para. 34-8'
t3 Libman v. The eueen, 2l C.C.C. (3d\ 206, 221 (para. 42), cit€d by the Privy Council in Liangsiriprasert v. United

States, 1l99ll A.C. 225.
t J.M.Keynei, quoted by ChiefJustice Earl Wanen at p. 295 ofhis 'Toward a more active Intemational Court', (1971)

I Mr. J.l.L. 295.
tt Dpp v. Doot,lt973l A.C. 807, Viscount Dilhome (825), Lord Pearson (829-830), Lord Salmon (835-836). And see
Hyde and Schneider v. U.S. (1912) 225LJ.5.347, and People v. Mather,4 Wend. (N.Y.) 261.
56 DPP v. Doot, [973] A.C. 807, 835 (H.L.).
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jurisdiction is ordinarily5? territorial, a prosecution may be brought in a tenitory othe
which the conspiratorial agreement was made if the intention was to implement it, in whole or in
part, in this other territory.

30. The 'renewal' view neutralizes the effect of the agreement of conspiracy being regarded as
having been made once and for all, or of the crime being regarded as instantaneous at the time of
the first making of the agreement of conspiracy. In similar fashion, it may be said that an inciter
stands to be regarded as having renewed his incitement from day to day. I uphold the written
submission of tle prosecution that 'the violation is constantly renewed by the continuing
maintenance of the original criminal purpose'." This view would mean that, in this case, there
would be a fresh incitement within the jurisdictional year.

31. The Appeals Chamber has not taken issue with the sta:rting view of the Trial Chamber that,
in the case of conspiracy, parties are to be considered as renewing the conspiracy agreement from
time to time. If the Appeals Chamber was challenging the 'renewal' view, it could have said so,
more particularly as that view was set out in the Trial Judgement.re What the Trial Chamber did was
to apply the reasoning underlying that view, which related to conspiracy, to the case of incitement.
It is this extension by the Trial Chamber which the Appeals Chamber is disputing. The Appeals
Chamber is relying on its own authority, no citations being given.@ I respect the Appeals Chamber's
authority. But I prefer the conclusion reached by the Trial Chamber as being more consonant with
principle.

32. Third, as 'Lord Tucker pointed out in Board of Trade v. Owen [1957] I All ER 411 at 416,

[1957] AC 602 at 626, inchoate crimes of conspiracy, attempt and incitemenft developed with the
principal object of frustrating the commission of a contemplated crime by arresting and punishing
the offenders before they committed the crime.'62 Lord Tucker refened to Stephen's History of the
Criminal Law, vol. 2, p. 227, citing Coke's statement that 'in these cases the common law is a law
of mercy, for it prevents the malignant from doing mischief, and the innocent from suffering it'.53
Tlris justifies punishing an inciter for his incitement even before the commission of the incited
crime; it does not prevent him from being punished for his incitement at the time of the commission
of the incited crime. This also explains statements to the effect that a crime of incitement is
complete when the inciting acts are done; it does not follow that the crime of incitement comes to
an end at that point.

33. Fourth, there is ground for considering that a rime which would otherwise be instantaneous
would be continuous if repeated in circumstances in which the various acts are closely linked.*
Thus, the repeated and unlawful holding ofa Sunday market'is a single offence and not a series of

5t There are various oualifications.
5E Consolidated Respbndent's Brief, para. 127.
5e Trial Judgement, paras l0l, 104.
* See Appeals Chamber Judgement, paru 722 - 723.
6! Emohasis added.
62 Liangsiriprasert t. IJnited States Governnent,ll99ll I A.C.225, per Lord Griffiths, delivering the judgment ofthe
Privy Council.
63 Board ofTrade v. Owen,ll957l A.C.602,626. And see Coke's statement in The Poulterers ' case, 9 Co. Rep. 57a.
s See Judge Dolenc's opinion that a crime is continuous if separate acts are closely linked. His view, as set out in a
separate and dissenting opinion appended to the Trial Chamber Judgement in Semanza,ICTR- 97-20-T, l5 May 2003,
para. 32, reads: 'For these acts to be joined together, certain linking elements should be taken into account, such as th€
repetition ofthe same kind ofcrimes, the uniformity ofthe perpehator's intent, the proximity in time between the acts,
the location, the victim or class of victims, the object or purpose, and the oppomrnity'. That view, which presumably
reflects the civil law position, is not in principle different from the common law position.
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separate offences'.65 In the circumstances of the instant case, an act of incitement, though
committed in 1993, would fall to be considered as having been repeated from day to day right into
1994. Some reinforcement of the foregoing view is to be had from the fact that, in Srreicher,tr the
Intemational Military Tribunal at Nuremberg acted on the view that the many articles published in a

weekly from 1938 io 1944 and calling for the destruction of the Jews manifested one course of

criminal conduct.ut

34. Fifth, it is interesting that a work of authority couples incitement with conspiracy for
jurisdictional purposes. Archbold writes: 'The common law jurisdiction in respect of incitement

appears to be the same as that for conspiracy,...'. 6E That would mean that the Tribunal would have
jurisdiction over incitement to tle same extent that it would have jurisdiction over conspiracy.
Hence, if, as is agreed, conspiracy is a continuing crime, so is incitement.

35. The cases in the books do not concem a special jurisdictional bar such as the kind set up in

this case by the vesting ofjurisdiction in the Tribunal for only one year, namely, 1994. But, in my

opinion, that confined jurisdiction is not to be interpreted as excluding a prosecution for a pre-1994

incitement to commit genocide if it could be reasonably inferred, as the Trial Chamber by

- implication found, that the appellants knew and intended that the persuasion exerted by such an
It incitement continued to workln the jurisdictional year. They were engaged in a continuous crime of

inciting the commission of genocide. I agree with the view of the Trial chamber.

D. A nre-iurisdictional act can extend into the later iurisdictional period.so-as to coexist with
an attack on the civilian pooulation durins the latter period

36. Ifthe foregoing conclusion is conect, it assists in resolving a related problem. I am referring

to a diffrculty which t have with the view of the Appeals Chamber that the fact that Kangura was

not published during the attack on the civilian population which began on 6 April 1994 defeats the

charge of persecution as a crime against humanity on the ground of non-satisfaction of a legal

..quir.r.nt to show that Kangura appeared during the attack. The Appeals Chamber says:

La Chanbre d'appel note tout d'abord que Kangura n'est pas paru entre le 6.avril et Ie 17 iuillet
1994, p1riode pindant laquelle avail lieu I'attaque gCnCralisde et sysftmatique contre Ia

popula'tion tutsii au Rwanda. Ainsi, les articles de Kangura publils entre le I"'ianvier et le 6 avril'lgg4 
peuvent dificitenent ^tre considdrds comme s'inscrivant dans Ie cadre de cette attaque

gindratisie et isftnatique, m€me si ces articles Wuvent I'avoir prdparde. En consiquence, Ia-chanbre 
d,appel ne wut conclure que les articles de Kangura pubfias entre ole 

I" ianier et le

6 avril 1994 ont rdalisC Ia persicution constitutive de crime contre I humanie "

37. It is important to distinguish between the physical publication of Kanglra and the act ofthe

appellant Mr Irigeze in disseminating his message tlvoulglt Kangura; it is to the nature of that act of

diisemination that attention should be ad&essed and not to the physical publication of Kangura.
The charge of persecution relates not really to the physical publication of Kangura, but.to the act of

the accuid in disseminating offending material tluough Kangara. This is not a case in which the

65 Hodgetts v. Chiltern Dktrict Council, [l9S3] 2 AC 120, 128, HL, Lord Roskill. The idea underlies the practice of

indictine in deficiency cases.
6 Jude;menr of the International Military Tribunal, Trial of Major War Criminals (1946)'

" The-Trial Chamber considered the case at paras 100?, 1073 and 1076 of the Judg€ment. Akayesu, ICTR'964'T ' 2

Septemb€r 1998, was mentioned by the appellants. It concerned a question as to whether the accused could be convicted

evin though the incited crime was not committed (para. 562).It is not helpful on the problems of continuity raised in

this case.
6E Archbold, Criminal Pleading, Evidence and Prqctice, 2007, (London' 2007)' paras 34-74'
6e Appeals Chamber Judgement, para. 1013.
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accused is charged, as he could be in some domestic jurisdictions, with physically publishing a "'
newspaper without complying with some reasonable official requirement (such as the printing of
the identity of the publisher); there it would be proper to regard the publication as an instantaneous
affair. Not so the act of the accused in disseminating his message tfuotgh Kangura. That act was an
act of persuasion; it was not a once-for-all affair. By its very nature, it would continueTo to send out
its message after the publication of Kangtra. Not merely would it produce a particular effect at a
given time, but it could continue as an independent cause ofmany effects occurring at different later
times.

38. It is true that the Appeals Chamber said that the mens rea of crimes against humanity is
satisfied when, inter alia, the accused 'knows that there is an attack on the civilian population and
also knows that his acts comprise part of that attack'.7r It is said that the requirement cannot be
satisfied if Kangura did not appear during the attack. But that dictum presents no difficulty if the
act which tle accused does is such, by reason of its nature, as to endure throughout the attack
against the civilian population. The important thing is not whether Kangura appeared during the
attack, but whether the act of the accused in disseminating his message was still exerting its
influence. Publication might have been discontinued, but not the influence exerted by the
publication. The influence ofthe publication would have continued during the attack.

39. It is not said that the publication did not, at least in part, cause the attack. That is virtually
admitted: in the language of the Appeals Chamber, the publications 'peuvent I'avoir prdparde' or
'may have prepared' the attack.?2 No question of excess of temporal jurisdiction arises. On the
views of the Appeals Chamber, granted everything else, the prosecution for persecution would fail
even if the last issue of Kangura was published on the very eve ofthe attack. The improbability of
an acquittal on that ground is palpable. As I understand the applicable legal concepts, they do not
mandate so farcical a result.

E. The ore-1994 .Kazeura oublications constituted enoueh evidence of incitememt to commit
qenocide

40. The Appeals Chamber disregarded the pre-1994 Kangura publications because it held that
they were outside of its temporal jurisdiction. For this reason, it did not make a finding as to
whether those publications provided evidence on which a trier of fact could reasonably find that the
appellants had incited genocide.t3 However, given my view that a pre-1994 incitement can give rise
to liability for inciting genocide in 1994, it is necessary to examine these pre-1994 publications to
determine whether they constituted evidence of direct and public incitement to commit genocide on
which a trier of fact could reasonably make a finding of fact to that effect.

41. As has been noted above, the Appeals Chamber recognised'a that the Trial Chamber was
aware of the distinction between a mere hate speech and a hate speech which amounts to direct and
public incitement to commit genocide.t'With the distinction in mind, the Trial Chamber made a
wide-ranging survey of the evidence. In four months, many Tutsis were slaughtered in Rwanda; it is

70 The subiect ofcontinuous offences is dealt with above.

" Blotkii, IT-95-14-A, 29 July 2004, psra. 124. See also Kordil and Cerkzz, lT-g5-1412-A, l7 December 2004,
oara.99.
t2 Appeals Chamber Judgement, para. 1013.
'" Ibid., pua.3l4.
11 lbid., para.696.
?5 See Tiial Judgment, paras.978-1029.
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common knowledge?6 that some 800,000 perished - possibly more. That was an act of genocide - of
monumental proportions, particularly in view of the short time and the basic way in which the crime
was perpetrated; even ifnot the largest such tragedy known to humanity, it was stupendous in scale.
The genocide did not spring from nowhere; it would be natural to presume that some developments
in thi previous years lid to it.?? At the same time, it would be incorrect to assume any particular

develoiment. The Trial Chamber made no assumption. It carefully examined the evidence. It found

that in the previous years Hutus were systematically incited to do violence against Tutsis.?E It

concluded that the incitement was largely the work of the media. It did not cite every detail of the
evidence; it did not have to do that. The judgement runs to 361 pages, in single space. It gave

examples of the incitement - many examples. If the argument is that these examples were

insuffrcient to base the conclusion reached by the Trial Chamber, on an appeal the burden of

persuading the Appeals Chamber that the Trial Chamber ened lay on the appellants. In my opinion,

they have not discharged it.

42. By contrast, the evidence before the Trial Chamber showed that readers were told by the
pre-1994 publications to 'cease feeling pity for the Tutsi'. They were asked'What weapons shall

we use to ionque r the Inyenzi once and for all?' , a machete being shown alongside the question and

- a finding being made tlrat the Inyenzis were the Tutsis.Te Commenting in paragraph 950 of its
U judgemelnt, *rJ friat Chamber considered that the 'cover of Kangura... promoted violence by

conveying the message that the machete should be used to eliminate the Tutsi, once and for all.'

The evidence supported the reasonableness of that comment'

43. Pre-1994 publications, appearing in Kangura, included The Ten Commandments, which was

published in Kaigara No. 6 in December l990.so commandment 16 stated that if 'we fail to

achieve our goal, we will use violence'.Er The Trial Chamber heard testimony that, by reason of the

publication o1 7ft e Ten Commandmenls, 'some men started killing their Tutsi wives, or children of a

mixed marriage killed their own Tutsi parents'.s2 With 'regard to the commandment that the Hutu

should not take pity on the Tutsi, [another witness] understood this to mean, "In other words they

can even kill thim;', adding, "And that is actually what happened, and I think this was meant to

prepare the killings';'.83 Tht Trial Chamber said that these 'witnesses perceived a link between Tfie

Tei Commandmints and the perpetration of violence against Tutsi'. The Kangura article, an
'Appeal to the Conscience of tie Hutu', within which The Ten Commandments appeared, claimed

thaf th. rnmy was 'waiting to decimate us'; it called on Hutus to 'wake up', and to 'take all

necessary measures to deter the enemy from launching a fresh attack'. The particular wording does

not deceive anyone. It is difficult to disagree with the Trial Chamber's finding that the 'text' of the

Appeal to the tonscience of the Hutu 'wis an unequivocal call to the Hutu to take action against the

Tuts i . . . ' . s

16 See Karenera,lcTR 9844-AR73(C), l6 June 2006, where the Appeals Chamber directed th€ Trial Chamber to take

judicial notice under Rule 94(A) of the fact that '[b]etween 6 April 1994 and 17 July 1994, there was a genocide in

Rwanda against the Tutsi ethnic group'.
?? See the-observation ofthe Soviet dLlegate on the occasion ofthe adoption ofthe Genocide Convention, r€ferred to in

para. 551 of Akayesz, ICTR-964-T, 3 September 1998, and Trial Judgement, Para 978'
?t Trial Judgement, paras 120-121, 1026-1034.

" Ibid., paru 158-160, 170-173.
80 /rid. Dara. 138.
8t lbid., parr.144.
E2 lbid., para. 140.
t3 lbid..Da[:a. l4l.
u lbid.,para.153.
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44. The Trial Chamber believed the witnesses as to how the publications were in fact interpreted
by Hutus. It said that it'considers the views ofthese witnesses to be well-founded and a reasonable
illustration that an anti-Tutsi message of violence was effectively conveyed and acted upon'.E5 For a
reasonable tribunal of fact to have found otherwise would have been curious, to say the least.
Straighter terms in a public message wene not to be expected; but, taking account of code words,
metaphors, double entendre, 'mirror' expressions, and local culture, I am of the view that there was
enough evidence on which the Trial Chamber could reasonably hold that the language used was
understood by the public in Rwanda to be genocidal in import.

45. The appellants were deliberately pounding out a series of drumbeats with the expectation
that, incrementally, these would one day explode in the national genocide which in fact took place.
The appellants could not be prosecuted for any liability accruing in the years before 1994; but they
would have liability as from I January 1994 for previous publications and could be prosecuted for
that liability.

F. In anv event. there was enouqh evidence that. in the iurisdictional vear of 1994. Kazgzra
nublished incitine msterial

46. I support the view of the Appeals Chamber that, in any event, there was enough evidence
that, in 1994, Kangura published inciting material.86 It is only necessary to refer specifically to two
points.

47 . The first point, on which I agree with the Appeals Chamber,E concems an editorial. In
February 1994, an editorial irt Kangura said that 'blood will really flow. All the Tutsis and the
cowardly Hutus will be exterminated'.s The Trial Chamber was entitled to say - and to say without
difficulty - what this meant to those to whom it was addressed. It said, 'While the content is in the
form of a political discussion, the descriptive and dispassionate tenor of joumalism is notably
absent from the text, which consequently has a threatening tone rather that an analytical one'.Ee So
the Trial Chamber considered the possible interpretations to be placed on the text. The
interpretation which it accepted was reasonably supported by the evidence: the paper was not
merely saying what was possible; it was calling for extermination. It was not analysing, it was
threatening - threatening with genocide. The Appeals Chamber has rightly accepted the views of
the Trial Chamber.

48. The second point, on which I respectfully disagree with the majority, concems a
competition. Twice in March 1994 Kangura advertised a competition asking questions requiring a
reading of pre-1994 Kangura articles which, as explained above, incited genocide; it also offered
prizes. The Appeals Chamber considers that the earlier publications were not 'put back into
circulation in March 1994'e by the competition organized in that month. If the test were whether
the pre-1994 articles were 'put back into circulation in March 1994' in the sense of being
republished physically in that month, I would agree. But that is not the test. The test is whether the
acts of the appellant (Mr Ngeze) in 1994 incited genocide. Here it is necessary to see what he did
through the 1994 advertisement. He invited the public to read the pte-1994 articles. Since those
articles incited genocide, by inviting the public in 1994 to read those articles the appellant in 1994

"t lbid.,parc.l58 -'an anti-Tutsi message ofviolence was effectively conveyed and acted upon'.
E6 Appeals Chamber Judgement, para, 886.
E-1- lbid.,pala.773.
"" Trial Judgement, para.225.
6e tbid., o?f:a,226,
n lbid.,p as 436 and 553.
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(the jurisdictional year) did commit an act which incited genocide. It was the act of inviting readers 

'

to read the old articles that mattered, not the physical reproduction ofthe articles.

49. It is true, as noted by the Appeals Chamber,er that there is not enough evidence to
demonstrate that all the pre-1994 issues of Kazgara were easily available.e The pre-1994 issues
went back four or five years; only the very recent ones, such as Nos. 58, 59 and 60, could
reasonably be expected to be still available for sale. But readers were fairly understood to be asked
to familiarise themselves with all the material - whether in their possession or in that of others,
whetler to be purchased or not. For example, issue No 58 asked readers, 'in which edition of
Kangura did this appear?' As counsel for the prosecution said, 'that was a call, an invitation to read
back editions'.'3 It was clear to the Trial Chamber that, as it found, in 'light of ir stated purpose, the
exercise was in fact designed to familiarise readers with past issues and ideas of Kangura'.t I have
difficulty in disagreeing with that linding. In addition, it was not a question whether readers could
in fact do what they were asked to do; the question was what were they asked to do. By one means
or another, Kangura intended to renew public memory of pre-1994 incitements. The process of
renewal was occurring in 1994. Therefore, tlere was a fresh incitement in that jurisdictional year.

50. The Trial Chamber found 'that the competition was designed to direct participants to any
and to all of these issues of the publication and that in this manner in March 1994 Kangura
effectively and purposely brought these issues back into circulation'.e5 By the phrase 'in this
manner', the Trial Chamber was saying the same thing as above. The old publications were of
course not physically republished, and the Trial Chamber did not say that, but attention was being
drawn to them - all of them - more so because prizes were being offered. It was in that 'manner'

that the Trial Chamber found that the old publicati ons of Kangura were 'effectively and purposely
brought ... back into circulation'. The finding of the Trial Chamber was reasonably supported by
the evidence.

51. The Appeals Chamber also takes the view that the fact that the competition allegedly
'brought back into circulation' issues of Kangura published prior to I January 1994 was not
pleaded in Mr Ngeze's indictrnent.s The objection mixes up averments of fact with evidence of the
fact. The former have to be pleaded in the indictment, not the latter. The indictment averred that the
appellants worked 'out a plan with intent to exterminate the civilian Tutsi population' and that the
'incitement to ethnic hatred and violence was a fundamental part of the plan'.t That was the
required averment of fact. The prosecution sought to support that averment of fact by adducing
evidence of the competition in March 1994 which had the effect of reproducing certain incitements
ofthe pre-1994 period. With respect, the criticism ofthe course taken by the prosecution is weak.

G. There was enoueh evidence that. in 1994. RTLM broadcast incitinq moterial

52. Two periods of the jurisdictional year need to be considered, vrz, I January 1994 to
6 April 1994, and the remainder of that year. The break does not mark a jurisdictional boundary; it
marks only the time when the appellants' level of control over RTLM itself, or over RTLM

er Appeals Chamber Judgement, para. 409.
" Trial Judgement, pwa. 436.
e3 Trial transcript, 14 May 2002, pp. 154. See also, ibid.,pp. l7l-172.
s Trial Judgement, para.256.
% Ibid., pua,257.
s Appeals Chamber Judgement, paras 406 - 407.
" See, for example, paras 5.1 and 5.2 ofthe indictment against Mr Nahimana.
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.' joilmalists and employees, changed, coinciding with the commencement of the genocide. Still, it

would be convenient to discuss the matter in the framework of the two periods.

l. I Januarv 1994 to 6 Aoril 1994

53. I am unable to support the Appeals Chamber's view that RTLM did not incite genocide
from I January 1994 to 6 April 1994.s RTLM's interaction rvith Kangura has to be considered. The
Trial Chamber conectly found that RTLM ard Kangura were conducting a 'joint enterprise'.s That
was said in relation to the Kangu.ra competition of March 1994, which I consider amounted to
incitement. RTLM made a broadcast of the Kangura competition later that month. Thus, like the
March 1994 issues of Kangzra itself, RTLM adopted all of the Kangura articles of the pre-1994
period, which the Trial Chamber clearly considered incited genocide. There is nothing vague about
the Trial Chamber's position on the question whether between I January 1994 and 6 April 1994
Kangura incited genocide. The contrary view really amounts to a rejection ofthe Trial Chamber's
finding that the March 1994 competition had the effect of bringing back into circulation the pre-
1994 issues of Kangura. On the nrles regulating the firnctioning of an appellate court, I consider
that rejection of the Trial Chamber's finding to be in excess of the authority of the Appeals
Chamber.

54. In another RTLM broadcast, which was unquestionably made on 16 March 1994 by Valerie
Bemeriki (otherwise found to be a liar), she said that listeners were ready to support their army by
taking'up any weapon, spears, bows ... Traditionally, every man has one at home, however, we
shall rise up'.rm Hutus were being called to arms before 6 April 1994; any suggestion to the
contrary cannot be right. And the object was clear - to kill the Tutsis as a racial group.

55. In these ways, RTLM became a party to the incitement before 6 April 1994. However, it is
sought to say that this is not the case. That contrary view is based on the fact that the Trial Chamber
found that '[a]fter 6 April 1994 [when the genocide started], the fury and intensity of RTLM
broadcasting insreased, particularly with regard to calls on the population to take action against the
enemy'.ror I am not in favour of a view that this means that, in the opinion of the Trial Chamber,
RTLM had not been engaged, before 6 April 1994, in incitement to commit genocide. The
statement does not mean that there was no incitement before that date, or that such incitement as
there was before that date was neither frrious nor intense. Incitement existed: it was fruious and
intense; its furiousness and intensity merely increased later.

2. The oeriod after 6 Aoril 1994

56. Here I agree with the Appeals Chamber that the RTLM was inciting genocide in the period
following 6 April 1994.r0'?As explained above, the momentum increased after 6 April 1994, when
the genocide commenced; it is not to be overlooked that subsequent broadcasts were made against
the background of an ongoing genocide and were clearly intended to be understood as endorsing
that genocide. In an RTLM broadcast of 13 May 1994, Kantano Habimana, a joumalist, spoke of
exterminating the Inkotanyi so as 'to wipe them from human memory' and of exterrninating the
Tutsi 'from the surface of the earth ... to make them disappear for good'.'o On 23 May 1994, he

e6 Appeals Chamber Judgement, para. 754.
" Trial Judgement, para.255.
t@ Ibid,, paft.387.
r0r Trial Judgement, para. 481. See also pua. 486.
102 Appeals Chamber Judgement, pra.758.
ror Trial Judgement, para. 483.
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said on RTLM, 'At all costs, all Inkotanyi have to be exterminated, in all areas of our country'''s
Another RTLM broadcast was made on 4 June 1994, in which he said, 'One hundred thousand
young men must be recruited rapidly. They should all stand up so that we kill the Inkotanyi and

exterminate them, all the easier ... [T]he reason we will exterminate them is that they belong to one

ethnic group'.ros A few days later there was a bloodcurdling RTLM broadcast in which he said that

the Ink;tanti 'looked like cattle for the slaughter'.'6 The 'fighting' words 'kill' and 'exterminate',

used in theie broadcasts, had occurred in the Jew-baiting articles published in Der Stilrmer. The

Appeals Chamber agreed with the Trial Chamber that the reference to the Inkotanyi was a reference

to ihe Tutsis'o' - a finding that is important. Symptomatic of its evolution' by 6 April 1994 the

RTLM became known as 'Radio Machete'.'o8 Thus, the Appeals Chamber was correct in agreeing

with the Trial Chamber that RTLM was inciting genocide in the period following 6 April 1994'

H. The Trial Chamber had enoueh evidence that the aooellants personallv collaborrted with
the specific nurnose of committins qenocide

57. I regret that I cannot support the finding of the Appeals Chamber that there was not

suffrcient .uid.n . that the upp.ll*tt collaborated over the commission of genocide.'@ The

Appeals Chamber accepts thai a genocidal agreement among them can be inferred from the

evidence.r'0 But, in dealing with the evidence, it then says:

La question a ce stade pour Ia Chambre d'appel est de savoir si, d supposer que cefte

"ooidi*tio, 
institutionnelle ai, eft Ahb\e, un juge des laits raisonnable Pouvait en conclure que

la seule ddduction raisonnable possible dtait que cetle coordination institutionnelle rCsuhait d'une

r^solution d'qgir concerfte en yue de commeltre le ginocide. or, s'il ne /ait aucun doute que

I'ensemble de ces conclusiow facnetles sont comPatibles avec l'existence d'un < programme

commun, fisant la commksion du gdnocide, il ne s'agit pas Id de la seule diduction raisonnable

possible. LIn juge des faits raisonnable powait aussi cq4c.lure que.ces .institutions auaient-collabori 
poir'promouvoir t'id,ologie < Hutu power t datn le cadre du combal politique

opposant iluns'et Tutsis ou pou, pipog", la haine,e,thnique contre les Tulsis, sans loulefois

appeler d Ia destruction de ,out ou partie de ce gtoupe."'

In paragraph 912 of its judgement, the Appeals Chamber concludes:

La chambre d'appel considire qu'un juge des faits raisonnable ne pornait conclure au-deld de

tout doute raisoinable, sur la iase des ,liments r^capittrlds ci-dessus, que la seule ddduction

raisonnable possible dtait que les Appelants avaient collabori personnellement et qu'ils avaienl

organisi uni coordination institurionnelle enfte la RTLM, la cDR et Kangura dans le but de

,i^r"tt 
" 

le gCnocide. EIte fait droit au moyen correspondant des Appelants et annule les

ddclarations de culpabititC prononcizs contre les Appelann Nahimana, Baroyagwiza et Ngeze
pour Ie crime d,eniente en vue de commetfte Ie gdnocide (premier chef d'accusation -des trois'Actes 

d'accusalion dressis d leur encontre), L'incidence de ces 1n\ulations sera consid6r6e plus

Ioin, dans le chapitre consacr' d Ia peine. EIIe reielte, les consid€rant sans obiet, les autres

arguments souler4s par les Appelants.

tM lbid.,paIa.425.
tot lbid., p a.396.
t6 lbid.,parc,4l5.
rot Appeals Chamber Judgement, para. 53. Cf. ibid,, pa[as 740 -751, r€lating to the broadcast of l6 March 1994; the text

of thi iroadcast was not directed to the equivalence between Inkotanyi and Tutsis, but the general context showed it.
'o'Trial Judgement, paras 444 & 1031.
r@ See Appeal Chamber Judgement, para. 912.
tto lbid., p{a.896.
ttt lbid., para,9lo.
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58. It does not appear that the Appeals Chamber held that the accused did not personally
collaborate. What it held was that they did not personally collaborate 'dans le but de commettre le
ginocide' .tt2 The question raised by the Appeals Chamber was whether they collaborated merely
over the promotion of 'Hutu power' by non-genocidal means, or whether they collaborated over the
achievement ofthat aim by the specific means of genocide.

59. The Appeals Chamber accepts that genocidal purposes were 'eompatibles avec I'existence
d'un < programme commun > visant la commission du gdnocide'ttx; in other words, it accepted that
the evidence could support the view that the collaboration had a genocidal purpose. What it says is
that a more limited purpose was equally compatible with the existence of that 'programme

commune' or 'joint agenda', namely, the purpose of promoting Hutu power by non-genocidal
means, and that therefore the promotion of Hutu power by genocide was not proved beyond
reasonable doubt. There are four answers.

60. First, since the Appeals Chamber had no 'doubt' that a genocidal purpose was 'compatible'

with the Joint agenda' of the appellants, the Appeals Chamber is to be taken to admit that there was
evidence before the Trial Chamber on which it could reasonably hold that the purpose of their
collaboration was to commit genocide. The Appeals Chamber has no basis for disagreeing with the
holding which the Trial Chamber proceeded to make on that evidence; that holding is not shown to
have been unreasonable.

61. Second, there seems to have been no argument before the Trial Chamber as to whether the
aim of any collaboration was the establishment of Hutu power by means short of genocide.
Paragraph 906 of the Appeals Chamber Judgement does not suggest that there was any such
argument. There was no such argument because tle argrment would imply that the appellants did
collaborate on some matters - and this they stoutly denied."t Thus, the argument that the aim ofany
collaboration was limited to the establishment of Hutu power by non-genocidal means was not
made. In the result, the Appeals Chamber is without the benefit of the views of the parties or of the
Trial Chamber on the argument.

62. Third, there is a consideration conceming the limited thnrst of an argument that, in addition
to the principle that guilt must be proved beyond reasonable doubt, in cases in which the evidence is
purely circurnstantial, the court must acquit unless the facts are not only consistent with guilt but are
also inconsistent with any other rational explanation. The principle sought to be invoked by the
argument does not stand in glorious independence ofthe principle that guilt must be proved beyond
reasonable doubt, but is a consequence of the latter: if another explanation can with equal reason be
drawn, it follows that guilt has not been proved beyond reasonable doubt."' No doubt, the rule
about there being another equally reasonable explanation is a suitable way (particularly if there is a
jury) of applying the general rule about reasonable doubt in some cases of circumstantial

tt2 Ibid., Da'ia. gl2.

"' Appeals Chamber Judgement, para.9l0.
"o See, for example, Nahimana's submissions during tlre appeal hearing, Transcript of the Appeals Chamber,
I ? January 2007, at p. 6; Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 244; Ngeze Appellanfs Brief, para. 289(ii).

"t Mccreevy v. DPP 119731I All E.R. 503, HL. There are variations in other jurisdictions. See, for example , Barca v.
The Queen, !9751 I 13 C.L.R. 82, lM, De Gruchy v. The Queen, 2l I CLR 85 (2002) HCA, para. 47, and R. v.
C hapnan, l2002l 83 S.A.S.R. 286, 291.
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evidence,rr6 and it has been employed by the Tribunal; but it does not introduce a separate or more

stringent rule, being more a matter of form than of substance'

63. And, fourth, it has to be bome in mind that the trial jurisdiction was given to the Trial

Chambers - not to the Appeals Chamber. The Appeals Chamber is to conect any elrors which the

Trial Chambers made; it ;ust exercise that corrective jurisdiction firmly; but it must take care not

to wrest the jurisdiction of the Trial Chambers or to act as an overseer. Appellate jurisdiction is not

to be exerciied to determine whether the appellate court agrees with a finding of fact made by the

trial court, except in the sense of determining whether there was evidence on which a reasonable

trier of fact could make that finding. If there was such evidence before the Trial Chamber, in the

absence of a clear error of reasoning, it is immaterial that the Appeals Chamber, if it were the Trial

Chamber, would have made a different finding of fact."7 Otherwise, the competence of the Appeals

Chamber to say whether there was evidence before the Trial Chamber on which a reasonable trier

of fact could have made the same finding as the Trial Chamber degenerates into a device for

escaping from the Appeals Chamber's duty to defer to the Trial Chamber's findings of fact.

64. In my view, there was enough material on which the Trial Chamber could reasonably find,

as it did, that the three appellants pirsonally collaborated with the specific purpose of committing

genocide. Nor is the legii consequence of that collaboration to be overlooked. [t meant that the

ippellants *er" .6ponrible for the acts committed by each other; thus, there is no need for t}te

iipeals Chamber to be preoccupied with the question whether the liability for any act physically

done by one of the app"ilunt, is to be confined to him alone. More particularly, it Tlant that any

inadequacy in the pubficatio ns in Kangura could be filled by the transmissionl 9! nrlu, and vice

versa. ltwas only if the total material disseminated by both Kangura and the RTLM was deficient

that the prosecution would fail; I do not find any basis for suggesting an overall deficiency'

I. Whether anv incitement was direct and public

65. A last point is whether any incitement was direct and public. It is not necessary to debate

whether any incitement was public: it clearly was. It is more useful to consider whether it was

direct. On ihis point, I fully accept that a prosecution fails if all that is established is that the

incitement was 
-vague 

or indirectl there must be no room for misunderstanding its meaning.

Sometimes it is said that the incitement has to be'immediate', which term is probably used in the

dictionary sense of'pressing or urgent'. The incitement must call for immediate action" but it

certainlyis not the caie that the prosicution has to show that genocide in fact followed immediately

after thi message or at all. That would collide with the established law that the desired result does

not have to be proved. So the fact that earlier messages were not followed by a genocide is not

relevant. But some other qualifications have to be understood.

66. First, it is not necessary to require proof that incitement to commit genocide was made

expressly, or thut th. term 'direct' was used in the findings of the Trial Chamber, even though the

tt6 See Knight v. The eueen, (lgg2) 175 CLR 495, at 502, in which Mason CJ, Dawson and Toohey JJ considered the

rulc that ttri jury had io be directed that they should only find by inference an element of the crime charged if there

were no othei inference or inferences which were favourable to the appellant, and remarked that th€ rule 'is a direction

which is no more that an amplification ofthe rule that the prosecution must prove its case beyond reasonable doubt and

the ouestion to which it draws afiention - that arising from the existence ofcompeting hypotheses or inferences - may

occur in a limited way in a case which is otherwise one ofdirect rather than circumstantial €vidence',
tt7 Kuprelkit,lT-95-i 6-A, 23 October 2001, para. 30, quoting Tadit,lT-94-l-A, first separate opinion, para. 30.
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employed; and local culture has to be taken into account. As the Trial Chamber indicated, there may
be no 'explicit call to action'.rre But, as it found in this case, 'The message was nevertheless direct.
That it was clearly understood is overwhelmingly evidenced by the testimony of witnesses that
being named in Kangura would bring dire consequences'.r2o ln other words, the question is, how
was the message understood by those to whom it was addressed?

67. Second, it is necessary to attend to the methodology used by the Trial Chamber in answering
the question whether the appellants intended specifically to incite others to commit genocide.
Sometimes, the Trial Chamber would answer the question as a formal part of its findings.
Sometimes it would impliedly answer the question in the course of dealing with the testimony of
witnesses. Sometimes it might say expressly that the witness was credible, sometimes it might not.
It does not matter how the Trial Chamber proceeded, provided that its position was clear. In my
view. it was.

68, Third, whether the incitement was specific has to be judged on the evidence of the public's
understanding of it, and that is ultimately a question of fact to be determined by the Trial Chamber.
The Appeals Chamber could interfere but only if it considered that the inference which the Trial
Chamber drew from the evidence was one which no reasonable tribunal of fact could draw. There
could be lack of reasonableness if the Trial Chamber drew an inference of guilt from evidence
which merely showed that the appellants were preaching a sennon on the mount. But this
lamentably is not that kind ofcase.

69. The Trial Chamber had many RTLM broadcasts before it. I do not know of any rule which
required it to reproduce them individually or verbatim in its judgement. Giving its impression ofthe
broadcasts taken together, it said that 'many of the RTLM broadcasts explicitly called for
extermination' . r2r Likewise, it said, 'The Chamber has also considered the progression of RTLM
programming over time - the amplification of ethnic hostility and the acceleration of calls for
violence against the Tutsi population. In light of [the] evidence..., the Chamber finds this
progression to be a continuum that began with the creation of RTLM radio to discuss issues of
ethnicity and gradually tumed into a seemingly non-stop call for the extermination of the Tutsi.'r"
Then there is this passage in the Trial Judgement:

The [Trial] Chamber finds that RTLM broadcasts exploited the history ofTutsi privilege and Hutu
disadvantag€, and the fear of armed insurrection, to mobilize the population, whipping them into a
frenry of hatred and violence that was directed larg€ly against the Tutsi ethnic group. The
Interahamwe and other militia listened to RTLM and acted on the information that was broadcast
by RTLM. RTLM actively encouraged them to kill, relentlessly se"nding the message that the Tutsi
were the enemy and had to (sic) [be] eliminated once and for all.'"

70. Also, the relaxation of the hearsay rule permitted the Trial Chamber to rely on the evidence
of witnesses who had listened to the programmes of RTLM. On the basis of 'all the programming
he listened to after 6 April 1994, Witness GO testified that RTLM was constantly asking people to
kill other people, that no distinction was made between the Inyenzi and the Tutsi, and that listeners

"t M. Politis said that international law avoids sacramental words; see his argument in Mavrommatis Concessions,
P.C.I.J., Series C, No. 5J, (1924), p.50.
lle Trial Judgement, para. 1028.
t2o lbid.
''' Trial Judgement, para.483. See also, ilrd, paras.484485.
tP lbid,. Darc.485.
123 lbid,. Dara.488.
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were encouraged to continue killing them so that future generations would have to ask what Inyenzi
or Tutsi looked like'.'a The Trial Chamber found Witness GO to be credible.rtt Dahinder! whom
the Trial Chamber also considered to be credible,rr 'said that beginning on 6 April 1994' RTLM
had "constantly stined up hatred and incited violence against the Tutsis and Hutu in the opposition,
in other words, against those who supported the Arusha Peace Accords of August 1993.n' t27

71. Prosecution Expert Witness Alison Des Forges might be challenged in other forar28 on other
points but this does not affect her testimony in the Trial Chamber that -

[T]he message she was getting fiom the vast majority of people she talked to at the time of th€
killings was ,stop RTLM'. She noted that potential victims listened to RTLM as much as they
could, from fear, and took it seriously, as did assailants who listened to it at the baniers, on the
streets, in bars, and even at the direction of authorities. She recounted one report that a
bourgmestre had said, 'Listen to the radio, and take what it says as if it was coming from me'' Her
conclusion on the basis of the information she gathered was that RTLM had an eno. rmous impact
on the situation, encouraging the killing of Tutsis and ofthose who protected Tutsis.r2e

72. Matters previously referred to must not be revisited. Enough has been cited to show that
there was evidence on which the Trial Chamber could reasonably find that RTLM was 'constantly

asking people to kill other people', namely, Tutsis; that it was engaged in an 'acceleration of calls

for violence against the Tutsi population'; that it was 'whipping them [the Hutus] into a frenzy of
hatred and violence that was directed largely against the Tutsi ethnic gloup'; that it was making 'a

seemingly non-stop call for the extermination of the Tutsi'. In these and other ways, RTLM was

directly inciting the public to commit genocide. Because of collaboration, all the appellants would

be caught by that finding. In addition, they would have liability through the Kangura,ptblications.
In sum, there was ample evidence on which the Trial Chamber could reasonably find that

incitement by the appellants thro ughboth Kangura and RTLM was direct.r3o

J. Conclusion

73. The case is apt to be porhayed as a titanic struggle between the right to freedom of

expression and abuse of that right. That can be said, but only subject to this: No margin of delicate

appreciation is involved. The case is one of simple criminality. The appellants knew what they were

doing and why they were doing it. They were consciously, deliberately and determinedly using the

medL to perp€Uate direct and public incitement to commit genocide. The concept of guilt by

association is a useful analytical tool, but, with respect, it can also be a battering ram; in my

opinion, there is no room for its employment here. It was the acts of the appellants which led to the
deeds which were done: a causal nexus between the two was manifest. The appellants were among
the originators and architects of the genocide: that they worked patiently towards that end does not
reduce their responsibility. The evidence reasonably supported the finding by the Trial Chamber
that -

Kangura and RTLM explicitly and repeatedly, in fact relentlessly, targeted the Tutsi population
for destruction. Demonizing the Tutsi as having inherently evil qualities, equating the ethnic group

with .the enemy' and pofiaying its women as seductive enemy agents, the media called for the

t21 lbid,. para.483,
t2t lbid,. p{a. 464.

|2^: Ibid,. patus 464 and 546.
''' lbd,. pala. 457 .
tz" See Mugesera v. Canada,2003 FCA 325
r2e Trial Judgement, para.458. Other footnotes omitted.
tto lbid., paras 1033, 1034 and 1038.
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74. In the light of that and other similar findings, the Trial Chamber correctly noted that the
'present case squarely addresses the role ofthe media in the genocide that took place in Rwanda in
1994'.133 In its view, the 'case raises important principles conceming the role of the media, which
have not been addressed at the level of intemational criminal justice since Nuremberg. The power
of the media to create and destroy fundamental human values comes with great responsibility.
Those who control such media are accountable for its consequences'.r34 I agree.

75. For the foregoing reasons, I would maintain the judgement of the Trial Chamber save on
three points. First, I agree with the Appeals Chamber in reversing the convictions of Mr Ngeze as
far as they relate to his acts in Gisenyi;r35 this is due to the findings of the Appeals Chamber as to
the credibility of a prosecution witness, there being in particular a question as to whether he
recanted his testimony after the trial. Second, I agree with the Appeals Chamber that
Mr. Barayagwiza cannot be held liable for all the acts committed by any CDR members,r36 and
accordingly support the reversal of his convictions pursuant to article 6(3) insofar as they relate to
his superior responsibility over CDR militias and Impuzamugambi. T\ird,l agree with the Appeals
Chamber in reversing a conviction in cases where two convictions for the same conduct have been
made under both paragraphs I and 3 of article 6 of the Statute, only a conviction under one
paragraph being allowed.

76. These variations do not disable me from recognising that the case was a long and
complicated one. The Trial Judgement has been the subject of many comments - all useful and
interesting, if occasionally unsparing. For myself, I am mindful of the danger of thinking differently
from respected fellow-members of the bench. I am sensible to the force of the opposing arguments,
and appreciate the wisdom of being wary of a 'doctrinal disposition to come out differently'.r3?
These weighty considerations oblige me to re$et that, on the record, I see no course open to me but
to dissent in part.

r3r Emohasis added.
'32 Trial Judgement , parc.963.
'"" Ibid., oara.979.
t34 lbid., g*a. g45.
'15 Appeals Chamber Judgement. para. 468.
"" |bid., parc.882, 1003
t" See Lewis v. Attorney General ofJamaica and Another, t2001] 2 AC 50 at 90, Lord Hoffinann, dissenting.
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ISigned]

Mohamed Shahabuddeen
Judge

Signed 22 November 2007 at The Hague, The Netherlands
and rendered 28 November 2007 at Arusha, Tatlzanta.

[Seal ofthe Tribunal]
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1. In Kordit and Cerkezt and Naletilit and Martinovi6,2 Judge Schomburg and I clearly stated
that we were opposed to the reversal of the caselaw by the majority of the Judges of the ICTY
Appeals Chamber on the issue of cumulative convictions entered for persecution as a crime against
humanity - a crime punishable under Article 5 of the ICTY Statute - and for imprisonment,
murders, expulsion, extermination and other inhumane acts entered pursuant to the same Article and
based on the same facts. I also made my position known on this issue in my Dissenting Opinion
appended to the Appeals Chamber's Judgement in Stakit.' In the instant case, the majority of the
Appeals Chamber agrees with the reasoning of the majority in the Kordit and Cerkez and Stakit
Appeal Judgements and, on the basis of the same facts,a found Appellant Barayagwiza guilty of
both persecution and extermination as crimes against humanity under Article 3 of the ICTR
Statute.t I cannot endorse the findings of the majority of the Appeals Chamber in this matter and
remain in disagreement with the underlying reasoning.

2. I shall not repeat here all the arguments I have developed in my previous Dissenting
Opinions, and would specifically refer to these. I am, however, concemed to make the point that
persecution as a crime against humanity has, in my view, to be seen as an empty hull, a sort of
residual category designed to cover any type of underlying act. It is only when the underlying act of
persecution is identified that the offence punishable under Article 3(h) of the ICTR Statute -
Article 5(h) of the ICTY Statute - takes on a concrete form. Without the underlying act, the hull
represented by the offence ofpersecution remains empty.

3. I therefore consider it futile to construe in a rigid and purely theoretical manner the concept
of "materially distinct element", which is central to ICTR and ICTY case-law on cumulative
convictions for purposes ofa comparison between the crime ofpersecution and other crimes against
humanity.5 Thus I believe that, in specific cases where a Chamber has to consider the issue of
cumulative convictions entered in respect of the same facts for persecution and for other crimes
against humanity, it cannot - if it wishes to give an account ofthe accused's criminal conduct in as
complete and fair a manner as possible - merely compuue the constituent elements of the crimes in
question, but must also consider the acts underlying the crime ofpersecution, without which there is
no crime.

4. Hence, faced as it was in the present case with the issue of cumulative convictions for
persecution and extermination as crimes against humanity on the basis of the same acts, the Appeals

I Dario Kordit and Mario Cerkez v. Prosecurol, Case No. lT-95-14/2-A, Appeal Judgement, 17 December 2004
("Kordit and Cerkzz Appeal Judgement"), Chapter XIII: "Joint Dissenting Opinion of Judge Schomburg and Judge
Ctlney on Cumulative Convictions".
2 Mladen Naletili,, alias "Tuta", and Vinfut Martinovi', alias "Stela" v. Prosecutor, Case No. IT-98-34-A, Appeal
Judgement, 3 May 2006 (Naletilit, and Martinovit Appeal Judgement") Chapter XII: "Joint Dissenting Opinion of
Judge Schomburg and Judge G0ney on Cumulative Convictions".
" Milomir Stakit v. Prosecutol, Case No. lT-97-24-A, Judg€ment, 22 March 2006 ("Stakit Appeal Judgement"),
Chapihe XfV: "Opinion dissidente du Judge Giiney sur le cumul de dtclarations de culpabilit€' .
" Namely, the murders committed by CDR militants and Imprzamugam6i at roadblocks supervised by Appellant

Parayagwiza: Appeal Judgement, para. 1025; see also paras.946 and 1002.
" Appeal Judgement, pans. 1026-1027 .
6 I am referring to the test applied in the CelebEi Appeal Judgement, namely that cumulative convictions for the same
fact and on the basis of different statutory provisions are permissible only if each provision involved has a materially
distinct element not contained in the other. According to this Judgem€nt, an element is materially distinct from another
if it requires proofofa fact not required by the other: Ceiebidi Appeal Judgement, paras, 400 el reg.
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Chaniber should have relied, in order to convict Appellant Barayagwiza, only on the most specific
provision, namely the crime ofpersecution.

5. Should I decide to remain silent on this matter in future cases, my silence should not in any
way be construed as an approval of the reversal of the caseJaw by the majority ofthe Judges ofthe
ICTR and ICTY Appeals Chambers.

Done in English and French, the French text being authoritative.

ISigned]

Mehmet Giiney
Judee

Signed 22 November 2007 at The Hague, The Netherlands,
and rendered 28 November 2007 at Arusha, Tanzania.

[Seal ofthe Tribunal]
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XXT. PARTLY DISSENTING OPINION OF JUDGE MERON

A. The Case Should Have Been Remanded

l. The sheer number of enors in the Trial Judgement indicates that remanding the case, rather
than undertaking piecemeal remedies, would have been the best course. Although any one legal or
factual error may not be enough to invalidate the Judgement, a series of such enors, viewed in the
aggregate, may no longer be harmless, thus favoring a remand. Such is the case here. Throughout
the Appeals Judgement, the Appeals Chamber has identified several errors in the Trial Chamber
decision, some of which it deems insufficient to invalidate the Judgement.r At other times, the
Appeals Chamber has acted as a fact-finder in the first instance and substituted its own findings in
order to cure the errors2 when, in fact, the Trial Chamber is the body best suited to this task.

2. The volume of errors by the Trial Chamber is obvious as demonstrated by the numerous
convictions that the Appeals Chamber reverses as well as the issue that I discuss below. Based on
the quashed convictions and the cumulative effect of other enors, I believe that a remand was
clearly wananted.

B. Nahimana's Conviction for Persecution (RTLM Broadcasts)

3. The Trial Chamber convicted Appellant Nahimana for persecution pursuant to Articles 3(h),
6(1), and 6(3) of the Statute, and the Appeals Chamber has affirmed the conviction based on
Articles 3(h) and 6(3). The conviction rests on Appellant Nahimana's superior responsibility for the
post-6 April RTLM broadcasts. My objections to the conviction for persecution are two-fold: first,
from a strictly legal perspective, the Appeals Chamber has improperly allowed hate speech to serve
as the basis for a crirninal conviction; second, the Appeals Chamber has misapplied the standard
that it articulates by failing to link Appellant Nahimana directly to the widespread and systematic
attack.

4. By way of clarification, when I refer to "mere hate speech," I mean speech that, however
objectionable, does not rise to the level of constituting a direct threat of violence or an incitement to
commit imminent lawless action.3 Hate speech, by definition, is vituperative and abhorrent, and I

' To take a few examples: The Appeals Chamber explicitly holds that the Trial Chamber violated Appellant
Barayagwiza's right to counsel, one of the most fundamental rights enjoyed by an accused in a criminal proceeding.
Appeals Judgement, pala 173 (noting that the Trial Chamber undermined the equity ofthe proceedings and violated the
principle of equality of arms). In addressing Appellant Ngeze's alibi defense, the Trial Chamber asserted that Ngeze's
alibi was no alibi at all because, even if it were hue, Ngeze still could have committed the acts with which he was
charged. The Appeals Chamber finds such "pure speculation" to be an enor. Appeals Judgement, para. 433. The
Appeals Chamber also finds that the Trial Chamber ened when it noted that Ngeze reminded RTLM listeners not to kill
Hutus accidentally instead of Tutsis. Asffibing to Ngeze the converse of this statement-that killing Tutsis at the
roadblocks was acceptable-would have been an impermissible basis for finding genocidal intent. Appeals Judgement
para. 569. Similarly, with r€gard to Appellant Barayagwiza, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber ened by
failing to speciff for what purpose it refened to Barayagwiza's pre-1994 statements at CDR meetings. If the Trial
Chamber had used such statements to establish a material fact (owing to the vagueness, the purpose was impossible to
discem), then there would have been a violation ofthe Tribunal's temporal jurisdiction. Appeals Judgement, pan. 647.
Again, none ofthe emors, in isolation, was sufficient to invalidate the Judgement, but the prevalence ofthese and other
enors should give the Appeals Chamber greater pause.
' For instance, the Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber did not explicitly find that the Impuzamugambi
whom Appellant Barayagwiza supervised at roadblocks actually killed large numbers of Tutsis. Rather, the Appeals
Chamber deems the finding to have been implicit. The Appeals Chamber's conclusion was critical because
Barayagwiza's supervision of the roadblocks was the only evidence of his genocidal intent following the exclusion of
his statements at the pre-I994 CDR meetings. Appeals Judgement, para. 663. This is fact-finding in the first instance.
' See Brandenburg v. Ohio,395 U.5.444,447 (1969).

T certified ICTR
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personally find it repugnant. But because free expression is one of the most fundamental personal
liberties, any restrictions on speech-and especially any criminalization of speech-must be
carefu lly circumscribed.

1. Mere Hate Speech is Not Criminal

5. Under customary intemational law and the Statute of the Tribunal, mere hate speech is not a
criminal offense. Citing the obligation to ban hate speech under the Intemational Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial
Discrimination (CERD), the Trial Chamber held that "hate speech that expresses ethnic and other
forms of discrimination violates the norm of customary intemational law prohibiting
discrimination.'a Although the Appeals Chamber does not address the accuacy of this statement,5
the Trial Chamber incorrectly stated the law. It is true that Article 4 of the CERD and Article 20 of
the ICCPR require signatory states to prohibit certain forms of hate speech in their domestic laws,
but do not criminalize hate speech in intemational law. However, various states have entered
reseryations with respect to these provisions. Several parties to the CERD objected to any
obligation under Article 4 that would encroach on the freedom ofexpression embodied in Article 5
of the CERD and in their own respective laws.6 For example, France stated: "With regard to
article 4, France wishes to make it clear that it interprets the reference made therein to the principles
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and to the rights set forth in article 5 of the
Convention as (eleasing the States Parties ftom the obligation to enact anti-discrimination
legislation which is incompatible with the fieedoms of opinion and expression and of peaceful
asiembly and association guaranteed by those texts."7 With respect to Article 20 of the ICCPR,
several states reserved the right not to introduce implementing legislation precisely because such
laws might conflict with those states' protections of political liberty.s The United States has entered
arguably the strongest reservations in light of the fact that the American Constitution protects even
"vitupeiative" andl'abusive" language'that does not quali$ as a "true threat" to commit violence.ro
Critiially, no state party has objected to such reservations. The number and extent of the
reservations reveal that profound disagreement persists in the intemational community as to
whether mere hate speech is or should be prohibited, indicating that Article 4 of the CERD and
Article 20 of the ICCPR do not reflect a settled principle." Since a consensus among states has not
crystallized, there is clearly no norm under customary intemational law criminalizing mere hate
soeech.

4 Trial Judgem€nt, parc. 1076.
t Aooeals Judsement, para. 987.
u Int"mational Conu.niion on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, R€servations and Declarations, U N.
Doc. CERD/C/60/Rev. 4.
' Id. at li . Similarly, the relevant reseryation by the Unit€d Stales declares '[t]hat the Constitution and laws of the
Unit€d States contain extensive protections of individual freedom of speech, expression and association. Accordingly,
the United States does not accept any obligation under this Conv€ntion, in particular under articles 4 and 7, to restrict
those rights, through the adoption of legislation or any other measures, to the €xtent that they are protected by the
constitution and laws ofth€ United Stat€s." 1d. at 28.
8 United Nations, General Assembly, Human Rights Committee, Reservations, Declarations, Notifications and Objections
R€lating to the Intemational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Optional Proiocols Thereto, U.N. Doc.
CCPPJCZ/Rev. 3, reproduced in Manfred Nowak, U.N. Covenant on Civil and Political Rights: CCPR Commentary,
Appendix at 749 (Australia), 762 (Malta), 765 (New Zealand), 770 (United Kingdom), 770 (United Stateo (1993).
' Watts 1'. United States, 394 U.S. 705, 708 (1969).
t0 Id. at706,7OB (holding that a drafr protester's statement that "[i]fthey ever make me carry a rifle the first man I want

to get in my sights is [the President]" did not qualif as a "true threat")'
ll See Nowak at 369 (summarizing the reservations and declarations of sixteen states restricting their interpretations of
and obligations under Article 20 ofthe ICCPR).
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drafting history of the Genocide Convention bolsters this conclusion. An initial

provision, &aft Article III, stated: "All forms of public propaganda tending by their systematic and
hateful character to provoke genocide, or tending to make it appear as a necessary, legitimate or
excusable act shall be punished."r2 As the commentary to draft Article III made clear, the provision
was not concemed with direct and public incitement to commit genocide, which fell under the
purview of draft Article II; rather, draft Article III was aimed unequivocally at mere hate speech.r3
Importantly, the final text of the Convention did not include draft Article III or subsequent
proposals by the Soviet delegation that also would have codified a ban on mere hate speech.ra As a
result, the Genocide Convention bans only speech that constitutes direct incitement to commit
genocide; it says nothing about hate speech falling short ofthat threshold.

7. Furthermore, the only precedent of either Intemational Tribunal to address this precise
question notes that hate speech is not prohibited under the relevant statute or customary
intemational law. The language of the Kordit Trial Judgement of the Intemational Criminal
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) is instructive.

The Trial Chamber notes that the Indictment against Dario KordiC is the first indictment in the
history ofthe lnternational Tribunal to allege [hate speech] as a crime against humanity. The Trial
Chamber, however, finds that this acg as alleged in the Indictment, does not by itself constitute
persecution as a crime against humanity. lt is not enumerated as a crime elsewhere in the
Intemational Tribunal Statute, but most importantly, it does not rise to the same level of gravity as
the other acts enumerated in Article 5. Furthermore, the criminal prohibition of this act has not
attained the status ofcustomary intemational law. Thus to convict the accused for such an act as is
alleged as persecution would violate the principle of legality.rs

The Prosecution did not appeal this important determination, and the Appeals Chamber did not
intervene to correct a perceived enor, lending credence to the notion that the Kordit Tial
Judgement accurately reflects the law on hate speech. Notably, Article 5 ofthe Statute ofthe ICTY,
including the prohibition against persecution, is virtually identical in scope to Article 3 of the
Statute of the ICTR under which Nahimana was convicted.

8. In light of the reservations to the relevant provisions of the CERD and the ICCPR, the
drafting history of the Genocide Convention, and the Kordi| Trial Judgement, it is abundantly clear
that there is no settled norm of customary international law that criminalizes hate speech. Similarly,
a close textual analysis demonstrates that the Statute of the ICTR does not ban mere hate speech.
This is as it should be because the Statute codifies established principles of intemational law,
including those reflected in the Genocide Convention.ru Were it otherwise, the Tribunal would
violate basic principles of fair notice and legality. The Appeals Chamber asserts that finding that
hate speech can constitute an act of persecution does not violate the principle of legality as the
crime of persecution itself "is suffrciently precise in intemational law."r? I find this statement

'' The Secretary-General, Draft Convention on the Crime ofGenocide, at 7, art. nl, U.N. Doc.El447 (26llune 1947).
'" Id. ,t32.
'n U.N. Econ. & Soc. Council, 5 Apr. - l0 May 194E, Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Genocide, at 9, U.N. Doc.
E1794 (24 May 1948\.
'.', Prosecutor v. Kordi| & Cerkez, Case No. IT-95-142-T, Judgement, 26 February 2001, para. 209 (citations omitted).
16 See The Statute ofth€ Intemational Criminal Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Genocide and
Other Serious Violations of Intemational Humanitarian Law Committed in the Tenitory of Rwanda and Rwandan
Citizens Responsible for Genocide and Othei Such Violations Committed in the Territory of Neighbouring States,
b€tween I January 1994 and 3l December 1994, art. I (8 Nov. 1994),33 l.L.M. 1598, 1602 (1994) ('Statute").
" Appeals Judgement, para. 988 n. 2264. The original French text reads: "le traitement d'un simple discours haineux
comme un acte sous-jacent de persCcution ne saurait en tant que tel constituer une entorse au principe de l€galit€
puisque le crime de persdcution lui-m€me est suffisammenl d€fini en droit intemational."
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puzzling.In intemational criminal law, a notion must be precise, not just "suffrciently precise." The 
'

Brief of Amicus Curiae conectly observes that "[i]n contrast to most other crimes against
humanity. . . 'persecution' by its nature is open to broad interpretation."rE Citing Kordii, which is
given short shrift by the Appeals Chamber,re the Bief of Amicus Curiae continues: "Mindfirl of the
attendant risks to defendants' rights, intemational courts have sought to enswe the 'careful and
sensitive development' of the crime of persecution 'in light of the principle of nullem crimen sine
lege' .u2o The Tribunal must proceed with utrnost caution when applying new forms of persecution
because, of the various crimes against humanity, persecution is one of the most indeterminate.2'
There are difficulties with the rubric or definition of persecution itself, and even more so with the
vagueness of its constituent elements. The combined effect of this indeterminacy and the Tribunal's
desire to address effectively such an egregious crime as persecution is to gravitate towards
expansion tluough judicial decisions. Understandable as such tendency is, it may clash, as in the
present case, with the firndamental principle of legality.

2. Why Hate Speech is Protected

9. The debate over the wisdom of protecting hate speech has raged for decades, and I do not
purport to summarize the debate here. While some scholars have defended the protection of hate
speech on the ground that tolerant societies must tiemselves exempliS tolerance or that the best
antidote to malevolent speech is rational counterargument (rather than suppression), my objective
here is more practical. Because of the extent to which hate speech and political discourse are often
intertwined, the Tribunal should be especially reluctant to justif criminal sanctions for unpopular
speech.

10. From an ex post perspective, courts and commentators may often be tempted to claim that
no harm, and in fact much good, could come from the suppression of particularly odious ideas. In
many instances, hate speech seems to have no capacity to contribute to rational political discourse.
What, then, is its value? The reason for protecting hate speech lies in the ex ante benefits. The
protection of speech, even speech that is unsettling and rmcomfortable, is important in enabling
politicaf opposition, especially in emerging democracies. As amicus curiae in the instant case, the
bpen Society Justice Initiative has brought to the Tribunal's attention numerous examples of
regimes' suppressing criticism by claiming that their opponents were engaged in criminal
incitement. Such efforts at suppression are particularly acute where political parties correspond to
ethnic cleavages. As a result, regimes often charge critical joumalists and political opponents with

"incitement to rebellion" or "incitement to hatred."22 The threat of criminal prosecution for
legitimate dissent is disturbingly common," and offrcials in some countries have explicitly cited the

example of RTLM in order to quell criticism of the goveming regimes.2r "[S]weepingly overbroad
definitions of what constitutes actionable incitement enabled govemments to threaten and often
punish the very sort of probing, often critical, commentary about govemment that is of vital

tE B/,ef of Amicus Curiae, p.27 .
le Appeals J udgeme nt, para. 988 n.2264.
" Brief of Anicus Curiae, P.27.
]l Cl, Appeals Judgement, pam.985 n.2255, para.988 n.2264.
" Brief of Amicus Curiae, P. 4.
21 See Brief of Amicus Curiae, pp. 5-8.
'o Bief of Amicus Cwiae, p. 5 ("Repressive govemments in countries with genuine ethnic problems have increasingly
used the example of RTLM as an excuse to clamp down on legitimate criticism in the local press and civil society. . . ."
(intemal quotation marks omitted)).
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to a free society."2s In short, overly permissive interpretations of incitement can ahd do

lead to the criminalization ofpolitical dissent.

I 1. Tlte ex ante benefit of protecting political dissent, especially in nascent democracies, is the
reason that speakers enjoy a wide berth to air their viewpoints, however crassly presented. Even
when hate speech appears to be of little or no value (the so-called "easy cases"), criminalizing
speech that falls short of true threats or incitement chills legitimate political discourse, as various
counfiies have recognized. In South Africa, one of the few countries that has removed certain hate
speech from constitutional protection, speech may be criminalized only when it "constitutes
incitement to cause harm."t' Similarly, the American Constitution does not protect "true threats"2?
or incitement designed and likely to provoke imminent lawless action.2E However, "the govemment
may not prohibit the expression of an idea simply because society finds the idea itself offensive or
disagreeable."'ze

12. The Statute of the ICTR explicitly prohibits genocide and incitement to commit genocide.3o
When hate speech rises to the level of inciting violence or other imminent lawless action, such
expression does not enjoy protection. But for tle reasons explained above, an attempt, under the
rubric of persecution, to criminalize unsavory speech that does not constitute actual imminent
incitement might have grave and unforeseen consequences. Thus, courts must remain vigilant in
preserving the often precarious balance between competing freedoms.

3. Mere Hate Speech May Not Be the Basis of a Criminal Conviction

13. In upholding Appellant Nahimana's conviction, the Appeals Chamber has impermissibly
predicated the conviction on mere hate speech. As noted above, my colleagues do not decide
whether hate speech, without more, can be the actus re s of persecution under the Statute, but hate
speech nonetheless is an important and decisive factor in the conviction for persecution." In effect,
the Appeals Chamber conllates hate speech and speech inciting to violence and states that both
kinds of speech constitute persecution.32 This, to my mind, is a distinction without a meaningfirl
difference.

14. I agree with the Appeals Chamber that under the Tribunal's jurisprudence, cumulative
convictions under different statutory provisions are permissible as long as each provision has at
least one distinct element that the Prosecution must prove separately.33 The same act - here,
Nahimana's responsibility for the post-6 April RTLM broadcasts - may form the basis for
convictions of direct and public incitement to commit genocide as well as persecution; however, the
unique element of persecution is that the acts must be part ofa widespread and systematic attack on

25-Brief of Anicus Curiae, p.8.
" S. Afr. Const. ch. 2, $ l6(2)(c).
'' Watts v. United Stares,394 U.5.705,?08 (1969).
2t Brande nbur g v. O h io, 39 5 U.S. 4 4 4, 447 (1 969\.
" Texas v. Johnson,491 U.S. 397, 4 | 4 ( 1989).
'o Articles 611; & 6(3) ofthe Statute.
'' See Appeals Judgement, paras 987-88.
32 Appeals Judgement, para. 988. The original French text reads: "La Chambre d'appel conclut donc que les discours
haineux et les discours appelant i la violence conhe les Tutsis tenus apr0s le 6 awil 1994 . . . constituent en eux-m6mes
d€s actes de persdcution."
" Appeals Judgement, para. 1019.
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a civilian population.34 Because of Nahimana's responsibility for the post-6 April broadcasts, the

only remaining question concems whether the unique element ofpersecution existed.

15. One might argue that the post-6 April broadcasts in tlemselves are enough to establish the

existence of a widespread and systematic attack on a civilian population. The Appeals Chamber
recognizes the weakness of such a conclusion; otherwise, the analysis would have been much more

straightforward and would not have required a hnessing ofthe hate speech question.rs Clearly, then,

the existence of mere hate speech contributed to the Appeals Chamber's frnding of a widespread

and systematic attack. My distinguished colleagues defend this approach by noting (l) that

"undeilying acts of persecution can be considered jointly":e and (2) that "it is not necessary that , . .

underlying acts of persecution amount to crimes in intemational law."37 According to this view, hate

speectl though noi criminal, may be considered along with other acts in order to establish that the

Appellant committed persecution.

16. The fundamental problem with this approach is that it fails to appreciate that speech is

unique---<xpression which is not criminalized is protected. As Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes has

obsirved: "Every idea is an incitement."sE But in the case of conllicting liberties, a balance must be

struck, and speeih that falls on the non-criminal side of that balance enjoys special protection. This

stands in stark contrast to other non-criminal acts that have no such unique status and indeed may

contribute to the aggregate circumstances a court can consider." The Appeals Chamber, even

without deciding whether hate speech alone canjusdry a conviction, nevertheless permits protected

speech to se*e is a basis for a conviction for persecution. Such a tack abrogates the unique status

accorded to non-criminal expression and, in essence, criminalizes non-criminal speech'

4. Nexus Between Nahimana and the Widespread and Systematic Attack

17. Having discussed my objections to the legal question of what role, if any, mere hate speech

may play in justiffing a conviciion for persecution, I tum now to a factual problem. In describing

the'widesptead ani systematic attack on a civilian population that must underpin the conrriction, the

Appeals Chu*b.. takes cognizance of a campaign "characterised by acts of violence (killings' ill'

triatments, rapes, . . .) and;f destruction of property."no Nowhere in the Judgement, however, does

the Appeais ittumU.i establish a nexus between these vile acts and Appellant Nahimana' Unless

there li a causal nexus between the underlying acts committed by an accused and the systematic

attack to which they contributed, a conviction for persecution would be based on guilt by

ra Appeals Judgemen! Para. 1034.
5 See Appeals Judgement, paras 983-88,995-96.
tu epp"ofr Judgemlnt, pia. 987. The original French text reads "les actes sous-jacents de persdcution peuvent Ctre

considCrCs ensemble."
3? Appeals Judgement, para. 985. The original French text reads: "il n'est pas n6cessaire que ces actes so$-Jacents

constituent eux-m€mes des crimes en droit intemational."
ts Gitlow v. New fork,268LJ,5.652,673 (1925) (Holmes' J.' dissenting).
t" see, e-g., Prosec*or v. Brdanin, case No. IT-99-36-T, Judgement, I september 2004, paras 1049, 1067 (treating

denial ofemployment as a fuctor that can contribute to persecution).
{ Appeals Judgement, Para. 988.
ar Appeals Judgement, para. 988.
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18. The Appeals Chamber notes that mere hate speech "contributed" to the other acts of

violence and i.,-us constituted an instigation to persecution.ar It also observes that the hate speech
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occurred in the midst ofa "broad campaign of persecution against the Tutsi population."a2 While the
Appeals Chamber has thus correctly recognized the necessity of establishing a causal nexus
between Nahimana's actions and the widespread and systematic attack, it has marshaled no
evidence to this effect. The supposed nexus rests on notling more than ipse dixit declarations that
Nahimana's hate speech "contributed" to a larger attack.a3

19. It is true that Nahimana's responsibility for the post-6 April broadcasts occurred within the
same temporal and geographic context as the wider Rwandan genocide. Generalizations about the
atrocities that took place, though, cannot convert Nahimana's conviction for direct and public
incitement to commit genocide into a conviction for persecution as well. It is quite possible that a
direct link exists between Nahimana's actions and the wider attack, but a vague appeal to various
killings, rapes, and other atrocities does not pass muster under norms oflegality and due process.

20. The conclusion, then, is that the evidence of Nahimana's connection to a widespread attack
rests on only two sources: first, certain post-6 April broadcasts, which the Appeals Chamber itself
deemed insufficient when considered alone, to establish that such an attack took place; and, second,
non-criminal hate speech, which I have argued should not form the basis, in whole or in part, ofany
conviction. Nahimana's conviction for persecution is thus left on extremely weak footing and
cannot stand.

21. For the foregoing reasons, I believe that the Appeals Chamber should have reversed
Nahimana's conviction for persecution.

5. Nahimana's Sentence

22. Because I would reverse tie conviction of Appellant Nahimana for persecution, I believe
that the only conviction against him that can stand is for direct and public incitement to commit
genocide under Article 6(3) and based on certain post-6 April broadcasts. Despite the severity of
this crime, Nahimana did not personally kill anyone and did not personally make statements that
constituted incitement. In light of these facts, I believe that the sentence imposed is too harsh, both
in relation to Nahimana's own culpability and to the sentences meted out by the Appeals Chamber
to Barayagwiza and Ngeze, who committed graver crimes. Therefore, I dissent from Nahimana's
sentence.

a2 Appeals Judgement, pan.995. The original French text reads: "une vaste campagne de violence d l'encontre de la
population tutsie."
nr Appeals Judgement, paras. 988,995.
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ISigned]

Theodor Meron
Judge

Signed 22 November 2007 at The Hague, The Netherlands,
and rendered 28 November 2007 at Arusha, Tanzania.

[Seal of the Tribunal]

Translation c€rtified bv LSS, ICTR
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p+c6oh1ftANNEXA

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

l. The Trial Chamber rendered its Judgement in the present case on 3 December 2003.'
Ferdinand Nahimana ("Appellant Nahimana"), Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza ('Appellant
Barayagwiza") and Hassan Ngeze ('Appellant Ngeze") lodged appeals. The main aspects of the
appeal proceedings are summarized hereafter.

A. Assiement of Judges

2. By Orders of 17 and 19 December 2003 the following Judges were assigned to hear the
appeal: Judges Theodor Meron (presiding), Mohammed Shahabuddeen, Florence Mumba, Fausto
Pocar and In6s M6nica Weinberg de Roca, who was designated Pre-Appeal Judge.'? On
15 July 2005, Judge Andrdsia Vaz was assigned to replace Judge In6s M6nica Weinberg de Roca,
with effect from 15 August 2005;3 Judge Andr6sia Vaz was also designated Pre-Appeal Judge.n
On 18 November 2005, Judge Liu Daqun was assigned to replace Judge Florence Mumba5 and, on
24 November 2005, Judge Mehmet Giiney was assigned to replace Judge Liu Daqun.u

B. Filine of written submissions

l. Aopellant Nahimana

3. On 19 December 2003, following a motion by Appellant Nahimana for extension of time to
file his Notice of Appeal,? the Pre-Appeal Judge ordered the Appellant to file his Notice of Appeal
and his Appellant's Brief within 30 and 75 days respectively from the communication of the French
translation of the Judgement.E An uncertified French version of the Judgement having been made
available on 5 April 2004, the Appellant filed his Notice of Appeal on 4 May 2004.'He filed a first
Brief on 17 June 2004.10 Since this did not comply with the applicable Practice Directions, in

I The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimaaa et al., Case No. ICTR-99-52-T, Judgement and Sentence, 3 December 2003
('Judgement"). The English version of the Judgement (being authoritative) was filed on 5 December 2003. An
uncertified French translation of the Judgement was filed on 5 April 2004. The certified French translation of the
Judgement was filed on E March 2006.
'Order ofthe Presiding Judge Assigning Judges and Designating the Pre-Appeal Judge, 17 December 2003; Order of
the Presiding Judge Assigning Judges and Designating the Pre-Appeal Judge, 19 Decemb€r 2003, ordering that llassaz
Ngeze v. The Prosecutor and Ferdinand Nahimana and Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza v. The Prosecutor be treated as a
sinele case.
3 Oider replacing a Judge in a case before the Appeals Chamber, l5 July 2005.
" Order ofthe Presiding Judge Designating the Pre-Appeal Judge, 19 August 2005; see also Conigendum to the Order
entitled "Order ofthe Presiding Judge Designating the Pre-Appeal Judge," 25 August 2005.
' Order Replacing a Judge in a Case before the Appeals Chamber, l8 November 2005.
" Order Replacing a Judge in a Case before the Appeals Chamber, 24 November 2005.
' Defence Motion for extension of time to file the Notice of Appeal of the Judgement delivered on 3 December 2003
against Ferdinand Nahimana (Rules 108 and I l6 ofthe Rules ofProcedure and Evidence), l2 December 2003.
'Decision on Motions for an Extension of Time to File Appellants' Notices ofAppeal and Briefs, 19 December 2003.
See also Decision on Ngeze's Motion for Clarification of the Schedule and Scheduling Order, 2 March 2004, p. 4
(ordering the three Appellants to file their Notices of Appeal and Appellant's Briefs no later than 30 and 75 days
respectively from the communication ofthe Judgement in the French languag€).
Y Notice of Appeal, 4 May 2004.
to The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Carre No. ICTR-99-52-A, Mdmoire d'appel, '17 June 2004. On
25 May 2004 (Decision Denying Further Extension of Time), the Pre-Appeal Judge rejected the Appellant's motion for
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particular in regard to page limits, on 24 June 2004 the Pre-Appeal Judge ordered ttte epidttdniio'
file a new Brief by 9 July 2004 that was consistent with the Rules and the Practice Directions." On
8 July 2004, the Appellant requested the full bench of the Appeals Chamber to grant him leave to
file an Appellant's Brief which, although shorter than the Brief filed on 17 June 2004, still exceeded
the prescribed page limits.r'z Before the Appeals Chamber had rendered a decision on the matter, the
Appellant filed this new Appellant's Brief.'3 On 3l August 2004, the Appeals Chamber dismissed
the Appellant's motion and ordered him to file a new version of his Appellant's Brief consistent
with the Rules and the Practice Directions.ra The Appellant filed confidentially a new Brief with
annexes on 27 September 2004.15 A public version of this Brief was filed on I October 2004.

4. Following the filing of the Respondent's Brief (in English only) on 22 November 2005, the
Pre-Appeal Judge instructed the Registrar to provide a French translation to Appellant Nahimana by
3l March 2006, specifying that the Appellant would then have 15 days in which to file his Reply.'u
The Appellant received the French translation of the Respondent's Brief only on 7 April 2006. He
filed his Brief in Reply on 21 April 2006.17

2. AooellantBarayaev/iza

5. On 19 December 2003, following a motion by Appellant Barayagwiza for extension of time
to file his Notice of Appeal,'' the Pre-Appeal Judge ordered the Appellant to file his Notice of
Appeal and his Appellant's Brief within 30 and 75 days respectively from the communication of the
French translation of the Judgement.'e On 3 February 2004, the Appellant in person (and not his
Counsel) filed a "notice of request for annulment" of the Judgement.'o Counsel for the Appellant
filed a Notice of Appeal ot22 Apil2004'z' and the Appetlant in person filed an amended Notice of

extension of time to file his Appellant's Brief (Defence Motion for extension of time to file the Appellant's Briefand

time to present additional evidence, 14 May 2004, re-filed on l8 May 2004).
tr Decision on Ferdinand Nahimana's Motion for an Extension of Page Limits for Appellant's Brief and on

Prosecution's Motion Objecting to Nahimana Appellant's Brief' 24 June 2004.
t2 Requete de la Difense aux lins de ddp6t du nimoire d'appel rcvisd'8 Jvly 2004.
t3 The Proseculor v. Ferdinand Nahimarla, Appellant's Brief(Revised), 20 July 2004.
ra Decision on Ferdinand Nahimana's Second Motion for an Extension of Page Limits for Appellant's Brief,

3l August 2004.
ts TheVrosecutor v. Ferdinand Nqhimana, Appellant's Brief(Revised), filed confidentially on 27 September 2004.
'6 Scheduling Order Concerning the Filing of Ferdinand Nahimana's Reply to the Consolidated Respondent's Brief,
6 December 2005.
't Defence Reply,2l April 2006. On 20 April 2006, the Pre-Appeal Judge rej€cted the Appellant's motion for leave to
file his Defenci Reply of 60 pages or 18,000 words, on grounds that he had failed to establish the existence of

exceptional circumstances justirying his exceeding the page limits prescribed by the Practice Directions: Ddcision sur la

requAk de Ferdinqnd Naiimana attx Jins d'extension du nombre de pages autorisees pour la riplique de Ia Ddfense,
20 Aoril 2006.
tE Riqu€te de la Ddfense aux Jins de report du delai de dep6t de l'acte d'appel contre le Jugement rendu le trok
dCceibre 2003 contre Jan Bosco 6ic) Baruyagwiza (articles 108 et 116 du RAglement de procddure et de preuve),

l7 D€cember 2003.
re Decision on Motions for an Extension of Time to File Appellants' Notices ofAppeal and Briefs, l9 Decembet 2003'
The Decision on Ngeze's Motion for Clarification of the Schedule and Scheduling Order, 2 March 2004, and the
Decision on Barayagwiza's Motion for Det€rmination of Time Limits,5 March 2004, r€confirmed those time limits.
20 Notice of request for annulment ofthe Judgement rendered on 3 December 2003 by Chamber I in "The Prosecutor v.

Ferdinand Nihinana, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza and Hassan Ngeze, ICTF!-99-52-T," 3 February 2004. On
2 March 2004, the Pre-Appeal Judge granted l6ave to the Appellant to amend the said notice at any time prior to the
deadline for filing the Notices ofAppeal: Decision on Ngeze's Motion for Clarification ofthe Schedule and Scheduling
Order, 2 March 2004, p, 4.
2r Notice ofAppeal (pursuant to Article 24 ofthe Statute and Rule 108 ofthe Rules), 22 April 2004
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Alifehl on 27 April 2004." Following an order requesting him to indicate which docume-nt he
intended to rely on as his Notice of Appeal,'?3 the Appellant designated the Amended Notice of
Appeal filed on27 April2004.2o

6. On 19 May 2004, the Appeals Chamber stayed proceedings against the Appellant until
various problems relating to his representation were resolved.2s The Pre-Appeal Judge ended this
stay of proceedings on 26 January 2005 and ordered the Appellant to file any Amended or New
Notice of Appeal no later than 2l February 2005, and any Amended or New Appellant's Brief no
later than 9 May 2005.'?u At a Status Conference held on I April 2005, the Pre-Appeal Judge granted
leave to the Appellant to file his Appellant's Brief no later than 75 days from the assignment of a
full team to defend him, while any amendment to the Notice of Appeal was to be filed within the
following week.2? The Appellant filed a new motion before the Appeals Chamber for a further
extension of time.'zE On 17 May 2005, the Appeals Chamber granted leave to the Appellant to file an
amended Notice of Appeal and a new Appellant's Brief not later than four months after a full
Defence team had been assigned.'ze Appellant Barayagwiza filed his Notice of Appeal and
Appellant's Brief on 12 October 2005.30

7. As noted above, the Prosecutor filed his Respondent's Brief on 22 November 2005, but this
document was not communicated to Appellant Barayagwiza and his Lead Counsel until some days
later.3' On 6 December 2005, the Pre-Appeal Judge granted in part a motion of Appellant
Barayagwiza, allowing him to file his Reply by not later than l5 December 2005, but dismissing his
request to exceed the number of pages allowed.t' On 12 December 2005, the Appellant filed his
Brief in Reply.33

22 Acte d'appet nodifC aw /ins d'annulation du jugement rendu le 03 decembre 2003 par la Chambre I dans I'afaire
"Le Procweur contre Ferdinand Nahimana, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza et Hassan Ngeze, ICTR-99-52-T,"
2-7 April2004,
" Order Conceming Multiple Notices of Appeal, 3 May 2004
2^4. Notificalion sur la d4krminarion de mon Acte d'appel, frled in person by Appellant Barayagwiza on 5 May 2004.
" Decision on Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion Appealing Refusal of Request for Legal Assistance, l9 May 2004.
See also rzfa I. C. I
26 Order Lifting the Stay ofProceedings in Relation to Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, 26 January 2005. On 3l January 2005,
the Appellant filed a "Demande de sursh d I'application de I'Ordonnance du 26janvier 2005", which was dismissed
o_n 4 February 2005 (Order Conceming Filing by Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza).
" T(A) Status Conference of I April 2005. p. 20.
'" Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Urgent Motion for Leave to Have Further Time to File the Appeals Brief and
the Appeal Notice, filed confidentially on 2 May 2005.
" Decision on "Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Urgent Motion for Leave to Have Further Time to File the
Appeals Brief and the Appeal Notice", l7 May 2005. At the same time, the Appeals Chamber dismissed a series of
requests for extension of the page limits of the Appellant's Brief, additional visits to Arusha and communication
between the Appellant and the Defence team. Regarding the time limits for filing the Notice of Appeal and the
Appellant's Brief, see also the Decision on Clarification of Time Limits and on Appellant Barayagwiza's Extremely
Urgent Motion for Extension of Time to File his Notice ofAppeal and his Appellant's Brief, 6 September 2005.
'" Amended Notice of Appeal, 12 Octob€r 2005; Appellant's Appeal Brief, 12 October 2005. By Order of
l4 November 2005 (Order Concerning Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Filings of? November 2005), the Appeals
Chamber rejected the versions of Barayagwiza's Notice of Appeal and Appellant's Brief filed without leave on
7 November 2005.
3r See Decision on Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's and Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motions for Extension of Page and Time

Limits for their Replies to the Consolidated Prosecution Response, 6 December 2005, pp. 5-6.
" Decision on Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's and Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motions for Extension of Page and Time Limits
for Their Replies to the Consolidated Prosecution Response,6 December 2005; Conigendum to the "Decision on
Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's and Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motions for Extension of Page and Time Limits for their

B€plies to the Comolidated Prosecution Response", 7 December 2005.
" The Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Reply to the Consolidated Respondent's Brief, l2 December 2005.
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8. On 17 August 2006, the Appeals Chamber dismissed Appellant Barayagwiza's motions td
add seven further grounds of appeal to his Appellant's Brief and to amend his Notice of Appeal
accordingly; however, it granted the Appellant's motion to correct his Appellant's Brief.3a By
Decision of 30 October 2006, the Pre-Appeal Judge granted Appellant Barayagwiza's motion to
correct grammatical and typing enors in his Brief in Reply; it also accepted in part 2 of the
l9 conections proposed by the Appellant to the French translation ofhis Brief in Reply.35

3. Aopellant Neeze

9. On 19 December 2003, following Appellant Ngeze's motion seeking an extension of time
for filing his Notice of Appeal,36 the Pre-Appeal Judge ordered the Appellant to file this Notice by
9 February 2004 and his Appellant's Brief not later than 75 days from that date.37 On
6 February 2004, the Pre-Appeal Judge granted leave to the Appellant to file his Notice of Appeal
not later than 30 days from the communication of the French translation of the Judgement, and his
Appellant's Brief not later than 75 days from such communication.lE Counsel for Appellant Ngeze
nonetheless filed a Notice of Appeal on 9 February 2004.s The Appellant was subsequently granted
leave to amend this Notice of Appeal not later than 30 days from the communication of the French

- translation of the Judgement, and to file his Appellant's Brief not later than 75 days from such
It communication.4 On 30 April 2004, the Appellant (and not his Counsel) filed a document

apparently amending the Notice of Appeal of 9 February 2004.ar On 5 May 2004, the Pre-Appeal
Judge ordered Appellant Ngeze to indicate clearly which document he intended to rely on as his
Notice of Appeal.o'Since the Appellant's response in person did not comply with the directives he
had been given,a3 the Pre-Appeal Judge ordered that the Notice of Appeal filed by the Appellant's
Counsel on 9 February 2004 be considered as the Notice of Appeal.*

3a Decision on Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motions for Leave to Submit Additional Grounds of Appeal, to

Amend the Notice ofAppeal and to Conect his Appellant's Brief, 17 August 2006.
35 Decision on Barayagwiza's Conigendum Motions of 5 July 2006, 30 Octobet 2006. The Pre-Appeal Judge noted,

however, that it would have been suflicient to file a conigendum.
36 Motion of the Ngeze Defence Seeking an Extension of Time for Filing the Notice of Appeal (Pursuant [to] Rules 7,

108 and t l6 ofthe Rules ofProcedure and Evidence), l9 December 2003.
37 Decision on Motions for an Extension of Time to File Appellants' Notices ofAppeal and Briefs, l9 December 2003.
36 Decision on Ngeze's Motion for an Additional Extension of Time to File his Notice of Appeal and Briei

6 February 2004.
le Defence Notice ofAppeal (Pursuant to [Rulel 108 ofthe Rules ofProcedure and Evidence), 9 February 2004.
s Decision on Nqeze'jMotion for Clarification ofthe Schedule and Scheduling Order, 2 Malch2004,p.4.
'' Prisoner Hassirn Ngeze I't amendment of appeal notice. Pursuant to Rule 108 of the Rules of Procedure and

Evidence, 30 April 2004.
a2 Order Conce.ming Ngeze's Amended Notice of Appeal, 5 May 2004, p. 3. The Pre-Appeal Judge- also ordered the

Appellant - in casele ilected to rely jointly on the Notice of Appeal filed on 9 February 2004 and the amendment of

3ti ipril 2004, or elected to maintain only the amendment of 30 April 2004 - to re-fiIe, not later than 12 May 2004, a

single Notice ofAppeal complying with the Rules and the Practice Directions.
a3 ihe Appellant' merely indicated that both th€ Notice of Appeal of 9 February 2004 and the document of

30 April 2bb4 formed his Notice of Appeal: The Appellant Hassan Ngeze Clarification of What Will Be his Notice of

Appeal as per Appeal Order Conceming Ngeze's Amendment Notice of Appeal of May 5'2004, Document (A) and
(B) to Be Considered as a Single Notice ofAppeal, l0 May 2004.
4 Order Conceming Filings by Hassan Ngeze, 24 May 2004, pp. 3-4. By this Order, the Pre-Appeal Judge also rejected
the two motions filed by the Appellant (The Appellant Motion to Compel the Registrar to Disclose Report Made by

Jean pele Fometd, with the IJNDF Report Ciied in Media Judgement Paragraph 84 Page 23, for the Purpose of my
App€al Notice and Brief, filed confidentially on 6 May 2004; Appellant Hassan Extremely Urgent Memorandum
neiuesting ttre Appeal Chamber to Disregard and Reject-in Totality'what Counsel John Floyd'Filed on l0d May 2004

which he Called [sr'c] Ngeze Counsel Memorandum Regarding the Notice ofAppeal, 12 May 2004), and ordered the

Appellant to file all documents through his Counsel. This Order was subsequently reconfirmed: Order Conceming
Filings by Hassan Ngeze, l7 September 2004.
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to tl+6^1ft'l'0. ' pitibwiirg the dismissal of further motions filed by Appellant Ngeze seekiirg an'eitension of
time to file his Brief,as an Appeal Brief was filed on behalf of the Appellant on 21 June 2004.nu The
assignment of the Appellant's Counsel terminated on the same day.ot The Pre-Appeal Judge ordered
a stay of proceedings against the Appellant until another Counsel was assigned, and granted leave
to the Appellant to file a revised Notice of Appeal and a new Appellant's Brief following the
assignment.aE Mr. Bharat Chadha, Co-Counsel gssigned to the Appellant since 6 May 2004, was
eventually appointed Lead Counsel for the Appellant on 17 Novqmber 2004.4e In response to a
further motion by the Appellant for an extension of time,to the Pre-Appeal Judge ordered him to file
any motion to amend his Notice of Appeal by 17 December 2004, and to file his Appellant's Brief
by I March 2005.5r Time for filing an amended Notice of Appeal and Appellant's Brief was again
extended on 15 December 200432 and on 4 February 2005.53 Appellant Ngeze finally filed a
confidential version of his Appellant's Brief on 2 May 2005,54 and a confidential version of his
Notice of Appeal on 9 May 2005.55

ll. Following the filing of the Prosecutor's Respondent's Brief on 22 November 2005, the Pre-
Appeal Judge granted in part a motion by Appellant Ngeze, allowing him to file his Reply by
15 December 2005, but dismissing his request to exceed the page limits.56 On 15 December 2005,
the Appellant frled his Brief in Reply.rT

a5 Order Conceming Ngeze's Motion, 5 May 2004; Decision Denying Further Extension of Time, 25 May 2004. On
2 March 2004, the Pre-App€al Judge rejected the Appellant Ngeze's motion seeking leave to exceed the number of
pages prescribed for the Appellant's Brief: Decision on Ngeze's Motion for an Extension of Page Limits for Appeals
Brief, 2 March 2004. The Pre-Appeal Judge also rej€cted the Appellant's motion se€king review of this decision:
Decision on Ngeze's Motion for Reconsideration of the Decision Denying an Extension of Page Limits ltol his
Appellant's Brief, I I March 2004.
a6 Defence Appeal Brief(Pursuant to Rule I I I ofthe Rules ofProcedure and Evidence), 2l June 2004.
"' Decision of Withdrawal of Mr. John C. Floyd III as Lead Counsel for the Accused Hassan Ngeze, 2l June 2004
(Regismr's Decision).
'8 Decision on Ngeze's Motion for a Stay ofProceedings, 4 August 2004.
ot The delay in appointing Counsel was due to the Appellant's refusal to comply with certain procedures. The Appeals
Chamber, considering that firrther delays in the appointment of Counsel for the Appellant could affect negatively the
rights of the other Appellants, ordered the Registrar to assign the person selected by the Appellant (Co-Counsel
Chadha) before l8 November 2004, despiie the Appellant's failure to observe the formalities: Order Concerning 

O
{ppointment of Lead Counsel to Hassan Ngeze, I I November 2004, p. 3.
" Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Motion for the Grant ofExtension of Time to File Motion for th€ Amendment of Notice of

|ppeal and Appeal Brief, 29 November 2004.
'' Decision on Hassan Nceze's Motion for an Extension of Time. 2 December 2004.
52 The Appellant was grairted leave to file his amended Notice ofAppeal and amended Appellant's Brief simultaneously
on I April 2005, due to his new Co-Counsel's delay in taking up office: Oral Decision on Ngeze's Extremely Urgent
Motion for Reconsideration ofthe Decision on Motion for Extension of Time, l5 December 2004.
53 The Appellant was granted leave to file his Appellant's Brief by 2 May 2005, and any amendment to his Notice of
Appeal by 9 May 2005: Decision on Hassan Ngeze's Motion for an Extension of Time, 4 February 2005. On
27 April2005, the Pre-Appeal Judge rejected a new motion for extension of time: Decision Concerning Appellant
Hassan Ngeze's Extremely Urgent Motion for the Extension of Tim€, 27 April 2005.
5a Appellant's Brief(Pursuant to Rule l I I ofthe Rules ofProcedure and Evidence), 2 May 2005.
"" Amended Notice ofAppeal,9 May 2005.
56 Decision on Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's and Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motions for Extension of Page and Time Limits
for their Replies to the Consolidated Prosecution Response,6 December 2005; Conig€ndum to the "Decision on
Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's and Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motions for Extension of Page and Time Limits for their
Replies to the Consolidated Prosecution Response", 7 December 2005.
"Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Reply Brief (Rule I l3 ofthe Rules ofProcedure and Evidence), l5 December 2005.
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12. On 30 August 2007, the Appeals Chamber ordered the Appellant to file within 30 days
public versions of his Notice ofAppeal and Appellant's Brief.5E The Appellant filed public versions
of those filings on 27 September 2007.5' Having noted that only Annexes 4 and 5 of the public
version of Appellant Ngeze's Brief contained redacted portions and that there were discrepancies,
both editorial and substantive, between the public and confidential versions of the said Brief, the
Appeals Chamber decided (1) to lift the confidentiality of the Appellant's Brief filed on
2May 2005, save for Annexes 4and 5; (2) to regard Annexes 4 and 5 of the Appellant's Brief filed
on 27 September 2007 as the public version of Annexes 4 and 5; (3) to declare the remainder of the
Appellant's Brief filed on 27 September 2007 inadmissible.o

4. The Prosecutor

13. On 24 June 2004, the Pre-Appeal Judge clarified the time limits applicable to the filing of
the Respondent's Brief, namely 40 days from the filing of each Appellant's Brief or 40 days from
the filing of the last Appellant's Brief if the Prosecution intended to file a single consolidated
Respondent's Brief.6' On 15 November 2005, the Pre-Appeal Judge granted in part the Prosecutor's
motion, allowing him to file a consolidated Respondent's Brief of up to 200 pages or
60,000 words.6'?The Prosecutor filed his Respondent's Brief in English on 22 November 2005.63 On
30 November 2005, the Pre-Appeal Judge rejected Annexures A through G of Appendix A to the
Respondent's Brief.*

5. Amicus Curiae Bief

14. On 12 January 2007, the Appeals Chamber granted leave to the NGO, "Open Society Justice
Initiative," to frle an Amicus Curiae Bief; it also granted leave to the parties to respond to the said
Brief,65 which they did within the prescribed time limit.6

5E Order to Appellant Hassan Ngeze to File Public Versions of his Notice of Appeal and Appellant's Brief,

30 August 2007.
5e Amended Notice of Appeal (Pursuant to the Order of the Appeals Chamber of [r,c] dated 30 August 2007 to

Appelfant Hassan Ngeze to File Public Version of his Notice of Appeal and Appellant's Brief),27 September 2007;

Appeal Brief(Pursuanr to the Order ofthe Appeals Chamber of [sic] dated 30 August 2007 to Appellant Hassan Ngeze
to File Public Version ofhis Notice ofAppeal and Appellant's BrieD, 27 September 2007.
tr Order Concerning Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Filings of 27 September 200?, dat€d 4 October 200?, but filed o

5 Octobq 2007. Th; Appeals Chamber also sanctioned the Appellant's Counsel for not complying with the explicit
iNtructions given in the Order of30 August 2007
6r Decision on Ferdinand Nahimana's Motion for an Extension of Page Limits for Appellant's Brief and on
Prosecution's Motion Objecting to Nahimana Appellant's Brief, 24 June 2004.
62 Decision on the Prosecutor's Extremely Urgent Motion for Extension ofPage Limits, l5 November 2005.
63 Consolidated Respondent's Brief, 22 November 2005. The French translation of this document was filed on
4 April 2006 and communicated to the Parties on 7 April2006.
s Order Expunging from the Record Annexures "A" through "G" of Appendix "A" to the Consolidated Respondent's
Brief Filed on 22 November 2005, 30 Nov€mber 2005.
65 Decision on the Admissibility of the Amieus Curiae Brief Filed by the "Open Society Justice Initiative" and on its
Request to Be Heard at the ApPeals Hearing, 12 January 2007.
6 The Appeflant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Response to the Anicus Curiae lfuief) filed by "Open Society Justica
lnitiative," 8 February 2007; Rdponse au mCmoire de I'amictss curiae, 12 February 2007; Appellant Hassan Ngeze's
Respons€ to ,4niczs Brief Pursuance [rr?] to the Appeal [sic] Chamber's Decision of 12.01.2007, 12 February 2007;
Prosecutor's R€sponse to the "Amicus Curiae Brief in Ferdinand Nahinana, Jean-Bosco Barayagu)iza and Hassan
Ngeze v. The Prosecutor," 12 February 2007 .
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15. On 5 March 2007, $e Appeals Chamber rejected the Prosecutor's motion6T repeating his
oral request6E that the Chamber disregard certain arguments made by Appellant Barayagwiza at the
appeals hearing on 17 January 2007; however, it granted the Prosecutor leave to file a written
response to the new grounds raised by Appellant Barayagwiza,@ which he did on 14 March 2007.70
On 2l March 2007, Appellant Barayagwiza filed his reply.Tl

C. Renresentation of the Anpellants

L Apoellant Baravaewiza's reoresentation

16. On 25 March 2004, Appellant Barayagwiza filed a "Very urgent motion to appeal refusal of
request for legal assistance," in which he made a number of complaints against Counsel Barletta-
Caldarera (his Counsel at the time) and requested the Appeals Chamber to instruct the Registrar to
assign new Counsel to represent him. On 19 May 2004, the Appeals Charnber decided that,
although the Appellant had not clearly requested withdrawal of his Counsel Barletta-Caldarera, it
had to be understood that this was what he was requesting; the Appeals Chamber then inshucted the
Registrar to take a decision on this request.t2 After discussions with the parties concemed,T3 the
Registrar withdrew the assignment of Counsel Barletta-Caldarera on 24 June 2004.?a On
7 September 2004, the Appellant personally filed a "Demande d'arrdt dAlinitif des procidures pour
abus de procidure," alleging that the Registrar's failure to assign new Counsel amounted to an
abuse ofprocess. The Registrar submitted in reply that the delay was due to the Appellant's refusal
to complete certain forms.tr On22 October 2004, the Appeals Chamber settled the issue by ordering
the Regisfiar to appoint Counsel for the Appellant before 29 October 2004, even though the latter
had failed to complete certain forms.t6 Following new delays due mainly to the unavailability of

67 The Prosecutor's Motion to Pursu€ the Oral Request for the Appeals Chamber to Disregard Certain Arguments Made
b;i Counsel for Appellant Barayagwiza at the Appeals Hearing on l7 January 2007, 6 February 2007.
'" T(A) l8 January 2007, pp. l5-16.
o'Decision on the Prosecutor's Motion to Pursue the Oral Request for the Appeals Chamber to Disregard Certain
Arguments made by Counsel for Appellant Barayagwiza at the Appeals Hearing on l7 January 2007,5 Much2007,
'u The Prosecutor's Response to the Six New Grounds of Appeal Raised by Counsel for Appellant Barayagwiza at the

$ppeals Hearing on 17 lantary 2007, 14 March 2007.
" The Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Reply to "Prosecutor's Response to the Six New Grounds of Appeal
Raised by Counsel for Appellant Barayagwiza at the Appeals Hearing on l? Ianuary 2OO1",2l March 200?. On
19 March 2007, the Appeals Chamber granted a two-day €xtension of time for the filing of this reply: Decision on
Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion for Extension of Time, l9 March 2007. Appellant Nahimana also filed a
reply to the Prosecutor's Response to the Six New Grounds of Appeal (Riponse de la Ddfense d The Prosecutor's
Response to the Six New Grounds of Appeal Raised by Counsel for Appellant Barayagwiza at the Appeals Hearing on
17 January 2007, frled on 20 March 2007). In foohote 830 ofthis Appeal Judgement, the Appeals Chamber explains
that this reply was not authorized and refuses to take it into account.
'' Decision on Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion Appealing Refusal of Request for Legal Assistance, 19 May 2004,
The Appeals Chamber also stayed proceedings against the Appellant until the Registrar had taken a decision on the

Appellant's representation.
'" On 27 May 2004, Mr. Barletta-Caldarera commented in a letter on the Appellant's complaints against him. The
Appellant responded in a letter of4 June 2004.
'o DCcision de retrait de la commission d'ofice de Me. Giacomo Caldarera conseil principal de I'accwi Jean Bosco
B-arayagw iza, 24 I ne 2004.
'" Registrar's Representation pursuant to Rule 33(B) of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence Regarding Jean Bosco
Barayagwiza's Motion for a Stay ofProceedings, | 7 September 2004.
" Decision on Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion for Appointment of Counsel or a Stay of Proceedings,
22 Octobet 2004, corrected on 26 October 2004 (Conigendum to Decision on Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion for
Appointment ofCounsel or a Stay ofProceedings of22 October 2004).
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19. On 2 December 2004,
appointment of Co-Counsel.Ee
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persons initially chosen by the Appellant,?? Mr. Peter Donald Herbert was assigned as Lead Counsel
for the Appellant by the Registrar on 30 November 2004. subsequently, the Appeals chamber
rejected thi Appellant's objection to this assignmentTE and his motion for reconsideration.Te On
23 May 2005, the Registrar assigned Ms. Tanoo Mylvaganam as Co-Counsel for the Appellant.

17. on 27 March 2006, the Registrar denied a request by the Appellant's Lead counsel to
terminate the assignment of Co-Counsel Mylvaganam. E0 The Appellant subsequently filed a motion
to review this decision,s' which was denied on 29 August 2006 by the President of the Tribunal.s2
The Appeals Chamber confirmed this decision on 23 November 2006'El

2. Aooellant Neeze's representation

18. By Order of9 June 2004, the Pre-Appeal Judge requested the Registrar to file a response by
2l June 2004 to Appellant Ngeze's request for the withdrawal ofhis Counsel, John Floyd III.U On
21 June 2004, the Registrar terminated the assignment of this Counsel.E5 The Pre'Appeal Judge
subsequently ordered a stay of proceedings against the Appellant until a new Counsel was
assigned.* On 2 November 2004, in light of the delay in the appeals proceedings due to the non-
assignment of Counsel for Appellant Ngeze, the Pre-Appeal Judge ordered the Registrar to file a
report on this matter by 8 November 2004, and to take the necessary measures to ensure that
Counsel was appointed promptly.ET On I I Novembet 2004, the Appeals Chamber ordered the
Registrar to appoint Mr. Chadha as Counsel,tt which was done on 17 November 2004.

Pre-Appeal Judge requested the Registrar to expedite the
issue was further discussed at a Status Conference on

ljDecember 2004. on 19 January 2005, as co-counsel had yet to be assigned, the Pre-Appeal
Judge ordered the Registrar to file a report indicating the reasons for this delay and the measures

?? See Order to Appoint Counsel to Jean Bosco Barayagwiza,3 November 2004, and Registrar's Representation
pursuant to nute ii(S) of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence Regarding the Appeals Chamber _Decision on
iean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion for Appointment of Counsel or a Stay ofProceedings, 2 December.2004.
?s Decision on'Jjan Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion conceming the Regisfiar's Decision to Appoint Counsel,
l9 Januarv 2005.
D Decision on Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Request for Reconsideration of Appeals Chamber Decision of
l9 Januarv 2005.4 Februarv 2005.
so Decision of the Registrar Denying the Request of the Lead Counsel Mr. Peter Herbert to Terminate the Assignment
ofCo-Counsel Ms. Tinoo Mylvaganam Representing the Appellant Mr. Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza,2T Mtch2006.
8t The Appellant Jean-Bosco-Bariyagwiza's Urgent Motion for the President ofth€ ICTR to Review the Decision ofthe

Registrai Relating to the Continuing lnvolvement of Co-Counsel, filed confidentially on 3 May 2006. The R€gistrar

filed submissionJon this motion: Registrar's Submission under Rule 33(B) in Respect of the Appellant Jean-Bosco

Barayagwisa's Urgent Motion for th€ President of the ICTR to R€view the Decision of the Registmr Relating to the
Continuing Involvement ofCo-Counsel, l7 May 2005.
E2 Review ofthe Registrar's Decision Denying Request for Withdrawal ofCo-Counsel,29 August 2006.
E3 Decision on Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion Contesting the Decision of the President Refusing to

Review and Reveria the Decision ofthe Registrar Relating to the Withdrawal ofCo-Counsel, 23 November 2006.
14 Order to the Registmr, 9 June 2004.
E5 Decision of Withdrawal of Mr. John C. Floyd III as Lead Counsel for the Accused Hassan Ngeze, 2l June 2004.
& Decision on Ngeze's Motion for a Stay ofProceedings, 4 August 2004'
8? Order to Registrar, 2 November 2004. The Registrar made his representations on 8 November 2004: Registrar's

RepresentationJ pursuant to Rule 33 (B) of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence regarding the order of the Appeals

Chamber regarding assignment ofCounsel to Hassan Ngeze.
8E Order Conceming Appointment of Lead Counsel to Hassan Ngeze, I I November 2004.
8e Decision on Hassan Ngeze's Motion for an Extension of Time, 2 Decernber 2004.
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' taken to ensure that Appellant Ngeze's legal team was appointed promptly.s The Appellant's Lead
Counsel also submitted a report on this issue.er Co-Counsel Behram N. Shroff was finally assigned
on 26 January 2005.e

20. On 30 January 2006, the Registrar denied a first request by Co-Counsel ShrofP3 to withdraw
from the case.ea Co-Counsel Shroff was, however, allowed to withdraw from the case on 5 January
2007 for health reasons. e5 On 9 January 2007, Mr. Dev Nath Kapoor was assigned as Co-Counsel
for the Appellant.

D. Pre-AonealConferences

21. A first Status Conference was held on 15 December 2004 in the presence of Appellant
Ngeze and his Lead Counsel only.% A second conference was held on 9 March 2005,'? in the
absence of Counsel for Appellant Barayagwiza.e8 Counsel for Appellant Barayagwiza participated
in the 1 April 2005 Conference by video link.e On 7 Apil2006, a Status Conference was held in
Arusha in the absence of Counsel for Appellant Barayagwiza. I @

{ Order to Registrar, l9 January 2005. The Registrar filed his comments on 25 January 2005: A Report by the Registrar
Indicating the Reasons for the Delay in Appointing Co-Counsel for the Appellant Ngeze and the Steps Taken by the
Registrar to Ensure that Appellant Ngeze's Legal Team is Appointed Promptly.
'' Order to Registrar, l9 January 2005. Counsel for the Appellant filed his comments on 24 January 2005: Report to the
Pre-Appeal Judge - The Honourable lnds M6nica Weinberg de Roca - on the Steps Taken by the Defence to Ensure
that Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Legal Team is Appoinied Promptly pursuant to the Order to the Registrar of Dated bicl
^19'January 2005.
" A Report by the Registrar Indicating th€ Reasons for the Delay in Appointing Co-Counsel for the Appellant Ngeze
and the Steps Taken by the Registrar to Ensure that Appellant Ngeze's Legal Team is Appointed Promptly,
26 Januarv 2005.
t E-maii fiom the Co-Counsel addressed to the Registry purporting to submit his resignation with effect from
30 November 2005. 27 November 2005.q 

Decision of the Regishar Denying the Request of the Co-Counsel Mr. B€hram N. Schroff to Withdraw from
Representing Appellant Mr. Hassan Ngeze, 30 January 2006.
" Decision for the Withdrawal of Mr. Behram Shroff as Co-Counsel of the Accused Hassan Ngeze, 5 January 2007
(Decision of the Registrar).
'" This Status Conference was held pursuant to the Order of 14 December 2004 (Scheduling Order). Delays by the
parties in making their filings, problems concerning the translation ofexhibits, the appointment ofCo-Counsel, and the
issue of Appellant Ngeze's maniage were discussed.
'' This Status Conference was held pursuant to the Order of 8 February 2005 (Order Scheduling a Status Conference).
The following issues were discussed: translation offilings by the parties and exhibits; R€gistry's assistance in additional
investigations on appeal; budgetary constraints on th€ Defence; financing of travel by Counsel to Arusha; schedule of
proceedings; composition of Appellant Ngeze's Defence team; outstanding motions; Appellant Ngeze's maniage;

f ppellant Barayaguiza' s healtlt.
'o Order Conceming Status Conference of 9 March 2005, lE February 2005. The Pre-Appeal Judge ordered the
Registrar to provide Appellant Barayagwiza, if he so desired, with the assistance of a duty counsel during the
conference.
t This Status Conference was held pursuant to the Order of 29 March 2005 (Order Conceming Status Conference by
Video Link). The following issues were discussed: Appellant Barayagwiza's representation; transmission ofdocuments;
extension of time for filing the Notice of Appeal; communication between Appellant Barayagwiza and the Defence
team members, delays in appeals proceedings due to the appointment of a new Defence team to represent Appellant
Batayagwiza.
r@ This Smrus Conference was h€ld pursuant to the Order of9 March 2005. The following issues were discussed: time
limit for hlings and translation; health and d€tention conditions ofthe Appellants; unjustified motions.
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E. Apoears hearinqs lou?lhVft

22. By Decision of 16 November 2006, the Appeals Chamber scheduled the appeals hearings
for 16, 17 and l8 January 2006.'0' On 5 December 2006, the Appeals Chamber dismissed Appellant
Barayagwiza's motion requesting postponement of the appeal hearings and refused to give the
parties additional time for their oral submissions.ro2 On 15 January 2007, the Appeals Chamber
dismissed Appellant Ngeze's motion requesting postponement of the appeals hearings.'o3 The
hearings were held as scheduled on 16, 17 and 18 January 2007.

F. Appellant Baravaewiza's motion for reconsideration/review

23. On 26 September 2005, Appellant Barayagwiza requested the Appeals Chamber to examine
his motion of 28 July 2000 on its merits, '* and to reconsider and set aside the Decision of
3l March 2000.10s This request was dismissed on 23 June 2006.'6

G. Motions to admit additional evidence on apoeal

l. Apoellant Nahimana

24. On 14 December 2006,'07 Appellant Nahimana joined in Appellant Barayagwiza's motion
for leave to present the Ordonnance de soit-communiqui lDisclosure Order] of the French
Investigating Judge, Jean-Louis Bruguidre, containing the findings of the investigation into the
circumstances of President Habyarimana's assassination.r08 The Appeals Chamber dismissed the

l0l Scheduling Order for Appeals Hearing and Decision on Hassan Ngeze's Motion of 24 January 2006,
l6 November 2006. The Appeals Chamber also dismissed Appellant Ngeze's request to be allowed 90 minutes to plead
his case in person during app€al hearings, but it allowed each Appellant I0 minutes to address the Appeals Chamber
personally at the end ofthe hearings.
l0? Decision on the Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion Conceming the Scheduling Order for the App€als
Hearing, 5 December 2006.
r03 Decision on the Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Motion Requesting a Postponem€nt of the Appeal Hearing,
15 January 2007.
tM Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-97-19-AR72, RequAte en ertreme urgence de
l'Appelant en fevision et/ou rCexamen de la dicision de lq Chanbre d'appel rendue Ie 3l nars 2000 et pour sursis des
procidures, 28 I'tly 2000.
l0r Urgent Motion Requesting Examination of the Defence Motion Dated 28 July 2000, and Remedy for Abuse of
Process,26 Septemb€r 2005. See also the Prosecutor's Response to "Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion
Requesting Examination of Defence Motion Dated 28 July 2000, and Remedy for Abuse ofProcess", 6 October 2005;
Appellant's Reply to "Prosecutor's Response, dated 6th October 2005, to the Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's
Urgent Motion Requesting Examination of the Defence Motion Dated 2E July 2000, and Remedy for Abuse of
Process", 14 October 2005.
t6 DAcision relative A h requ^te de I'Appelant Jean Bosco BarTyagwiza demandant l'examen de Iq tequek de Ia
Defense da6e du 28 juillet 2000 et raparution pour abus de proeddure,23 June 2006; Cotigendum d la Ddcision
relarive d la requ1te de l'Appelant Jean Bosco Barayagwiza demandant I'examen de la requ€te de la Ddfewe datde du
28 juillet 2000 et reparation pour abus de procCdure,28 June 2006. The Appeals Chamber also granted the
Prosecutor's motion requesting the rejection of the aflidavit of Mr. Jusry Patrick Lumumba Nyaberi (Prosecutor's
motion to have affidavit of Justry Patrick Lumumba Nyaberi rejected, 20 October 2005), filed confidenfially by the
Appellant on l8 October 2005.
to? Requete urgente de Ia Ddfense aux fins d'Ate autorisd lsicl d prisenter un dldment de preuve supplimentaire
(article I l5 RPP),14 Dec€mber 2006.
loE The Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence (Rule ll5),
7 December 2006.
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rhotion'oir 12 Januarv 2007 on the sround that this document was not relevant and could not have
any impact on the decision.'m 

-

2. AppellantBarayagwiza

25. On 29 March 2004, Counsel Barletta-Caldarera filed a motion on behalf of Appellant
Barayagwiza for leave to present additional evidence.r'o Following the replacement of Counsel
Barletta-Caldarera and the lifting of the stay of proceedings against the Appellant, the Pre-Appeal
Judge requested Appellant Barayagwiza to notifi him whether he intended to proceed with or
withdraw the Motion of 29 March 2004."' Following the Appellant's failure to notiff the Appeals
Chamber of his intention within the prescribed time limits, the Chamber concluded that the motion
had been withdrawn. "t

26. The Appellant subsequently filed a number of motions for leave to present additional
evidence, which were all dismissed because they did not meet the criteria set out in Rule 115 of the
Rules:

- Motion of 28 December 2005,"' dismissed on 5 May 2006;rra

- Motions of 7 July 2006,r't 13 September 2006'16 and 14 November 2006,r't dismissed on
8 December 2006;"E

- Motion of 7 December 2006,rp dismissed on 12 Jantnty 2007.t20

r@ Decision on Appellants Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's and Ferdinand Nahimana's Motions for Leave to Present
Additional Evidence pusuani to Rule I15, l2 January 2007.

"o Motion for Admission of Additional Evidence for Good Cause Permitting an Extension of Time Pusuant to
Rule I 15 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence (conceming the Report by French investigating Judge Jean-Louis
Bruguidre on the crash ofthe Rwandan President's plane),29 March 2004.
rrr Order Lifting the Stay of Prcceedings in Relation to Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, 26 January 2005, ordering the
Appellant to notiry the Appeals Chamber of his intention to continue with or abandon the motion of 29 March 2004 no
later than 2l February 2005.
rr2 Decision on Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence Pursuant to
Rule I 15, 5 May 2006, paras. 17, 28.
rrr The Appelant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence (Rule ll5), filed
confidentially on 2E December 2005. On 23 January 2005, the Pre-Appeal Judge granted (1) APPellant's motion for
leave to present additional evidence of40 pages; and (2) Ptosecution's motion granting him leave to exceed the number
of pages authorized in his response to the Appellant's motion: [Confidential] Decision on Formal Requirements
Applicable to the Parties' Filings Related to the Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion for Leave to Present
Additional Evidence, 23 January 2006. The Pre-Appeal Judge further ordered that both versions of the Appellant's
Reply, together with the Prosecution's Rejoinder, be expunged from the record. Lastly she ordered the Appellant to
re-fiIe, by 30 January 2005, the annexes to his motion to present additional evidence.
tto Decision on Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence Pursuant to
Rule I 15, 5 May 2006.
rrt The Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence (Rule I l5), 7 July 2006.
On 26 May 2006, the Pre-Appeal Judge granted Appellant Barayagwiza's motion for leave to present additional
evidence of 15 pages or 4,500 words relating to Expert Witness Alison Des Forges: Decision on Jean-Bosco
Barayagwiza's Motion for Extension ofthe Page Limits to File a Motion for Additional Evidence.
"o The Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence (Rule
1.3 September 2006.
"' The Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence (Rule
14 November 2006.
r[ Decision on Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motions for Leave to Present Additional Evidence pursuant to
Rule I l5 ofthe Rules ofProcedure and Evidence. 8 December 2006.
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3. Appellant Ngeze

27 . On 30 April 2004, Appellant Ngeze submitted to the Appeals Chamber a series of
documents and a videotape. As explained in a letter of 4 May 2004, the purpose of these was to
present additional evidence on appeal.'2' The Pre-Appeal Judge dismissed the motion on the ground
that it was incompatible with Rule I l5 of the Rules and the applicable Practice Directions.r22

28. On 12 May 2004,r'?3 Appellant Ngeze sought to join in the motion filed on 29 March 2004
by Counsel for Appellant Barayagwiza. The Appeals Chamber dismissed his request on
24May 2004 on the ground that the motion filed by Counsel for Appellant Barayagwiza did not
contain the evidence that he sought to present on appeal; the Chamber then requested Appellant
Ngeze to file a new motion in accordance with the applicable rules.''n

29. Appellant Ngeze subsequently filed several motions for leave to present additional evidence,
the majority of which were dismissed because they did not meet the criteria set out in Rule I 15 of
the Rules:

Motion of l1 January 2005,125 dismissed on 14 February 2005;''u

Motions of 4 and 1l April 2005,r'?7 dismissed on 24 May 2005;''?E

Motions of 12 and 18 May 2005,'" dismissed on 23 February 2006;130

Motion of 4 July 2006,'3' dismissed on 27 November 20061"

rre The Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence (Rule ll5),
7 December 2006.
120 Decision on Appellants Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's and Ferdinand Nahimana's Motions for Leave to Present
Additional Evidence pursuant to Rule I15, 12 January 2007.
l2t Appellant Hassan Ngeze Urgent Letter to the Appeals Chamber Requesting the Rescheduling Time ofAppeal Brief,

Undl I get a New Counsel, Under Exception brcl Circumstances & Good Reason' 4 May 2004.
r2 OrdJr Concerning Ngeze's Motion, 5 May 2004. This Order was without prejudice to Appellant Ngeze's right to file

a motion in accordance with the applicable rules.
123 Ngeze Defence's Notice in Support ofthe Motion for Aditional [sic] Evidence Filed by Defence Counsel Caldarera,
12 May 2004.
r2a Order conceming Hassan Ngeze's Request to Join Co-ApPellant's Motion, 24 May 2004'
r2r Aooellant Hassan Ngeze's Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence, ll lanuary 2005.
'2u Deiision on Appellairt Hassan Ngeze's Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence, l4 February 2005.
12? Appellant Hassan ttgeze's Urlent Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence, filed confidentially on
4 Apria 2005; Appellant Hassan Ngez€'s Urgent Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence, I I April 2005.
r28 

[Confidential] Decision on Appellant Hassan Ngez€'s Motions for Admission of Additional Evidence on Appeal,
24 Mav 2005.
'2n Apiellant Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence of Witness ABQ, filed
confidentiafly on 12 May 2005; Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motion for L€ave to Present Additional Evidence of
Wifress OQ, filed confidentially on l8 May 2005.
r30 

[Confidential] Decision on Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Six Motions for Admission of Additional Evidence and/or
further lnvestigation at the Appeal Siage, 23 February 2006.
13l Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence (Rule I l5) of Wihess ABCI aS
per Prosecutor's Discfosure of Transcript of Defence Witness ABCI's Testimony in The Proseculor v. Bagosora el al.,
Filed on 22nd June 2006 Pursuant to Rule 75(F)(ii) and Rule 68 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence, filed
confidentially on 4 July 2006.
r12 Decision on Motions Relating to the Appellant Hassan Ngeze's and the Prosecution's Request for Leave to Present
Addirional Evidence of Witnesses ABCI and EB, rendered on 7 November 2006 (both public and confidential
versions).

Translation cenified bv LSS. ICTR
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' ' ' i-i.'',',- -.Motion of 5 January 2007,'33 dismissed on 15 January 2007.'34

However, certain of the Appellant's motions to present additional evidence relating to Witr:ress EB
werc granted, as explained below.

- Witness EB

30. On 25 April 2005, Appellant Ngeze filed a motion for leave to present a statement dated
5 April 2005, purporting to have been made by Witness EB and indicating that this witness wished
to recant his Trial testimony.r3r On 24 May 2005, the Appeals Chamber requested the Prosecutor to
conduct further investigations into this statement, and to report to the Appeals Chamber a month
later. ''6 This time limit was subsequently extended to 7 July 2005.137 The Prosecutor submitted the
results ofhis investigation on 7 July 2005138 and Appellant Ngeze filed a reply on l8 July 2005.r3'q

3l . On l5 July 2005, Appellant Ngeze filed a confidential motion for leave to have the members
of the Prosecution investigating team give evidence, and to present as additional evidence a
handwriting expert's report on the statement attributed to Witness EB.r40

r33 Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence (Rule I 15) of Potential Witness Colonel
Nsengiyumva as per Prosecutor's Disclosure ofhis Confidential Letter Dated l8'September 2005 Entitled "Dinouncer

lsicl les manoeuvres de Monsieur Hassan Ngezel). Pursuant to Rule 66(8) and 75(F)(i) and (ii) of the Rules of
Procedure and Evidence", filed confidentially on 5 January 2007.
r3a 

lConfidentiall Decision on Hassan Ngeze's Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence of Potential Witness
Colonel Nsengiyumva. l5 January 2007.
I15 Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence (Rule I l5) of Witness EB, filed
confidentially on 25 April 2005 and conected on 28 April 2005. The Prosecutor confidentially responded on
5 May 2005 (Prosecutor's Response to "Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motion for Leave to Present Additional
Evidence (Rule I l5) of Wihess EB" and Request to be allowed to file additional submissions in due course [Rules 54,
l07l ), and Appellant Ngeze filed his Reply on I I May 2005 (Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Reply to the Prosecutor's
Response to Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motion for L€ave to Pres€nt Additional Evidence (Rule I l5) of Witness
EB and Request to be allowed to file additional submissions in due course [Rules 54, l07l). On 13 May 2005, the
Prosecutor asked the Appeals Chamber for leave to file a Rejoinder (Prosecutor's Furlher Submissions to "Appellant
Hassan Ngeze's Reply to the Prosecutor's Response to "Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motion for Leave to Present
Additional Evidence (Rule I l5) of Witness EB" and Request to be allowed to file additional submissions in due course

[Rules 54, 107]"). On 24 May 2005, the Appeals Chamber held that it was unnecessary to rule on this request
(Confidential Decision on Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Motions for Admission of Additional Evidence on Appeal,
24 Mzy 2005, para, 3),
136 

lConfid€ntial] Decision on Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Motions for Admission of Additional Evidence on Appeal,
24 May 2005, para. 43.
r37 

lConfidentiall Decision on Prosecution's Urgent Motion for Extension of Time to File Results of Investigation into
the New Evidence of Witness EB, 28 June 2005.
I38 Prosecutor's Additional Submissions in Response to "Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motion for Leave to Present
Additional Evidence (Rule I l5) of Witness EB", filed confidentially on 7 July 2005.
r3e Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Reply to the Prosecution Additional Submissions In Response To "Appellant Hassan
Ngeze Urgent Motion For Leave to Present Additional Evidence (Rule I l5) of Witness EB'; and his Request to Grant
45 Days to File Additional Submissions in this Regard" (Rules 54, 107), filed confidentially on l8 July 2005.
r{ Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence of the Members of The
Prosecution Investigation's Team Namely; Maria Wanen, Chief, Information and Evidence Support, Mr. Moussa
Sanogo, Mr. Ulloa Larosa, Adolphe Nyomera Investigators, Int€rpreter Jean-Piene Boneza, with the Forensic Expert
Mr. Antipas Nyanjwa under Rule ll5, filed confidentially on 15 July 2005. The Prosecutor filed his confidential
response on 25 July 2005 (Prosecutor's Response to Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motion for Leave to Present
Additional Evidence of the Members of the Prosecution Investigation's Team Namely: Maria Warren, Chief,
Information and Evidence Support, Mr. Moussa Sanogo, Mr. Ulloa Laros4 Adolphe Nyomera lnvestigators, Interpreter
Jean-Piene Boneza, with the Forensic Expert Mr. Antipas Nyanjwa under Rule I l5), and Appellant Ngeze filed his
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32. On 25 July 2005, the Prosecutor sought
alleged attempt by Appellant Ngeze or persons
EB.rn' On 6 September 2005, the Appeals
investigations into the matter.'o'

33. By a confidential decision of 23 February 2006, the Appeals Chamber granted the motion of
25 April 2005 and, partially, that of 15 July 2005, admitting as additional evidence Witness EB's
alleged statement (both the handwrittenra3 and typed'* versions) and the Report by the handwiting
expert on the said statement;ra5 it also decided to call Witness EB.'6 The same day, in a confidential
decision, the Appeals Chamber dismissed Appellant Ngeze's motion seeking a copy of all teports
by the Special Prosecutor assigned by the Prosecutor's Offrce to investigate the allegations of
interference with the administration ofjustice in the case of Kamuhanda and in the instant case.ro?

34. Ruling on a Prosecution motion on 14 June 2006,'aE the Appeals Chamber (1) refused to
order Appellant Ngeze to produce the originals of Witness EB's alleged recantation statement and to
grant the Prosecution leave to conduct a forensic analysis on those documents; and (2) ordered
Witness EB to appear before the Appeals Chamber to be heard as a witness of the Chamber.'ne

O 35. In a decision of 27 November 2006,''u the Appeals Chamber (l) dismissed Appellant
Ngeze's motionr5t to order the Prosecution to disclose all documents relating to the investigations

Reply on I August 2005 (Reply to the Prosecutor's Response to Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Utgent Motion for Leave to
Prisint Additional Evidence ol the Members of the Prosecution Investigation's Team Namely: Maria Wanen, Chief,
Information and Evidence Support, Mr. Moussa Sanogo, Mr. Ulloa Larosa, Adolphe Nyomera Investigators, Interpret€r

Jean-Piene Boneza, with the Forensic Expert Mr. Antipas Nyanjwa under Rule I l5).
rar prosecutor's Urgent Motion Pursuant to Rules 39(iv), 54, and 107, for an Order, pursuant to Rule 77(C)(i) and Rule

9l(B)(i), Directinglhe Prosecutor to lnvestigate Certain Matters, With a View to the Preparation and Submission of

Indictments for Contempt and False Testimony, filed confidentially on 25 July 2005. Appellant Ngeze filed his

confidential Respons€ on 3 Augurt 2005 (Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Response to the ProsecutoCs. Urgent Motion
pursuant to Rulis 39(iv), 54, and 107, for an Order, pursuant to Rule 77(CXi) and Rule 9l(B)(i), Directing the
Prosecutor to Investigate Certain Matters, With a View to the Preparation and Submission oflndictm€nts for Contempt
and False Testimony, Respectively), and the Prosecutor filed his confidential Reply on 8 August 2005 (ProsecutoCs

Reply to.,Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Response to the Prosecutor's Urgent Motion Pursuant to RulesJ9(iv), 54, and

loi, for an Order, pursuant to Rule 77(C)(i) and Rule gl(B)(i), Directing the Prosecutor to Inv€stigate Certain Matters,
with a View to the ireparation and Submission oflndictments for Contempt and False T€stimony, Resp€ctively")
ra2 Order Directing the Pros€cution to lnvestigate Possible Contempt and False Testimony, 6 SePtember 2005.
rar This document is part ofConfidential Exhibit CA-3D2
Ia Confidential Exhibits CA-3Dl (in Kinyarwanda), CA-3Dl(F) (in French) and CA-3Dl(E) (in English).
ra5 Confidential Exhibit CA-3D2.
ra5 Confidential Decision on Appellant Ngeze's Six Motions for Admission of Additional Evidence on Appeal and/or
Further lnvestigation at the Appeal Stage, 23 February 2006.
ta? Dicision [conJidentielle] relative d la requ€te de l'Appelant Hassan Ngeze concernant la communication du rqpPort
de t'ovocat gdndrat chargi de I'enqu1te sur les alligations d'entrsve au cous de la Justice, 23 February 2006.
raE Prosecutor's Urgent Motion for an Order to the Appellant Hassan Ngeze to Produce the Original Texts of the

Proffered Recantation Statements of Witness EB and for Certain Directives [Rules 54,39(iv), and 107],I March 2006.
rae Confidential Decision on the Prosecutor's Motion for an Order and Directives in Relation to Evidentiary Hearing on
Appeal Pursuant to Rule I 15, l4 June 2006
'50 becision on Motions Relating to the Appellant Hassan Ngeze's and the Prosecution's Requests for Leave to Present
Additional Evidence of Witnesses ABCI and EB, rendered confidentially on 27 November 2006. A public version of

this Decision was filed on I December 2006 ([Public Redacted Version] Decision on Motions Relating to the Appellant
Hassan Ngeze's and the Prosecution's Request for Leave to Present Additional Evidence of Witnesses ABCI and EB,
I December 2006).
r5l 

[Confidential] Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Motion to Order The Prosecutor to Disclose Material and/or Statement/s of
Wimess EB Which Might Have Come in his Possession Subsequent to the Presentation of Forensic Expert's R€port on

Witness EB's R€canted Statement [sr?], l9 June 2006.
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conducted into Witness EB's purported recantation; (2) found that Appellant Ngeze's motion for
leave to present on appeal Witness EB's statement before a Gacaca corrtts2 had been withdrawn by
Appellant Ngeze's Counsel;r53 (3) granted Appellant Ngeze's motionrso for leave to present as
additional evidence a copy of a statement purporting to have been signed by Witness EB and
confinning the recantation statement of 5 April 2005 ("Additional Statement'')r55; and (4) admitted
proprio motu, as rebuttal evidence, copies of the envelopes in which copies of the above-mentioned
statement had been received by the Prosecution.156

36. On 13 December 2006, the Appeals Chamber partially granted a Prosecution motion,r5T
admitting as evidence in rebutlal a statement made by Investigator Moussa Sanogo on
21 November 2006,r5E a report of the mission of 16 to 18 October 2006 to Gisenyi,'" an
investigation report dated 23 August 2006r@ and statements by Witness EB dated 22 May and
23 June 2005;16' it further directed that Investigator Moussa Sanogo appear before the Appeals
Chamber on 16 lantary 2007 .t62

37. On 12 January 2007, the Appeals Chamber dismissed Appellant Ngeze's motion for leave to
present rejoinder evidence. r63

38. At the hearing of 16 January 2007, the Appeals Chamber admitted a series of additional I
evidence, one ofthese being the original ofthe Additional Statement.r(

39. On 7 February 2007, following Appellant Ngeze's oral motion at the appeal hearings,r65 the
Appeals Chamber, pursuant to Rules 54, 89@) and 107 of the Rules, ordered a firther handwriting
report by Mr. Stephen Maxwell; the Appeals Chamber also granted the parties leave to file

r52 
[Confidential] Appellant Hassan Ngeze's in Person Urgent Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence

(Rule I 15) of Witness EB as per Prosecutor's Disclosure Filed on 20' June 2006 of the Relevant Pages ofthe Gacaca
Records Book Given Before the Gacaca on th February 2003, 14 July 2006.
r53 Letter from B.B. Chadha to Fdlicitd A. Talon, dated 2l sepiember 2006.
r5a 

[Confidential] Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motion for Leave to Pr€s€nt Further Additional Evidence
(Rule I l5) of Witness EB. 28 Ausust 2006.
i55 Confidential Exhibit CA-3D3. The original
l6 January 2007 as confidential Exhibit CA-3D4.
r56 Confidential Exhibit cA-P5.

version of this document was admitted during the hearing of

157 Prosecutor's Urgent Motion for Leave to Call Rebuttal Evidence pursuant to Rules 54,85,89, 107 and ll5,
27 November 2006; Strictly Confidential Annexes to the Prosecutor's Urgent Motion for Leave to Call Rebuttal
Evidence pursuant to Rules 54. 85, 89. 107 and 1 15, 27 November 2006.
''" Confidential Exhibit cA-P l.
r5e Confidential Exhibit CA-Pz.
r@ Confidential Exhibit cA-P3.
r6r Confidential Exhibit cA-P4.
162 Decision on Prosecution's Motion for Leave to Call Rebuttal Material, 13 December 2006. The Appeals Chamber
further noted that the Prosecutor's failure to make timely disclosure of the investigation report and of the statements
attached thereio was inconsistent with his obligations, and warned the Prosecutor that a repeat of such violations could
lead to disciplinary action.
163 Confidential Decision on Hassan Ngeze's Motion for trave to Present Rejoinder Evidence, 12 January 200?.
ls Confidential Exhibit CA-3D4 (see T(A) 16 January 2001, p.3). See also T(A) 16 January 2007, pp.22,31,32
(closed session), where several samples of Witness EB's handmiting (Confidential Exhibits CA-3D6 and CA-3D7)
were admitted, as well as a document alleged to represent this witness' testimony beforc a Gacaca court (Confidential
Exhibit CA-3D5). Immediately after the hearing of 16 January 2007, the witness gave another short sample of his
handwriting and signatur€, which was also admitted as Confidential Exhibit CA-l. Finally, on 18 January 2007, the
Appeals Chamber collected an additiohal sample of his handwiting, admitted as Confidential Exhibit CA-2 (T(A)
l8 January 2007, p. 81. See also Rapport d la Chambre d'appel, Recueil d'un exemplaire d'dcriture et de signatrre du
Tdnoin EB, frled on 29 January 2007).
'ut T1A1 16 January 2007, p. 34 (closed session).
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submissions relating to Mr. Maxwell's findings.r6 The terms of reference of the report were
modified by the Appeals Chamber on 21 Februaryr67 and 27 March 2007.'u'

40. The handwriting report by Mr. Maxwell was filed on 12 April 2007.r6e On 30 April 2007,
the Prosecutor confidentially frled his submissions relating to the findings of this report' "' On
3 May 2007, the Appeals Chamber ganted Appellant Barayagwiza's motionr?r for a five'day
extension of the time limit fixed for the filing of his submissions.rT2 The same day, Appellant Ngeze
filed his submissions on Mr. Maxwell's findings.r?3 Appellant Barayagwiza followed suit on
7 Mlay 2007.114

H. Re-certification of materials filed and of court transcripts

41. On 6 December 2006, having noted discrepancies between the English and French
transfations of certain Kinyarwanda terms, the Pre-Appeal Judge proprio ,rlotl instructed the
Registrar (l) to revise hanslations of extracts from the statements of Witnesses AAM, AFB, AGK
et X; (2) to confirm the English and French translations of certain Kinyarwanda terms; and (3) to
revise the translation of an extract from Appellant Nahimana's interview of 25 April 1994 on Radio
Rwanda.r?r The Registry submitted its report on 4 January 2007.r'6

42. Following a motion by Appellant Baruyagwiza,tll the Appeals Chamber instructed the
Registry to revise and re-certify the transcripts of the appeal hearings relating to submissions by
Counsel for Appellant Banyagtiza, in both French and English.rT8 The Registry submitted a first

16 Public Order Appointing a Handwiting Expert with conltdential Annexes, 7 February 2007.
r57 Order Extending the Scope ofthe Examination by the Handwriting Expert Appointed by Order of7 February 2007,
2l February 2007.
'ut Second Order Extending the Scope of the Examination by the Handwriting Exp€rt Appointed by Order of
7 February 2007, 27 March 2007. Further, on 3 April 2007 the Appeals Chamber dismissed a motion by Appellant
Ngeze (Appellant Hassan Ngezes's Urgent Motion to Order the Prosecutor and th€ Registry to Provide the Original

D6cuments as Directed by the Appeals Chamber Vide its Order of2 l* February 2007,29 March 2007) wtd refused to

order the Prosecutor and the Registry to disclose the originals ofcertain documents already disclosed to the handwiting

expert pursuant to the Order of 2l February 2007 (Decision on Hassan Ngeze's Motion of 29 March 2007,
3 April 2007).
f6e Examination of Handwriting and Signatures Wihess EB, dated 3 April 2007 but filed on 12 April2007.
r70 prosecutor's Submissions (Following the Rule ll5 Evidentiary Hearing Pertaining to the alleged recantation of
Witness EB's fiial testimony), 30 April 2007.
r?r The Appellant Jean-Bosio Barayagwiza's Extremely Urgent Motion for Leave to Permit Extra Time to File Written

Submissions in Response to the Forensic Experts Report Filed on 19" April 2007 Pursuant to the Order of the Appeal
Coun, 30 April 2007.
r?2 Decision on Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion for Extension of Time, 3 May 2007.
r73 Appellant Hasiin Ngeze's Written Submissions in connection with the conclusion of the Handwiting Expert Report
and tlrLir impact on the verdict, in pursuance of Appeals Chamber's Order dated 16 January pages 66-68, 3 May 20Q7,
title conected by the Appellant on 6 June 2007'
r1a The Appellant Jean Bosco-Barayagwiza's Submissions Regarding the Handwriting ExPert's RePort Purcuant to the
Appeals ihamber's Orders Dated ?6 Fehuary 2007 and the 27b March 2007,7 May 2007. The Appellant had failed to
file this document confidentially. The error was immediately corrected by the Registry at the request of the Appeals
Chamber.
r?5 Order for Re-certification ofthe Record,6 December 2006.
t16 Supports qudio pour confirmation des timoignages lAudio Confirmation ofTestimonyl.
'tt Tiri Appellanf Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Conigendum Motion relating to the Appeal Transcript of 17'and
l8' January 2007, I I April 2007.
'tE Decision on "The Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Conigendum Motion relating to the Appeal Transcript of
l7s and 186 January 2007", 16 May 2007. The Appeals Chamber stated that, in case of irreconcilable differences
between the French and English versions of the transcripts of the hearing witl respect to the statements of Counsel for
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document on 22 Jwre 2007 .t?e On 1 2 July 2007, re-certified versions of the transcripts of the appeals 

'

hearings of l7 and l8 January 2007 (French and English) were filed. On 23 July 2007, Appellant
Barayagwiza filed a new motion on the same matter,r8o which was dismissed by the Appeals
Chamber.rEr

L Other motions

l. Apoellant Nahimana

43. On 6 April 2005, Appellant Nahimana filed a "Motion for Various Measures Relating to the
Registry's Assistance to the Defence at the Appellate Stage", which was partially granted on
3 May 2005.r8'?

44. On 12 September 2006, the Appeals Chamber dismissed Appellant Nahimana's motionr83 to
order the Prosecution to explain why the recording of an interview given by the Appellant to a
Radio Rwanda joumalist was incomplete, or to order the Rwandan authorities to tmnsmit to the
Tribunal the said interview in its entirety.re

45. On 20 November 2006, the Appeals Chamber dismissed Appellant Nahimana's motion for
the translation ofrecordings ofRTLM broadcasts contained in Exhibit C7.rE5

46. On 8 December 2006, the Appeals Chamber partially granted a motion by Appellant
Nahimana,rE6 authorizing him to have access to the confidential plea agreement made in the
Serugendo case. "? By the same decision, the Appeals Chamber dismissed the Appellant's request
for assistance from the Registry for the conduct of additional investigations on appeal.'tt

Appellant Barayagwiza, the English version would take precedence, since Counsel for Appellant Barayagwiza had
sooken in Enelish.
Ite Cenified ierification ofthe transcripts ofthe hearing of l7 and l8 January 2007.
IEo The Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion relating to the Registrar's Submission conceming the Transcript
ofthe Final Oral Hearing of l7h and l8b January 2007, 23 July 2007.
rEr Decision on "The Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion relating to the Registrar's Submission conceming
the Transcript ofthe Final Oral Hearing of lTth and l8th January 2007", 29 August 2007.
rE2 Decision on Appellant Ferdinand Nahimana's Motion for Assistance from the Registrar in the Appeals Phase,
3 May 2005, as corrected on 6 May 2005 (Further Decision on Appellant Ferdinand Nahimana's Motion for Assistance
from the Regishar in the Appeals Phase).
tE3 Reqt€E aux Jins de comrnunication d'dlAmenls de preuve disculpatoires lsic] et d'investigations sur I'origine et Ie
contenu de la pidce a coniction P 105, filed confidentially on l0 April 2006.
t* Decision sur la Requ€te de Ferdinand Nahimana aux fins de communication d'ebments de pretre disculpatoires

lsicl et d'irNestigations sur l'origine el Ie contenu de la piAce d conviction P10J, l2 September 2006.
rE5 Decision on Ferdinand Nahimana's Motion for the Translation ofRTLM tapes in Exhibit C7, 20 November 2006.
tw Reqt1te atu fns de dfuulgation d'6l6nents en possession du Procureur et ndcessaires d la Ddfense de Appelant,
l0 July 2006.
tE7 DAcision sur les requAtes de Ferdinand Nahimana au fns de divulgation d'ildments en possession du Procureur et
ndcessaires d la D4lense de I'Appelant et aLx fns d'assistance du Grefe pour accomplir des investigations
co-mplinentaires en phase d'appel,8 December 2006.

urgente de la Ddfense aux fins d'dssistance du Grefe pour accomplir des investigations compl|mentaires
en phase d'appel,l0 October 2006.
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2. Aopeltant Baravagwiza t^q+ghtfk
I

47. On 4 October 2005, the Appeals Chamber dismissed Appellant Barayagwiza's motionr8e for
leave to appoint an investigator at the expense of the Tribunal.rs

48. On 17 August 2006, the Appeals Chamber dismissed Appellant Barayagwiza's motionr'r to
allow a legal assistant to have privileged access to Appellant Barayagwiza for a limited period of
time.re2

49. On 8 December 2006, the Appeals Chamber dismissed Appellant Barayagwiza's motionre3
for clarification regarding an Appeals Chamber decision irt the Karemera case; the Appeals
Chamber also refused to grant the Appellant leave to amend his Notice of Appeal and Appellant's
Brief.rea

50. On 15 January 2007, the Appeals Chamber dismissed Appellant Barayagwiza's motion for
leave to call an expert witness in the Kinyarwanda language and in political discourse.r"5

3. Appellant Ngeze

51. On 3 December 2004, Appellant Ngeze filed an urgent motion for the translation into
English of all the issues of the joumal Kangura.'u On 10 December 2004, the Pre-Appeal Judge
instructed the Registrar to indicate to the Chamber the number ofpages that needed to be translated
and approximately how long this would take.t" The Registrar filed his report on
14 December 2004,'s and the matter was discussed at the Status Conference of 15 December 2004.
The Pre-Appeal Judge ultimately dismissed the Appellant's motion and requested him to include in

r8e Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Extremely Urgent Motion for L€ave to Appoint an Investigator, filed

confidentially on 12 August 2005.
r{ Decision on Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Extremely Urgent Motion for Leave to Appoint an Investigator,

4 October 2005. The Appeals Chamber also granted a motion by the Prosecution (Prosecutor's Urgent Motion for an

Order that the "Appellant's Preliminary Response to Prosecution Reply [sic] to Appellant's Request to Appoint an

lnvestigator" and the "Appellant's Preliminary Response to Prosecution Reply [sic] to Appellant\ Request for Further

Time t-o Lodge Appeal iirief dated l6s August 2005" Be Deemed as the Actual Replies of the Appellant and for

Rejection of-the iiequests for an Extension of Time to File Additional Replies, 2 September 2005) holding th€

Appellant's ,'Preliminary Response" to the Prosecution's motion (Appellant's Preliminary Response to Prosecution

Reply [stc] to Appellant's Request to Appoint Investigator, 29 August 2005) io be his final Reply.
rer The Appellant Jean Bosco-Barayagwiza's [sic] Extrem€ly Urgent Motion Requesting Privileged Access to the

ADDellant without the Anendance of Lead Counsel, 3l July 2006.
r4'Decision on Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Urgent Motion Requesting Privileged Access to the Appellant without
Attendance of Lead Counsel, l7 August 2006.
re3 The Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Urgent Motion for Clarification and Guidance Following the Decision of

the Appeals Chamber Date [src] l6s June 2006 in Prosecutor v. Kqremera et al.,l7 August 2006.
'no Diiision on Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion for Clarification and Guidance Following the Decision of the
Appeals Chamber Dated 16 June 2006 in Prosecutor v. Karemera et al. Case and Prosecutor's Motion to Object the
L;te Filing of Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Reply, 8 December 2006. The Appeals Chamber also dismissed a reply filed
belatedly by Appellant Barayagwiza (The Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Reply to the Prosecution Response to
the Appellant "Urgent Motion for Clarification and Guidance Following the Decision ofth€ APPeals Chamber Dated
l6 June 2006 in'Prosecutor v Karemera et al."',18 September 2006).
re5 Decision on The Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion for Leave to Call an Expert Wimess in the
Kinyanvanda Language and in Political Speech, l5 January 2007.
ls Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motion for Supply of English Translation of 7l Kangura News Papers Filed by
the Prosecutor with the Registry During Trial, 3 December 2004.
re? Order to Registrar, l0 December 2004.
ret Report of the Registrar in Compliance with the Orders of the Pre-Appeal Judge dat€d l0 December 2004,
14 December 2004.
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"'..T{ls Appellant's Brief those extracts from Kangura that he considered relevant, translated by
.himself; the Pre-Appeal Judge indicated that she would request the Registry to provide an offrcial
translation of the extracts selected by the Appellant.'e

52. Appellant Ngeze also filed several motions seeking funds to conduct further investigations
on appeal, all of which were dismissed:

- Motion of 2l March 2005,'?m dismissed on 3 May 2005;'?0'

- Motions of 16 June and 15 September 2005,'z0'? dismissed on 23 February 2006;'?03

- Motions of 6 and 16 Januarv 2006.2* dismissed on 20 June 2006.'?05

J. Anpellant Nqeze's detention

53. By a decision of 25 April 2005, the Appeals Chamber dismissed Appellant Ngeze's
motion26 for leave to allow his Defence Counsel to communicate with him outside the prescribed
periods.to?

54. On 5 July 2005, finding that there were reasonable grounds to believe that Appellant Ngeze
was involved in attempts to interfere witi witnesses, the Prosecutor requested the Commander of
the Tribunal's detention facility to take restrictive measures relating to Appellant Ngeze's
detention.2G On I August 2005, the President of the Tribunal dismissed the Appellant's objection to
such measures.'@ On 20 September 2005, the Pre-Appeal Judge dismissed the Appellant's request
for the holding of a status conference to allow him to challenge the restrictive measures taken
against him.2ro On 24 October 2005, Appellant Ngeze requested a psychological test and treatment
by independent specialists, alleging that the conditions in which he was being held were affecting

't T. Status conference of l5 December 2004,p.4,
2m The Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Motion for the Approval ofthe lnvestigation at the Appeal Stage, 2l March 2005.
'"' Decision on Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Motion for the Approval of the lnvestigation at the Appeal Stage,
3 May 2005.
202 Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Motion for the Approval of Furth€r lnvestigation of the Specific Information Relating to
the Additional Evidence of Witness AEU, filed confidentially on l6 June 2005, and Appellant Hassan Ngezc's Motion
for the Approval of Further Investigation of the Specific Information Relating to the Additional Evidence of Witness
BP and Witness AP. l5 Seotember 2005.
203 

[Confidential] Decision on Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Motions for Admission of Additional Evidence on Appeal,
24 Mav 2005.
2e Apiellant Hassan Ngeze's Motion for the Approval of Further lnvestigation of the Specific lnformation Relating to
the Additional Evidence of Potential Witness - Jean Bosco Barayagwiza (Co-Appellant), 6 January 2006; Appellant
Hassan Ngeze's Motion for the Approval ofFurther Investigation ofthe Specific Information Relating to the Additional
Evidence ofPotential Witness - the then Corporal Habimana, l6 January 2006.
205 Decision on Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Motions for Approval of Further lnvestigations on Specific lnformation
Relatins to the Additional Evidence ofPotential Witnesses. 20 June 2006.
26 App-ellant Hassan Ngeze's Motion for Leave to Permit his Defence Counsel to Communicate with Him During
A-ftemoon Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Public Holidays, 4 April 2005.
"' Decision on "Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Motion for Leave to Permit his Defence Counsel to Communicate with him
D-uring Aftemoon Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Public Holidays", 25 April 2005.
'uo Prosecutor's Urgent Request to the Commanding Officer of the United Nations Detention Facility, filed
confidentially on 5 July 2005.
2@ Decision on Request for Reversal ofth€ Prohibition of Contact dated 29 July 2005, but filed on I August 2005.
210 Decision on Hasian Ngeze's "Request ofan Extremely Urgent Status Confirence Pursuant to Rule 6i bjs ofRules of
Procedure and Evidence", 20 September 2005.
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12 December 2005, the Pre-Appeal Judge refused to grcnt the Appellant leave to file a complaint
before the Appeals Chamber regarding, in particular, the restrictive measures taken against him.zr3
On 13 December 2005, the Pre-Appeal Judge dismissed a new request by the Appellant for a status
conference to challenge the restrictive measures taken against him,tro

55. By a decision of 23 February 2006, the Appeals Chamber dismissed Appellant Ngeze's
motion2r5 to rectiry the unequal fieatment of detainees of ICTR and ICTY.'?'6 By a confidential
decision of 27 February 2006, the Appeals Chamber dismissed Appellant Ngeze's motion2r? to order
an investigation into the alleged falsification of the date of filing of a Prosecutor's motion2r8 seeking
an extension of the restrictive measures relating to his detention."e

56. By a confidential decision of l0 April 2006, the President of the Tribunal dismissed two
motions by Appellant Ngeze220 for reversal of the restrictive measwes relating to his detention.2z'
The Appellant filed a new motion to set aside that decision,z2 which was dismissed by the Appeals
Chamber on 20 Septembe r 2006.223 By the same decision, the Appellant's motions relating to the

2rr The Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motion to Order the Registrar to Arrange for an Urgent Pshychological [sr'c]
Examination and Treatrnent ofthe Appellant Hassan Ngeze under Rule 74 6rs of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence
by Expens on Accouni ofthe Mental Torture Suffered by him at the UNDF, 24 October 2005.
tit De"irion on Hassan Ngeze's Motion for a Psychological Examination, 6 December 2005. On the same day, the
Appeals Chamber dismissed the Appellant's request to "consummate" his maniage and obtain conjugal visits, on the
ground that the refusal of the Registrar and of the President of the ICTR to grant such requ€sts did not violate the
lppellant's right to fair proceedings: Decision on Hassan Ngeze's Motion to Set Aside President Msse's Decision and

Request to Consummate his Mariage [src],6 December 2005.
2'3 becision on Hassan Ngeze's Request to Grant Him Leav€ to Bring his Complaints to the APPeals Chamber,
l2 December 2005.
2ra Decision on Hassan Ngeze's Request for a Status Conf€rence, l3 December 2005.
215 Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Request for the Appeal [sic] Chamber to take ApPropiiate StePs to Rectiry the
Diffeiential and Unequal Treatment Between the ICTR and ICTY in Sentencing Policies and Other Rights,
28 November 2005.
216 Decision on Hassan Ngeze's Motion Requesting to Rectiry the Differential and Unequal Treatment between the

ICTR and ICTY in Sentencing Policies and Other Rights, 23 February 2006.
2r7 Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motion Requesting for Immediate Action against the Registry Clerks(s) and Other

Oflicer from the Office of the OTP, who Participated in Fahirying the Filing Date of the Prosecutor's Request for a
Further Extension ofthe Urgent Restrictive Measures of 12 December, 2005, Marked with Index Numbers 615 3/A-6
150/A, Which Were Already Assigned to Another Document Titled 'The Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Reply
to the Consolidated Respondent's Brief, filed on l2 December 2005", l9 December 2005.
2rE prosecution's Confidential R€quest for a Further Extension of the Urgent Restdctive Measures in the Case
Prosecutor y. Hassan Ngeze, pursuant to Rule 64 Rules Covering the Detention of Persons Awaiting Trial or Appeal
before the Tribunal or Otherwise Detained on the Authority ofthe Tribunal, 12 December 2005.
2re Decision on Hassan Ngeze's Motion Requesting Immediate Action in Respect of Alleged Falsification of the
Prosecutor's Request for a Further Extension ofthe Restrictive Measures of l2 December 2005, 27 February 2006.
220 The Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Extremely Urgent Motion to the Honorable President for Reversal ofthe Prosecutor'
Request oi Extension of RCstrictive Measures of l3h February pursuant to Rule 64 of the Rules of Detention, filed
conhdentially on 24 F€bruary 2006; The Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Extremely Urgent Motion to the Honorable
President for Reversal of the Prosecutor's Request of Extension of Restrictive Measures of 9"' March, 06 pursuant to
Rule 64 ofthe Rules ofDetention, filed confidentially on 2l March 2006.
22r Decision on the Request for Reversal ofthe Prohibition ofContact, rendered confidentially on l0 APril 2006.
222 Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Extremely Urgent Motion for Setting Aside the Decision of the President Judge Erik

Mose [srb] on his Request for the Reversal of the Prohibition of Contact of 7* April, 2006, filed confidentially on
12 May 2006.
223 Decision on Hassan Ngeze's Motions Concerning Restrictive Measures of Detention, rendered confidentially on
20 September 2006. The Appeals Chamber also ordered the Registry to €xpunge from the appeal record Appellant
Ngeze's ,,reminder" conceming his motion (Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Reminder for Consideration of his Motion

Titled: 'Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Motion for Setting Aside the Decision ofthe President Judge Erik Mose [sic] on his

Translation cenified by LSS, ICTR
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io* of his detention, which had been directly submitted to the Appeals 

"n^(Q#f"r*t/ndismissed.'?z

57 . On 25 October 2006,"s 23 November 2006226 and 28 May 2007,221 the President of the
Tribunal rendered further decisions upholding the restrictive measures applicable to the Appellant's
detention.

58. On 13 December 2006, the Pre-Appeal Judge dismissed Appellant Ngeze's request for a
status conference to discuss, inter alia, his physical and mental condition."t

Request for the Reversal ofthe Prohibition of Contacf' of7* April, 2006, Filed on 12^ May 2006, filed confidentially
on 2l August 2006).
"a The Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motion In Person before the Appeals Chamber Requesting Permission to
Receive Phone Calls and Visits from his Mother, Sisters, Brothers, Cousins Due to Seemingly Endless Prohibition from
Communicating with his Family and Relatives since July of 2005, While Awaiting the Decision of his Various Motions
Pending before the Appeals Chamber and President's Office, filed confidentially on 2l August 2006; The Appellant
Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motion In Person before the Appeals Chamber Requesting to Consider What is Stated in the
Newly Discovered Additional Statement of Witness EB Disclosed to the Defence by the Prosecutor on 17fr & 22nd of
August 2006 while Dealing with his Pending Motion Conceming Restrictive Measures, filed confidentially on
25 Ausust 2006.
22r Dec-ision on Reouests for Reversal ofProhibition ofContact,25 october 2006.
226 Decision on Request for Reversal ofProhibition ofContact, 23 November 2006.
227 Decision on Reouest for Reversal ofProhibition ofContact. 28 Mav 200?.
22t Decision on Hassan Ngeze's Request for a Starus Conference, l3 december 2006.
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GLOSSARY AI\D REFERENCES

A.@

/04{il7t/l

CDR Coalition pour la difense de la Rdpublique (Coalition for
the Defence ofthe Republic)

CRA Transcript of the Trial Chamber hearings (French version)

cRA(A) Transcript ofthe appeal hearings (French version)

ECHR European Court of Human Rights

ICCPR Intemational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

ICERI) Intemational Convention on the Elimination of All Forms
of Racial Discrimination, 21 December 1965

ICTR or Tribunal International Criminal Tribunal for the Prosecution of
Persons Responsible for Genocide and Other Serious
violations of Intemational Humanitarian Law Committed
in the Territory of Rwanda and Rwandan Citizens
Responsible for Genocide and Other such Violations
Committed in the Tenitory of Neighbouring States
between I January 1994 and 31 December 1994

ICTY Intemational Tribunal for the Prosecution ofPersons
Responsible for Serious Violations of lntemational
Humanitarian Law Committed in the Tenitory of the
Former Yugoslavia since 1991

IMT Intemational Military Tribunal established by the London
Agreement of 8 August 1945

MRND Mouvement rCvolutionnaire national pour le
ddveloppement Q'lational Revolutionary Movement for
Development)

ORINFOR Rwandan Office of Information

RPF' Rwandan Patriotic Front

RTLM Radio Tdldvision Libre des Mille Collines

T. Transcript of the Trial Chamber hearings @nglish
Version)

T(A) Transcript of the appeal hearings @nglish Version)
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United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda

B.l}@@c

l. Filines ofthe parties on aopeal (in alphabetical order)

Amicus Curiae Brief Amicus Curiae Brief on Ferdinand Nahimana, Jean-Bosco
Barayagwiza and Hassan Ngeze v. The Prosecutor (ICTR
Case No. ICTR-99-52-A). submitted for the first time on
l8 December and again on 3 January 2007 to which the
parties were allowed to respond by the Appeal Chamber
Decision of 12 Jantary 2007

Confidential Annexes to the Prosecutor's Response to the
Six New Grounds ofAppeal Raised by Counsel for
Appellant Barayagwiza at the Appeals Hearing on
17 lantnry 2007, 14 March 2007

Annex to the Prosecutor's Response to
the New Grounds of Appeal

The Appellant's Jean Bosco-Barayagwiza's submissions
regarding the handwriting expert's report pursuant to the
Appeals Chamber's orders dated 7tn February 2007 and
27tn Much 2007, filed publicly on 7 May 2007 but sealed on
the same day following intervention by the Appeals
Chamber

Appellant Barayagwiza's Conclusions
Following Second Expert Report

Appellant Hassan Ngeze's written submissions in connection
with the conclusion ofthe handwriting expert report and
their [sic] impact on the verdict, in pursuance of Appeals
Chamber's Order dated 16 January 2007 pages 66-68, filed
confidentially on 3 May 2007, the title of the document
having been corrected by the Appellant on 6 June 2007

Appellant Ngeze's Conclusions
Following Second Expert Report

Appellant's Appeal Brief, l2 October 2005Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief

Barayagwiza Brief in Reply The Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Reply to the
Consolidated Respondent's Brief. 12 December 2005

Barayagwiza Notice of Appeal Amended Notice of Appeal, 12 October 2005 @nglish
version)

Barayagwiza's Reply to the New
Grounds of Appeal

The Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza Reply to the
Prosecutor Response to the Six New Grounds of Appeal
raised by Counsel for Appellant Barayagwiza at the Appeals
Hearing on 17 January 2007 ,21 March 2007

The Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Response to the
Amicus Curiae [Brief] filed by "Open Society Justice
Initiative". 8 Februarv 2007

Barayagwiza's Response to the
Amicus Cariae Briel
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Nahimana Appellant's Brief Appeal Brief @evised), I Ocrober 2004 [public version]

Nahimana Defence Reply Defence Reply,2l April 2006

Nahimana Notice of Appeal Notice of Appeal, 4 May 2004

Nahimana's Response to the Amicus
Cariae BrieI

Riponse au Mdmoire de I'amicus curiae,12 February 2007

Ngeze Appellant's Brief Appeal Brief @ursuant to Rule I I I of the Rules of
Procedure and Evidence), filed confidentially on 2 May
2005; the confidentiality was lifted following an order ofthe
Appeals Chamber (Order conceming Appellant Hassan
Ngeze's Filings of27 September 2007, dated 4 October 2007
but filed 5 October 2007), save for Annexes 4 and 5, the
public version of which wa.s provided by the Appellant on
27 September 2007 (Appeal Brief @ursuant to the Order of
the Appeals Chamber of dated [sic] 30 August 2007 to
Appellant Hassan to File Public Version of his Notice of
Appeal and Appellant's Brief))

Ngeze Brief in Reply Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Reply Brief (Article [sic] I 13 of
the Rules of Procedure and Evidence), 15 December 2005

Ngeze Notice of Appeal Amended Notice of Appeal, filed confidentially on
9 May 2005, an identical version of this document was filed
publicly on 27 September 2007: Amended Notice of Appeal
(Pursuant to the Order of the Appeals Chamber of dated [src]
30 August 2007 to Appellant Hassan to File Public Version
of his Notice of Appeal and Appellant's Brief)

Ngeze's Response to the Amicas
Curiae Briet

Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Response to Amicus Curiae Bief
Pursuance [sicl to the Appeal [sic] Chamber's Decision of
12.01 .2007 , 12 February 2007

Respondent's Brief Consolidated Respondent's Brief, 22 November 2005

Prosecution's Conclusions Following
Second Expert Report

Prosecutor's submissions following the Rule I l5 evidentiary
hearing pertaining to the alleged recantation of Witness EB's
trial testimony, filed confidentially on 30 April 2007

Prosecutorts Response to the Amicus
Cariae Briel

Prosecutor's Response to the "Amicus Curiae Bief in
Ferdinand Nahimana, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza and Hassan
Ngeze v. The Prosecutor", 12 February 2007

Prosecutor's Response to the New
Grounds of Appeal

The Prosecutor's Response to the Six New Grounds of
Appeal raised by Counsel for Appellant Barayagwiza at the
Appeals Hearing on l7 January 2007 , 14 March 2007
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2. other references related to the case (in alohabetical order) /O 49-6 h;sf ft

Translation certified bv LSS. ICTR

Appeal of 19 October 1999 The Prosecutor v. Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Case No. ICTR-
97-19-72, Notice ofAppeal, l9 October 1999

Appeal of 18 September 2000 The Prosecutor v. Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Case No. ICTR-
97-19-AR72, Notice ofAppeal, 18 September 2000

Application of I I June 2001 The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-I, Prosecutor's Ex-Parte Application to the Trial
Chamber Sitting in Camera for Relief from Obligation to
Disclose the Existence, Identity and Statements of New
Witness X, l1 June 2001

Barayagwiza Indictment The Prosecutor v. Jean-Bosco Barayagwr2a, Case No. ICTR-
97-19-1, Amended Indictment, 14 April 2000

Barayagwiza Initial Indictment The Prosecutor v. Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Case No. ICTR-
97 -19-1, Indictrnent, 22 October 1997

Barayagwiza's Closing Brief The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-T, Closing Brief for Jean Bosco Barayagwiza,
31 July 2003 (French original), 15 August 2003 (English
translation) [confi dential]

Decision of 3 November 1999 Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-
97 -19-AR72,Decision, 3 November 1999

Decision of 5 November 1999 The Prosecutor v. Hassan Ngeze, Case No. ICTR-97 -27 -1,
Decision on the Prosecutor's Request for Leave to File an
Amended Indictment, 5 November 1999

Decision of 3l March 2000 Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-
97-19-AR72, Decision (Prosecutor's Request for Review or
Reconsideration). 3l March 2000

Decision of 5 September 2000 Hassan Ngeze and Ferdinand Nahimana v. The Prosecutor,
Cases No. ICTR-97-27-AR72 and ICTR-96-I l-AR72.
Ddcision sur les appels interlocutoires,5 September 2000

Decision of l4 September 2000 Jean-Bosco Barayagvtiza v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-
97-19-AR72, Decision on Motion for Review and/or
Reconsideration, 14 September 2000

Decision of 14 September 2000 on
the Interlocutory Appeals

Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-
97-19-AR72, Decision (Interlocutory Appeals against the
Decisions of the Trial Chamber dated I 1 April and
6 June 2000), 14 September 2000

Decision of 13 December 2000 Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza v. The Prosecllor, Case No. ICTR-
97-19-AR72, Decision (Interlocutory ApDeal Filed on
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l8 September 2000), l3 December 2000

Decision of 26 June 2001 The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-T, Decision on the Prosecutor's Oral Motion for Leave
to Amend the List of Selected Witnesses, 26 June 2001

Decision of l4 September 2001 The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-T, Decision on the Prosecutor's Application to Add
Witr:ess X to its List of Witnesses and for Protective
Measures, 14 September 2001

Decision of 16 September 2002 The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-T, Decision on the Ngeze Defence's Motion to Strike
the Testimony of Witr:ess FS, l6 September 2002

Decision of 24 January 2003 The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-T, Decision on the Expert Witness for the Defence,
24 Jamary 2003

Decision of 10 April 2003 The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-T, Decision on the Defence Request to Hear the
Evidence of Witness Y by Deposition, 10 April 2003

Decision of 3 June 2003 The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-T, Decision on t}re Prosecution's Application to admit
Translations of RTLM Broadcasls and Kangtra Articles,
3 June 2003

Decision of 3 June 2003 on the
Appearance of Witness Y

The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-T, Decision on the D efence Ex Parte Motion for the
Appearance of Witness Y, 3 June 2003

Decision of 5 June 2003 The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-T, Decision on the Motion to Stay the Proceedings in
the Trial of Ferdinand Nahimana, 5 June 2003

Decision of l6 June 2003 The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et sl., Case No' ICTR-
99-52-T, Decision on the Defence Ex Parte Request for
Certification of Appeal Against the Decision of 3 June 2003
with regard of the Appearance of Witness Y (Confidential and
Ex Parte'), 16 June 2003

Decision of 23 February 2006 The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-A, [Confidential] Decision on Appellant Hassan
Ngeze's Six Motions for Admission of Additional Evidence on
Appeal and/or further Investigation at the Appeal Stage,
23 February 2006

Decision of 12 September 2006 The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-A, Dicision sur lo requdle de Ferdinand Nqhimana aux
fins de communication d'iliments de preuve disculpatoires
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lsic] et d'investigations sur I'origine et le contenu de la pidce
d conviction P 105, 12 September 2006

Decision of 8 December 2006 The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-A, Decision on Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's
Motions for Leave to Present Additional Evidence pursuant to
Rule I 15 ofthe Rules of Procedue and Evidence.
8 December 2006

Decision of 13 December 2006 The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-A, [Confidential] Decision on Prosecution's Motion for
Leave to call Rebuttal Material, 13 December 2006

Decision of 12 Januarv 2007 The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-A, Decision on the Admissibility of the Amicus Curiae
Brief Filed by the "Open Society Justice Initiative" and on its
Request to Be Heard at the Appeals Hearing, 12 January 2007

Decision of 5 March 2007 The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-A, Decision on the Prosecutor's Motion to Pursue the
Oral Request for the Appeals Chamber to Disregard certain
Arguments made by Counsel for Appellant Barayagwiza at the
Appeals Hearing on I 7 January 2007 , 5 March 2007

The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No.
ICTR-99-52-T, Expert Report ofJean-Piene Chrdtien and
Jean-Frangois Dupaquier, Marcel Kabanda, Joseph Ngarambe
dated l5 December 2001, filed on 18 December 2001 @rench
version)

Expert Report of Chrdtien,
Dupaquier, Kabanda et
Ngarambe

The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-A, Report of the Forensic Document Examinet,
Inspector Antipas Nyanjwa, dated 20 June 2005 and joined as
Annex 4 of the Prosecution's Additional Conclusions

First Expert Report

The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-T, Judgement and Sentence, 3 December 2003 (Original
English version) [frled on 5 December 2003]

Jud gement (Certifi ed French
Translation)

The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al.. Case No. ICTR-
99-52-T, Jugement et sentence,3 December 2003 (Certified
French translation of2 March 2006)

Judgement (Provisional French
Translation)

The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al.. Case No. ICTR-
99-52-T, Jugement et sentence,3 December 2003 (Provisional
French translation of 5 April 2004)

Motion for Withdrawal of
18 October 1999

The Prosecutor v. Jean-Bosco Barayagwrzq Case No. ICTR-
97-19-I, Extremely Urgent Application for Disqualification of
Judges Laity Kama and Navanethem Pillay, 18 October 1999
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Motion of 25 Aprit 2005 The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-

99-52-A, Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Urgent Motion for Leave
to Present Additional Evidence (Rule 1 15) of Witness EB,
filed confidentially on 25 April 2005

Nahimana's Closing Brief The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana, Case No. ICTR-99-
52-T, Defence Closing Brief, I August 2003 [confidential]

Nahimana Indictment The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahim4za, Case No. ICTR-96-
I l-I, Amended Indictment, 15 November 1999

Ngeze's Closing Brief The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-T, Defence Closing Brief (Rule 86 of the Rules of
Procedure and Evidence), I August 2003 [confidential]

Ngeze Indictment The Prosecutor v. Hassan Ngeze, Case No. ICTR-97 -27'l'

Amended Indictrnent, l0 November I 999

Objection on Defects in the
Indictnent of 19 July 2000

The Prosecutor v. Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Case No. ICTR-
97-19-T, Objection Based on Defects in the Indictment (Rule
72 ofthe RPE), 19 luly 2000

Opening Statement (of the
Prosecutor)

T. 23 October 2000

Oral Decision of 18 October 1999 Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza v. The Prosecztor, Case No. ICTR-
97-19,T.18 October 1999, p. 82-88

Oral Decision of
ll September 2000

The Proseculor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52J, Oral Decision, I I September 2000 [T. 1 I September
2000, pp. 94-101 (closed session)l

Oral Decision of
26 September 2000
(Barayagwiza)

The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-1, Orul Decision, 26 September 2000 [T.
26 September 2000 @ecisions), pp. 14 et seq.f

Oral Decision of 26 SePtember
2000 (Ngeze)

The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-1, Oral Decision, 26 September 2000 [T.
26 September 2000 @ecisions), pp.2 et seq.l

Order of 25 November 1999 Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-
97-19-AR72, Order of25 November 1999

Order of 8 December 1999 Jeqn-Bosco Barayagwiza v. The Prosecuto,r, Case No. ICTR-
97-19-AR72, Order, 8 December 1999

Order of 6 December 2006 The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-A, Order for Re-Certification ofthe Record,
6 December 2006

Prosecution's Additional Prosecutor's Additional Submissions in Response to Hassan

ICTR
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3. Other references (in alnhabetical order)

Additional Protocol II I Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of

Translation certified bv LSS. ICTR

Ngeze's Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence of
Witness EB. confldentiallv filed on 7 Julv 2005

Prosecutor's Brief in Reply
(Trial)

The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-T, The Prosecutor's Reply Brief, Filed under Rule 86(8)
and (C) of the Rules ofProcedures and Evidence,
15 August 2003 [confidential]

The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-T, The Prosecutor's Closing Brief filed under Rule
86(8) and (C) ofthe Rules of Procedure and Evidence,
25 June 2003 [confidentia!

Prosecutor's Final Trial Brief

Prosecutor's Pre-Trial Brief The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-T, Prosecutor's Pre-Trial BriefPursuant to Rule 73 Dri
B) i), 9 September 2000

The Prosecutor v. Hassan Ngeze, Case No. ICTR-97 -27 -1,
Prosecutor's Request for Leave to File an Amended
Indictrnent, I Julyl999, and Brief in Support of the
Prosecutor's Request for Leave to File an Amended
Indictment. 14 October 1999

Request for Leave to File an
Amended Indictment

The Prosecutor v. Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Case No. ICTR-
97-19-A, Request by the Govemment of the Republic of
Rwanda for Leave to Appear as lmicus Curiae pursuant to
Rule 74, filed on 19 November 1999

Request by Rwanda for leave to
appear as Amicus Curiae

Report of Stephen Maxwell, Case No. 1640/07 , Examination
of Handwriting and Signatures Witness EB dated 3 April 2007
and confidentially filed on 19 April 2007

Second Expert Report

The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al., Case No. ICTR-
99-52-A, Pretrial Summary of Anticipated Prosecution
Witnesses. 25 Seotember 2000

Summary of the Anticipated
Testimonies of
25 September 2000

The Prosecutor v. Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Case No. ICTR-
97-19-T, Summary of Supporting Material,22 October 1997

Supporting material of
22October 1997

Supporting material of
28 June 1999

The Prosecutor v. Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Case No. ICTR-
97 -19-T, Supporting Material, 28 June I 999

The Prosecutor v. Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Case No. ICTR-
97-19-T, Supporting Material, filed in English on
14 April 2000 and in French on 15 April 2000

Supporting material of
14 April 2000
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12 August 1949 relating to the Protection of the Victims of
Non-lntemational Armed Conflicts (Protocol II) of
8 June 1977 (entered into force on 7 December 1978),
I125 trNTS 609

African Charter on Human and
Peoples' Rights

African Charter on Human and Peoples'Rights, 27 lvne l98l

American Convention on
Human Rights

American Convention on Human Rights, "Pact of San Josd",
22 November 1969

Code of Professional Conduct Code ofProfessional Conduct for Defence Counsel, annexed to
the Decision ofthe Registrar of 8 June 1998

Directive on the Assignment of
Defence Counsel

Directive on the Assignment of Defence Counsel, Directive
1/96 adopted on 9 January 1996, as amended on 6 Junel997,
8 June 1998, I July 1999, 27 May 2003 and 15 May 2004

Draft Code of Crimes against
the Peace and Security of
Mankind

Draft Code of Crimes against the Peace and Security of
Mankind and the comments relating thereto, 1996, Report of
the Intemational Law Commission on the deliberations of its
forty eighth meeting, 51 U.N. ORCA Supp. (No. 10),
reproduced in the Yearbook of Intemational Law Commission,
1996, vol.II (Part Two)

Elements of Crimes under the
Statute of the International
Criminal Court

Elements of Crimes under the Statute of the Intemational
Criminal Court. ICC-ASP/l/3

European Convention on
Human Rights

European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms, 4 November 1950, as amended by
Protocol No. I I

Geneva Conventions Geneva Conventions (I to IV) of 12 August 1949, 75 UNTS
31,85,  135 and 287

Genocide Convention Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
Genocide adopted by resolution 260 (III) A ofthe UN General
Assembly, 9 December 1948

ICTY Rules Rules of Procedure and Evidence of the ICTY

IMT Statute Statute of the Intemational Military Tribunal adopted pursuant
to London Agreement, 8 August 1945

Nuremberg Judgement 'Nazi Conspiracy and Aggession, Opinion and Judgment",
Office of the United States Chief of Counsel for Prosecution of
Axis Criminality, United States Govemment Printing Offrce,
Washington, 1947

Practice Direction on Formal
Requirements for ApDeals from

Practice Direction on Formal Requirements for Appeals from
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B. Jurisorudence

1. ICTR

AKAYESU

The Prosecutor v. Jean-Paul Akayesu, Case No. ICTR-96-4-T Decision on a Defence Motion for
the Appearance of an Accused as an Expert Witness, 9 March 1998

The Prosecutor v. Jean-Paul Akayesu, Case No. ICTR-96-4-T, Judgement, 2 September 1998
(" Akaye su Trial Judgement")

The Prosecutor v. Jean-Paul Akayesu, Case No. ICTR-96-4-A, Appeal Judgement, I June 2001
(" A kay e s u App eal Judgement")

BAGILISHEMA

The Prosecutor v. Ignace Bagilishema, Case No. ICTR-95-IA-T, Judgement, 7 June 2001
(" B a gi I i s he ma Tial Judgement")

The Prosecutor v. Ignace Bagilishema, CUeNo.ICTR-95-IA-A, Reasons of the Appeal Judgement
of3 Jufy 2002, 13 December 2002 ("Bagilishena Appeal Judgement")
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Judgement, 4 July 2005

Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Fair Trial and
Legal Assistance in Africa prepared by the African Human
Rights Commission in 2001

Principles and Guidelines on
the Right to a Fair Trial and
Legal Assistance in Africa

Rules ofProcedure and Evidence of the Tribunal

Report ofthe Secretary-General pursuant to paragraph 2 of the
Security Council Resolution 808 (1993),3 May 1993 (U.N.
Doc 5/25704)

Secretary-General's Report of
3 May 1993

Report of the Secretary-General pursuant to paragraph 5 of
Security Council Resolution 955 (1994), l3 February 1995
(U.N. Doc 5/1995/134)

Secretary-General's Report of
13 February 1995

Resof ution 827 (1 993), 25 May 1 993, (S/RES/827( 1 993)

Resolution 955 (1994), 8 November 1994, (S/RES/955(1994))

Statute of the Intemational Criminal Tribunal adopted by
Security Council Resolution 955 (1994), as amended

Rome Statute of the Intemational Criminal Court, l7 July 1998Statute of the International
Crininal Court

Universal Declaration on Human Rights, A/RES/217,
l0 December 1948

Universal Declaration on
Human Rights
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BAGOSORA et al.

The Prosecutor, CaN€ No. ICTR-99-52-A

p(tq qb;sfft

Aloys Ntabahtze v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-97-34-A, ArrAt sur I'Appel interlocutoire de lq
Dicision du 13 avril 2000 de la Chambre de premiire instance III, dated 13 November 2000 but
filed on 14 November 2000

The Prosecutor v. Thdoneste Bagosora, Gratien Kabiligi, Aloys Ntabahtze and Anatole
Nsengiyumva, Case No. ICTR-98-41-T, Decision on Admissibility of Proposed Testimony of
Witness DBY, 18 September 2003

Aloys Ntabakuze v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-98-41-AR72(C), Decision (Appeal of the Trial
Chamber I "Decision on Motions by Ntabakuze for severance and to establish a reasonable
schedule for the presentation ofprosecution witnesses" of9 September 2003), 28 October 2003

The Prosecutor v. Thioneste Bagosora et al., Case No. ICTR-98-41-AR93 and ICTR-98'41-
AR93.2, Decision on Prosecutor's Interlocutory Appeals regarding the Exclusion of Evidence,
19 December 2003

The Prosecutol v. Thhoneste Bagosora et al., Case No. ICTR-98-41-T, Decision of Motion for
Exclusion of Expert Witness Statement of Filip Reyntjens, 28 September 2004

The Prosecutor v. Th^oneste Bagosora, Gratien Kabiligi, Aloys Ntabakuze and Anatole
Nsengiyumva, Case No. ICTR-98-41-T, Decision on the Prosecutor's Motion for the Admission of
Certain Materials under Rule 89(C), 14 October 2004

The Prosecutor v. Thioneste Bagosora et al., Case No. ICTR-98-41-AR73, Decision on Aloys
Ntabakuze's Interlocutory Appeal on Questions of Law Raised by the 29 June 2006 Trial
Chamber I Decision on Motion for Exclusion of Evidence, l8 September 2006

BIKINDI

The Prosecutor v. Simon Bikindi, Case No. ICTR-2001-72J, Decision on the Defence Motion
Challenging the Temporal Jurisdiction of the Tribunal and Objecting to the Form of the Indictment
and on the Prosecutor's Motion Seeking Leave to file an Amended Indictment, 22 September 2003

BIZMANA et al.

The Prosecutor v, Augustin Bizimana, Edouard Karemera, Mathieu Ngirumpatse, Calixte
Nzabonimana, Joseph Nzirorera, Andri Rwamakuba, Case No. ICTR-98-44-I' Decision on
Severance of Andrd Rwamakuba and Amendments of the Indictment, 8 October 2003

BIZIMUNGU et al.

The Prosecutor v. Prosper Mugiraneza, Case No. ICTR-99-50-AR73, Decision on Prosper
Mugiraneza's Interlocutory Appeal from Trial Chamber II Decision of 2 October 2003 Denying the
Motion to Dismiss the Indictment, Demand Speedy Trial and for Appropriate Relief,
27 February 2004

The Prosecutor v. Casimir Bizimungu el a/., Case No. ICTR-99-50-T, Oral Ruling on Qualification
of Expert Witness Mbonyinkebe ,2 May 2005
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TIU Ples\bttor v. Casimir Bizimungu et al., Case No. ICTR-99-50-T, Decision of thd Admissibility
of the Expert Testimony of Dr. Binaifer Nowrojee, 8 July 2005

The Prosecutor v. Casimir Bizimungu et al., Case No. ICTR-99-50-T, Decision on Casimir
Bizimungu's Urgent Motion for the Exclusion of the Report and Testimony of D6o Sebahire
Mbonyinkebe (Rule 89(C)), 2 September 2005

CACUMBITSI

The Prosecutor v. Sylvestre Gacumbitsi, Case No. ICTR-2001-64-T, Decision on Expert Witnesses
for the Defence, Articles 54, 73, 89 and 94 bis of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence,
I I November 2003 ("Gacumbitsi Decision of I I November 2003")

The Prosecutor v. Sylvestre Gacumbitsi, Case No. ICTR-2001-64-T, Judgement, 17 June 2004
(" G acumb it s i T rial Judgement")

Sylvestre Gacumbitsi v. The Prosecutor, Case No. CTR-2001-64-A, Judgement, 7 July 2006,
(" Gacun b il s i Appeal Judgement")

KAJELIJELI

Juvinal Kajelijeli v- The Prcsecutor, Case No. ICTR-98-44A-T [sic], Appeal Judgement (Appel de
la Dicision du 13 mars 2001 rejetant /a "Defence Motion Objecting to the Jurisdiction of the
Tribunal'), 16 November 2001

The Prosecutor v. Juvdnal Kajelijeli, Case No. ICTR-98-44A-T, Judgement and Sentence,
1 December 2003 ("Kajelijeli Tial Judgement")

Juvdnal Kajelijeli v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-98-44A-A, Judgemen! 23 May 2005
(" Kaj e l ij e l i Appeal Judgement")

KAMBANDA

The Prosecutor v. Jean Kambanda, Case No. ICTR-97-23-S, Judgement and Sentence,
4 September 1998 ("Kambanda Trial Judgement")

Jean Kambanda v. The Prosecuto,r, Case No. ICTR-97-23-A, Appeal Judgement, 19 October 2000
(" Kamb anda Appeal Judgement")

KAMUHANDA

Jean de Dieu Kamuhanda v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-99-54A-A, Judgement,
19 September 2005 ("Kamuhanda Appeal Judgement")

I(AREMERA et al.

The Prosecutor v. Edouard Karemera et al., Case No. ICTR-98-44-AR73. Decision on Prosecutor's
Interlocutory Appeal against Trial Chamber III Decision of 8 October 2003 Denying Leave to File
an Amended Indictment. 19 December 2003
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The Prosecutor v. Edouard Karemera Matthieu Ngirumpatse, Joseph Nzirorera, Andrd
Rwamakaba, Case No. ICTR-98-44-T, Decision on Severance of Andrd Rwamakuba and
Amendments of the Indictments. 7 December 2004

The Prosecutor v. Edouard Karemera et al., Car,e No. ICTR-98-44-AR73(C), Decision on
Prosecutor's Interlocutory Appeal of Decision of Judicial Notice, 16 June 2006
The Prosecutor v. Edouard Kqremera et al., Case No. ICTR-98-44-AR73.10, Decision on
Nzirorera's Interlocutory Appeal Conceming his Right to be Present at Trial, 5 October 2007

KAYISHEMA and RUZINDANA

The Prosecutol v. Cldment Kayishema and Obed Ruzindana, Case No. ICTR-!j-]-T, Judgement,
2l May 1999 ("Kayishema and Ruzindana Trial Judgement")

The Prosecutor v. Climent Kayishema and Obed Ruzindans, Case No. ICTR-95-1-A, Appeal
Judgement (Reasons), I June 2001 (" Kayishema and Ruzindana Appeal Judgement")

O 
MUHIMAI\A

The Prosecutor v. Mikaeli Muhimana, Case No. ICTR-95-IB-T, Judgement and Sentence,
28 April 2005 ("MuhimaLra Trial Judgement")

Mitraeti Muhimana v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-95-IB-A, Judgement, 2l May 2007
(" Muhim ana Appeal Judgement")

MUSEMA

The Prosecutor v. Atfred Musema, Case No. ICTR-96-13-T, Judgement and Sentence,
27 Jamary 2000, ("Musema Tial Judgement")

Alfred Musema v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-96-13-A, Appeal Judgement, 16 November 2001
(" Mus e ma Appeal Judgement")

O 
MIIVUNYI

The Pfosecutor v. Tharcisse Muvunyi, Case No. ICTR-2000-55A-T, Judgement and Sentence,
12 September 2006 (" Muvunyi Trial Judgement")

NDINDABAHIZI

The Prosecutor y. Emmanuel Ndindabahizi, Case No. ICTR-01-71-T, Judgement and Sentence,
15 July 2004 ("Ndindabahizi Tial Judgement")

Emmanuel Ndindabahizi v. The Prosecuto,r, Case No. ICTR-01-71-A, Judgement, 16 January 2007
("Ndindabahizi Appeal Judgement")

NIYITEGEKA

The Prosecutor v. Eliizer Niyitegeka, Case No.
16 May 2003 ("NiyitegekaTial Judgement")
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A
Eliizei Niyilegeko v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-96-14-A, Judgement, 9 July 2004
(" N iyi t e ge ka Appeal Judgement")

NTAGERURA et al.

Andrd Ntagerura, Emmanuel Bagambiki and Samuel Imanishimwe v. The Prosecutor, Case No.
ICTR-99-46-A, Appeal Judgement, 7 July 2006 ("Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement")

NTAKIRUTIMANA

The Prosecutor v. Elizaphan Ntakirutimana and Gdrard Ntakirutimana, Cases Nos. ICTR-96-10-T
and ICTR-96-17-T, Judgement, delivered on t9 February 2003 but filed on 21 February 2003
(" NtaHrutimana Trial Judgement")

The Prosecutor v. Elizaphan Ntakirutimana and Girard Ntakirutimana, Cases Nos. ICTR-96-10-A
and ICTR-96-1?-A, Judgement, 13 December 2004 ("Ntakirutimana Appeal Judgement")

I{YIRAMASUHUKO et al.

The Prosecutor v. Pauline Nyiramasuhuko et al., Case No. ICTR-98-42-T, Oral Decision on the

Qualification of Mr. Edmond Babin as Defence Expert Witness, 13 April 2005

The Prosecutor v. Pauline Nyiramasuhuko et al., Case No. ICTR-98-42-AR73, Decision on
Joseph Kanyabashi's Appeal against the Decision of Trial Chamber II of 21 March 2007
Conceming the Dismissal of Motions to Vary his Witness List,21 August 2007

RUGGIU

The Prosecator v. Georges Ruggiu, Case No. ICTR-97-32-I, Judgement and Sentence, l June 2000
(" Ru g g iu T ial Judgement")

RUTAGANDA

The Prosecutor v. Georges Nderubumwe Rutaganda, Case No. ICTR-96-3-T' Judgement and
Sentence, 6 December 1999 ("Rutaganda Trial Judgement")

Georges Anderson Nderubumwe Rutaganda v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-96-3-A, Appeal
Judgement, 26 May 2003 ('Rutaganda Appeal Judgement")

RUTAGANIRA

The Prosecutor v. Vincent Rutaganira, Case No. ICTR-1995-IC-T, Judgement and Sentence,
14 March 2005 (" Rutaganira Tial Judgement")

RUKUNDO

Emmanuel Rukundo v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-2001-70-AR72, Ddcision (Acte d'appel
relatif d la ddcision du 26 J|vrier 2003 relative aux exceptions prdjudicielles),17 October 2003
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RWAMAKUBA 
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I ,

The Prosecutor v. Andrd Rwamakuba, Case No. ICTR-98-44C-PT, Decision on Defence Motion for
Stay ofProceedings, 3 June 2005

The Prosecutor v. Andrd Rwamakuba, Case No. ICTR-98-44C-T, Judgement, 20 September 2006
(" Rw amakub a Trial Judgement")
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